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Editorial
The mushrooming growth of the IT industry in the 21st century determines the pace of
research and innovation across the globe. In a similar fashion Computer Science has acquired
a path breaking trend by making a swift in a number of cross functional disciplines like BioScience, Health Science, Performance Engineering, Applied Behavioral Science, and
Intelligence. It seems like the quest of Homo Sapience Community to integrate this world
with a vision of Exchange of Knowledge and Culture is coming at the end. Apparently the
quotation “Shrunken Earth, Shrinking Humanity” holds true as the connectivity and the flux
of information remains on a simple command over an internet protocol address. Still there
remains a substantial relativity in both the disciplines which underscores further extension of
existing literature to augment the socio-economic relevancy of these two fields of study. The
IT tycoon Microsoft addressing at the annual Worldwide Partner Conference in Los Angeles
introduced Cloud ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning,) and updated CRM (Customer
Relationship Management) software which emphasizes the ongoing research on capacity
building of the Internal Business Process. It is worth mentioning here that Hewlett-Packard
has been with flying colors with 4G touch pad removing comfort ability barriers with 2G and
3G. If we progress, the discussion will never limit because advancement is seamlessly
flowing at the most efficient and state-of-the art universities and research labs like Laboratory
for Advanced Systems Research, University of California. Unquestionably apex bodies like
UNO, WTO and IBRD include these two disciplines in their millennium development
agenda, realizing the aftermath of the various application projects like VSAT, POLNET,
EDUSAT and many more. ‘IT’ has magnified the influence of knowledge management and
congruently responding to social and industrial revolution.
Although the discipline like electrical engineering has narrated academic maturity in the last
decades, but the limitations of the non renewable energy sources, turbulence and disturbances
in the energy propagation cascades various insightfulness and stimulation in post classical
electrical era. Evidence shows that there are phenomenal supplements in power generation
and control after the introduction of Energy Management System (EMS) supported by
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). As there is increasing focus on
strengthening the capacity of the power houses with the existing resources or constraints
some new dimensions like FACTS, Optimal System Generation, High Voltage DC
transmission system, Power Generation Control, Soft Computing, Compensation of
transmission line, Protection scheme of generator, Loss calculation, economics of generation,
fault analysis in power systems are emerging. Since the world is suffering with water, food,
and energy crisis, energy consumption has social relevancy.
Keeping view of the ongoing energy and power issues many action research can be initiated
by the research fraternity of this domain. The conference is a thought provoking outcome of
all these interrelated facts.
In the quest of making this earth a better place to live we have to make a strong hold upon
sustainable energy source. Sustainable energy sources include all renewable energy sources,
such as hydroelectricity, solar energy, wind energy, wave power, geothermal energy,
bioenergy, and tidal power. It usually also includes technologies designed to improve energy

efficiency. Energy efficiency and renewable energy are said to be the twin pillars of
sustainable energy. Renewable energy technologies are essential contributors to sustainable
energy as they generally contribute to world energy security, reducing dependence on fossil
fuel resources, and providing opportunities for mitigating greenhouse gases.
It’s my pleasure to welcome all the participants, delegates and organizer to this international
conference. In the process of organizing this conference IRNet family members have shown
their commitment and dedication. I sincerely thank all the authors for their invaluable
contribution to this conference. I am indebted towards the reviewers and Board of Editors for
their generous gifts of time, energy and effort.

Editor-in-Chief
Dr. Harsh K Verma
Associate Professor and Head of the Department,
Department of Computer Science and Engineering.
NIT, Jalandhar.

Smart Worms Defense and Detection

Dasari Nagaraju & C. Shoba Bindu
CSE Dept, JNTUA College of Engineering, Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh, India
E-mail : raj2dasari@gmail.com, shobabindhu@gmail.com

Abstract - There are several worm attacks in the recent years, this leads to an essentiality of producing new detection technique for
worm attacks. In this paper we present a spectrum based smart worm detection scheme, this is based on the idea of detection of
worm in the frequency domain. This scheme uses the power spectral density of the scan traffic volume and its corresponding flatness
measure to distinguish the smart worm traffic from background traffic. This scheme showed better results against the smart worms
and also for the c-worm detection.
Keywords - security, worm, and detection

I.

evaluation data clearly demonstrate that spectrum based
detection scheme achieves much better performance
against the smart worm propagation.

INTRODUCTION

Smart worms are malicious software that can self –
propagate across the internet, i.e., compromise
vulnerable hosts and use them to attack other victims.
Since the early stage of the internet, worms have caused
enormous damage and been a significant security threat.
For example, the Morris worm infected 10% of all hosts
in the internet in 1988. The Code Red worm
compromised at least 359,000 hosts in one day in 2001
[1], and the Storm botnet affected the tens of millions of
hosts in 2007.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we introduce the spread of smart worms. In
Section 3, we introduce the smart worm propagation
model. In Section 4, we introduce the spectrum based
detection scheme against the smart worms. In Section 5,
the performance evaluation and the results of our
detection scheme is provided. We conclude the paper in
Section 6.

Due to the substantial damage caused by worms in
the past years, there have been significant efforts on
developing detection and defense mechanisms against
worms. In this paper, we conduct a systematic study on
smart worms. The smart worms have a self propagating
behavior similar to traditional worms. The smart worms
are quite different from traditional worms in which it
manipulates any noticeable trends in the number of
infected computers such a manipulation of the scan
traffic volume prevents exhibition of any exponentially
increasing trends or even crossing of thresholds that are
tracked by existing system [2], [3].

II. SPREAD OF SMART WORMS
In this section, we describe how smart worms
spread, then introduce the parameters used in the spread
of smart worms. Finally, we present pure random
scanning model.
When a smart worm is fired into the Internet, it
simultaneously scans many machines in an attempt to
find a vulnerable host to infect. When it finally finds its
prey, it sends out a probe to infect the target. If
successful, a copy of this worm is transferred to this new
host. This new host then begins running the worm and
tries to infect other machines. During the worm’s
spreading process, some machines might stop
functioning properly, forcing the users to reboot these
computers or at least kill some of the processes that may
have been exploited by the worm. Then these infected
machines become vulnerable machines again, and are
still inclined to further infection. When the worm is
detected, people will try to slow it down or stop it. A
patch, which repairs the security hole of the machines, is
used to defend against worms. When an infected or

Based on the observation, we adopt frequency
domain analysis technique and develop a detection
scheme against wide-spreading of the smart worms;
particularly we develop a spectrum based detection
scheme that uses the power spectral density distribution
of scan traffic volume in the frequency domain and its
corresponding spectral flatness measure to distinguish
the smart worm traffic from non worm traffic [4].
We define the metrics to evaluate the performance;
the metrics are Detection time and Detection rate. Our
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vulnerable machine is
invulnerable machine.

patched,

it

becomes

distinct patterns of the smart worms in the frequency
domain, and thereby has the potential of effectively
detecting the smart worm propagation.

an

III. SMART WORM PROPAGATION MODEL

In order to identify the smart worms propagation in
the frequency domain, we use the distribution of Power
spectral density (PSD) and its corresponding Spectral
flatness measure (SFM) of the scan traffic. Particularly,
PSD describes how the power of a time series is
distributed in the frequency domain. Mathematically, it
is defined as the Fourier transform of the auto
correlation of a time series. The time series
corresponding to the changes in the number of worm
instances that actively conduct scans over time.

To understand the characteristics of smart worms,
we adopt the epidemiological model, which has been
extensively used for worm propagation modeling [5].
This model matches the dynamics of real worm
propagation over the hosts quite well.
Particularly, the epidemiological model assumes
that any given computer is in one of the following
states: immune, vulnerable, or infected. An immune
computer is one that cannot infect by a worm; a
vulnerable computer is one that has the potential of
being infected by a worm; an infected computer is one
that has been infected by a worm. The epidemiological
model can expressed as,

4.1 SPECTRUM BASED DETECTION
We know present the details of spectrum based
detection scheme. Similar to other detection schemes
[6], [7], we use the destination count as the number of
unique destination hosts targeted by launching scans
during worm propagation. The distribution of PSD and
its corresponding SFM are used to distinguish the smart
worm scan traffic and non worm scan traffic. In our
detection scheme, the detection data is further processed
in order to obtain its PSD and SFM. In the following we
detail how the PSD and SFM are determined during the
processing of the detection data.

=
(1)
TABLE 1
THE PARAMETERS FOR THE SPREAD OF SMART
WORMS
Notation

Explanation

n

The number of infected computers at time
t.

N

(=T.p1.p2) the number of vulnerable
computers on the internet.

T

Total number of IP addresses on the
internet.

P1

The ratio of total number of computers on
the internet over T.

P2

Ratio of total number of vulnerable
computers on the internet over the total
number of computers on the internet

𝛽

Pair wise infection rate.

4.1.1 Power Spectral Density (PSD)
To obtain the PSD distribution for worm detection
data, we need to transform the data from time domain
into the frequency domain. To do so, we use source
count Z (t) is obtained by counting the unique hosts.
Assuming that Z (t) is the source count in the time
period [t-1, t] (t 𝜖[1, n]), we define the auto-correlation
of Z (t) by
𝐶𝑥 (L) = M [Z (t) Z (t + L)].

(2)

In formula (2), 𝐶𝑥 (𝐿) is the correlation of worm
detection at time interval L. if a recurring behavior
exists, a Fourier transform of auto correlation function
reveal such behavior. The discrete Fourier transform of
the auto correlation for the function is given as follows,
(3)
Where P=0, 1… N-1.

This epidemiological model works with the
principle of disease propagation, which has been used
for the worm propagation modeling. It uses a continuous
time differential equations.

As the PSD inherently captures any recurring
pattern in the frequency domain, the PSD function
shows a comparatively even distribution across a wide
spectrum range for the normal non-worm scan traffic.

IV. SMART WORM DETECTION SCHEME

4.1.2 Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM)

In this section we develop a spectrum based
detection scheme. Our detection scheme captures the

We measure the flatness of PSD to distinguish the
scan traffic of the smart worm from the normal non
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In view of emphasizing the relative performance of
our spectrum based detection scheme, we plot the DT
and DR results of smart worms and c-worm in Figs 1
and 2. We can observe from these figures that our
spectrum based detection scheme showed better results
for smart worms detection and as well as C-worm
detection.

worm scan traffic. For this we introduce the Spectral
Flatness Measure which can capture anomaly behavior
in certain range of frequencies [8], [9]. The SFM is
defined as the ratio of the geometric mean to the
arithmetic mean of the PSD coefficients. it can be given
as,

(4)
Where 𝑆(𝑓𝑘 )a PSD coefficient is for the PSD
obtained from the results in Formula (3), SFM is a
widely existing measure for discriminating frequencies
in various applications.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we report our evaluation results that
illustrate the effectiveness of our spectrum based
detection scheme against both the smart worms and the
c-worm.

Fig. 2. Detection Rate of detection schemes against the
C-worm

5.1.1 Detection Performance for Smart worms

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Table 2 shows detection results of detection
scheme against the smart worm. The results have been
average over 100 smart worm attacks. From this table
we can observe that this detection scheme has succeeded
in find outing the rate of 84% within the time period of
1000 seconds. We evaluate the detection performance of
detection scheme against the C-worm. The detection
performance has been averaged over the 100 C-worm
attacks. We observe that this scheme has succeeded in
find outing the rate of 99 % in the case of C-worm
attacks within the time period of 1000 seconds.

We present the spectrum based detection scheme
for the smart worms. Our investigation showed that this
detection scheme achieved good performance against
the Smart worms and also for the C-worm attacks.
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Proofing Against ARP Spoofing
- A Suggested Prevention Mechanism for ARP Spoofing on a LAN

Monica Sam & Daisy Raju
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I.

ARP spoofing detection software

INTRODUCTION

Software that detects ARP spoofing generally relies
on some form of certification or cross-checking of ARP
responses. Uncertified ARP responses are then blocked.
These techniques may be integrated with the DHCP
server so that both dynamic and static IP addresses are
certified. This capability may be implemented in
individual hosts or may be integrated into Ethernet
switches or other network equipment. The existence of
multiple IP addresses associated with a single MAC
address may indicate an ARP spoof attack, although
there are legitimate uses of such a configuration. In a
more passive approach a device listens for ARP replies
on a network, and sends a notification via email when an
ARP entry changes.

ARP Spoofing by an attacker on a LAN is one of
the well-known vulnerabilities of the ARP protocol.
This paper presents a solution to this problem by the use
of ICMP ping.
II. DETAILS PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
ARP spoofing is a computer hacking technique
whereby an attacker sends fake Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) messages onto a Local Area Network.
Generally, the aim is to associate the attacker's MAC
address with the IP address of another host (such as the
default gateway), causing any traffic meant for that IP
address to be sent to the attacker instead.
ARP spoofing may allow an attacker to intercept
data frames on a LAN, modify the traffic, or stop the
traffic altogether. Often the attack is used as an opening
for other attacks, such as denial of service, man in the
middle, or session hijacking attacks.

OS security

The attack can only be used on networks that make
use of the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), and is
limited to local network segments.

AntiARP also provides Windows-based spoofing
prevention at the kernel level. ArpStar is a Linux
module for kernel 2.6 and Linksys routers, which drops
invalid packets that violate mapping, and contains an
option to repoison/heal.

Operating systems react differently, e.g. Linux
ignores unsolicited replies, but on the other hand uses
seen requests from other machines to update its cache.
Solaris only accepts updates on entries after a timeout.

The current defenses for ARP spoofing are three-fold:

The simplest form of certification is the use of
static, read-only entries for critical services in the ARP
cache of a host. This only prevents simple attacks and
does not scale on a large network, since the mapping has
to be set for each pair of machines resulting in (n*n)
ARP caches that have to be configured.

Static ARP entries
IP-to-MAC mappings in the local ARP cache can
be statically defined, and then hosts can be directed to
ignore all ARP reply packets. While static entries
provide perfect security against spoofing if the operating
systems handle them correctly, they result in quadratic
maintenance efforts as IP-MAC mappings of all
machines in the network have to be distributed to all
other machines.

III. SUGGESTED SOLUTION
This paper suggests a solution to ARP spoofing that
is two-fold.
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1) The following intelligence can be built into all the
devices on which such an ARP spoofing attack is a
possibility. ARP operations work as usual – a device
sends a broadcast on the LAN to get the MAC address
associated with an IP address and the owner of that IP
address sends a unicast reply to the requestor. In the
case of an attempt by a second device (possible attacker)
to over-write an entry on any of these devices, the
device simply executes an ICMP ping to the original
owner of the IP. That is an ICMP request is sent with the
destination MAC (already existing entry) and IP
address. If it receives a reply from the original owner, it
does not over-write the entry. If there is no reply, it
means that the MAC/IP mapping is no longer valid and
the entry is over-written. This prevents the devices,
especially the gateway from having incorrect entries in
its ARP table.
2) In the case of ARP timeout , just before an ARP
entry gets timed out , an ARP timeout message can be
unicast from the device on which the ARP entry is going
to timeout to the gateway. When the MAC for this IP
has to be learnt again, the gateway also responds to the
broadcast request message. The response from the
gateway takes more precedence over any other reply,
since the gateway can be trusted more than a new
random device. For this, the intelligence to send an ARP
reply to the device from which a timeout has been
received for the IP the timeout was sent for, should be
built into the gateway.
A diagrammatic representation:

REFERENCES
[1]
[2]

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc826
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5227
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Abstract - Moving objects detection is a fundamental step in many vision based applications. Background subtraction is the typical
method. When scene exhibits pertinent dynamism method based on mixture of Gaussians is a good balance between accuracy and
complexity, but fails due to two kinds of false segmentations i.e moving shadows incorrectly detected as objects and some actual
moving objects not detected as moving objects. In computer vision, segmentation refers to process of partitioning a digital image in
to multiple segments and goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or change representation of image in to something that is more
meaningful and easier to analyse. A colour clustering based on k-means and image over-segmentation are used to segment the
input frame into patches and shadow suppression done by HSV colour space, the outputs of mixture of Gaussians are combined with
the colour clustered regions to a module for area confidence measurement. In this way, two major segment errors can be corrected.
Experimental results show that the proposed approach can significantly enhance segmentation results.
Keywords— Adaptive Mixture of Gaussian, K-means ,HSV colour space , image over-segmentation.

I.

concerned, they both have a constant complexity. But
KDE has a much higher memory requirement (in order
of a 100 frames).

INTRODUCTION

Moving Objects segmentation is a fundamental and
critical task in many vision based applications, such as
automated
visual
surveillance,
human-machine
interface, and very low-bandwidth telecommunications.
A common approach is to perform background
subtraction, which identifies moving objects from the
difference between the current frame and a reference
frame (which often called “background model”). The
background model must be representation of the scene
with no moving objects and must be kept regularly
updated because for some cases, the background is
changing when time passes by. Such as view captured
by an outdoor surveillance camera, the background is
different when sun-light or weather is different. With
respect to the state of the art [1-3], a wide variety of
approaches performing background subtraction have
been developed. A good review for these methods can
be found in [4]. Referring to the conclusions of [4],
Mixture of Gaussians [5-7] and Kernel density
estimation (KDE) [8] can model well the background
pdf in general cases and provide higher accuracy
compared to other reviewed methods. If speed is

So in the real applications, Mixture of Gaussians is
the most frequently used method, as witnessed by the
huge amount of literature on it. However, this method
also suffers from slow learning at the beginning [9],
incapability of identifying moving shadows from the
objects casting them [6,10] and unsatisfied results in
some cases.The video of the background model is not a
literal visualization but it's simply a weighted sum of all
components, whether they're part of the background
model or not. From the results we can find that due to
low rate of background updating, moving shadows, and
possible influence by noise, the performance is poor.
Though efforts have been imposed by many researchers
to improve the algorithm in different senses, we have to
say that a comprehensive physical model of the
background is really difficult to develop. Therefore, a
good post processing may be more suitable in general
cases. In this paper, a novel color clustering based postprocessing method is proposed, and will be discussed in
details in the following sections.
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II.

III. MOVING SHADOW SUPPRESSION

BACKGROUND SUBSTRACTION

Shadows are due to the occlusion of light source by
an object in the scene. In particular, that part of the
object not illuminated is called self-shadow, while the
area projected on the scene by the object is called cast
shadow [2]. This last one is more properly called
moving cast shadow if the object is moving. In
literature, many works have been published on shadow
detection topic. Jiang and Ward [2] extract both selfshadows and cast shadows from a static image. They use
a three level processes approach: the low level process
extracts dark regions by thresholding input image; the
middle level process detects features in dark regions,
such as the vertexes and the gradient of the outline of
the dark regions and uses them to further classify the
region as penumbra (part of the shadow where the direct
light is only partially blocked by the object), selfshadow or cast shadow; the high level process integrates
these features and confirms the consistency along the
light directions estimated from the lower levels.

In the model of Mixture of Gauss [5-7], the
background is not a single frame without any moving
objects. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is thought to
be one of the best background modeling methods and
works well when gradual changes appear in the scene .
The GMM method models the intensity of each pixel
with a mixture of K
Gaussian distributions. The
probability that a certain pixel has a value X t at time can
be written as
P(X t)= ∑kk=1 ω k, t .η ( X t , μ k, t ,Σ k , t)

(1 )

where K is the number of distributions (currently, from
3 to 5 is used), ωk,t is the weight of the kth Gaussian in
the mixture at time t , and η (X t ,μ k , t , Σ k , t ) is the
Gaussian probability density function. 𝜂(𝑋t, 𝜇k,t, 𝛴k,t) =
1

1

(2𝜋)3⁄2|𝛴k,t| ⁄2

𝑒

{

−1(𝑋t−𝜇k,t)T ∑−1
𝑘,𝑡 (𝑋t−𝜇k,t)
2

}

Since our work addresses the problem of segmentation
of moving objects, we aim to define an approach for
detecting moving cast shadows on the background,
without computing static shadows (due to static objects).
In [3], the authors detail the shadow handling system
using signal processing theory. Thus, the appearance of
a point belonging to a cast shadow can be described as:

(2)
where μ k , t is the mean value and ∑ k , t is the covariance
of the k t h Gaussian at time t. For computational reasons,
the covariance matrix is assumed to be of the form.

S k ( x, y) = E k ( x, y) ρ k ( x, y)

(4 )

where S k is the image luminance of the point of
coordinate (x,y) at time instant t. E k (x , y ) is the
irradiance and it is computed as follows:

(3)
Where σ is the standard deviation.

E k(x, y)= {

This assumes that the red, green, and blue pixel
values are independent and have the same variance,
allowing us to avoid a costly matrix inversion at the
expense of some accuracy.

CA + CP cos ∠(N( x , y),L)
CA

lluminate
shadowed
(5)

where CA and CP are the intensity of the ambient light
and of the light source, respectively, L the direction of
the light source and N(x,y) the object surface normal.
ρ k(x, y) is the reflectance of the object surface.
In [3], some hypotheses on the environment are
outlined:
I.

strong light source

II. static background (and camera)
III. planar background
Most of the papers take implicitly into account
these hypotheses. In fact, typically the first step
computed for shadow detection is the difference
between the current frame and a reference image, that
can be the previous frame, as in [3], or a reference
frame, typically named background model [4][5][6][1].

(a)
(b)
Fig.1 (a) original frame
(b) Extracted moving
regions by mixture of Gaussians
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we can write this difference D k (x, y ) as:
D k ( x, y) = S k + 1 ( x, y) − S k ( x, y)

(6 )

Let us consider that a previously illuminated point
is covered by a cast shadow at frame k + 1. According
to the hypothesis 2 of a static background, reflectance
ρ k(x, y) of the background does not change with time,
thus we can assume that
ρ k + 1 ( x, y) = ρ k ( x, y) = ρ( x , y)
Dk (x , y) = ρ(x , y) C P cos ∠ (N(x , y) , L)

This ratio is less than one. In fact, the angle
between N(x, y) and L is in the range between −𝜋⁄2 to
𝜋⁄ therefore the Cos function is always positive.
2
Moreover, due to hypothesis 3, we can assume N(x, y)
as spatially constant in a neighbourhood of the point,
because the background is supposed planar in a
neighbourhood .In [3], authors exploit the spatial
constancy of N to detect shadows by computing the
variance in a neighbourhood of the pixel of the ratio
Rk (x, y): a low variance means that assumption 3 holds,
then they mark that pixel as “possible shadow”.
Moreover, authors use a lot of other techniques in order
to exploit all the four assumptions (such as edge
detection and gradient calculation). eq.11 can be seen as
the ratio between the luminance after and before shadow
appears. In a similar way, Davis et al. ([5][8]) define a
local assumption on the ratio between shadow and
shadowed point luminance. This is based on the
hypothesis that shadows darken the covered point, as eq.
11 and the considerations above confirm. This approach
has been improved in [6] where the authors state that
shadow has similar chromaticity but lower brightness
than that of the same pixel in the background image.
They base this statement on the notion of the shadow as
a semitransparent region in the image, which retains a
representation of the underlying surface pattern, texture
or colour.

(7 )
(8)

Thus, if hypothesis 1 holds, Cp in eq.8 is high.
Summarizing, if hypotheses 1 and 2 hold, difference in
eq. 6 is high in presence of cast shadows covering a
static background. This implies (as assumed in many
papers) that shadow points can be obtained by
thresholding the frame difference image. Eq. 8 detects
not only shadows, but also foreground points. The
papers in literature mainly differ in the way they
distinguish between those points. In [4] Kilger uses a
background suppression technique to find the moving
objects and moving cast shadows in the scene. Then, for
each object, it exploits the information on date, time and
heading of the road computed by its system to choose
whether to look for vertical or horizontal edges to
separate shadows from objects. In [7], a the statistical aposteriori estimation of the pixel probabilities of
membership to the class of background, foreground or
shadow points. The authors use three sources of
information: local, based on the assumption that the
appearance of a shadowed pixel can be approximated
using a linear transformation of the underlying pixel
appearance, according with the fact that the difference
of eq. 8 should be positive; spatial, which iterates the
local computation by re-computing the a-priori
probabilities using the a-posteriori probabilities of the
neighborhood; temporal, which predicts the position of
shadows and objects from previous frames, therefore
adapting the a-priori probabilities. The approach in [3]
exploits the local appearance change due to shadow by
computing the ratio Rk(x, y) between the appearance of
the pixel in the actual frame and the appearance in a
reference frame.

IV. COLOR CLUSTERING
From the result obtained from background
subtraction we can see that the resulting contours of
moving objects have been drawn roughly. But if we
inspect the result carefully, it can be seen that there are
at least two kinds of false segmentation lying near the
contours of moving objects. The first is that background
areas are falsely categorized to moving objects. The
second is on the contrary. The reasons behind it may
possibly be that the updating rate of background is not
fast enough so the background model is not clean
enough to extract the moving objects, and it may also be
caused by image noise. These false segmentations will
certainly degrade the accuracy of further processes, such
as objects tracking, and be even worse when objects are
close to each other. Moreover, some of these errors,
which connecting with moving objects, can’t be
eliminated by general processing, such as smoothing,
de-noising and erosion dilation based morphologic
operations. In order to solve this problem without
adding too much computational burden, we proposed a
novel colour clustering based method as a postprocessing to correct the false segmentations in the

that can be rewritten as ratio between irradiance
and reflectance by using eqs. 4 and 7 :

If a static background point is covered by a shadow,
we have:
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initial results Colour based image segmentation is a
process of dividing an image into different regions such
that each region has homogeneous colour. It is an
important operation in many applications of image
processing and computer vision, and has been
extensively studied [18]. With colour based image
segmentation, it can provide relatively complete
boundaries of objects. Experiences tell us that in most
cases, neighbouring pixels with similar colours should
belong to the same objects, but the reverse deduction
may not be true. So the goal of segmentation is to split
each image into regions that are likely to belong to the
same object. These regions or segments should be as
precise as possible to distinguish the foreground objects
from the background areas. There are many algorithms
existing in the literature, for the sake of real-time
characteristic, in this paper, we have tried two methods:
K-mean algorithm implemented in OpenCV[9] and the
method of over-segmentation[19,20]. The main
difference between these two methods is the size of
segment. The effect of using large segment is that it may
straddle more than two objects or between the object
and background area. It is undesirable. On the other
hand, if the segment is too small, it may not provide
sufficient information to distinguish the object from the
other object or background. The use of oversegmentation strikes a good balance between providing
segments that contain enough information for
distinguishing and reducing the risk of a segment
spanning multiple objects or over the background and
the foreground area.

of-absolute-differences (SAD) in color from the center
pixel. After smoothing, each pixel is assigned its own
segment. Two neighboring 4-connected segments are
merged if the Euclidean distance between their average
colors varies by less than a threshold (in [19], the value
is 66). If the segment is too small, it will be merged with
their most similarly colored neighbors. And if the
segment is too large, it will also be divided. For more
details, please refer to [19]. A result of the oversegmentation algorithm can be seen in Fig. For
comparison, images with the averaged color value per
segment of K-means and over-segmentation are also
illustrated in Figure. Form the results comparisons in
Figure 6, we can see that the result of over-segmentation
looks more naturally. The reason is that the number of
segments in the over-segmentation result is much larger
than that of K-means. Though we can enforce the Kmeans algorithm to cluster more colors, but the price of
time-consuming will increase greatly. On the contrary,
the over-segmentation algorithm can run very fast, it is
important for video surveillance applications.
K-MEANS
K-Means algorithm is an unsupervised clustering
algorithm that classifies the input datapoints into
multiple classes based on their inherent distance from
each other. The algorithm assumes that the data features
form a vector space and tries to find natural clustering in
them. The points are clustered around centroid which
are obtained by minimizing the objective where there
are k clusters Si, i = 1; 2; : : : ; k and _i is the centroid or
mean point of all the points

OVER-SEGMENTATION

As a part of this project, an iterative version of the
algorithm was implemented. The algorithm takes a 2
dimensional image as input. Various steps in the
algorithm are as follows:

The segmentation algorithm has two steps [ 19].
1.

2.

Image is smoothed using a variant of anisotropic
diffusion. The purpose of smoothing is to remove
image noise.
Then, the image is segmented based on neighboring
color values.

SAD ALGORITHM

1.

Compute the intensity distribution(also called the
histogram) of the intensities.

2.

Initialize the centroids with k random intensities.

3.

Repeat the following steps until the cluster labels of
the image does not change anymore.

4.

Cluster the points based on distance of their
intensities from the centroid intensities.

5.

Compute the new centroid for each of the
clusters.where k is a parameter of the algorithm (the
number of clusters to be found), i iterates over the
all the intensities, j iterates over all the centroids
and are the centroid intensities.

The smoothing algorithm iteratively averages along one
of the eight directions as shown in Fig.2 The direction is
determined by which direction has the minimum sum-
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I.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

VI. CONCLUSION
Moving objects detection and segmentation is a
fundamental step in many applications based on vision.
Mixture of Gaussians is the frequently used method to
subtracting moving objects from background. But its
results are not good enough in some cases. In this paper,
a post-processing method is proposed to solve this
problem. The results with more complete boundaries
provided by the color clustering is used to verify the
outputs of mixture of Gaussians, and thus two possible
false segmentations can be corrected effectively.
Moving shadow suppression and small region filter are
also adopted. Using these methods, the results can be
greatly improved. Experiments have been done to prove
the effectiveness of our work. As a general post-process
procedure, the proposed method can also be used for
other background subtraction related methods and the
results can be used in next step-moving objects tracking.

(a)
(b)
Fig.1 (a) original frame
(b) extracted moving
regions by mixture of Gaussians
(a)

Fig.2 (a) original frame
smoothing

(b)

(b)
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Abstract - Image segmentation is the basis for computer vision and object recognition. Watershed transform is one of the common
methods used for region based segmentation. The previous watershed methods results in over segmentation. In this paper we present
a novel method for efficient image segmentation by using bit-plane slicing and marker-controlled watershed. Bit-Plane slicing
method produces the sliced image by taking the most significant bit of the image as the input to the bit-plane slicing algorithm. The
output of the Bit-Plane slicing algorithm is used to produce the gradient image .The watershed segmentation algorithm is applied to
the average of the marker image and the gradient image so as to get efficient segmentation result. Experimental results, shows that
the proposed method reduces the memory consumption and computation.
Keywords - component; Image Segmentation, Marker- controlled Watershed Transform, Bit-Plane Slicing, Multi-scale gradient.

I.

image segmentation. The three main categories of image
segmentation are: edge detection, clustering and region
extraction [1],[2],[8]. Clustering consists of classifying a
homogenous cluster and naming each cluster as different
region. Drawback of this method is that, the number of
cluster is not known. Edge detection identifies the points
in a digital image at which the image brightness changes
sharply or more formally, has discontinuities.
Discontinuities of edge detection correspond to depth,
surface orientation; etc. The purpose of detecting sharp
changes in image brightness is to capture important
events and changes in the properties of the world.
Finally, region extraction groups pixels into a set of
regions based on similarity [2].Most segmentation
techniques are based on region extraction [2],[3],[4].
Image enhancement is the method to enhance the low
contrast image. Disadvantages of this method is that all
the total pixels in the image are brightened and so that
this method may not be suitable for some applications.
Bit- plane slicing (BPS) method is used to solve this
problem. Bit-plane slicing is a technique in which the
image is sliced at different planes. It bit level ranges
from 0(LSB) to 7 (MSB). The input to this method is an
8-bit per pixel [5].We proposed an efficient image
segmentation method is based on BPS and Marker
controlled watershed segmentation (MCWS) algorithm.
In this approach the over segmentation is avoided by
marker-controlled watershed (MCW). The computation
and along with memory is reduced using BPS.

INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation involves partitioning an image
into groups of pixels which are homogenous with
respect to some criterion. The segmentation is based on
measurements taken from the image and might be gray
level, color, texture, depth or motion. The purpose of
image segmentation is to partition an image into
meaningful regions with respect to particular
application. Image segmentation is an initial and vital
step for overall image understanding. The classical
image segmentation is bounded by various aspects like
Shadow problem in object variability and noise leading
to over segmentation. To overcome these problems,
examining the image at multi-resolution level is being
considered.
Segmentation algorithms are generally based on one
of the two basis properties on intensity values: They are
discontinuity and similarity. Discontinuity: To partition
an image based on sharp changes in intensity (such as
edges). Similarity: To partition an image into regions
that is similar according to a set of predefined criteria.
Other conventional segmentation are spit-and-merge and
morphological method. Among them morphological
segmentation is commonly used because they deal with
geometric features, such as size, shape, contrast or
connectivity. Thus morphological transformations can
be considered as object-oriented, and therefore
segmentation oriented [7]. Until now, a variety of
techniques and algorithms have been proposed for
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II. RELATED WORKS
Watershed transformation is a morphological based
tool for image segmentation. In grey scale mathematical
morphology the watershed transformation for image
segmentation is originally proposed by Digabel and
Lantuejoul [6],[7]. The watershed transform can be
classified as region based segmentation approach. The
watershed algorithm is known to be a very fast
algorithm for segmenting the images. Regions of the
image characterized by small variations in grey levels
have small gradient values, so watershed segmentation
is applied on the gradient of the image rather than the
actual image. The major problem with the watershed
segmentation is that it produces over segmentation due
to the large number of minima. The drawbacks of
normal watershed transform are sensitivity to strong
noise and high computation. To overcome these
problems, a strategy was proposed by Meyer and
Beucher (1990). The strategy is called marker-controlled
segmentation [2].The goal of the marker controlled
segmentation is to detect the presence of the
homogenous regions from the image by a set of
morphological operations. Markers are connected
components belonging to an image [9] ,[10]. The marker
image used for watershed segmentation (WS) is a binary
image consisting of either single marker points or larger
marker regions, where each connected marker is placed
inside an object of interest. Each marker has one-to-one
relationship to specific watershed regions. After
segmentation the boundaries of the watershed regions
are arranged on the desired ridges, thus separating each
object from its neighbors. The multi-resolution image is
generated by the two-scale Daubechies 4-tap wavelet
transform and the markers for the WS algorithm were
extracted from a low-resolution image. The flat regions
larger than 85 pixels were extracted as markers [2].
Multi-resolution framework watershed segmentation is
mainly used to reduce the noise related problems and
computation [2].

(1)
Where G (f) = Morphological gradient,
f = given image
B = Structuring element.


Compute multi-scale morphological gradient.
(2)



Compute final gradient image is obtained by
reconstructing the multi-scale gradient image,
with its dilated image as a reference image.



Extract Markers using top-hat transform and
bottom-hat transform.



The segmented image is obtained by applying
the morphological watershed to the average of
the marker image and the final gradient image.

IV. STUDY AREA
The study areas used Mumbai city and Rome city
images from quick bird satellite images which has the
resolution of 215x215 and 216x215 respectively.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1 : Mumbai City Image

The proposed method is concerned with satellite
images. The methods used in this system are BPS and
MCWS. BPS slices the image into eight planes and the
most significant bit plane is used in this system. The
image is segmented by using MCWS, which reduces
over segmentation .The proposed algorithm is given
below:


Apply bit-plane slicing to input image.



Use marker- controlled watershed transform to
the sliced image.



Compute morphological gradient for the sliced
image.
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Fig. 2 : Rome City Image

Fig. 5 : Marker-controlled Watershed algorithm applied
for Mumbai city image.

A. Figures and Tables

Fig. 3 : Watershed algorithm applied for Mumbai city
image.

Fig. 6 : Multi-resolution Marker-controlled Watershed
algorithm applied for Mumbai city image.

Fig. 4 : Morphological Watershed algorithm applied for
Mumbai city image.

Fig. 7 : Bit-Plane slicing and Marker-controlled
Watershed algorithm applied for Mumbai city image.
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Fig. 8 : Watershed algorithm applied for Rome city
image.

Fig. 11 : Multi-resolution Marker-controlled Watershed
algorithm applied for Rome city image.

Fig. 9 : Morphological Watershed algorithm applied for
Rome city image.

Fig.12 : Bit-Plane slicing and Marker-controlled
Watershed algorithm applied for Rome city image.
The figure3 to figure 6 shows the previous
watershed method results of Mumbai city image. The
figure7 shows the proposed method result for Mumbai
city image. The figure8 to figure 11shows the previous
watershed method results of Rome city image. The
figure12 shows the proposed method result for Rome
city image. Comparing with the previous watershed
methods, the proposed method gives the good
segmentation result.
Evaluation of Number
Elapsed
PSNR Goodness
segmentation
of
Time
Value
results
Segments (second)
Watershed
4041
0.857296 41.2287 6.1938
(WS)
Morphological
478
2.025499 41.2964 7.4010
Watershed
(MWS)
Marker15
3.023527 40.7937 4.0761
controlled
Watershed(MC
WS)
Multi265
14.634666 30.7023 7.9766
resolution
marker
controlled
watershed
(MMCWS)
Bitplane
208
7.975092 41.6423 1.4766
Slicing
(BPS)with
Markercontrolled
Watershed(MC

Fig. 10 : Marker-controlled Watershed algorithm
applied for Rome city image.
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minimum execution time by using Multi-threading in a
multi-core machine.

WS)
Table 1: Mumbai City Image Evaluation Results
Evaluation of
segmentation
results
Watershed
(WS)
Morphological
Watershed
(MWS)
Markercontrolled
Watershed(M
CWS)
Multiresolution
marker
controlled
watershed(M
MCWS)
Bitplane
Slicing
(BPS)with
Markercontrolled
Watershed(M
CWS)

Number of
Segments

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

41.2287

Good
ness
Value
6.6117

41.2964

7.4010
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PSNR

4394

Elapsed
Time
(seconds)
0.576636

942

1.264298

8

832

896

2.800380

40.7937

12.925644 36.6794

7.253986
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4.0761

1.5775

41. 7937 1.2176

Table 2: Rome City Image Evaluation Results
Evaluation of segmentation results is done on
number of segmented regions, PSNR and Goodness
function. PSNR is calculated by the following function:
PSNR= 10 * log10 (256^2 / MSE)

(4)

Where MSE is the Mean Squared Error.
The higher the value of PSNR is better. The
Goodness function is calculated by
F (I) =√M x ∑n i=1 (ei) 2 /√A

(5)

Where I is the image to be segmented, M is the
number of regions in the segmented image, A is the area
or i th region number of pixels and ei is the sum of the
Euclidean distance of the color Vectors between the
original image and the segmented image of each pixel in
the region. The smaller the value of F gives the good
segmentation.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed system uses bit-plane slicing thus
reduces
the memory when compared to other
segmentation approaches. It takes less execution time
when compared with the MMCW and gives the good
segmentation result compared with the WS, MWS,
MCWS, and MMCWS algorithms .The same work can
be extended for real time video processing with
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Abstract - Cloud Architectures discourse key hitches surrounding large-scale data dispensation. In customary data processing it is
grim to get as many machines as an application needs. Second, it is difficult to get the machines when one needs them. Third, it is
difficult to dispense and harmonize a large-scale job on different machines, run processes on them, and provision another machine to
recover if one machine fails. Fourth, it is difficult to auto scale up and down based on dynamic workloads. Fifth, it is difficult to get
rid of all those machines when the job is done. Cloud Architectures solve such difficulties.Optical character recognition of cursive
scripts present a number of thought-provokingsnags in both segmentation and recognition processes and this entices many researches
in the arena of contraption learning. This paper presents the best approach based on a mishmash of OCR and Cloud Computing to
handle with the Apple’s prerequisite, to make it available in the app store to design a splendid OCR for outdoor portable documents.
The enactment results on a comprehensive database show a high notch of accuracy which meets the requirements of viable use.

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are many advances in the computer field,
where the two main include Cloud computing and the
OCR which can now be performed to be implemented in
a better environment. With IT technology development,
the platform for people to use software has been
changed from single PC platform to multi-platforms
such as PC +Web-based+ Cloud Computing + Mobile
devices. After 30 years development, OCR software
started to adapt to new application requirements.
WebOCR also known as OnlineOCR or Web-based
OCR service has been a new trend to meet larger
volume and larger group of users after 30 years
development of the desktop OCR. Internet and
broadband technologies have made WebOCR &
OnlineOCR practically available to both individual
users and enterprise customers.

Fig. 1 : OCR Cloud concept
The ubiquitous availability of high capacity
networks, low cost computers and storage devices as
well as the widespread adoption of virtualization,
service-oriented architecture, autonomic, and utility
computing have led to a tremendous growth in cloud
computing Details are abstracted from end-users, who
no longer have need for expertise in, or control over, the
technology infrastructure "in the cloud" that supports
them.

Since 2000, some major OCR vendors began
offering WebOCR & Online software, a number of new
entrants companies to seize the opportunity to develop
innovative Web-based OCR service, some of which are
free of charge services.
The term "cloud" is used as a metaphor for the
Internet, based on the cloud drawing used in the past to
represent the telephone network, and later to depict the
Internet in computer network diagrams as an abstraction
of the underlying infrastructure it represents.

Almost all the modern-day characteristics of cloud
computing, the comparison to the electricity industry
and the use of public, private, government, and
community forms, were thoroughly explored in Douglas
Parkhill's 1966 book, The Challenge of the Computer
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Utility. Other scholars have shown that cloud
computing's roots go all the way back to the 1950s when
scientist Herb Grosch postulated that the entire world
would operate on dumb terminals powered by about 15
large data centers.

10x15 symbol pixel matrix. The size of this matrix was
decided taking into consideration the average height and
width of character image that can be mapped without
introducing any significant pixel noise.
The hidden layer constitutes of 250 neurons whose
number is decided on the basis of optimal results on a
trial and error basis. The output layer is composed of 16
neurons corresponding to the 16-bits of Unicode
encoding. To initialize the weights a random function
was used to assign an initial random number which lies
between two preset integers named ± weight bias. The
weight bias is selected from trial and error observation
to correspond to average weights for quick convergence.

II. OCR
Optical character recognition (OCR) is the process
of converting an image of text, such as a scanned paper
document or electronic fax file, into computer-editable
text.The text in an image is not editable: the
letters/characters are made of tiny dots (pixels) that
together form a picture of text.

Implementation can be easily done using the
following algorithm.

Fig. 2 : Abby fine reader for MAC
During OCR, the software analyzes an image and
converts the pictures of the characters to editable text
based on the patterns of the pixels in the image. After
OCR, you can export the converted text and use it with a
variety of word-processing, page layout and spreadsheet
applications. OCR also enables screen readers and
refreshable Braille displays to read the text contained in
images.

1.

Start at left top of the picture [.bmp]

2.

Scan up to image height on the same x-component
a.

If black pixel is detected register x as left of the
character, and y as top, Increment x, y

b.

If not continue to the next pixel

3.

Scan the image(in the same character space), if
y>top , update top

4.

If y is equal to height register x as right of
character. Increment the number of Characters.

5.

Repeat step 1 to 4 till x is equal to image width.

6.

Using left, top and right of each character scan
character for bottom.

III. iCLOUD
The cloud computing is the latest trend among the
IT sector, as it’s the most cost effective solution to adapt
to larger number of high end technologies and demands.
Cloud Storage is basically storing our data in another
place so that it can be accessed through various devices.
The NIST categorizes cloud computing into three
service models: software as a service (SaaS),
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform as a
service (PaaS).

In addition to device methods of handling the OCR,
there are more concepts added to make it highly portable
which is the goal of this paper.

Fig. 3 : OCR portable
The MLP Network implemented for the purpose of
this project is composed of 3 layers, one input, one
hidden and one output layer. The input layer constitutes
of 150 neurons which receive pixels, binary data from a

Fig. 4 : Using iCloud
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A key common word here is "service" among the
three models, so one of the key issues to consider when
negotiating and managing your contract with a cloud
provider that will be required to meet your needs. It is
important for the contract to include service-level
agreements (SLAs) stating specific parameters and
minimum levels for each element of the service
provided. The SLAs must be enforceable and state
specific remedies that apply when they are not met.
Aspects of cloud computing services where SLAs may
be pertinent include: service availability, performance
and response time, error correction time and latency.
Such definitions in standard cloud provider contracts
often provide a very narrow way of measuring SLA
parameters.

The App Store opened on July 10, 2008 via an
update to iTunes. On July 11, the iPhone 3G was
launched and came pre-loaded with iOS 2.0.1 with App
Store support; new iOS 2.0.1 firmware for iPhone and
iPod Touch was also made available via iTunes. As of
June 6, 2011, there are at least 425,000 third-party apps
officially available on the App Store.
As of January 18, 2011, the App Store had over 9.9
billion downloads, which was announced via the
company's "10 Billion App Countdown". At 10:26 AM
GMT on Saturday, January 22, 2011, the 10 billionth
app was downloaded from Apple App Store.
At early July 2011, 200 million iOS users have
downloaded over 15 billion apps from its App Store.

iCloud can automatically download new music
purchases to all your devices, Which means you can buy
a song from iTunes on your iPad at home, and find it
waiting for you on your iPhone during your morning
commute, all without having to sync. You can access
your purchase history from the iTunes Store on your
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac, PC, or Apple TV. And
since you already own the songs, albums, or TV shows
in your purchase history, you can tap to download them
to any of your devices.iCloud manages your Photo
Stream efficiently so you don’t run out of storage space
on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.

Fig. 6: iOS Screen layout

IV. APP STORE

Above given is the horizontal screen layout of an
ipad where the apps are arranged in such a way that the
normal users can be able to easily access it and this
concept generally takes a good breakthrough for better
app marketing.

The Apple App Store is a digital application
distribution platform for iOS developed and maintained
by Apple Inc. The service allows users to browse and
download applications from the iTunes Store that were
developed with the iOS SDK or Mac SDK and
published through Apple Inc.

The term app has become a popular buzzword; in
January 2011, app was awarded the honor of being
2010's "Word of the Year" by the American Dialect
Society. Apple does not hold a trademark on, or claim
exclusive rights to the term app, which has been used as
shorthand for "application" since at least 2002, for
example Google Apps (first introduced in 2006).

Depending on the application, they are available
either for free or at a cost. The applications can be
downloaded directly to a target device, or downloaded
onto a personal computer (PC) or Macintosh via iTunes.
30% of revenue from the store goes to Apple, and 70%
go to the producer of the app.

On October 20, 2010, Apple announced the Mac
App Store which was eventually launched on January 7,
2011. It is similar to the one for iOS devices, only it has
applications designed for Mac computers. The Mac App
Store is only accessible by using Mac OS X Snow
Leopard or Mac OS X Lion.
The App Store is accessible from the iPhone, iPod
Touch and iPad via an iOS application by the same
name. It is also the only way to directly download native
applications onto an iOS device without jail breaking
the device.
Web applications can be installed on these devices,
bypassing the App Store entirely, but they tend to have

Fig. 5 : Apple App Store deeds
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less functionality. The store is also accessible through
iTunes, and then on any operating system for which
iTunes is provided (Mac OS X and Windows).

motion during handwriting. For example, on-line
recognition, such as that used for gestures in the Pen
point OS or the Tablet PC can tell whether a horizontal
mark was drawn right-to-left, or left-to-right.

V. CLOUD BASED OCR

On-line character recognition is also referred to by
other terms such as dynamic character recognition, realtime character recognition, and Intelligent Character
Recognition or ICR.

iCloud automatically backs it up daily over Wi-Fi
when your device is connected to a power source. Once
you plug it in, everything is backed up quickly and
efficiently. That’s because Backup is like everything
else in iCloud: convenient and completely effortless.

It is necessary to understand that OCR technology
is a basic technology also used in advanced scanning
applications. Due to this, an advanced scanning solution
can be unique and patented and not easily copied despite
being based on this basic OCR technology.

When you set up a new iOS device or need to
restore the information on one you already have, iCloud
Backup does the heavy lifting. Just connect your device
to Wi-Fi and enter your Apple ID and password. Your
personal data — along with your purchased music, TV
shows, apps, and books from iTunes — will appear on
your device.

VI. CONCEPT MIXING – OCR, CLOUD, APPLE
On-line systems for recognizing hand-printed text
on the fly have become well known as commercial
products in recent years (see Tablet PC history). Among
these are the input devices for personal digital assistants
such as those running Palm OS. The Apple Newton
pioneered this product.

The iCloud updates them with your most recent
appointments — saving you time for all the other things
you have going on. You can also share calendars with
other iCloud users. A datebook your whole family can
add to. Or a team schedule that every player can access.
As soon as someone adds or edits an event, iCloud
updates it wirelessly on everyone’s devices.

OCR systems require calibration to read a specific
font; early versions needed to be programmed with
images of each character, and worked on one font at a
time. "Intelligent" systems with a high degree of
recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common.
Some systems are capable of reproducing formatted
output that closely approximates the original scanned
page including images, columns and other non-textual
components.
As it is, the cloud isn't a one-stop solution for
storing you data, just as anyone who keeps everything
on one storage drive and one drive only is rolling the
dice.
iOS 5.1 and its features were announced on June 6
at the WWDC 2011 keynote address. The update was
released at 6pm GMT on October 12, 2011. iOS 5
introduced the iCloud service and the Notification
Center, as well as improvements to native apps such as
Camera. The operating system also features new
applications, such as the "Reminders" app and
"Newsstand", a special home screen folder and App
Store category that contain newspaper and magazine
apps.

Fig. 7: Cloud storage implementation
It's clear that the expansion of the cloud will be both as
exciting as it is scary — just like every other computing
advancement has been. But since we are moving on
slowing into the era of cloud, we hereby design an OCR
which connects with the application in the iPhone, iPad
to the cloud storage server so that the user can just start
using the application to handle the characters. Also this
clearly means a very light application by which we can
easily start using with less energy consumption which
will fall under the category of “Green IT”.

VII. CONSTRAINTS IN APPLE
Some iTunes Products, including but not limited to
Content rentals, may be downloaded only once and
cannot be replaced if lost for any reason. It is our
responsibility not to lose, destroy, or damage iTunes
Products once downloaded, and we may wish to back
them up.

On-line character recognition is sometimes
confused with Optical Character Recognition (see
Handwriting recognition). OCR is an instance of off-line
character recognition, where the system recognizes the
fixed static shape of the character, while on-line
character recognition instead recognizes the dynamic
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The delivery of iTunes Products does not transfer to
you any commercial or promotional use rights in the
iTunes Products. Any burning or exporting capabilities
are solely an accommodation to you and shall not
constitute a grant, waiver, or other limitation of any
rights of the copyright owners in any content embodied
in any iTunes Product.

about moving to make the support of POWR app based
on cloud.
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VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this work we have presented a simple but
effective solution to use the OCR application in Cloud
installed in Apple mobile devices. So hereby we
generated an application so that it can easily use the data
server in the cloud to implement the users with
particular services.
Apple though supports iCloud storage through
which it is possible to trace out the character in iPhone
and iPad, still further advancements are done in the
application design to make it more effective



Fig. 8 : POWR in Cloud [Virtualization]
Finally, this must be transformed for our future
work where the Music OCR construction work is done
thereby handling it efficiently for the vision impaired
users. Also the user interface is to be designed for the
application in such a way to support, and last one is all
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Abstract - Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are taking a prominent position in both military and commercial applications.
Multicast network are finding even more pragmatic applicability. In MANETs, the packets are routed in such a way that the nodes
usually cooperate and forward each other’s packets. However, some nodes may not do so in hostile environment by disrupting
normal communication. We thus face an acute problem in poor performance because of factors like low battery power, high speed of
nodes, poor signal strength, etc. The characteristics features of these factors make the prevention techniques based on trust factor of
nodes unreliable. The problem is caused due to breakage of links, formed by the routing protocol, when nodes start acting selfishly
either intentionally or unintentionally. We aim to tackle this packet dropping misbehavior caused by factors apart from the most
common network layer attacks. Hence, to thwart the unwanted effects of the network layer attacks, we propose an efficient algorithm
to improve the overall network performance. We affirm the efficiency of our proposed algorithm with simulation based results.
Simulation is done on the mesh based multicast routing protocol, On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP), using PSPP,
MATLAB and QualNet simulators.
Keywords – MANET, Packet drop, Low battery, Poor signal strenght, Node mobility, Network layer attacks, Reliable routing.

I.

attacks. The network layer attacks can be tackled by
using a trust mechanism but packet drop caused by
others factors cannot be handled by the trust based
routing protocols.

INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad hoc network is self-configuring system
of mobile nodes that communicate with each other
without any fixed infrastructure by establishing a
network on the fly [1]. Due to its ability to rapidly
deploy, MANET can be used in a number of
applications such as emergency scenarios, relief
operations, public meeting, battlefield communication,
etc.

Security is the primary challenge to ad hoc wireless
networks because of its lack of centralized
infrastructure, stringent resource constraints, dynamic
topology changes, high node mobility, poor signal
strength, etc. The security issue in MANET for group
communication [6] is even more challenging because of
the involvement of multiple senders and multiple
receivers [7] [8]. Not many researchers have focused on
addressing security issues of multicast routing algorithm
against packet drop is a single unified manner.

Compared to tree-based protocols, mesh-based
protocols are more robust and suitable for systems with
frequently changing topology such as MANETs. In our
study, we used the On-Demand Multicast Routing
Protocol (ODMRP) [2], a mesh-based routing protocol,
due to its simple implementation and high packet
delivery ratio.

II. RELATED WORK
A. ODMRP

Security [3] [4] has been an active research topic in
wired networks, but in MANETs, its unique
characteristics put forth entirely new nontrivial
challenges to security design which makes things
complex. Some of these challenges are open network
architecture, highly dynamic network topology, and
stringent resource constraints and shared wireless
medium [5]. These challenges also cause packets to be
dropped: A behaviour that is similar to the network layer

In ODMRP, mesh is established by using the
concept of forwarding group, which is a set of nodes
responsible for forwarding multicast data between
sender and receiver in shortest delay path. An ODMRP
source periodically updates routing tables by flooding
network with route refreshment packets, Join Query.
Upon receiving a Join Query, an intermediate node
stores the ID of the upstream node and then rebroadcasts
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it. When Join Query packet reaches a multicast receiver,
it replies with a Join Reply packet, which contains the
multicast source ID, and the corresponding next node ID
from which it received the Join Query packet. Join
Reply packet is then relayed back towards the multicast
source via the reverse path traversed by the Join Query
packet. Route discovery phase process in ODMRP
broadcasts route request message to find the destination
node which makes it vulnerable to network layer attacks
[9].
B.

C.

Technique for Order Preference by Similarity
to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)

SAW [11]

The overall score is computed by multiplying the
comparable utility for each attribute by the importance
weight assigned to the attribute and then summing these
products over all the attributes. Uni-dimensional utility
functions Ui have the form:
 xij  ci 
U i xij   100  

 bi  ci 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a
mathematical procedure that uses an orthogonal
transformation to convert a set of observations of
possibly correlated variables into set of values of
uncorrelated variables called principal components. So,
a principal component can be defined as a linear
combination of optimally-weighted observed variables
[10].

Where,
Ui is the utility function for the attribute i
xij is the score of attribute i for alternative j
ri is the risk aversion factor (utility is risk
neutral if R=1, risk averse if 0<R<1, risk
seeking if R>1)

The number of principal components is less than or
equal to the number of original variables. This
transformation is defined in such a way that the first
principal component has as high a variance as possible;
that is, accounts for as much of the variability in the data
as possible, and each succeeding component in turn has
the highest variance possible under the constraint that it
be orthogonal to the preceding components. Principal
components are guaranteed to be independent only if the
data set is jointly normally distributed.

bi and ci are the values of the best and worst
outcome respectively, for attribute i.
The multidimensional utility function U(xj) is the
final utility or value of alternative xj.

U x j    Wi  U i xij 
n

i 1

The alternatives can be ranked according to U(xj).

Thus, in PCA one wishes to extract from a set of p
variables a reduced set of m components or factors that
accounts for most of the variance in the p variables. In
other words, we wish to reduce a set of p variables to a
set of m underlying super ordinate dimensions. These
underlying factors are inferred from the correlations
among the p variables.

Drawbacks of SAW: There is no interaction among the
attributes, since the preferential independence axiom is
required. And also there exists difficulty for the
assignment of weights.
D.

Simple Additive Weighting (SAW)



Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)

AHP

The AHP [11] is a structured technique for
organizing and analyzing complex decisions. It provides
a comprehensive and rational framework for structuring
a decision problem, for representing and quantifying its
elements, for relating those elements to overall goals,
and for evaluating alternative solutions.

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a
discipline aimed at supporting decision makers faced
with making numerous and sometimes conflicting
evaluations. MCDA aims at highlighting these conflicts
and deriving a way to come to a compromise in a
transparent process. Unlike methods that assume the
availability of measurements, measurements in MCDA
are derived or interpreted subjectively as indicators of
the strength of various preferences. Preferences differ
from decision maker to decision maker, so the outcome
depends on who is making the decision and what their
goals and preferences are. We now discuss the following
most widely used MCDM approaches which are
discussed in brief in the sections that follow:


ri

Here, both qualitative and quantitative criteria can
be compared using informed judgments to derive
weights and priorities. First, develop a goal hierarchy by
defining a single problem as multiple criteria and again
each criterion is divided into multiple criteria. To
determine the relative importance of the criteria we can
use judgments. Using pair wise comparisons, the
relative importance of one criterion over another can be
expressed. Then check for consistency of the
comparisons and subsequently aggregation of the
comparisons. To get the relative ranking of priorities
from a pair wise comparison of matrix we find the
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eigenvectors. It has been proved that Eigen vector
solution is the best approach [11].

routes for the data transmission. All most all the ondemand routing protocols are prone to the rushing
attacks [13].

Drawbacks of AHP: A serious challenge to the AHP is
the phenomena of rank reversal (adding an irrelevant
alternative may cause a reversal in the ranking at the
top). Also, the AHP method fails to satisfy the minimal
properties of merging-criteria consistency, which forces
the chosen alternative to respond in a coherent way to
the addition or deletion of criteria.
E.

G. Black hole attack
In black hole attack, an attacker first introduces
itself in the forwarding group by implementing rushing
attack, and then it simply drops all the packets it receive
resulting a poor packet delivery ratio instead of
forwarding the data packet to the proper destination
[13].

TOPSIS

In TOPSIS [12], if there are n node alternatives to
be considered in the selection process, they can be
represented in the form of a matrix, NW i.

III. THE ALGORITHM
We first list down all the factors that may contribute
to the problem of packet dropping and subsequently
determine the weights of each of these factors indicating
their relative importance. Since measurements in
MCDM are derived or interpreted subjectively as
indicators of strength of various preferences, this
technique involves taking responses by varying a certain
factor while the others are not changed in the simulation
setup. We aimed at talking numerous and conflicting
evaluations into consideration. The rating of our
interpretations of the selected factors is on a scale of 1 to
5. From the collected data we can decide the factors
which contribute most to the detection of packet
dropping based on the technique called principal
component analysis (PCA). The key here is that every
factor we have given as input contributes in some way
or the other. The idea is to find the factors that are least
contributing to the detection of black hole and eliminate
them from the rest of the process.

Step1: The value for each of the attribute in the matrix is
normalized.
Step 2: The normalized decision matrix is formed by
normalizing each column to get NWnorm.
Step 3: For this purpose, each of the attribute is assigned
weight “Wi”, such that ∑Wi = 1.
Step 4: The weighted normalized matrix is formed by
the product of each column with their respective weights
to get (NWW-norm)i.
Step 5: The best and worst value for each variable is
found.
Step 6: The measure of separation from best case (SBEST)
and worst case (SWORST) is given by values obtained in
steps 4 and 5.
Step 7: The ratio of SWORST and the sum of SWORST and
SBEST gives the preference level P.

From a thorough study of the behaviour pattern of
the various factors present in the simulation, we could
arrive at the input data needed for PCA and after
subjecting the data to PCA we got the variables that
contribute much to the detection of black holes i.e.
variable which have values greater than 0.7 in the
rotated component matrix are relevant and they are
further processed. The values of these in the rotated
component matrix are multiplied by the respective
component Eigen values and then normalized to get the
weight matrix required for our algorithm for detection of
packet dropping misbehaviour.

Step 8: The access node with the highest “P” value is
selected.
Drawbacks of TOPSIS: No technique has been defined
to determine the weights. The complexity of the whole
algorithm increases exponentially as the number of
variables increase because of the calculation of the
Euclidean distance. Also, there is a problem of rank
reversal at the top when the least ranked node is
removed.
F. Rushing attack
In an on demand routing protocol, whenever source
nodes flood the network with the Route Request packets
in order to discover the new routes to the destination,
each intermediate forwarding node processes the first
Route Request Packet from a particular node to suppress
the duplicate forwarding. The malicious node then
ignores the duplicate packets. An attacker can quickly
forward these packets by skipping some of the routing
or MAC layer process. The attacker in turn gains the

The following are the Decision Making Criteria:
Trust: Trust is the variable which says that the node
with higher trust level can be trusted.
Signal Strength: It is the measure of signal strength
available to the mobile node from the transmitting node
of the network.
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Battery power: A mobile node having a low battery
power starts behaving selfishly by not forwarding the
packets.
Mobility: The mobility of a node also affects the routing
efficiency significantly mainly due to link breakage.
Hence, high mobility causes performance degradation.
Node Density: Higher node densities lead to better
packet delivery ratio than an environment with lower
node density.

Step 3: Now normalize the decision matrix. This has to
be done as units of all the attributes under consideration
vary.

Throughput: The throughput of a receiver defined as
the ratio of the number of bits received over the time
difference between the first and the last received
packets.

A norm i 

  Anorm 1
 A 
 norm 2
Dnorm   .

 .
 Anorm n

Network Load: The load of a network node can also
help to speculate the presence of packet drop within the
network.
Our algorithm will be loosely based on the TOPSIS
model, optimized for improving the efficiency and also
defining a method to determine the weights of the
criteria present. Now use the above obtained results of
PCA in the detection algorithm which is as follows:

. .
. .

0
.

. .
.
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M norm 1 
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. 
M norm n 
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Step 4: Obtain the weighted normalize decision matrix.
This can be obtained as a matrix multiplication of
weight matrix and the decision matrix. This has been
illustrated as follows:

Step 1: Obtain the weight vector as described
previously and thus get the diagonal weight matrix.
Since Eigen vector corresponding to the highest Eigen
value is normalized, the resultant weight vector is
considered to be optimum.

0

 A 

Thus the matrix obtained would be:

Packet Loss: It is the measure of average packet loss
between the mobile node and the previous node or next
hop.

. .

n

i 1

Delay: The packet delay gives the measure in
milliseconds of the average delay for the packet on the
wireless link.

ev1 0
 0 ev
2

.
.

Weight Matrix  
.
.
0
0

 0
0

Ai

WN  Dnorm  W
And hence the weighted normalized decision matrix will
be

  Anorm 1
 A 
 norm 2
Dnorm   .

 .
 Anorm n

0
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Bnorm n

M norm 1 
M norm 2 



. 
M norm n 
.

Step 5: Obtain the median vector by finding the median
of each column in the normalized weighted decision
matrix.

Step 2: From the nodes within the reach of the mobile
terminal obtain the decision matrix. We hereby make an
assumption that the nodes in the overlay region
broadcast their attribute values to the mobile terminal
networks.

M  M A M B . . . M M 
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Step 6: Now, obtain the delta matrix as defined in the
following way:
  Awn 1  M A
 A   M
A
 wn 2

.
WN  
.


.

 Awn n  M A

Bwn 1  M B
Bwn 2  M B
.

. . .

M wn 1  M M 
M wn 2  M M 

Bwn n  M B

IV. SIMULATION
The simulation is done on the QualNet network
simulator, MATLAB and PSPP.



. . .
.


. . .
.

. . . M wn n  M M 
. . .

.
.

. . .

This modified routing protocol is called the Enhanced
ODMRP (E-ODMRP).

.

Simulation of Blackhole attack in QualNet
The black hole attack has to be simulated in two
phases. In the first phase the rushing attack is carried out
to become multicast forwarding nodes as shown in
rushing attack. This is done by specifying the malicious
nodes at the start of the simulation.

This is also represented as:

  A 1
 
 A 2
 .

 .
 A n

 B 1
 B 2
.
.

 B n

. . .
. . .

 M 1 
 M 2 

So, we first simulate rushing attacks by making use
of the processing delay at every honest node. The honest
nodes delay every Join Query for a certain amount of
time before broadcasting it. Whereas, all those nodes
that are designated as rushing attackers have their Join
Query processing delay set to zero thus acquiring the
route. Once the Join Query packet is forwarded by an
attacker and in turn receives the Join Reply in the path
of the attacker, the rushing attack is considered to be
successful. But we should remember that that rushing
attack is not the only method that gains access to a route
in a demand driven routing protocol. Hence, rushing
attack is only a passive attack.



. . .
. 
. . .  M n 
. . .

.

Note that there are some attributes for which we
give a higher preference if attribute value is higher and
thus in all such cases, the median value will be
subtracted from the attribute values, as we prefer the
ideal value to be lower for these attributes. However it is
the other way round, where higher preference is given if
attribute value is lower, for the remaining attributes
where we subtract the attribute values from the median
value.

The attacker may now establish other attacks such
as dropping data packets thus corrupting or illegally
accessing confidential data. In second phase, the
attacker consumes the packets i.e., drops all packets and
doesn’t forwards them.

Step 7: Obtained the resultant matrix for consideration
of ranks by summing up the values of the row elements.
The delta matrix and the resultant matrix are as shown.

  A 1   B 1  ...   M 1 
      ...    
M 2
B 2
 A 2

.
R


.


 A n   B n  ...   M n 

Simulation in SPSS to determine weights of factors

Step 8: The values of resultant matrix arranged in
decreasing order give the resultant ranks of the nodes.
As we consider that the resulting node which is far
above from the combined median will be close to the
ideal situation and the one which has the least value will
be far below the median and hence will be close to the
worse situation. So, all those nodes whose value is
above a threshold value will be considered for routing
while the other nodes will be eliminated. These
threshold values are in turn used for our routing
algorithm to prevent the packet dropping misbehaviour.

Fig. 1 : Screenshot of PSPP with data entered
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Fig. 4: Code for Normalization of the Eigen values
The detection algorithm is now simulated in
MATLAB, the code of which is shown in Figures 3 and
4. Now, the ranks are given by every node to all its
neighbours and the node with the least rank shows high
similarity with properties of packet drop behaviour. So,
the routing is done only by those nodes whose similarity
with black hole node is less.

Fig. 2: Principal Component Analysis in PSPP
After the rating of parameters is done, as mentioned
above, the data is filled in excel sheet and imported to
PSPP. The screenshot is shown in Figure 1. First in the
Menu, in Figure 1, choose Analyze > Factor Analysis.
Then, as shown in the Figure 2, choose the appropriate
Variables, Extraction and Rotations. After PCA, the
most contributing factors are those which have above
0.7 in the rotated component matrix. These values are
multiplied with the corresponding component Eigen
values to give the Eigen vector. This Eigen vector is
arranged in the form of a square matrix and is then
normalized to give weight matrix required for the
proposed MCDM algorithm.
Simulation
algorithm

in

MATLAB

for

proposed

Table 1 shows the simulation parameters used
during the simulation in the QualNet simulator. By
malicious nodes we mean that such nodes show black
hole like property or packet dropping behaviour.
Parameters
Routing Protocol
Route refreshment interval
Radio type
Channel Capacity
Packet size
Number of packets
Number of nodes
Mobility model of nodes
Speed of nodes
Queuing policy
Area
Simulation time
Number of Malicious Nodes

detention

Values Assigned
ODMRP
20 sec.
802.11b
2 Mbits/s
512 bytes
300
24
Random waypoint
1 m/s
First-in-First-out
1000 m * 1000 m
600 seconds
0–6

Table 1: Simulation Parameters
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The various performance metrics, which are
measured as a function of the number of malicious
nodes, used are:
1. Average Throughput: The throughput of a receiver
is defined as the ratio of the number of bits received

Fig. 3: Code for Proposed MCDM algorithm
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over the time difference between the first and the last
received packets. The average throughput is the average
of the per-receiver throughputs taken over all the
receivers.

corresponding component Eigen values to give the
following matrix:
 0.98  1.51 1.480 
 0.76  1.87  1.421


Eigenvalues  
0.83  2.89 2.399

 

 0.84  289  2.428

2. Average Packet Delivery Ratio: The packet delivery
ration (PDR) is defined as the ratio of number of packets
reaching the destination to the number of packets sent
from the source. The average PDR is the average of the
PDR taken over all the receivers.

Now to get the weight matrix, the above matrix is to
be normalized and ordered as a diagonal matrix, so that
it is easy for further operations, as shown below.

WeightMatrix 

0.192

0

0

0

0

0.184

0

0

0

0

0.310

0

0

0

0

0.314

We now take three test cases which can lead to the
packet dropping misbehaviour, viz, black hole attack;
low battery power; and poor signal strength of nodes.
We then compare the performance of ODMRP with the
Enhanced ODMRP (E-ODMRP).
Fig. 5: Screenshot of Eigen values along with Variance

The results for the black hole attack along with the
proposed solution are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The
value of trust is evaluated as shown in [14]. We can see
that as number of attackers increase, the average
throughput and average PDR decreases as we would
expect. But the performance of E-ODRMP has
significantly improved over ODMRP.

After subjecting the data to PCA, we get the Eigen
values of the corresponding components as shown in
Figure 5. From the figure, it is very clear that
components 1, 2 and 3 are the most contributing
components. So, we choose the number of components,
which can represent the original factors approximately
correct to be three. Now, the rotated component matrix
is as shown in Figure 6. In order to determine those
factors that contribute significantly to the detection of
packet dropping, we need to select only those factors
responsible which have values greater than 0.7 which
are Trust, Signal Strength, Mobility and Packet Loss.

When a network is under black hole attack, it has
been observed that the loss in average throughput is
around 47.65% and the decrease in the average PDR is
46.31% when there are six attackers, i.e., 25% of all
nodes are attackers, as compared to when there are no
attackers.
And when the trust of nodes is defined the loss in
average throughput is just 17.69% and the loss in
average PDR is just 13.85%. Delay here in E-ODMRP
increases significantly because of the overhead incurred
in securing a safe routing path.

Fig. 6: Screenshot of Rotated Component Matrix
The highest values of these factors in the rotated
component matrix are multiplied with their

Fig. 7: Average Throughput
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For the case when nodes receive poor signal
strength from their neighbours, the results are shown in
Figures 11 and 12. We see that, similar to the previous
case, as number of attackers increase, the average
throughput and average PDR of ODMRP decreases
significantly unlike as in E-ODMRP. In ODMRP, the
loss in average throughput is around 27.44% and the
decrease in the average PDR is 25.8% when there are
six attackers as compared to when there are no attackers.
And for E-ODMRP, loss in throughput is just 174.32%
and decrease in the average PDR is just 11.32%. Here
again, decrease in the throughput of E-ODMRP is
because of either network congestion or routing
overhead incurred after implementation of the proposed
detection technique in ODMRP.

Fig. 8: Average PDR
The results when nodes have low battery power are
shown in Figures 9 and 10. We see that, as number of
attackers increase, average throughput and average PDR
of ODMRP decreases significantly, but E-ODMRP
successfully mitigates this negative packet drop effect.
In ODMRP, the loss in average throughput is around
6.11% and decrease in the average PDR is 24.9% when
there are six attackers as compared to when there are no
attackers. For E-ODMRP, the loss in throughput is just
10.53% and decrease in the average PDR is just 9.18%.
The decrease in throughput of E-ODMRP is mainly
because of either network congestion or routing
overhead incurred after implementation of the detection
technique in ODMRP.

Fig. 11: Average Throughput

Fig. 9: Average Throughput

Fig. 12: Average PDR
VI. CONCLUSION
We aimed to determine a method to identify nodes
with packet dropping misbehaviour in the multicast
MANET environment and thus proposed a system in
which anomalies in behavior is defined quantitatively by
observing data exchange activity. Since, we have
weights apportioned for different parameters based on
their relative importance, the solution will tackle all
kinds of packet dropping behaviour. Hence, this method
is able to detect many kinds of packet drop attacks. The
solution involves some computation but the trade off is
for effective routing. Also it does not involve huge
exchange of data among the nodes, for the process of

Fig.10: Average PDR
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detection, thus saving the network bandwidth. The
detection process is on-the-fly, so even if a node starts
behaving unusually at unexpected time the proposed
detection algorithm is efficient to handle such an
anomaly. Also, there is no need for a central authority
for effective routing. Therefore, the detection process is
very suitable for multicast routing in MANETs.
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Abstract - Over the past few years, the Integrated circuits design and verification has become increasingly complex. Industry, to
overcome this problem has shifted to Electronic System Level (ESL) design flow. The ESL design at higher level of abstraction is
called Virtual System Prototype (VSP). Each Intellectual Property (IP) in VSP should be verified Block level (Standalone
verification) and in system level. This paper deals with reusability of the test cases for an IP in module level verification and system
level verification. The aim is to reduce the test effort for same test in different verification environment. A common test source is
developed for ADC IP and the functionality is verified in the standalone and system level verification environments by reusing the
test cases.
Keywords - Test source, Virtual System Prototype, Standalone Verification, System level Verification, Reuse.

I.

development. This saves verification time. ITRS
roadmap [2] concludes the reuse rate of the IP cores in
SoC and verification should be increased to achieve a
10x design productivity over next 10 years. Many
complex designs today are verified with millions of test
vectors before tape out and these cover only a small
fraction of the potential state-space. With the increase in
the chip complexity and reduced design cycle time there
is an extensive need for reuse [8]. This encourages early
time to market of the product. The paper [1] states one
of the key challenges as test source reusability.

INTRODUCTION

Since the early 1950’s the complexity of Integrated
circuits have been growing in accordance with the
Moore’s law. This has exerted a lot of pressure on
design engineers, since in semiconductor industry there
is a tight time to market constraint. Now, with more than
a billion transistors on the chip, the design of such a
circuit is called System on Chip (SoC). SoC is
integration of different functionality IPs that is preverified with the complex high speed bus. To catch up
with the time to market constraint, therefore
semiconductor companies are moving for ESL design
flow, which is higher level of design abstraction called
VSP.

SystemC Transaction Level Modeling (TLM)
VSPs are modelled as systemC TLM. The Open
SystemC Initiative(OSCI) TLM committee explicitly
recognizes the existence of a variety of use cases in
TLM, such as SW development, SW performance
analysis, architectural analysis, and HW verification.
There are several TLM standards [5], for instance,
loosely-timed- coding style is appropriate for software
development, Approximately-time- coding style is
appropriate
for
architectural
exploration
and
performance analysis and many other level of accuracy
are mentioned.

VSP is fast software simulation model of a system,
which increases productivity [1]. VSP typically can be
modeled cycle accurately [4] that runs same compiled
and linked target code as real hardware, thus providing
the early predictions of the system in architecture level
to study the design feasibility. The behavior of the
peripherals can also be modeled for multi-core
embedded system. Once the architectural model is built,
it becomes the executable specification that drives the
concurrent development of the detailed Hardware (HW)
and Software (SW) implementations. The key advantage
is that the model can be easily refined for the HW/SW
implementations and also reused easily. With VSP, the
verification is often done concurrently with the design

VSP based on Transaction Level Modeling (TLM)
has become a de-facto standard in today’s complex SoC
designs [6]. A Transaction is defined as the
Communication between concurrent processes using
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function calls. In Register Transfer Level (RTL) the
communication happens by the signal protocol, here
while communicating between two processes all the
signals communicates separately [3]. In Transaction
level all the signal values will be communicated in a
single function call (transaction) as shown in the fig. 1.
So VSP using TLM enables higher simulation speed.
Fig. 2: A typical example register
In system level, every module/IP registers occupies
fixed addresses in the memory address space of the
system. Each register address will be mapped to its
absolute address. An example is
*addr1 = value1; //write access to mapped address –
addr1 value2 = *addr2; //read access from mapped
address – addr2
Therefore registers and bit fields are accessed
(reading or writing) by their names e.g. in fig. 2 the
value 0xE0 can be written to register REG by writing
REG.U = 0xE0. Here U is a structure/union defined to
access entire register value. The bit field BIT2 can be
explicitly written by writing REG.B.BIT2 = 0x3. Here
BIT2 is member of bit field structure B, which is
defined in REG structure/union. When accessing a
register in a module, the register absolute address
decodes into module/IP offset address and register offset
address then transactions will be called.

Fig. 1: Communication in TLM and RTL
This paper deals with the methodology to reuse the
test cases between the VSP standalone and system level
environments. The organization of the paper is as
follows; first the register access mechanism in both
system level and standalone is explained. Section II
discuses on methodology implementation, in which
guidelines for common register access , interrupt
handling and external signal handling for a Design
under test (DUT) are explained. Section III discusses
about methodology validation by verifying an ADC IP.
The console and VCD output of a sample test case,
showing the reuse of test source in both environments.

In standalone IP verification, the memory address
space is not available like in system level; therefore the
registers are accessed by using their offset address.
Suppose value 0xE0 is to be written to the REG register,
send write transaction by sending register offset address
0x00F0 and value to be written 0xE0 as the parameters.
On successful write the value 0xE0 will be written to
register REG. Similarly for reading, send read
transaction by sending register offset address and
variable to which data should be read as parameters. On
successful read the data in the register copied to the
variable.

Register access Mechanism in System level and
standalone environments
Each IP contains so many registers with different
bit fields and used for different functionalities. The bit
fields can be read only, write only, read and writable etc
depending on the functionality assigned for that bit field.
Each register will have key parameters like register
name, register offset address, register reset value and
register bit field names. For example, consider an 8-bit
register shown in fig. 2. The name assigned for this
register is REG; its reset value is 0x01 and has offset
address value of 0x00F0. It also has bit fields BIT1,
BIT2 and BIT3. The verification of an IP is mainly done
by writing to registers in the IP.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Guidelines for common register access
In order to reuse the test source of an IP while
verifying it in system level and standalone
environments, same register access mechanism must be
used. To achieve this, a separate test bench register stub
file for the IP (DUT) is developed in standalone
environment to have same register accessing like in
system level environment. The steps followed for
implementation are as below
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takes offset address of register as parameter and
initializes it to member register offset in U_TYPE
structure.

Define a structure for accessing entire register
value:

This structure say U_TYPE is used when accessing
entire value of a register. This structure contains
member variables value to hold data of register and
register offset. The constructor of the structure
initializes member register offset with the passed offset.
The structure also contains member functions read and
write for sending read/write transactions to a register
offset. In system level writing to a register uses ‘=’
operator to write a value into the register and for reading
just uses register name in printf/cout statements. To
achieve this in standalone, operator overload concept is
used. i.e. ‘=’ operator overloaded for writing and no
operator is overloaded for reading. So when we use ‘=’
operator with this type structure, the Right Hand Side
(RHS) value will be written to register by calling write
transaction function. Similarly for read operation no
operator is used in overload function. When name of a
register without any operator is used read transaction
function will be called.




Once the structure types for all registers are
defined, declare each register of the module/IP with
their names and offset address according to the
specification of that IP. All registers should be made
global variables so that they can be accessed directly in
any test case file.
B. Interrupt Handling
Every module/IP
contains
many service
request/interrupt lines. In any verification environment
when an interrupt occurs corresponding registered
Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) or Interrupt handler
function should be executed. Before calling a Handler
function its address must be registered.


While verifying a module, the handler function and
interrupt priority for a particular interrupt will be the
same in both environments. The registering mechanism
is different. In system level interrupt handler addresses
for each interrupt of module are registered in IVT of the
system memory space using API function and in
standalone, already developed interrupt registering
function in the test bench is used for registering a
handler with interrupt priority.

Define bit field name structure for each register in
the IP

A separate bit field name structure for each register
of the module/IP should be defined. In this structure all
the bit field names of the register are declared of
BIT_TYPE. The bit offset and bit width for each bit
field is initialized in the constructor.


Interrupt registering:

Consider a system/microcontroller with total of 256
interrupts from all the modules then Interrupt Vector
Table (IVT) as shown in fig. 3 should have size of 256
to hold all interrupt vector addresses. In system level
interrupts from all modules connected to Interrupt
Controller, which handles the interrupts. Each ISR
address should be registered in the IVT before calling
the ISR. In standalone environment interrupt registering
is achieved by developing appropriate functions and
IVT in test bench base file. The functions are used to
register an ISR for a particular priority. This base file
will be inherited while standalone verification of each
IP.

Define a structure for accessing bit fields of
register:

This structure say BIT_TYPE is used when
accessing bit field values of a register. This structure
contains member variables bit offset, bit width and bit
value. The constructor of the structure initializes
members bit offset and bit width with the passed values.
While reading a specific bit content the entire register
value is read into a variable. This value is right shifted
by bit offset times and value from Least Significant Bit
(LSB) to bit width is returned by masking rest of the bit
fields. In write function the value to be written is left
shifted by bit offset times and other bit fields are masked
except from bit offset to bit offset + bit width. This value
is written into register by sending write transaction. Like
in U_TYPE structure here also operator overloading is
done for read/write operations.


Declare all register names with their offset address:



Interrupt execution:

In system level the Interrupt Controller executes the
interrupt with the highest priority when multiple
interrupts request servicing at the same time. To handle
the interrupt execution in standalone environment a
SystemC process is used, which is made sensitive to
interrupt lines of the DUT. Whenever an interrupt is
raised from DUT, this process will be triggered which
evaluates the interrupts from highest priority. After
polling the interrupts the registered ISR of the raised
interrupt line with highest priority is called by passing

Define register name structure for each register in
the IP:

This structure contains U_TYPE U and BIT_TYPE
B member declarations. When register name fallowed
by .U is used entire register will be accessed and when
register name followed by .B.X is used bit field X of the
register is accessed. The constructor of this structure
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its priority. Hence while interrupt verification of a DUT
same interrupt handler will be executed in both the
environments.

interrupts are executed, which is evident from the VCD
output waveform fig. 4.a and 4.b. The test case console
output is also shown in fig. 5.a and 5.b which shows
same response in both the environments. Same response
is obtained while verifying the different functionalities
in the ADC IP.

Fig 4.a. System level VCD output
Fig. 3: Interrupt vector table
C. Handling external signals
Every DUT contains some input ports which are
used for different functionalities. In system level the
external input ports of DUT are connected to other
modules, so to trigger a DUT line, the module to which
the DUT line is connected must be driven. In standalone
all input ports of the DUT are connected to test bench
output ports by using signals. Here all ports of the DUT
are directly accessible from the test bench ports. To
trigger a DUT line, we can directly drive the connected
test bench port.
III. METHODOLOGY VALIDATION
Fig 4.b. Standalone VCD output

The methodology is validated by verifying an ADC
IP at the system level and standalone environments. The
test cases are developed once and ported across two
environments. The test sources for verifying various
functionalities of the IP are reused in both environments.
It is found that at system level the execution of the test
case is slower than in the standalone platform. So the
test flow should be such that it supports in both the
system and standalone environments.
An output of a test case to test one of the
functionalities in the IP is shown in the figure. Same
response is obtained for the test case while verifying at
the standalone and the system level environments. The
interrupt functionality for the DUT is enabled in the test
file, the interrupt lines are triggered when the results are
updated and executes their registered interrupt handler
function. The test case is run for 4 results and hence four

Fig 5.a. System level console output
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Fig 5.b. Standalone console output
IV. CONCLUSION
While verifying an IP, library of test cases can be
developed and the test cases can be invoked at the
system level and standalone verification environments.
Test source reuse reduces the test effort, which reduces
the verification time. The verification engineers can
spend more time on quality verification rather than
developing the same test cases for different
environment. There-by assisting for early time to
market of the product.
V. FUTURE WORK
Test source reuse can be extended for RTL
verification and Post Silicon Validation. The
Methodology needs to be tested for this. This will
drastically reduce the chip design life cycle.

Language
Initiative,
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I.

sufficient for bulk configuration data transfers. To
overcome the weakness of SNMP, evolutionary
approaches have been attempted in the past few years by
adding new functions and security measures, but all
have failed to be adopted as standards(in SNMPv2 and
SNMPv3). Netconf, however, is connection oriented,
requiring a persistent connection between manager and
agent. This connection provides reliable and sequential
data delivery. However, SNMP has been used mostly in
monitoring for fault and performance management, but
was hardly used for configuration management
especially in system configuration and service
provisioning due to its limitations[2][7].The weaknesses
of SNMP lead to the investigating alternative
approaches to the network management.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of telecommunication and internet
has witnessed the emergence of network devices which
added to the complexity of network management in
terms of sizes and services. Organizations are
increasingly adopting new rich-media business and
collaboration technologies. Video loads networks—and
it radically changes the demands on the network.
Therefore IP networks are becoming larger and more
complex as more people use the internet and more
enterprises rely on the internet. Efficient and reliable
management techniques are necessary to manage these
networks.
The legacy approach of CLI (command Line
Interface) is vendor dependent approach[4]h, where
each vendor as its own command to perform network
management function.CLI commands are sent to the
devices for monitoring and configuration using
protocols like TELNET, SSH etc. However, those
systems are dependent on the syntax of the CLI
command. The Syntax change of the cli commands
results in the implementation modification of the policy
to CLI conversion logic.

II. FUNCTIONAL AREAS FOR MANAGING
NETWORKS
The five functional areas for managing
telecommunications networks as specified by the Open
System Interconnect (OSI) network management
framework, known as FCAPS:[8]

Traditionally SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) has been a major management protocol for the
IP-network because of its simplicity. The SNMP is an
application protocol that allows logically remote users to
inspect or alter management variables. The SNMP
utilizes the TCP/IP protocol suite. UDP is the preferred
transport of SNMP for IPv4. The size of SNMP over
UDP messages is usually limited by the size of the
maximum transmission unit (MTU), which is not

1.

Fault management,

2.

Configuration management,

3.

Accounting management,

4.

Performance management, and

5.

Security management.

Although
there
are
differences
between
telecommunications networks and the Internet, these
functional areas are still the same. The workshop held
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by IAB published RFC3535 [5] to guide the IETF
efforts on future network management work. The
recommendations and conclusions of the IAB workshop
based on network operators’ requirements can be
summarized as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

common to compile a sequence of commands in a script
file and then send the script file to the device. The
following example is a telnet script to show the
configuring Fast Ethernet:
Router#configure

The network management system must be easy to
use for the operators who could perform the
configuration of the whole network rather than
individual devices.

Router(config)#interface FastEthernet 0/0
Router(config if)#ip-address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.0
Router(config-if)#no shut

The management protocol should support a
standard mechanism to save and restore complete
device configuration rather than individual entities.

Router(config if)#exit.
Fig 2: Fast Ethernet configuration

Managed devices should support multiple
configurations. The protocol should support the
distribution of multiple configurations to devices,
and then activate any configuration. In addition,
rollback between configurations should be
supported.

As shown in the figure, the CLI commands are
executed in a hierarchical manner. CLI follows
Hierarchical Dependency and Argument Dependency.

The management protocol should support
configuration transactions across multiple devices
simultaneously in order to avoid configuration
inconsistency. This function significantly simplifies
network configuration tasks.

1.

CLI execution error.

2.

Request more input from the administrator.

3.

successful execution.

5.

Device configuration should be distributed in
human readable format so that text processing tools
and version control systems can be used to manage
and process configuration data.

6.

The management protocol should provide
authentication, secured transport as well as robust
access control that are integrated with the existing
key and credential infrastructure.

As a result of a CLI command execution, one of the
three following situations can happen:

When (1) happens, most of the commands
scheduled to be given to the devices cannot be
delivered. For case (2). every scheduled command hangs
until the additional input is given by the administrator.
IV. XML TEMPLATE FOR CLI COMMANDS
As shown in the example XML template of Figure
3, an XML template is the hierarchy of the XML tags.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<InterfaceDetail>

III. NETWORK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

<entry>

Command-Oriented Approach

<IPAddress>10.1.1.1</IPAddress>

In the Command Line Interface (CLI) approach,
the network administrator logins to the device, and
enters commands as illustrated in Fig 1.

<Mask>255.255.255.0</Mask>
<Status>no shut</Status>
</entry>
</ InterfaceDetail >
Fig. 3 : XML template for Figure 2
V. XML-CLI API
XML-CLI API is the interface for manipulating
XML template. It provides functionalities for loading an
XML template, 'materializing' it, and sending it to the
network device. The materialization' is the process of
converting an XML template into a sequence of CLI
commands.[6]

Fig. 1: Management Network for CLI
If a device supports IP, the administrator can telnet
or ssh to the device. If the device does not support IP or
the IP interface is not configured, the administrator uses
a terminal server to access the console interface of the
device. To automate the configuration procedure, it is
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After loaded into the memory by the XML-CLI , a
template is translated into the internal data structure of a
tree topology. This tree is materialized by traversing it
with the arguments given by the X-CLI application
programmer [2]. This process is similar to the act of
passing arguments to a function which generates some
specific control flow. The materialization result of the

The NETCONF protocol [RFC4721] is an XMLbased protocol used to manage the configuration of
networking equipment. NETCONF is defined to be
session-layer and transport independent, allowing
mappings to be defined for multiple session-layer or
transport protocols. NETCONF can be used within a
Secure Shell (SSH) session, using the SSH connection
protocol [RFC4254] over the SSH transport protocol
[RFC4253]. This mapping will allow NETCONF to be
executed from a secure shell session by a user or
application. NETCONF can be conceptually layered into
four layers, as the following graph shows:

Figure 2 is shown in the Figure 3. The arguments
'configure’,
'
FastEthernet
0/0,'
'10.1.1.1’
’255.255.255.0, are delivered to the XML template in
sequence.

Fig. 4 : Materialized result of figure 3
The materialized commands are sent to the network
device sequentially. When an error happens, the failure
branch target (depicted as an directed edge in Figure 4)
is taken. After the branch, only commands which have
'true' value for the attribute 'always' can be sent to the
device. XML-CLI API is greatly enhanced recently for
the device monitoring. The <cli> tag is extended to
express the monitoring actions, and the monitoring
result is parsed automatically by the X-CLI API. This
feature aids the programmers who want to develop an
application which monitors network device statistics
using CLI.

Fig. 5 : Layers of Netconf
At the bottom, it is the transportation layer.
NETCONF is a connection-oriented protocol which
supports many kinds of transportation protocols. The
RPC layer provides a transportation-independent frame
mechanism to encode RPC messages, including <rpc>
and <rpc-reply> messages. The client can send an RPC
message through the connection to the server to request
some information or make certain configurations
change. The server responses to the requests of client
and sends the results back following the same path. The
operation layer defines several operations, such as
<get>,
<get-config>,
<edit-config>,
<lock>,
<unlock>,<copy-config> etc, which can be used to do
configuration management and information retrieving
tasks. The top layer of NETCONF is the content layer,
which is still under discussion.

VI. AN OVERVIEW OF NETCONF
The Netconf WG [3] was formed in May 2003.The
Netconf WG is attempting to standardize a protocol
suitable for the configuration managementof network
devices. The Netconf WG defines the Netconf protocol
and transport mappings.
Netconf uses an RPC paradigm to define a formal
API for network devices. A manager encodes an RPC in
XML and sends it to the agent using a secure
connection-oriented session.

The information retrieved from a running system is
separated into two classes, configuration data and state
data. When a device is performing configuration
operations, a number of problems would arise if state
data were included.

A Netconf session is the logical connection between
a network administrator or network configuration
application and a network device. A device must support
at least one Netconf session, and may support more than
one. It distinguishes between configuration data and
state data. Configuration data is the set of read-write
data, and state data is read-only data.

NETCONF also provides a subtree filtering
mechanism to help the <get> and <get-config>
operation to retrieve particular XML subtrees.
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A set of additional functionalities that supplements
the base operations are called capabilities in Netconf.
Capabilities augment the base operations of the device,
describing both additional operations and the content
allowed inside operations. The Netconf capability
permits the client to adjust its behavior to take
advantage of features exposed by the device. There are
capabilities such as manager, agent, writable-running,
candidate, and validate. The manager capability is the
manager's capability to manage the agent using the
Netconf protocol. The agent capability indicates the
agent's capability to be managed. The writable-running
capability indicates that the device supports writes
directly to the <running> configuration datastore. The
candidate capability indicates that the device supports a
candidate configuration datastore, which is used to hold
configuration data that can he manipulated without
impacting the device's current configuration. The
validate capability consists of checking a candidate
configuration for syntactical and semantic errors before
applying the configuration to the device.To support
capabilities, more operations are defined:

VII. NETCONF CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL
The Netconf protocol [4] uses XML for data
encoding and a simple RPC-based mechanism to
facilitate communication between a manager and an
agent. The design goals of the Netconf protocol are as
follows: Improve interoperability among the devices
produced by different vendors. Provide a transportneutral protocol based on TCP.
Provide ease of implementation to developers using
existing XML related tools.Provide operations for
getting and editing full or partial configurations. Support
actions such as exec commands.
The operations layer includes base and additional
management operations. The base operations of the
Netconf protocol are defmed as follows:
<get-config>: retrieves all or parts of the specified
configuration.
<edit-config>: modifies a configuration.
The <edit-config> base operation has an argument
that describes the details of the configuration change.
An operation attribute, which is embedded in a
configuration subtree, marks the point of the hierarchy
at which to perform the operation determined by the
value of the operation attribute. The operation attribute
has one of three values: merge, replace, and delete. It
merges or replaces either all or parts of the specified
configuration to the specifiedtarget configuration. It also
deletes all or part of the specified configuration. The
transaction of modification operations is provided
optionally. The values for transaction processing are
stop-on-error (default) - and ignore-error.

* <commit>: commits the candidate configuration as
the device's new configuration
*
<discard-changes>:
reverts
the
candidate
configuration to the current committed configuration, if
the manager decides that the candidate configuration
should not be committed
<validate>: validates the contents of the specified
configuration
The RPC layer presents the RPC-based communication
model. This layer merely uses RPC elements to define
XML messages. Netconf peers use <rpc> and <rpcreply> elements to provide a transport-independent
framing mechanism for encoding RPCs. The elements in
this layer are as follows:

* <copy-config>: creates or replaces an entire
configuration datastore with the contents of another
complete configuration datastore.
* <delete-config>: deletes a configuration datastore.
<kill-session>: terminates a Netconf session and
releases all resources bound to the session.
*
<lock>: allows the
configuration of a device.

manager

to

lock

<rpc>: expresses request messages of operations in the
Netconf protocol. <rpc-reply>: presents the response
message to an < rpc-request>. The <ok> element is sent
in <rpc-reply> messages if no error

the

occurs during the processing of an <rpc-request>.
Otherwise, the <rpc-error> element is delivered in <rpcreply> messages.

* <unlock>: releases a configuration lock previously
obtained with a <lock> operation. <get-all>: retrieves
configuration and state information from a device.
Netconf defines configuration datastores and allows
configuration operations on them. There are some
special configuration datastores for the <running>
configuration currently running on the network device,
the <startup> configuration used at the next reboot and a
<candidate> configuration that is used temporarily to
make and validate changes. Only the <running>
configuration datastore is present in the base model.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper overview the current approaches to
network management. The XML based approach is
considered as an essential in supporting the increasing
complex and diverse networks.XML is considered as the
revolutionary approach to solve the existing network
and system management. It facilitate monitoring of
network elements using a
standard manner and
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removed the tight coupling of router and switches CLIs
from network management stations and created a
framework by which routers and switches could be
monitored and configured by various third party
vendors.
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I.

II. SOA OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

What exactly is SOA? Why are we using SOA?
What are the benefits of using SOA? All these are
discussed below.

We have seen that service-oriented architecture
brings many benefits, but it also brings unique
integration testing challenges for the Quality Assurance
(QA) team. So integration testing team should be well
prepared and adopt best practices to build an approach
that will help them effectively address those challenges.
Lessons learned from several large-scale SOA
implementation projects have been leveraged to define
key elements that can make a QA team successful while
performing integration testing of service oriented web
applications.

A. What is SOA?
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an evolution
of distributed computing based on the request/response
design paradigm for synchronous and asynchronous
applications. An application's business logic or
individual functions are modularized and presented as
services for consumer/client applications. What's key to
these services is their loosely coupled nature; i.e., the
service interface is independent of the implementation.
Application developers or system integrators can build
applications by composing one or more services without
knowing the services' underlying implementations. For
example, a service can be implemented either in .Net or
J2EE, and the application consuming the service can be
on a different platform or language

The collaborative test team, once put in place,
should rely on the well-known mantra “test early, test
often.” It is far more effective to find and fix defects
close to where they were introduced than it is to find
them later on, when it becomes harder to spot the cause
of problems—and when fixing them has a much greater
impact on the application code and design. In a serviceoriented architecture, where there is less control over the
entire solution being built, and where services will be
reused in different applications and in many different
ways, it is recommended to test each service
individually first. For example, will services that are
reused still perform well with an additional load?
Validating the functions and the performance of services
being built, as well as the ones being reused, would
reduce the number of issues found during the integration
phase.

B. Why SOA?
The reality in IT enterprises is that infrastructure is
heterogeneous across operating systems, applications,
system software, and application infrastructure. Some
existing applications are used to run current business
processes, so starting from scratch to build new
infrastructure isn't an option. Enterprises should quickly
respond to business changes with agility; leverage
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existing investments in applications and application
infrastructure to address newer business requirements;
support new channels of interactions with customers,
partners, and suppliers; and feature an architecture that
supports organic business. SOA with its loosely coupled
nature allows enterprises to plug in new services or
upgrade existing services in a granular fashion to
address the new business requirements, provides the
option to make the services consumable across different
channels, and exposes the existing enterprise and legacy
applications as services, thereby safeguarding existing
IT infrastructure investments.

Fig. 2: Dependency of applications to provide services
But the numerous points of exchange create
numerous opportunities for defects. To find and correct
these defects, SOA and integration testing must address
five core challenges of the service oriented applications:
Fig. 1: High level diagram for sample service
architecture



Defects in the SOA space are extremely difficult to
diagnosis because the data in messages is buried in
transport protocols that are inaccessible to the
typical tester and system administrator. As a result,
these defects usually aren't seen until the full system
can be tested at the very end of the project, after
potential problems have multiplied throughout the
system and are more costly to fix. [17]



XML content and messages that are transmitted
back and forth in an SOA environment often
encapsulate the actual substance of the message,
plus the function that it's supposed to perform. These
messages are often written in SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol), and may contain many customized
formats and fields. An error can occur anywhere in
the large number of fields, creating an enormous set
of permutations and error points and making it
extremely hard to have an effective testing solution
around the Web Services. [17]



Web Services and SOA demand very explicit and
predictable inputs and outputs. This largely hinges
on the accuracy of the application programming. For
example, in Microsoft Excel each cell must be
formatted to accept the proper data. Cells for dollar
figures must accept dollar signs; cells for decimals
must accept decimal points, etc. Unless this is

C. Benefits of SOA
Of the many benefits that SOA extols - agility,
reuse, and integration are generally considered to be the
most significant.
Agility – SOA assists with responding more quickly and
cost-effectively to changing business needs which, in
turn, helps the business respond to market conditions
faster.
Reuse – SOA promotes more effective reuse at the
macro (business unit of work) level rather than micro
(code module or class level).
Integration – SOA simplifies interconnection to, and
between, existing IT assets; be it integration with
partners and customers, or simply integration of internal
applications.
III. CHALLENGES
FOR
TESTING OF SOA

INTEGRATION

In SOA environments, systems and applications
depend on one another to complete a business process or
service as explained in Fig2.
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explicitly expressed at the API level, errors in
message communication can abound. [17]








these components and the layers of complexity
because they contain a tremendous amount of logic
that falls outside the domain of traditional
application testing, such as the dollar sign and
decimal point example mentioned earlier. That
example illustrates how deeply embedded logic can
cripple a composite application that has been built
from SOA or integration components. A traditional
application testing tool wouldn't find these defects,
but SOA and integration testing tools will. [12]

SOA testing model isn't just about unit testing.
When businesses build an SOA or integration
initiative, they're pulling and modifying data from
dozens of different systems. Many systems provide
only a confirmation message that a process, such as
an update, has occurred. There's no guarantee that
the data that came from System x, that's now in
System y, is accurate or has been put in the right
place. Again this opens the door for error if the
update is affecting multiple systems and isn't
executing correctly. [10]



Increased business process agility is the
overwhelming advantage of moving to SOA. As
SOA becomes more prevalent, SOA governance
standards will become more prevalent too. However,
because SOAs change frequently, it will be difficult
to develop and adhere to governance standards and
provide high-quality services without adopting a
test-driven SOA approach. [10]

This way the application is "evolved" as opposed to
built and tested. The only way to constantly test is
through an automated testing environment that
supports agile practices and tools. Traditional testing
tools don't have this automated capability.


Late binding is also a big challenge for integration
testing team members. In presence of late binding,
in fact, it is not possible to establish which particular
service is invoked in correspondence of a call site. If
our system needs to invoke a temperature service, at
run time it may choose the cheapest, the fastest or
maybe the most precise one. However, this poses
serious testing concerns. Ideally, the caller should be
tested against any possible service called. In the
practice, heuristics should be identified to reduce the
testing effort.[9]

FOR



INTEGRATION

Reuse: As SOA and integration environments grow
larger and larger, and test case volume grows,
communications between development, operations,
and QA personnel can get skewed. To administer
such large integration efforts and validate quality,
businesses need a tool that lets developers, system
administrators, and QA teams share test cases
between them.
SOA testing tools can do this by storing each test
case and libraries of test suites, and allowing
different application development personnel to
access them. For
instance, if a QA employee
finds an error, he can quickly reference the specific
test case and consult the developer to address the
issue.

Integration Testing could be performed in many
ways. Based on the experience, best practices are being
discussed:


Process visibility: SOA testing helps QA teams and
developers inspect Web Services, business process,
and messages across transport protocols at many
different levels. Developers can look at an actual
message that moves from system A to system B, and
correlate that message to a larger business process,
such as making a deposit at the bank, and make sure
that the larger process ultimately commits and
executes as planned. [12]
Unlike traditional testing, SOA testing lets
developers see each step of a process and the end
result. This way SOA testing makes it easy to design
test scenarios for complex business processes.

Another recurring problem with integration testing
is that missing of services in the moment of
integration testing and not all the components
needed to test are available. Whether the missing
application is an internal module, a vendor
application, or a 3rd party service, waiting creates
substantial timing and coordination delays in
integration projects. [12]

IV. BEST PRACTICES
TESTING

Test automation: SOA's assembly-based approach
strongly favors the use of automation and test-driven
development techniques. That means developers can
automatically test at each stage of an application's
development, or with every sprint release.

Increased coverage: SOA and integration
environments are made up of many components:Web Services, enterprise service buses, legacy
assets, databases, files, and numerous transport
protocols that move messages and orchestrate
services. What's needed is a testing tool to address



Strategy: Proper integration strategy should be
developed in the very beginning of the SOA
projects, during the planning phase. Without an
effective strategy for integration testing, the testing
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of critical logic is usually left until the end of a
project. The result is generally substantial re-work
that results in overruns and delays. An integration
testing strategy can eliminate these problems
making SOA projects more predictable to deliver.
[12] The problem with unavailable components
should be taken into consideration in the integration
testing strategy.


Test-Enabled ESB, as can be seen in above figure,
enables intercepting and controlling the communications
between the ESB and the services and applications. An
intercepted message can be delivered with a delay,
hence changing the apparent QoS and causing temporal
contention on resources. The delivered message may be
modified, which enables both fault injection and test
generation. The message can be recorded, which enables
debugging, visualization, many forms of analysis, and
other forms of black box test generation [8].

Tools: Development of test stubs for replacement
of missing components affects project time and
requires skilled test team. It remains against
management decision if proper tools should be
bought or developed in-house. The ability to
simulate unavailable systems, services or
components is a must to keeping SOA testing on
track. [12]. As proposed in [8], integration problems
can be checked also at run-time using automated
monitoring mechanisms.

V. ESB APPROACH
TESTING

FOR

Test-enabled ESB is an enhancement of a regular
ESB that provides hooks to be used by testing services.
The hooks enable “white box” testing capabilities. The
interaction between the services and the bus can be
modified and delayed using the APIs provided by the
hooks, thus simulating different behavior of the services
during integration into SOA.

INTEGRATION

VI. CONCLUSION
Services are intrinsically distributed and can run on
different platforms and can be written in different
languages. Despite the numerous tools on the market,
which provide mainly unit testing of the services, there
is less research on how distributed services, spread
around several different machines can be tested and here
challenges start for integration testing team.

Another way to address the problems during
integration is creation of suitable testing environment,
containing components which can act as proxy between
the communicating services. These components can read
and manipulate the communication messages between
the services.
The rationale of the proposed testing environment is
test-enabled Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), an
automated testing framework and methodology, and a
mix of tool-supported technologies to enhance the
testing of services.

Sometimes services can be chained with
dependencies on other 3rd party services that can
change without notice. Hopefully in a SOA environment
the interfaces that newer services expose should be the
same as these in the older version, but it is necessary to
provide means to automatically check whether the
services continue to behave according to the user’s
assumptions.
This paper reviews challenges for integration
testing team members during STLC for service oriented
web applications. The benefit of this paper is that it
provides analysis on the problems that exists in service
oriented architecture. This can be helpful for integration
testing team for their first SOA implementation project
and there is need of proper solutions and methodology
for future research for SOA integration testing projects.
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Abstract - Microarray technology has created a revolution in the field of biological research. Association rules can not only group
the similarly expressed genes but also discern relationships among genes. We propose a new row-enumeration rule mining method to
mine high confidence rules from microarray data. It is a support-free algorithm that directly uses the confidence measure to
effectively prune the search space. Experiments on Leukemia microarray data set show that proposed algorithm outperforms
support-based rule mining with respect to scalability and rule extraction.
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I.

some context, M can be referred to as number of
transactions or item sets where each gene represents an
item. To add to the complexity of representation, each
gene is measured in terms of absolute values. However,
biologists are more interested in how gene expression
changes under different environments in each respective
experiment. Thus, these absolute values are discretized
according to some predetermined thresholds and
grouped under three different levels, namely unchanged,
up regulated and down regulated.

INTRODUCTION

One main objective of molecular biology is to
develop a deeper understanding of how genes are
functionally related and, more specifically, to explain
how cells control and regulate the expression of their
genes and other cellular functions. Deciphering gene
relationships has the potential to assist biomedical
research in identifying the underlying cause of a disease
and developing specific gene-targeting treatments.
Association rule mining method [2] for mining high
confident association rules, which describe interesting
gene relationships from microarray data sets. The DNA
microarray allows parallel genome-wide gene
expression measurements of thousands of genes at a
given time, under a given set of conditions, for a
cell/tissue of interest. Here concentration is on analyzing
perturbation microarrays as they are specifically
designed to understand the relationships between genes.
Perturbation experiments are based on the rationale that,
if a gene or cell is no longer able to function normally,
the expression levels of other genes that are functionally
related may be altered.

Analysis of these massive genomic data has two
important goals: First goal is try to determine how the
expression of any particular gene might affect the
expression of other genes. Second goal of expression
data analysis is try to determine what genes are
expressed as a result of certain cellular conditions, e.g.
what genes are expressed in diseased cells that are not
expressed in healthy cells. In this paper, an attempt has
been made to review the novel concepts and techniques
proposed for mining association rule from the genomic
data have been reviewed.

II. GENE EXPRESSION DATA

A formal statement of the AR mining problem [2],
[3] is as follows: Let the data set D = {t1, t2 . . . . tn} be a
set of n Microarray experiments and let I = {i1, i2 . . . .
im} be the set of all genes (m). Each microarray
experiment t consists of a set of genes I from I. The aim
is to mine all ARs (implications) of the form I1 => I2
which describe strong relationships between the genes
based on the microarray experiments in D. I 1 is referred

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The gene expression data in microarray are
presented in M×N matrix where M is the number of
microarray experiments and N being the number of
genes. The number of experiments M can range from
dozens to thousands. On the other hand, the number of
genes N can range from hundred to tens of thousands. In
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to as the antecedent itemset and I2 as the consequent
itemset. The strength of an AR is measured by support
and confidence and the goal is to identify rules that have
a support and confidence greater than the user-specified
thresholds minimum support (minsup) and minimum
confidence (minconf), respectively.

YAL001C
YAL002W
YAL003W
YAL004W
YAL005C

Definition 1 (Support) : Let I ⊆ I be a set of items from
D. The support of an itemset I in D, denoted by σ (I), is
the proportion of transactions that contain I

 I  

No of transactions containing I
No of transactions

(1)

Definition 2 (Confidence): The confidence of an AR I1
=> I2 is denoted by conf (I1 => I2) refers to the strength
of the association and is given by

 I1  I 2 
 I1 

A. Preprocessing Of Data
A gene expression profile can be seen as a single
transaction, and each gene, transcript or protein can be
thought as an item. The gene expression data can be
considered to be a matrix, denoted as G in real
expression numbers, which is shown in Table I. The
columns denote different samples or conditions. The
rows denote genes. In applying association rules to gene
expression data, traditional technique would be to first
convert each gene expression data into one of three
items, down-regulated, up-regulated, or normal
expression, which can be denoted as -1, 1 and 0,
respectively, as shown in Table II. This is performed by
binning the 2 log of the expression level into the three
classes [2] with bounds ≤ -ґ, ≥ ґ, or in between, where ґ
is a threshold defined by user.

YAL001C
YAL002W
YAL003W
YAL004W
YAL005C

-0.76
-0.27
1.2
1.01

Alpha
0min
0
0
0
0
0

When applying AR mining to microarray data, each
microarray experiment is considered to be a single
transaction. Consider a sample transaction set as shown
in Table III. We will concentrate on algorithm RERII
[3] to provide a strong foundation and motivation for
our approach. In RERII [3], each node X in Figure 1
will be represented with a three-element group X =
{itemlist, sup, childlist}, where itemlist is the closed
pattern corresponding to node X, sup is the number of
rows at the node and childlist is the list of child nodes of
X. For example, the root of the tree can be represented
with {{}, 0, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}} and the node “12”
can be represented with {{1, 2}, 2, {3, 4, 5, 6, 8}}.

AN EXAMPLE OF MICROARRAY
Clb2
Exp1
0.07
-0.25
0.23
-0.14
0.65

Clb2
Exp1
1
0
1
0
1

C. Grow Entire Enumeration Tree with no Support
Pruning

TABLE I

Clb2
Exp2
-0.22
-0.12
-0.1
0.16
0.24

Clb2
Exp2
0
0
0
1
1

Recently, support-based row-enumeration methods
have emerged to facilitate the mining of microarray
data. These include FARMER [7], TOPKRGS [11],
CARPENTER [4], CHARM [7], CLOSET [10] and
RERII [3]. These algorithms effectively prevent itemset
explosion by only expanding closed itemsets and
enumerating the rows (transactions) rather than the
items.

IV. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING

Cln3
Exp2

Cln3
Exp2
0
0
0
1
1

B. Association Rule Extraction
In this section, we introduce our row-enumeration
approach to mining high confident association rules
efficiently. This approach addresses the two main
shortcomings of AR mining: support pruning and
itemset explosion. The main challenge is that no support
pruning can take place to reduce the search space. A
naive approach would be to grow the entire enumeration
tree with no support pruning [3] until no more itemsets
can be formed. This would be equivalent to generating
all closed itemsets, including those that cannot produce
confident rules.

The support of an AR I1 => I2 is σ (I1 U I2). If σ (I) >=
minsup, then I is a frequent itemset.

Cln3
Exp1
0.15
-0.07
-1.22
-0.09
-0.6

Cln3
Exp1
1
0
0
0
0

Alpha
0min
-0.15
-0.11
-0.14
-0.02
-0.05

Given a node X in the row enumeration tree, we
will perform an intersection of the itemlist of node X
with the itemlist of all its sibling nodes after X. Each
intersection will result in a new node whose itemlist is
the intersection, whose sup is X.sup + 1 and whose
childlist will be available at next level intersection. And
each new node will be intersected with its afterward
siblings. In this way, the row enumeration tree will be
recursively expanded in a depth-first way. The search
space (without support pruning) for the transactions in

TABLE II
CONVERTED MICROARRAY
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Table 3 is represented as a row-enumeration tree in Fig.
1a.

5
6

ACEGI
ADI

When applying AR mining to microarray data, each
microarray experiment is considered to be a single
transaction. Consider a sample transaction set as shown
in table 3. We will concentrate on algorithm RERII [3]
to provide a strong foundation and motivation for our
approach. In RERII [3], each node X in Fig. 1 will be
represented with a three-element group X = {itemlist,
sup, childlist}, where itemlist is the closed pattern
corresponding to node X, sup is the number of rows at
the node and childlist is the list of child nodes of X. For
example, the root of the tree can be represented with
{{}, 0, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}} and the node “12” can be
represented with {{1, 2}, 2, {3, 4, 5, 6, 8}}.

7
8

DIJ
ABCDG

Definition 4 (Minimum feature): The item i1 in the
itemset I is the minimum feature if

 i1    i2  i2  I
Definition 5 (I-spanning rule): Given an itemset I, a
rule r is an I-spanning rule if

antecedent r   consequent r   I

Given a node X in the row enumeration tree, we
will perform an intersection of the itemlist of node X
with the itemlist of all its sibling nodes after X. Each
intersection will result in a new node whose itemlist is
the intersection, whose sup is X.sup + 1 and whose
childlist will be available at next level intersection. And
each new node will be intersected with it’s afterward
siblings. In this way, the row enumeration tree will be
recursively expanded in a depth-first way. The search
space (without support pruning) for the transactions in
Table III is represented as a row-enumeration tree in
Fig. 1a.

and

antecedent r   1

Definition 6 (Maximum confidence): Given a node n
with minimum feature i, the maximum confidence of
any spanning rule of the itemset at n is

Conf max n  

 max n 
 i 

If Conf max (n) < minconf, then n can be pruned as
any further enumeration below the node will only
generate less or equally confident child rules. This is
because the maximum support of any child node is
bounded above by σ max (n) and the support of its
minimum feature can only be greater than or equal to
the minimum feature of n. Thus, the child node is
bounded above by Conf max (n). If the current parent
node is not pruned by this approach, it is expanded to
form a subtree of child nodes following the approach of
RERII [4]. Tree after confidence pruning is shown in
Fig. 2.

D. Confidence Pruning
This pruning will remove nodes that cannot
generate confident I-spanning rules. This pruning is
based on an observation of the row enumeration tree’s
structure. For each node in the tree, we can predict the
maximum support [4] and confidence its corresponding
itemset can exhibit based on its location within the tree.
It is based on the following definitions.
Definition 3 (Maximum support) : Given a node n
with k sibling nodes, the maximum support of the
itemset at n, represented as σ max (n) or any of n’s
potential child nodes is

Rules generated by this approach are shown in
Table IV.

 max n   n  initial sup port  k

Association rules (minsup>3 and minconf>4/5)

TABLE IV

TABLE III
TRANSACTION SET
Transaction
1

Items
ABCDEG

2
3
4

ACDEG
CDEFGHI
BCDEG

Association Rules
C=>DEG
E=>CDG
G=>CDE
A=>CG
C=>AG
G=>AC

Confidence
4/6
4/5
4/4
4/5
4/6
4/6

Support
4
4
4
4
4
4

A=>D
B=>CDEG

4/5
2/3

4
2
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3/3
3/4

3
3

J=>DI
F=>CDEGHI
H=>CDEFGI

1/1
1/1
1/1

1
1
1

14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

No of Rules

B=>CDG
I=>D

Proposed
algorithm
RERII sup of
15%

80

85

90

95

100

Confidence(%)

(b)
Fig. 1. Performance on the data set leukemia of RERII
with 15% supports and proposed algorithm as
confidence is increased (a) Scalability. (b) Number of
rules discovered.
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Abstract - In these years, performance is everything and when we speak about databases, efficiency is the most relied part of every
application. Also, efficiency of every application is based on the performance of database by virtue of CPU, IO, Indexes, Locks and
SQL Queries. It requires a lot of time for migration of databases, maintenance and monitoring of database, enhancement and fixing
bugs, creating patches etc. Hence, we should have a tool that provides appropriate detailed information in a generalized and proper
format with file types (ex. txt, csv, log etc). In addition it is helpful to the required results for performance tuning of DB2 in a
simpler and efficient way. To resolve these problems and to have an effortless cum time saving performance analysis succeeded by
tuning we formulated this paper to overcome the above mentioned problems. This paper explains the approach behind the formation
of this tool for IBM DB2.

I.

IBM DB2 configuration Advisor for performance tuning
for some extent. Each tool have its limited functionality
out of all, those were made to resolve above problems,
and where PAT Tool is a single package to analyze and
advise having capability to save the status and
information with time stamp for compare performance
variation etc.

INTRODUCTION

Data migration is the process of creating a copy of
an data from one platform to another without disrupting
running applications. In this whole process there are
many circumstances that might cause performance
degradation, data corruption, compatibility issues etc.
This performance analysis and tuning Tool help us in
various aspects related to migration, monitoring or
maintenance etc.

II. RELATED WORK
Our tool is related to productivity and research into
large-scale methodologies, stochastic theory, and
heterogeneous models. Unlike many prior approaches,
we do not stick to only manual part of tuning. Further,
although tools like OMEGAMON DB2 Performance
Expert, DB2 Buffer Pool Analyzer, DB2 SQL
Performance Analyzer, DB2 Query Monitor, DB2
EXPLAIN etc. also motivated this approach, we
harnessed it independently. Though we are the first to
construct a light weighted tool for similar work in single
package, much existing work has been devoted to the
analysis of performance.

Proposed tool is very much important depends on
domain to domain. From the time-cost point of view, it
reduces the time up to a great extend, and it will reflects
on total cost of development or the work it would
concerned. It is important to understand that the cost of
statement (SQL and XML) in the database workload is
defined by frequency of extension multiplied by
individual execution costs. Similarly, resource and effort
are also a domain where we can see importance of tool.
Where using PAT (Performance analysis and tuning)
Tool developer or tester would have to put less efforts
and less resources. Customization of output file and
format gives a way to understand problems or analyze
data in easier way. Cross platform property of PAT Tool
gives freedom to run on various platforms, and
portability makes this tool more powerful and
independent.

Haider Rizvi [1] explains basic rules of thumb and
also shared the latest lab experiences on how to best use
the capabilities of DB2 along with their tuning expects.
Philip Nelson [2] also introduce the principles and
techniques of monitoring and tuning DB2 UDB for
Linux, Unix and Windows and methods of assessing and
quantifying performance, how to avoid problems
happening, finding the problem areas and ways to solve
the problems identified.

Previously, for retrieving all the performance or
database related information, analyst/tester/developer
had to check all information manually or had to use
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SearchServer, and PostgreSQL. There are even drivers
for XBase and CSV files.

III. PRINCIPLES
The DBI architecture is split into two groups of
software: the DBI and the drivers. Actual DBI
programming interface defines by DBI, which routes
method calls to the appropriate drivers, and provides
various support services. Specific drivers are
implemented for each different type of database and
actually perform the operations on the databases. Figure
3.1 illustrates this architecture.

Drivers are also called database drivers, or DBDs,
after the namespace in which they are declared. For
example, DB2 uses.

Therefore, if you are authoring software using the
DBI programming interface, the method use is defined
within the DBI module. From there, the DBI module
works out which driver should handle the execution of
the method and passes the method to the appropriate
driver for actual execution.

Figure 3.2 Data flow through DBI
DBD::DB2, Informix uses DBD::Informix, and so on.
DBI is DataBase Independent where DBD is DataBase
Dependent.
IV. FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES
PAT Tool is loaded by various customized features
listed below:

Figure 3.1 The DBI architecture

The DBI module does not perform any database
work itself, nor does it even know about any types of
databases whatsoever. Figure 3.2 shows the flow of data
from a Perl script through to the database.

•

Fast through put and connections.

•

System level output on current condition.

•

Timestamp files gives you freedom for easy
analysis

•

with respect to time.

•

Creates user friendly structure that would be easy to
understand.

•

Cross platform gives compatibility and portability.

•

Advise you to increase performance at various
levels.

•

Ex. Table, Index, Tablespace etc.

•

Customize file type as per requirement.

•

Compatible with Pure Scale DB2.

Table 4.1 describes various keywords that can be
use as attributes of PAT Tool. All the keywords are
capable to create results in various file formats where by
default file type is CSV (Comma separated values) files

Under this architecture, it is straightforward to
implement a driver for DB2 database. For this, it is
required to implement the methods defined in the DBI
specification. The data returned from this module is
passed back into the DBI module, and from there it is
returned to the Perl program. All the information that
passes between the DBI and its drivers is standard Perl
data types, thereby isolation of the DBI module can be
preserve from any knowledge of databases. The
separation of the drivers from the DBI makes the DBI a
powerful programming interface that can be extended to
support almost any database. Drivers currently exist for
many popular databases including DB2, Oracle,
Informix, mSQL, MySQL, Ingres, Sybase, Empress,

Sl
No.

Keywords/
Options

Description

1

connections

Display connections that return the highest
volume of data to clients, ordered by rows
returned.

2

cpu_time

The units of work that are consuming the
highest amount of CPU time on the system.

3

query_time

Time spent on query processing in a database.

4

activities

Information about all the activities currently
running on a system.
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5

dms

List all the dynamic SQL statements from the
database package cache ordered by the
average CPU time.

6

exec_time

List queries with highest execution time.

7

cpu

List queries with highest CPU consumption.

8

IO

Most I/O intensive queries (including both
bufferpool and direct read / read lob activity.

9

wait

Queries with worst relative velocity where
relative velocity of the degree to which
progress of a query is impacted by waits.

10

least_efficient

Queries with least efficient plans.

11

hit_ratio

Calculating bufferpool hit ratio.

12

containers

List containers and their information ordered
by maximum writes.

13

table_read

List tables with read details.

14

high_prep_time Retrieve a report on the queries with the
highest percentage of time spent on preparing.

15

table_read

All input-output details of a table eg. read,
delete, insert, update etc.

16

card

Find cardinality.

17

purescale_wait

Identifying Lock waits in PURE SCALE.

18

longest_sql

List longest running queries.

19

reorg

Identify tables that need to be REORG.

20

most_exe_sql

List most executed queries.

21

index_advice

List the index that should be drop or require to
improve.

22

tbl_perf

Table performance analysis (Tablespace with
worst CPU burner at the top).

23

tbl_perf_1

Table Performance Analysis
where ,
TBRTX----> Table read per
transaction and OLTP → Online Transaction
Processing. For OLTP, when TBRRTX > 10,
→ Likely opportunity for improvement when
TBRRTX > 100, → Definitely opportunity for
improvement
when TBRRTX > 1000,
→ Crisis.

24

db_latency

Identify database input output latency.

25

stmt_lock_wait

List all the currently running statements for the
applications we found to be involved in lock
waits.

26

lock_holders

List lock holders and their requesters if exist.

27

all

Display information of all the above options.
(By default).

V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
PAT Tool can be use by command line interface,
and will give output in user friendly environment (GUI
(Graphical User Interface)).
perl tuning.pl [-db/-database] [<database_name>] [ [u/-user][<username>] [-p/-password] [<password>] ]
[<options>]
[ [<Output-file with extension>] or [<File type>] ]
For example, let our objective is to identify the SQL
queries whose input-output time is high (IO_TIME) or if
our objective is to see those top 10 statements having
highest execution time in text file of database SAMPLE.
So, we will use command
perl tuning.pl -db sample io txt

28

lock_evmon_on Turn ON event monitoring
lock/deadlock details.

to

identify

29

lock_evmon_of Turn OFF event monitoring to stop monitoring
f
and save the lock/deadlock details.

Table 4.1 List of keywords and their description.

Figure 5.1 is a screen shot after run above command.
Showing a output file with name IO with time stamp is
saved successfully in TXT file format. Where, Figure
5.2 is a screen shot without any option, hence by default
it creates all the output files in CSV file format.

Figure 5.1 PAT Tool creates TXT files (On demand)

Figure 5.2 PAT Tool creates CSV files (By default)
VI. FUTURE WORK
As for future work we would suggest to add DB2
performance efficiency tips, bufferpool strategies,
enhanced index advisor with option to view all indexes
advised across the entire system. Capability to clear all
Advised Indexes ( A reset function to clear the list of
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advised indexes ). That should remove all advised index
entries for objects which no longer exist.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed about a useful light
weighted tool for performance analysis and tuning in
terms of I/O, SQL queries, database architecture and
through an analysis of the dynamic conditions for
performance degradation it proven very helpful in
migrating databases from any to IBM DB2. The feature
of PAT Tool greatly improves the consistency of your
DB2 LUW environments, as well as reduces downtime.
Remember that tuning is not a “set it and forget it”
process or not a not a onetime shot: it should constantly
monitor critical applications for environmental changes
and adjustment of the applications accordingly.

This section describes the DB2 memory areas with a
focus on how they can impact performance, and
explains monitoring and tuning techniques. One of the
most important aspects of performance tuning is
minimizing physical I/O → proper allocation of memory
is essential to optimal performance. Because DB2
environments tend to change as a result of increases in
numbers of users, data volumes, transaction rates etc.
Similarly, with respect to locking scenario, a function
using same approach as of PAT Tool that controls the
amount of memory for managing locks across all
applications running concurrently may add on PAT
Tool. There must have one locklist per database which
defines the percentage of the locklist that an application
must be using before lock escalation occurs. When
inadequate memory is available for the locklist and lock
escalation can occur going from a row lock to a table
lock. This can result in performance degradation due to
a decrease in application concurrency caused by lock
waits and, potentially, deadlocks. Using above
approach, we can prevent this degradation. Where, lock
escalations must be monitored, and have to adjust
locklist and maxlocks values in case of frequent lock
escalations. The locklist value should also be increased
if the maxappls parameter is increased.

Finally this tool is highly responsive and
recommended to the parties involved in functional and
regression testing as well as quality assurance team of
software development companies within the context of
DB2.
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Maxappls defines the number of applications that can
run concurrently.
For ex.
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The following are some suggestions on how to minimize
locking:
• Use frequent COMMITS during updating.
• Consider using LOCK TABLE for
applications that perform large number of updates.
• Use CURSOR STABILITY.
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Manager (STMM) as enhancement work for PAT Tool.
With DB2 LUW v9.1, IBM introduced automated selftuning memory to simplify managing the package cache,
sort heap, bufferpools, and locklists. The amount of
memory allocated to these areas is constrained by the
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memory. You can leave the automated self-tuning on.
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Abstract - This paper proposes an automatic Human Computer Interface (HCI) System to aid and support people with severe
disabilities who have an acute need for the interfaces to computer like mouse and keyboard to communicate more interactively and
naturally with the machines like Computers and other systems like an audio system, TV, or any such home appliances. The
proposed system captures the voluntary eye blinks and the blink patterns are interpreted to make the communication possible
between the user and the computers, while the involuntary eye blinks are ignored. The proposed system enables the communication
by making use of the Human Facial features such as the eye and the nosetip which are tracked and monitored in real-time. The
nosetip coordinates in the live video feed captured by the inexpensive USB camera are translated to become the coordinates of the
mouse pointer on the application. The system does not make use of the offline templates. The voluntary right/left eye blinks trigger
the right/left mouse clicks. The proposed system is inexpensive and affordable since it works with low cost USB cameras.
Keywords: Human Computer Interface (HCI), SSR Filter

I.

The nosetip movements are tracked and
interfaced with the mouse cursor movements and the
true & voluntary eye blinks are identified and interfaced
with the mouse clicks. These kinds of interfaces are
very useful for people who are severely paralyzed or
afflicted with motor diseases and are unable to move or
control any parts of their body except for their eyes to
communicate. The proposed system is more interactive,
provides a more natural and an inexpensive and a
meaningful means of communication to communicate
with the simpler computer applications and to play some
simpler role playing games.

INTRODUCTION

A great deal of research is put into building systems
intended to detect the user movements and facial
gestures to steer the communication between the user
and the computers. People with disabilities like severe
paralysis or people suffering with degenerative
neurological diseases really find it difficult to interact
with the computers. The motivation for the proposed
system is to provide an inexpensive, interactive and
more natural and a meaningful mode of communication
for people afflicted with degenerative motor diseases or
severe paralysis. Our system makes use of the human
features like nosetip and the eyes to guide the interaction
with the computers.

The automatic initialization phase is triggered with
the analysis of the involuntary eye blinks of the current
computer user, which creates an online template of the
eye to be used for tracking. This phase occurs each time
the current correlation score of the tracked eye falls
below a defined threshold in order to allow the system
to recover and regain its accuracy in detecting the
blinks.

This goal is realized using an algorithm that
distinguishes the true eye blinks from the involuntary
ones. The desired facial features are detected and
tracked precisely and fast enough to be applied in realtime to steer the interface and enable the communication
with the computer. The proposed system can be used to
enable the disabled people to interact with simple
computer applications and also in playing simple games
which provides a more immersive experience to the
physically challenged person in a much interactive,
natural and meaningful way that requires very minimal
effort.

II. OVERVIEW
The overall design of the proposed system
comprises of three major modules,
1.

Face Detection

2.

Finding the Face Candidates
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3.

A.

matching technique. Finally the true Between-the-Eyes
point can be tracked and located [1].

Integrating the nosetip movements and the
eyeblinks with Mouse cursor coordinates and the
Mouse clicks.

B.

Face Detection

Integral Image

The SSR filter is computed by using intermediate
representation for image called integral image. For the
original image i(x, y), the integral image is defined as,

Face detection techniques can be categorized into
two approaches
(i) Feature based approach and

Ii ( x, y ) 

(ii) Image-based approach.



i ( x ', y ')

(1)

x ' x , y '  y

Feature-based techniques make use of the apparent
facial features such as face geometry and the skin color.
But the problem with this approach is the poor
performance and reliability under variable lighting
conditions. The image-based techniques take advantage
of the current advances in the pattern recognition theory.
Most of the image-based approaches apply basic
window scanning technique to detect the face. This
technique practically requires immense floating-point
computations to be applied in real-time. Both the
approaches applied distinctly and independently pose
real-time disadvantages and problems to be applied
precisely and practically.

The integral image can be computed in one
pass over the original image by the following pair of
recurrences.

s ( x, y )  s( x, y  1)  i ( x, y )

(2)

Ii ( x, y )  Ii ( x  1, y )  s ( x, y )

(3)

Where s(x ,y) is the cumulative row sum, s(x , -1) = 0,
and ii(-1, y) = 0.
Using the integral image, the sum of pixels within
rectangle D (rs) can be computed at high speed with four
array references as shown in Fig.1.

In this paper we propose a method that combines
the power and the precision of both the feature-based
and image-based approach to yield a more reliable and
high speed face detection system. In this method, the
essences of both the feature-based and image-based
approaches are used to locate the point Between-theEyes. The proposed method makes use of the real-time
face detection algorithm Six-Segmented Rectangular
filter (now called SSR filter from now onwards). The
SSR filter is nothing but a rectangle divided into 6
segments and it operates by making use of the brightdark relation around Between-the-Eyes area concept[1].

sr  ( Ii ( x, y )  Ii ( x  W , y  L))  ( Ii ( x  W , y )  Ii ( x, y  L))

(4)

Between-the-Eyes point is selected as the face
representative since it is common to most people and is
easy to find for wide range of face orientation. Betweenthe-Eyes has dark part (eyes and eyebrows) on both
sides, and has comparably bright part on upper side
(forehead), and lower side (nose and cheekbone). This
characteristic is stable for any facial expression.

Figure 1. Integral Image
III. SSR FILTER
At the beginning, a rectangle is scanned throughout
the input image. This rectangle is segmented into six
segments as shown in Fig.2 (a).

Here an intermediate representation of the image
called integral image is used to calculate the sums of
pixel values in each segment of SSR filter. Firstly, SSR
filter is scanned on the image and the average gray level
of each segment is calculated from integral image. Then,
the bright-dark relations between each segment are
tested to see whether its center can be a candidate point
for Between-the-Eyes. Later the stereo camera is used to
find the distance information and the suitable Betweenthe-Eyes. Then, the candidates for Between-the-Eyes are
evaluated by using a template of Between-the-Eyes

Figure 2. SSR Filter
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the candidates, we define the Between-the-Eyes pattern
as pmn (m=0,...,31, n = 0, ...., 15) . Then right and left
half of pmn is re-defined again separately as prij
(i=0,...,15, j = 3, ...., 15) and p1ij (i=0,...,15, j = 3, ....,
15), respectively, each has been converted to have
average value of 128 and standard deviation of 64.
Then the left mismatching value (Dl) and the right
mismatching value (Dr) are calculated by using the
following equation [1].

We denote the total sum of pixel value of each
segment (B1 B6) as 1 6 b b S S. The proposed SSR
filter is used to detect the Between-the-Eyes based on
two characteristics of face geometry [1].
(1) The nose area ( n S ) is brighter than the
right and left eye area ( er S and el S , respectively) as
shown in Fig.2 (b), where

Sn  Sb2  Sb5
Ser  Sb1  Sb4

2

(( pij ) l  (tij ) l )
Dl  
( vij ) l

Sel  Sb3  Sb6

(8)

Then,

Sn  Ser

(5)

Sn  Sel

(6)

(( pij ) r  (tij ) r )
Dr  
( vij ) r

(9)

The processing flow of Real-Time face detection system
is shown in Fig. 4.

(2) The eye area (both eyes and eyebrows)( e S ) is
relatively darker than the cheekbone area (including
nose) ( c S ) as shown in Fig. 2 (c), where

After extracting the templates, we pass them to the
support vector machine in order to classify them.
Positive classification results mean true faces, while
negative ones mean false faces. Since the program will
be used by one person at a time, we need to pick one of
the positive results as the final detected face. To achieve
that, we pick the highest positive result, but before doing
so, we will multiply each positive result by the area of
the cluster that its template represents [1].

Se  Sb1  Sb2  Sb3
Sc  Sb4  Sb5  Sb6
Then,

Se  Sc

2

(7)

The processing flow of Real-Time face
detection system is shown in Fig. 4. When expressions
(5), (6), and (7) are all satisfied, the center of the
rectangle can be a candidate for Between-the-eyes [1].

C.

Finding the Nose Tip

After locating the eyes, the final step is to find the
nosetip. The nosetip should fall inside the six-segmented
rectangle, so this rectangle becomes our region of
interest (ROI) in finding the nosetip [13].

In Fig.3 (b), Between-the-Eyes candidate area is
displayed as the white areas and the non-candidate area
is displayed as the black part. By performing labeling
process on Fig. 3 (b), the result of using SSR filter to
detect Between-the-Eyes candidates is shown in Fig. 3
(a). Because the SSR filter extracts not only the true
Between-the-Eyes but also some false candidates,

Figure 3. Between-the-Eyes candidates from SSR filter
so we use the average Between-the-Eyes template
matching technique to solve this problem. To evaluate

Figure 4. Processing Flow of Real-Time Face Detection
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The nosetip has a convex shape so it collects more
light than other features in the ROI because it is closer
to the light source. In horizontal intensity profiles we
add vertically to each line the values of the lines that
precedes it in the ROI, so since that the nose bridge is
brighter than the surrounding features the values should
accumulate faster at the bridge location; in other words
the maximum value of the horizontal profile gives us the
‘x’ coordinate of the nosetip.

Furthermore, as the output of an edge detector defines
only there features are in an image, the work of the
Hough transform is to determine both what the features
are (i.e. to detect the feature(s) for which it has a
parametric (or other) description) and how many of
them exist in the image [12]. To find the eyebrow line
from the set of threshold points we apply the Hough
transform. Sometimes Hough transform gives several
lines so we approximate them to a final line which is the
eye brow.

In vertical intensity profiles we add horizontally to
each column the values of the columns that precedes it
in the ROI the same as in the horizontal profile, the
values accumulate faster at the nosetip position so the
maximum value gives us the ‘y’ coordinate of the
nosetip. From both, the horizontal and vertical profiles
we were able to locate the nosetip position. After
locating the nose bridge we need to find the nosetip on
that bridge. Since each NBP represents the brightest S2
sector on the line it belongs to, and that S2 sector
contains the accumulated vertical sum of the intensities
in that sector from the first line to the line it belongs to,
we will be using this information to locate the nosetip.

V. MOTION DETECTION
To detect motion in a certain region we subtract the
pixels in that region from the same pixels of the
previous frame, and at a given location (x,y); if the
absolute value of the subtraction was larger than a
certain threshold, we consider a motion at that pixel.
VI. BLINK DETECTION
We apply blink detection in the eye’s ROI before
finding the eye’s new exact location. The blink detection
process is run only if the eye is not moving, because
when a person uses the mouse and wants to click, he
moves the pointer to the desired location, stops, and then
clicks, so basically the same for using the face, the user
moves the pointer with the tip of the nose, stops, then
blinks [11], [7], [8]. To detect a blink we apply motion
detection in the eye’s ROI; if the number of motion
pixels in the ROI is larger than a certain threshold we
consider that a blink was detected, because if the eye is
still, and we are detecting a motion in the eye’s ROI,
that means that the eyelid is moving which means a
blink. In order to avoid multiple blinks detection while
they are a single blink (because motion pixels will
appear while the eye is closing and reopening), the user
can set the blink’s length, so all blinks which are
detected in the period of the first detected blink are
omitted.

Nose trills are dark areas, and the portion that they
add to the accumulated sum in the horizontal profile is
smaller than the contribution of other areas; in other
words each NBP will add with its S2 sector a certain
amount to the accumulated sum in the horizontal profile,
but the NBP at the nose trills location will add a smaller
amount, we will notice a local minima at the nose trills
location, by locating this local minima we take the NBP
that corresponds to it as the nose trills location, and the
next step is to look for the nosetip above the nose trills.
Since the nosetip is brighter than other features it will
donate with its S2 sector to the accumulated sum more
than other NBPs, which means a local maxima in the
first derivate, so the location of the nosetip is the
location of the NBP that corresponds to the local
maxima that is above the local minima in the first
derivate [13]. Tracking the nosetip will be achieved by
template matching inside the ROI.

VII. CONCLUSION
The proposed system can be used to aid people with
severe disabilities who have an acute need for the
interfaces to computer like mouse and keyboard to
communicate more interactively and naturally with the
machines like Computers. The automatic initialization
phase is greatly simpliﬁed in this system, with no loss of
accuracy in locating the user’s eyes and choosing a
suitable open eye template. Another improvement in this
system is, it is compatible with inexpensive USB
cameras, as opposed to the high- resolution cameras.
Higher frame rates and ﬁner camera resolutions could
lead to more robust eye detection that is less restrictive
on the user, while increased processing power could be
used to enhance the tracking algorithm to more

IV. HOUGH TRANSFORM
The Hough transform [12] is a technique which can
be used to isolate features of a particular shape within an
image. In our proposal we use this to find our eye
brows. The classical Hough transform is most
commonly used for the detection of regular curves such
as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. The Hough transform can
be used to identify the parameter of a curve which best
fits a set of given edge points [12]. This edge description
is commonly obtained from a feature detecting operator
such as the Roberts Cross, Sobel or Canny edge detector
and may be noisy, i.e. it may contain multiple edge
fragments corresponding to a single whole feature.
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Abstract - Automatic classification is the task of assigning a set of objects into groups called clusters .The objects in the same
cluster are more similar to each other than to those in other clusters. Data categorization is the task is to assign a document to one or
more classes or categories. This may be done "manually" or algorithmically .To process the data categorization, dimensionality of
the feature of the data has to be reduced. In this paper, we propose probabilistic similarity clustering algorithm to reduce the
dimensionality of features. The words in the document are grouped to cluster based on similarity. The probabilistic clustering
technique compute the probability with which each point belongs to each cluster and assigns the membership weight .In similar way
all the words in the document are classified and based on those membership weights data is categorized. This approach is most
appropriate for avoiding the arbitrariness of assigning an object to only one cluster when it may be close to several.
Keywords - Clustering, Probabilistic clustering, Feature reduction, Text categorization.

I.

the text classification task. The words in the feature
vector of a document set are represented as distributions,
and processed one after another. Words that are similar
to each other are grouped into clusters.

INTRODUCTION

Clustering is the process of organizing objects into
groups whose members are similar in some way. A
cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are
“similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the
objects belonging to other clusters .Text categorization
or topic spotting is the task of automatically sorting a set
of documents into categories from a predefined set.
Currently, text categorization research is pointing in
several interesting directions [1]. One of them is the
attempt at finding better representations for text; while
the bag of words model is still the unsurpassed text
representation model, researchers have not abandoned
the belief that a text must be something more than a
mere collection of tokens, and that the quest for models
more sophisticated than the bag of words model is still
worth persuing. So that feature extraction has to be done
to reduce the high dimensionality. Feature extraction
can be done through both feature selection [2][3] [4] and
feature reduction. Feature reduction is most efficient
than feature selection, but expensive. .The aim of the
classical Feature extraction method is to convert the
high dimensional data set into low dimensional set by
Using through algebraic transformations. principal
component analysis, linear discriminant analysis these
are the linear transformation feature reduction [5]
approaches. We propose a fuzzy similarity feature
clustering algorithm, which is an incremental feature
clustering approach to reduce the number of features for

II. BACKGROUND WORK
Feature clustering is the efficient feature reduction
approach, [8] the divisive information-theoretic feature
clustering algorithm was proposed by Dhillon is an
information-theoretic feature clustering approach, and is
more effective than other feature clustering methods. In
these feature clustering methods, each new feature is
generated by combining a subset of the original words.
However, difficulties are associated with these methods.
A word is exactly assigned to a subset, i.e., hardclustering, based on the similarity magnitudes between
the word and the existing subsets, even if the differences
among these magnitudes are small. Also, the mean and
the variance of a cluster are not considered when
similarity with respect to the cluster is computed.
Furthermore, these methods require the number of new
features be specified in advance by the user. In the
previous [6] they used an information-theoretic
framework that is similar to Information Bottleneck to
derive a global criterion that captures the optimality of
word clustering. In order to find the best word
clustering, i.e., the clustering that minimizes this
objective function, presented a new divisive algorithm
for clustering words. This algorithm is reminiscent of
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the k-means algorithm but uses Kullbac Leibler
divergences (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) instead of
squared Euclidean distances. That divisive algorithm
monotonically decreases the objective function value.
And also minimizes “within-cluster divergence” and
Leibler, 1951) instead of squared Euclidean distances.
That divisive algorithm [8] monotonically decreases the
objective function value. And also minimizes “withincluster divergence” and simultaneously maximizes
“between-cluster divergence”. Thus it find word clusters
that are markedly better than the agglomerative
algorithms [6] of Baker and McCallum (1998) and
Slonim and Tishby (2001). The increased quality of our
word clusters translates to higher classification
accuracies, especially at small feature sizes and small
training sets.

P(c2/w1)= 1*0+2*1+3*0+4*0 = 0.2
1+2+3+4
P(c3/w1)= 1*0+2*0+3*0+4*01 = 0.4
1+2+3+4
The word pattern of word w1 is
x1=<0.4,0.2,0.4>
Thereafter the word pattern construction their mean
and variance are calculated. the mean value calculated
as the sum of the word pattern by the size of the cluster
formed by the word pattern and the variance as the
square root of the value x .the value x is defined as the
sum of the square of the differences of the word pattern
and mean value by the size of the cluster formed by the
word pattern. Probabilistic clustering is an self
constructing learning approach .word patterns are
constructed one by one and their mean and variance are
constructed. Initially no clusters will be created by the
user, thereafter similarity of word patterns are
calculated. Based on the similarity if it is similar to any
existing cluster then it is grouped to that cluster and its
mean and variance are updated. The algorithm of the
probabilistic clustering works like this .First we have to
consider the parameters such as the number of word
patterns m, number of classes p the documents are
occupied ,predefined similarity threshold value ρ, initial
deviation σ0 and initialize the number of cluster value k
to zero because initially there would be no clusters. The
input given to the algorithm is the constructed word
pattern and the output of the algorithm is the clusters
formed from the word patterns. First, there are no
existing fuzzy clusters on which xi has passed the
similarity test. For this case, we assume that xi is not
similar enough to any existing cluster and a new cluster
.the new cluster is created by incrementing the k value
to 1 and now the mean and deviation are to be
calculated .Now the mean value is the mean of the that
word pattern and deviation is also the deviation of that
word pattern. Next word pattern is taken and its
similarity is compared with the similarity of the existing
cluster as

III. OUR METHOD
In this paper we propose a probabilistic feature
clustering algorithm, which is an incremental feature
clustering approach to reduce the number of features for
the textual data categorization. We consider the words in
the document from the document set, which are
belonging to the different classes. From those words we
will construct the feature vector, which is the number of
words in the document. The word pattern of each word
is constructed by taking the probability of the word
occurring in that document set .The word pattern of a
word is considered as the sum of the number of
occurrences of the word in the document set into word
of the document belonging to that class by sum of
occurrences of the word in the document set.
Let us consider the documents d1,d2……dn from the
document set D which are belonging to the classes
c1,c2,c3……….cp
of having the words from
w1,w2…….wk. The word pattern xi can be constructed as
follows
Xi = < xi1,xi2,………xip>
= < p(c1/wi), p(c2/wi),…….. p(cp/wi)>
Where
p(cj/wi) =

∑n
q=1dqi×δqj
______________
∑n
q=1dqi

For example consider d1,d2,d3,d4 documents from the
document set which are belonging to the classes c 1,c2, c1
and c3.let the occurences of the word w1 is present in
the documents 1,2,3,4 is

If the value is similar the word pattern is grouped into
that cluster .after that the mean value and deviation
values are updated as

The probability of word w1 in the class c1 is
P(c1/w2)= 1*1+2*0+3*1+4*0 = 0.4
1+2+3+4
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extraction will be done. We propose three weighting
approaches: hard, soft, and mixed. In the hard-weighting
approach, each word is only allowed to belong to a
cluster, and so it only contributes to a new extracted
feature.
For example we consider one sample document set D,
which is shown in the below figure fig1.
FIGURE:1
SAMPLE DOCUMENT
Otherwise the word pattern is not similar then
number of cluster s value k will be incremented by
creating the new cluster and the mean and variance of
that word pattern are the mean and deviation of that
newly created cluster. This process continuous until all
the word patterns are processed and the desired number
of clusters are formed automatically.
IV. EATURE REDUCTION
Feature clustering is an efficient approach for
feature reduction Groups all features into some clusters
where features in a cluster are similar to each other Let
D be the matrix consisting of all the original documents
with m features and D’ be the matrix consisting of the
converted documents with new k features .

Let D TABLE :1
Word pattern construction

\New feature set w ‘= { w1’,w2’,…..wk’}
corresponds to a partition{w1,W2,…,Wk} of the original
feature set W

Mean and variance of the clusters

By applying the probabilistic clustering approach
to the document set, the desired number of clusters are
formed .Each cluster represents the extracted feature and
the thus somewhat the dimensionality reduction has
been achieved that is high dimensional dataset has been
reduced to the low dimensional dataset. The original
document set D is converted into D’.The feature
extraction form can be represented as

TABLE:2

TABLE: 3

’

D =DT

Similarities of word pattern

Where
D= [D1,D2……….Dk]T
D’= [D1’,D2’……….Dk’]T
And T is the weighting matrix
be a simple document set, containing 9 documents d1,
d2; . . . ; d9 of two classes c1 and c2, with 10 words
“office,” “building,”; . . . ; “fridge” in the feature Vector
W. The document of the kitchen is taken and word
pattern for that is constructed as shown in the table
1.After that the mean and variance and the size of
clusters are calculated and are shown in the table 2.

The goal of feature reduction is achieved by finding
an appropriate T such that k is smaller than m By
applying our clustering algorithm, word patterns have
been grouped into clusters, and words in the feature
vector W are also clustered accordingly. For one cluster,
we have one extracted feature. Since we have k clusters,
we have k extracted features. The elements of T are
derived based on the obtained clusters, and feature
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We run our self-constructing clustering algorithm,
by setting σ0= 0.5 and ρ= 0.64, on the word patterns and
obtain 3 clusters G1, G2, and G3, which are shown in
Table 3.The fuzzy similarity of each word pattern to
each cluster is shown in Table 4. The weighting
matrices TH, TS, and TM obtained by hard-weighting,
soft-weighting, and mixed-weighting (with γ= 0.8),
respectively, are shown in Table 5. The transformed
data sets D’H, D’S, and D’M obtained for different
cases of weighting are shown in Table 6.Based on D’H,
D’S, or D’M, a classifier with two SVMs is built.
Suppose d is an unknown document, and d =<0; 1; 1; 1;
1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 1> . We first convert d to d’ by .Then, the
transformed document is obtained as d’H =dTH =<2; 4;
2>; d’S =dTS =<2:5591; 4:3478; 3:9964>, or d’M
=dTM = <2:1118; 4:0696; 2:3993>. Then the
transformed unknown document is fed to the classifier.
For this example, the classifier concludes that d belongs
to c2.

The above figure represents the performances of the
different feature reduction methods applied on the
document set .This figure points out that our approach is
the best among all other approaches used for feature
reduction.
By this algorithm, the derived membership
Functions match closely with and describe properly the
real distribution of the training data. Besides, the user
need not specify the number of extracted features in
advance, and trial-and-error for determining the
appropriate number of extracted features can then be
avoided. Experiments on real-world data sets have
demonstrated that our method can run faster and obtain
better extracted features than other methods.
.

TABLE:4
Weighting Matrices Of Hard,Soft And Mixed

TABLE:5
Transformed Datasets

.
V. TEXT CATEZORIZATION

important tasks of a text categorization system. It also
focuses on Support Vector Machines (SVMs),
[10][11][12]the most popular machine learning
algorithm used for TC, and gives some justification why
SVMs are suitable for this task.

Text categorization is used to automatically assign
previously unseen documents to a predefined set of
categories. This paper gives a short introduction into
text categorization (TC), and describes the most
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use the others text categorization methods for the
textualdata categorization.

Our text categorization approach depends on
representing the text document as a projection on word
clusters, then applying the weka tool also we can build
the text classifiers. Since we compare our approach with
SVM on the same experimental settings, we include, in
this section, some details about SVM and combining
SVM with distributional clustering for TC. The Support
Vector Machine (SVM) is an inductive learning scheme
for solving the two-class pattern recognition problem.
Recently SVMs have been shown to give good results
for text categorization (Joachims, 1998, Dumais et al.,
1998)[13][14]. The method is defined over a vector
space where the classification problem is to find the
decision surface that “best” separates the data points of
one class from the other. SVMs can handle with
exponentially or even infinitely many features, because
it does not have to represent examples in that
transformed space, the only thing that needs to be
computed efficiently is the similarity of two examples.
Redundant features (that can be predicted from another
features), and high dimension are well-handled, i.e.
SVM does not need an aggressive feature selection. Text
categorization systems may make mistakes. We want to
compare different text classifiers to decide which one is
better, that is why performance measures are for. Some
of them measure the performance on one binary
category; others aggregate per-category measures, to
give an overall performance. Denote TP, FP, TN, FN the
number of true/false positives/negatives. A Support
Vector Machine (SVM) performs classification by
constructing a k-dimensional hyper plane that optimally
separates the data into exactly two categories. First, let’s
look at a 2-dimensional example. Assume our training
data, consisting of two features, has a categorical target
variable with two categories {Category1, Category2},
represented by plus and circles as shown in the figure 2.
The figure 3 shows about the best features extracted
from document set by using the svm.so ,the svm are
very useful for the text categorization.In paper we have
used the svm for the text categorization.the others can

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
.

TABLE 6
Sampled Execution Times (Seconds) of Different Methods on 20 Newsgroups Data

.
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used in FFC. The number of extracted features is
identical to the number of clusters. For the other
methods, the number of extracted features should be
specified in advance by the user. Table 6 lists values of
certain points in Fig. 5. Different values of _ are used in
FFC and are listed in the table. Note that for IG, each
word is given a weight. The words of top k weights in
W are selected as the extracted features inW0.
Therefore, the execution time is basically the same for
any value of k. obviously, our method runs much faster
than DC and IOC. For example, our method needs 8.61
seconds for 20 extracted features, while DC requires
88.38 seconds and IOC requires 6,943.40 seconds. For
84 extracted features, our method only needs 17.68
seconds, but DC and IOC require 293.98 and 28,098.05
seconds, respectively. As the number of extracted
features increases, DC and IOC run significantly slow.
In particular, when the number of extracted features
exceeds 280, IOC spends more than 100,000 seconds
without getting finished, as indicated by dashes in Table
6.

Fig. 4

VI. CONCLUSION
Probabilistic -based clustering is one of the
techniques we have developed in our machine learning
research. In this paper, we apply this clustering
technique to text categorization problems. We are also
applying it to other problems, such as image
segmentation, data sampling, fuzzy modeling, web
mining, etc. The work of this paper was motivated by
distributional word clustering proposed in the previous
research work. In our approach we consider the
document set and the words in the document set are
processed and the feature vector is constructed..To that
our clustering approach is applied and features are
extracted and desired number of clusters are formed
which are useful in the categorization of the textual data.

Fig. 5
EXPERIMENT

Our method is good for text categorization
problems due to the suitability of the distributional word
clustering concept. This approach is most appropriate
for avoiding the arbitrariness of assigning an object to
only one cluster when it may be close to several.

20 Newsgroups Data Set: The 20 Newsgroups
collection contains about 20,000 articles taken from the
Usenet newsgroups. These articles are evenly distributed
over 20 classes, and each class has about 1,000 articles,
as shown in Fig.4. In this figure, the x-axis indicates the
class number, and the y-axis indicates the fraction of the
articles of each class. We use two-thirds of the
documents for training and the rest for testing. After
preprocessing, we have 25,718 features, or words, for
this data set. Fig. 4 shows the execution time (sec) of
different feature reduction methods on the 20
Newsgroups data set. Since HFFC, S-FFC, and M-FFC
have the same clustering phase, they have the same
execution time, and thus we use FFC to denote them in
Fig. 5. In this figure, the horizontal axis indicates the
number of extracted features. To obtain different
numbers of extracted features, different values of _ are
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Abstract - This paper focuses on congestion control over multihop, wireless networks. In a wireless network, an important constraint
that arises is that due to the MAC (Media Access Control) layer. Many wireless MACs use a time-division strategy for channel
access, where, at any point in space, the physical channel can be accessed by a single user at each instant of time. In this paper, we
develop a fair hop-by-hop congestion control algorithm with the MAC constraint being imposed in the form of a channel access time
constraint, using an optimization based framework. In the absence of delay, we show that this algorithm are globally stable using a
Lyapunov function based approach. Next, in the presence of delay, we show that the hop-by-hop control algorithm has the property
of spatial spreading. In other words, focused loads at a particular spatial location in the network get “smoothed” over space. We
derive bounds on the “peak load” at a node, both with hop-by-hop control, as well as with end-to-end control, show that significant
gains are to be had with the hop-by-hop scheme, and validate the analytical results with simulation.
Keywords - Control theory, Mathematical programming/optimization.

I.

will be selected i.e., the packet sending host and another
host at another end is selected i.e., packet receiving host.
Now the Routers are placed in between the host. These
Routers, we can place as many as we want. Now, the
relation button is clicked and we have establish a
relation between sender and receiver via the routers.
Here we have to care that all the Routers should be
covered and the relation should be unidirectional. And
also we can properties for each host, i.e, the receiving
host and sending host. The system should maintain
organizational details. The network provides reliable
and cost effective communication. The system should
store and communicate data. To control the congestion
occurred during the communication This paper is to
control over congestion in a wireless multihop networks.
Actually we are using TCP/IP protocol so internally it is
connection oriented because we are using TCP protocol
but on overall view it is connection less because we are
using IP protocol. Hop by hop schemes provide
feedback about the congestion state at a node to the hop
preceding it. By this feedback only the preceding node
then adapts its transmission rate. The feedback is
provided based on the queue length at the congested
node. If the queue length exceeds the threshold,
congestion is indicated and the preceding node is
indicated to decrease its preceding rate.

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the project is to control over
congestion in a wireless multihop networks A Joint
Congestion Control and Routing Scheme to Exploit Path
Diversity in the Internet focuses on congestion control
over multihop, wireless networks. In a wireless network,
an important constraint that arises is that due to the
MAC (Media Access Control) layer. Many wireless
Macs use a time-division strategy for channel access,
where, at any point in space, the physical channel can be
accessed by a single user at each instant of time.We
develop a fair hop-by-hop congestion control algorithm
with the MAC constraint being imposed in the form of a
channel access time constraint, using an optimizationbased framework. . Next, in the presence of delay, we
show that the hop-by-hop control algorithm has the
property of spatial spreading. In other words, focused
loads at a particular spatial location in the network get
“smoothed” over space. We derive bounds on the “peak
load” at a node, both with hop-by-hop control, as well as
with end-to-end control, show that significant gains are
to be had with the hop-by-hop scheme.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
User Interface:

Control Theory:

In this, we are going to create an Interface where
the user can interact with the system by placing different
types of hosts and types of routers. Here firstly, one host

Congestion control concerns controlling traffic
entry into a telecommunications network, so as to avoid
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for the packets of an unreliable service. A reliable
service is one where the user is notified if delivery fails.
An unreliable one is where the user is not notified if
delivery fails.

congestive collapse by attempting to avoid
oversubscription of any of the processing or link
capabilities of the intermediate nodes and networks and
taking resource reducing steps, such as reducing the rate
of sending packets.

For example, IP provides an unreliable service.
TCP uses IP to provide a reliable service, whereas UDP
uses IP to provide an unreliable one. All these protocols
use packets, but UDP packets are generally called data
grams.

The modern theory of congestion control was
pioneered by Frank Kelly, who applied microeconomic
theory and convex optimization theory to describe how
individuals controlling their own rates can interact to
achieve an "optimal" network-wide rate allocation
Examples of "optimal" rate allocation are max-min fair
allocation and Kelly's suggestion of proportional fair
allocation, although many others are possible.

When the ARPANET pioneered packet switching,
it provided a reliable packet delivery procedure to its
connected hosts via its 1822 interface. A host computer
simply arranged the data in the correct packet format,
inserted the address of the destination host computer,
and sent the message across the interface to its
connected IMP. Once the message was delivered to the
destination host, an acknowledgement was delivered to
the sending host. If the network could not deliver the
message, it would send an error message back to the
sending host. Meanwhile, the developers of
CYCLADES and of ALOHA net demonstrated that it
was possible to build an effective computer network
without providing reliable packet transmission. This
lesson was later embraced by the designers of Ethernet.
If a network does not guarantee packet delivery, then it
becomes the host's responsibility to provide reliability
by detecting and retransmitting lost packets. Subsequent
experience on the ARPANET indicated that the network
itself could not reliably detect all packet delivery
failures, and this pushed responsibility for error
detection onto the sending host in any case. This led to
the development of the end-to-end principle, which is
one of the Internet's fundamental design assumptions.

The mathematical expression for optimal rate
allocation is as follows. Let xi be the rate of flow i, Cl be
the capacity of link l, and rli be 1 if flow i uses link l and
0 otherwise. Let x, c and R be the corresponding vectors
and matrix. Let U(x) be an increasing, strictly convex
function, called the utility, which measures how much
benefit a user obtains by transmitting at rate x. The
optimal rate allocation then satisfies

Such that
The Lagrange dual of this problem decouples, so
that each flow sets its own rate, based only on a "price"
signaled by the network. Each link capacity imposes a
constraint, which gives rise to a Lagrange multiplier, pl.
The sum of these Lagrange multipliers, is the price to
which the flow responds.
yi = ∑ plrli,
l
Congestion control then becomes a distributed
optimization algorithm for solving the above problem.
Many current congestion control algorithms can be
modeled in this framework, with pl being either the loss
probability or the queuing delay at link l.

.
Mathematical programming/optimization:

A major weakness of this model is that it assumes
all flows observe the same price, while sliding window
flow control causes "burstiness" which causes different
flows to observe different loss or delay at a given link.
‘n’ information technology, a packet is a formatted
block of data carried by a packet mode computer
network. Computer communications links that do not
support packets, such as traditional point-to-point
telecommunications links, simply transmit data as a
series of bytes, characters, or bits alone. When data is
formatted into a packet, the network can transmit long
messages more efficiently and reliably. In general, the
term packet applies to any message formatted as a
packet, while the term datagram is generally reserved

Optimization theory seeks to discover the means to
find points where (real-valued) functions take on
maximal or minimal values. (Vector-valued functions
require multi-objective programming, and are almost
always reduced to real-valued functions by weighting.)
We consider both the basic theory and questions
regarding the encoding of the tools developed into
software. Topics in optimization also appear in Calculus
of variation (typically seeking functions, curves, or other
geometric objects which are optimal in some way);
global analysis; and operations research (typically
seeking choices of parameters to optimize some simple
multivariate function). Those areas tend to emphasize
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the theory and application of optimization rather than
the computational issues involved.
Calculus of
variations and optimization seek functions or geometric
objects which are optimize some objective function.
Certainly this includes a discussion of techniques to find
the optima, such as successive approximations or linear
programming. In addition, there is quite a lot of work
establishing the existence of optima and characterizing
them. In many cases, optimal functions or curves can be
expressed as solutions to differential equations.

downstream nodes and controls its transmission rate
based on it.
Let us denote as the actual transmission rate at the
‘i’th hop of session ‘r’ in the hop-by-hop control
algorithm. Corresponding to each node ‘i’ along the path
of session is a virtual transmission rate, which is
described by

Common applications include seeking curves and
surfaces which are minimal in some sense. However, the
spaces on which the analysis is done may represent
configurations of some physical system, say, so that this
field also applies to optimization problems in economics
or control theory for example. Operations research may
be loosely described as the study of optimal resource
allocation. Mathematically, this is the study of
optimization. Depending on the options and constrain in
the setting, this may involve linear programming, or
quadratic-, convex-, integer-, or Boolean-programming.

Implementation is the process of bringing the
developed system into operational use and turning it
over to the user. The implementation of computer based
system requires that test be prepared and that the system
and its elements be tested in planned and structured
manner Implementation is the process of assuring that
the information system is operational and then allowing
users take over its operation for use and evaluation.
We can implement many activities by using this
algorithm.

Hop-By-Hop Transmission
First, congestion controller at the source of each
session reacts based on the sum of the congestion prices
at each node. Here each node passes the feedback
(partial sum) price upstream. Each node adds its current
congestion cost to that it received from a downstream
node, and passes this information toward the upstream
node. The source will ultimately receive the sum of all
price information from the corresponding downstream
nodes and use the information for controlling rates.

In the above algorithm, we sum over all prices
downstream along session r . Thus, each node operates a
(perflow) controller based on the perceived congestion
due to downstream nodes, and determines the maximum
rate it can transmit at (the virtual transmission rate). The
actual rate it chooses transmits at the rate of the
minimum of the incoming data rate from i -1 th hop
node in the session’s path (the previous hop node),
i.e, ai-1 r(t); and the maximum possible rate cir(t).

The basic idea of a hop-by-hop algorithm is that
every node in the path of the session operates a
congestion control algorithm

We comment that at each intermediate node, the
controller has knowledge of the local link rates, as well
as the “rampup” constant wr for each of the sessions that
is incident on the node. It can be shown that the stability
analysis and later analysis are valid even if the node
uses an upper bound on the ramp-up constant. Thus,
from an implementation perspective, one could assume
that fwrg are globally bounded by some value w; and
use this value at each intermediate node. Heuristically,
the convergence proofs are valid even when a bound is
used because the data transmission rate into the network
is ultimately governed by the source, which will use the
correct value of wr: However, to keep the exposition
simple, we will use the exact value of wr at each node in
this paper.
III. SPATIAL SPREADING

Fig: Hop-by-Hop Congestion Control Algorithm

In this section, we derive the peak occupied buffer
size with the end-to-end controller as well as with the
hop-by-hop controller described in Section VI. We
consider the evolution of these algorithms in the

Using this “price passing” method, the source of
session 1 receives aggregate congestion price from its
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presence of propagation delay. We analytically show the
effect of spatial spreading by explicitly deriving the
reduction in peak buffer overload under the hop-by-hop
scheme. Consider the tree network in Figure 4, with N
sessions and L links between each of the sources and the
common destination. Such a network could model a
community roof-top wireless network, with the common
node being connected to a wired infrastructure. The
source node for each session resides on a (different)
node as shown in Figure .

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results that
compare the hop-by-hop algorithm with the end-to-end
algorithm. Through both fluid and packet simulation, we
show that there is a significant decrease in the peak load
with the hop-by-hop algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an algorithm to transfer packets from
source to destination without congestion i.e., congestion
control over a hops more than one. The result obtains
show that there is a significant decrease in the peak load
with the hop-by-hop algorithm. We develop a fair hopby-hop congestion control algorithm with the MAC
constraint being imposed in the form of a channel access
time constraint, using an optimization-based framework.
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Abstract - Record matching refers to the task of finding entries that refer to the same entity in two or more files, is a vital process in
data integration. Most of the record matching methods are supervised, which requires the user to provide training data. These
methods are not applicable for web database scenario, where query results dynamically generated on-the- fly. To address the
problem of record matching in the Web database scenario, we present an unsupervised, online record matching method, UDD, which
effectively identifies the duplicates from query result records of multiple web databases. First, same source duplicates are eliminated
by using exact matching method the “presumed” non duplicate records from the same source can be used as training examples .
Starting from the non duplicate set, we use two cooperating classifiers a weight component similarity summing classifier and an
SVM classifier, to iteratively identify duplicates in the query results from multiple Web databases.
Keywords - Record Matching, duplicate detection, record linkage, data deduplication, SVM .

I.

coding or offline-learning approaches are not
appropriate in web database scenarios for two reasons.
First, the full data set is not available beforehand, and
therefore, good representative data for training are hard
to obtain. Second, and most importantly, even if good
representative data are found and labeled for learning,
the rules learned on the representatives of a full data set
may not work well on a partial and biased part of that
data set. problem Definition Our focus is on Web
databases from the same domain, i.e., Web databases
that provide the same type of records in response to user
queries.

INTRODUCTION

Today, more and more databases that dynamically
generate Web pages in response to user queries are
available on the Web. These Web databases compose
the deep or hidden Web, which is estimated to contain a
much larger amount of high quality, usually structured
information and to have a faster growth rate than the
static Web. Most Web databases are only accessible via
a query interface through which users can submit
queries. Once a query is received, the Web server will
retrieve the corresponding results from the back-end
database and return them to the user. To build a system
that helps users integrate and, more importantly,
compare the query results returned from multiple Web
databases, a crucial task is to match the different
sources’ records that refer to the same real-world entity.
The problem of identifying duplicates, that is, two (or
more) records describing the same entity, has attracted
much attention from many research fields, including
Databases, Data Mining, Artificial Intelligence, and
Natural Language Processing. Most previous work is
based on predefined matching rules hand-coded by
domain experts or matching rules learned offline by
some learning method from a set of training examples.
Such approaches work well in a traditional database
environment, where all instances of the target databases
can be readily accessed, as long as a set of high-quality
representative records can be examined by experts or
selected for the user to label.. Consequently, hand-

II. BACKGROUND WORK
Most record matching methods adopt a framework
that uses two major steps([5]&[6]):
1. Identifying a similarity function : Using training
examples (i.e., manually labeled duplicate and non
duplicate records) and a set of predefined basis
similarity measures/functions over numeric and/or string
fields, a single composite similarity function over one
pair of records, which is a weighted combination (often
linear) of the basis functions, is identified by domain
experts or learned by a learning method, such as
Expectation-Maximization, decision tree, Bayesian
network, or SVM ([1],[2],[3]&[4])
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2. Matching records : The composite similarity
function is used to calculate the similarity between the
candidate pairs and highly similar pairs are matched and
identified as referring to the same entity.

The key ideas of our method are: We focus on
techniques for adjusting the weights of the record fields
in calculating the similarity between two records.
1. Two records are considered as duplicates if they are
“similar enough” on their fields. As illustrated by the
previous example, we believe different fields may need
to be assigned different importance weights in an
adaptive and dynamic manner.

Problem Definition: Suppose there are s records in data
source A and there are t records in data source B, with
each record having a set of fields/attributes. Each of the
t records in data source B can potentially be a duplicate
of each of the s records in data source A. The goal of
duplicate detection is to determine the matching status,
i.e., duplicate or non duplicate, of these s Â t record
pairs.

2. Due to the absence of labeled training examples, we
use a sample of universal data consisting of record pairs
from different data sources as an approximation for a
negative training set as well as the record pairs from the
same data source. We believe, and our experimental
results verify, that doing so is reason- able since the
proportion of duplicate records in the universal set is
usually much smaller than the proportion of non
duplicates.

An important aspect of duplicate detection is to
reduce the number of record pair comparisons. Several
methods have been proposed for this purpose including
standard blocking[9] sorted neighborhood method
Bigram Indexing, and record clustering[1] . Even though
these methods differ in how to partition the data set into
blocks, they all considerably reduce the number of
comparisons by only comparing records from the same
block. Since any of these methods can be incorporated
into UDD to reduce the number of record pair
comparisons, we do not further consider this issue.
While most previous record matching work is targeted
at matching a single type of record, more recent work
has addressed the matching of multiple types of records
with rich associations \between the records. Even
though the matching complexity increases rapidly with
the number of record types, these works manage to
capture the matching dependencies between multiple
record types and utilize such dependencies to improve
the matching accuracy of each single record type.
Unfortunately, however, the dependencies among
multiple record types are not available for many
domains. Compared to these previous works, UDD is
specifically designed for the Web database scenario
where the records to match are of a single type with
multiple string fields. These records are heavily querydependent and are only a partial and biased portion of
the entire data, which makes the existing work based on
offline learning inappropriate. Moreover, our work
focuses on studying and addressing the field weight
assignment issue rather than on the similarity measure.
In UDD, any similarity measure, or some combination
of them, can be easily incorporated.

Employing two classifiers that collaborate in an
iterative manner, UDD identifies duplicates as follows:
First, each field’s weight is set according to its “relative
distance,” i.e., dissimilarity, among records from the
approximated negative training set. Then, the first
classifier, which utilizes the weights set in the first step,
is used to match records from different data sources.
Next, with the matched records being a positive set and
the non duplicate records in the negative set, the second
classifier further identifies new duplicates. Finally, all
the identified duplicates and non- duplicates are used to
adjust the field weights set in the first step and a new
iteration begins by again employing the first classifier to
identify new duplicates. The iteration stops when no
new duplicates can be identified.
C1 —Weighted Component Similarity Summing
(WCSS) Classifier
In our algorithm, classifier C1 plays a vital role. At
the beginning, it is used to identify some duplicate
vectors when there are no positive examples available.
Then, after iteration begins, it is used again to cooperate
with C2 to identify new duplicate vectors. Because no
duplicate vectors are available initially, classifiers that
need class information to train, such as decision tree and
NaıveBayes, cannot be used. An intuitive method to
identify duplicate vectors is to assume that two records
are duplicates if most of their fields that are under
consideration are similar. On the other hand, if all
corresponding fields of the two records are dissimilar, it
is unlikely that the two records are duplicates. To
evaluate the similarity between two records, we
combine the values of each component in the similarity
vector for the two records. Different fields may have
different importance when we decide whether two

III. UDD METHOD
To overcome such problems, we propose a new
record matching method Unsupervised Duplicate
Detection (UDD) for the specific record matching
problem of identifying duplicates among records in
query results from multiple Web databases.
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records are duplicates. The importance is usually datadependent, which, in turn, depends on the query in the
Web database scenario.

duplicate vectors in N 0 . Hence, we can train another
classifier C2 and use this trained classifier to identify
new duplicate vectors from the remaining potential
duplicate vectors in P and the no duplicate vectors in N .
A classifier suitable for the task should have the
following characteristics. First, it should not be sensitive
to the relative size of the positive and negative examples
because the size of the negative examples is usually
much bigger than the size of the positive examples. This
is especially the case at the beginning of the duplicate
vector detection iterations when a limited number of
duplicates are detected. Another requirement is that the
classifier should work well given limited training
examples. Because our algorithm identifies duplicate
vectors in an iterative way, any incorrect identification
due to noise during the first several iterations, when the
number of positive examples is limited, will greatly
affect the final result.

Hence, we define the similarity between records r1
and r2

where

System Architecture

Evaluation Metric : As in many other duplicate
detection approaches, we report the overall performance
using recall and precision, which are defined as follows:

However, as indicated in [10], due to the usually
imbalanced distribution of matches and non matches in
the weight vector set, these commonly used accuracy
measures are not very suitable for assessing the quality
of record matching. The large number of no matches
usually dominates the accuracy measure and yields
results that are too optimistic. Thus, we also use the Fmeasure, which is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall, to evaluate the classification quality [2]:

and wi €[0,1] is the weight for the ith similarity
component which represents the importance of the ith
field. The similarity Sim(r1, r2) between records r1 and
r2 will be in [0,1] according to the above
definition..Duplicate Identification After we assign a
weight for each component, the duplicate vector
detection is rather intuitive. Two records r1 and r2 are
duplicates if Sim(r1 , r2) Tsim , i.e., if their similarity
value is equal to or greater than a similarity threshold. In
general, the similarity threshold Tsim should be close to
1 to ensure that the identified duplicates are correct.
Increasing the value of Tsim will reduce the number of
duplicate vectors identified by C1 while, at the same
time, the identified duplicates will be more precise. C2
—Support Vector Machine Classifier After detecting a
few duplicate vectors whose similarity scores are bigger
than the threshold using the WCSS classifier, we have
positive examples, the identified duplicate vectors in D,
and negative examples, namely, the remaining no

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We ran UDD on the Cora data set and its three
subsets individually when the similarity threshold Tsim
=0:85.Although Cora is a noisy data set, our algorithm
still performs well over it. UDD has a precision of
0.896, recall of 0.950, and F-measure of 0.923 over the
Cora data set. We compared our results with other
works that use all or part of the Cora data set. Bilenko
and Mooney [1], in which a subset of the Cora data set
is used, report an F-measure of 0.867. Cohen and
Richman [2] report 0.99/0.925 for precision/recall using
a subset of the Cora data set. Culotta and McCallum [7]
report an F-measure of 0.908 using the full Cora data
set. From this comparison, it can be seen that the
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performance of UDD is comparable to these methods,
all of which require training examples.
Effect of the threshold Tsim. The iteration row in
the below table indicates the number of iterations
required for UDD to stop. It can be seen that the
duplicate vector detection iterations stop very quickly.
All of them stop by the fifth iteration. On the one hand,
the smaller Tsim is, the more iterations are required and
the higher the recall. This is because the WCSS
classifier with smaller Tsim identifies more duplicates
and most of them are correct duplicates. Hence, with
more correct positive examples, the SVM classifier can
also identify more duplicates, which, in turn, results in a
higher recall. On the other hand, the smaller Tsim is, the
lower the precision. This is because the WCSS classifier
with smaller Tsim is more likely to identify incorrect
duplicates, which may incorrectly guide the SVM
classifier to identify new incorrect duplicates. In our
experiments, the highest F- measures were achieved
when Tsim =0:85 over all the four data sets
Performance of UDD on the Web Database Data Sets

ig. 2 : Performance of UDD with Different Tsim on the
Web Database Data Sets
Effect of the number of iterations:
The above figure 1 shows the performance of UDD
at the end of each duplicate detection iteration over the
four Web database data sets when Tsim = 0:85. It can be
seen that the iteration stops quickly for all data sets and
takes at most four iterations.
Figure 2 shows UDD’s performance when using
five different similarity thresholds (Tsim: 0.75, 0.80,
0.85, 0.90,and 0.95) on the four Web database data sets.
The iteration row in this table indicates the number of
iterations required for UDD to stop. It can be seen that
the duplicate vector detection iterations stop very
quickly. All of them stop by the fifth iteration. On the
one hand, the smaller Tsim is, the more iterations are
required and the higher the recall. This is because the
WCSS classifier with smaller Tsim identifies more
duplicates and most of them are correct duplicates.
Hence, with more correct positive examples, the SVM
classifier can also identify more duplicates, which, in

Fig. 1 : Performance of UDD at the end of each
Duplicate detection iteration over the four Datasets
when Tsim=0.85
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turn, results in a higher recall. On the other hand, the
experiments, the highest F-measures were achieved
when Tsim = 0:85 over all the four data sets. smaller
Tsim is, the lower the precision. This is because the
WCSS classifier with smaller Tsim is more likely to
identify incorrect duplicates, which may incorrectly
guide the SVM classifier to identify new incorrect
duplicates. In our smaller compared with other fields.
Thus, they gain larger weights. In turn, the vectors
staying in N are even more unlikely to be identified as
duplicates in the next iteration because of the larger
weights on their fields with small similarity values.
Consequently, a high Tsim value makes it difficult for
the WCSS classifier to find new positive instances after
the first two iterations.

with large similarity values for their components.
As a result, an inappropriate set of weights could be
set for WCSS.
2.

V. CONCLUSION
Duplicate detection is an important step in data
integration and most state-of-the-art methods are based
on offline learning techniques, which require training
data. In the Web database scenario, where records to
match are greatly query-dependent, a pertained approach
is not applicable as the set of records in each query’s
results is a biased subset of the full data set. To
overcome this problem, we presented an unsupervised,
online approach, UDD, for detecting duplicates over the
query results of multiple Web databases. Two
classifiers, WCSS and SVM, are used cooperatively in
the convergence step of record matching to identify the
duplicate pairs from all potential duplicate pairs
iteratively. Experimental results show that our approach
is comparable to previous work that requires training
examples for identifying duplicates from the query
results of multiple Web databases

We also observe from figure 2 that the iterations
stop more quickly when the threshold Tsim is high.
When Tsim is high, vectors are required to have more
large similarity values on their fields in order to be
identified as duplicates in the early iterations. Hence,
vectors with only a certain number of fields having large
similarity values and other fields having small similarity
values are likely to stay in the negative example set N.
Recall that, according to the nonduplicate intuition,
when setting the component weights in the WCSS
classifier, fields with more large similarity values in N
gain smaller weights and fields with more small
similarity values in N gain larger weights. The vectors
that stay in N would make the fields with small
similarity values on all vectors in N relatively even
smaller compared with other fields. Thus, they gain
larger weights. In turn, the vectors staying in N are even
more unlikely to be identified as duplicates in the next
iteration because of the larger weights on their fields
with small similarity values. Consequently, a high Tsim
value makes it difficult for the WCSS classifier to find
new positive instances after the first two iterations.
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Abstract - The mixture of applications increases and supported over optical networks, to the network customers new service
guarantees must be offered .The partitioning the data into multiple segments which can be processed independently the useful data to
be transferred before a predefined deadline .this is a deadline driven request. To provide the request the customer chooses the
bandwidth DDRs provide scheduling flexibility for the service providers. It chooses bandwidth while achieving two objectives
1.satisfying the guaranteed deadline 2.decreasing network resource utilization .by using bandwidth allocation policies improve the
network performance and by using mixed integer linear program allows choosing flexible transmission rates .
Keywords - Bandwidth-on-demand;deadline-driven request (DDr); flexible transmission rate; large data transfers; wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) network.

I.

and measure the available capacity of a connection,
through observations at endpoints only. Our
measurements account for the variability of cross traffic
that passes through the routers handling this connection.
Related to the estimation of available capacity, we
suggest modifications to current techniques to measure
the packet service time of the “bottleneck” router of the
connection. Finally, we present estimation results on
wide-area network connections from our experiments to
multiple sites.

INTRODUCTION

Now a day’s telecommunications networks are
trying to increase the bandwidth by their users as well as
different of services they must support. Grid computing,
eScience applications (bandwidth-hungry applications)
these require adaptable bandwidth reservation and need
strict quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees .the new
application requirements is –large bandwidth,
dynamism,and flexibility—can be well accommodated
by optical networks using wavelength- division
multiplexing. This explains about understanding
problems caused due to bandwidth allocation for
improving new services by telecommunication networks
to provide new services like IPTV gird computing …etc
which need accurate and consistent bandwidth. This can
be solved by implementing wave length division
multiplexing which works on optical networks. This
technology uses optical cross connections and protocols
like ASON/GMPLS which are used for controlling
automatic and dynamic provision of light paths. In an
Automatically switched optical network (ASON) the
customer defines a new path by its start and end point ,
the bandwidth needed; the path itself is not specified by
the customer.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Hence, the service provider can choose the
bandwidth (transmission rate) to provide the request. In
this case, even though DDRs impose a deadline
constraint, they provide scheduling flexibility for the
service provider since it can choose the transmission
rate while achieving two objectives: 1) satisfying the
guaranteed deadline; and 2) optimizing the network’s
resource utilization. We investigate the problem of
provisioning DDRs with flexible transmission rates in
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) mesh
networks, although this approach is generalizable to
other networks also. We investigate several (fixed and
adaptive to network state) bandwidth-allocation policies
and study the benefit of allowing dynamic bandwidth
adjustment, which is found to generally improve
network performance. We show that the performance of
the bandwidth-allocation algorithms depends on the
DDR traffic distribution and on the node architecture

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Capacity measures for a network connection across
the Internet are useful to many applications. Its
applicability encompasses QoS guarantees, congestion
control and other related areas. In this paper we define
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and its parameters. In addition, we develop a
mathematical formulation for our problem as a mixed
integer linear program (MILP), which allows choosing
flexible transmission rates and provides a lower for our
provisioning algorithms.

users have different performance requirements. The fees
charged to users are high if the job is to be completed in
the shortest time and low otherwise. Many users are
prepared to accept some delay in job completion,
provided that the job is completed within a deadline, in
return for a lower service fee. Different users will have
different job priorities and different deadlines, so job
scheduling that satisfies all job deadlines is essential.
Since it is necessary to transfer all input data to jobexecution nodes before job execution can commence, it
is important to efficiently assign wavelengths in lambda
grid networks. The conventional job scheduling
approach assigns a lot of time slots to a new call in order
to finish a job as fast as possible, regardless of its
deadline. Hence, the probability of a short deadline call
being assigned time slots is low, which raises the
blocking probability of such calls.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the basic model of a lambda grid
system. Each node has a scheduler, which is called
“master,” to manage the computing resources. The
masters exchange information on a regular basis. This
information includes the load, the computational
capacity, the amount of free space of data storage, and
the devices available. When a user has a job to execute,
the user submits it to the local master. The local master
divides the job into several sub jobs. It then schedules
the sub jobs and distributes them to the remote sites via
optical links. Job distribution follows the policy of job
scheduling. For example, if the policy is to complete the
job as rapidly as possible, the sub jobs may be
distributed to one or remote sites that have high
capacity. Each remote site receives the sub jobs,
executes them, and returns the results to the local site.
The local site combines the results into a single result
and returns the result to the user. The requests for data
transmission (hereafter, “calls”)requests for data
transmission (hereafter, “calls”) are generated with job
execution of time slots

Source node acts as a mesh network and
wavelength is assumption takes place between the
source node and destination node and data is
transferring between the two nodes and transferring the
data chooses the shortest path and also assigning the
bandwidth allocation algorithm between the two nodes
nodes gives the bandwidth how much is their and by
using the network resources the data can easily reach the
deadline called DDR and gives network performance.
Each router and gateway within the mesh is typically
connected through two or more devices ,which provides
number of different path available for network
communication .the route between two end devices
often goes through multi “hops” communication passes
through other devices to cover long distances. If an
intermediary device fails is offline or busy , the message
can still get through via an alternative path .mesh
network look for the most efficient path available and
will automatically re-route messages to avoid any
failures.
V. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Advanced Wavelength Reservation Method Based
on Deadline-Aware Scheduling for Lambda Grid
Networks
The increase of network technologies and high
performance computing, research on grid computing is
very popular using a high-performance virtual machine
made by grid computing makes it possible to execute
large-scale jobs. Such jobs include large-scale scientific
and engineering calculations and the high-speed
processing of large amounts of data this trend only
reinforces the understanding that computing grid service

Fig. 1 : Lambda grid system based on grid computing
through optical WDM paths.
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electronic grooming solution for a given network
scenario. We conclude that since the present router
capacities are below the threshold speed or such routers
are likely to remain expensive for some time, light-trails
is an appealing candidate solution. ILP based techniques
work in the static grooming problem with an objective
to maximize network throughput. An ILP based
mathematical formulation is presented for single hop
and multi-hop grooming for multi granularity
connection with non bifurcation constraints. Two
heuristics with one that maximizes single-hop traffic
(MST) and the other that maximizes resource utilization
(MRU) are presented. Simulations were performed to
observe the throughput with limited number of
transceivers and wavelengths and were compared with
the optimal solution. The paper concludes that MRU
performs better if tunable transceivers are used and
MST performs better if fixed transceivers are used.
Auxiliary graph based techniques Online approaches for
provisioning connections of different bandwidth
granularities were dealt with in. For a connection to be
established between an existing light path and if that
fails to use a series of light paths. If the connection has
not been accommodated yet, a new direct light path is
set up or a mix of old and new light paths are used in
propose a simple model for routing in peer model by
assigning different weights to already existing circuits
and new wavelength links. The special emphasis in the
paper is on the signaling and protocol implementation
aspects of the grooming scheme. A generic graph model
for grooming traffic in a heterogeneous Grooming
network environment is presented in the algorithm takes
into account the heterogeneities in the network in terms
of wavelengths, transceivers, and conversion and
grooming capabilities. Besides, it solves the grooming
problem in a combined way instead of splitting it into
multiple sub problems and solving them independently.
Three different policies were introduced, edge weight
assignment principles were discussed and three traffic
selection schemes were analyzed. The basic model can
be used for static traffic as well Network flow based
techniques the study the problem of traffic grooming to
reduce the number of transceivers in optical networks.
This problem is shown to be equivalent to a certain
traffic maximization problem. An ILP formulation is
presented and a greedy heuristic that uses the min cost
flow problem is described. Simulation and ILP results
were compared for uniform and random traffic pattern
for small networks. An algorithm for integrated routing
for the peer model. It uses a graph based approach that
contains both the virtual and physical links. The model
identifies all the min cuts for every possible ingressegress pair and considers a link to be critical for this
pair, if this link appears in at least one of its cuts. Each
link is assigned a cost based on the number of LSR pairs
for which this link is considered critical. By

Fig. 1. Lambda grid system based on grid
computing through optical WDM paths Since the input
data needed for job execution are geographically
dispersed. The user specifies the job’s deadline when
accessing the local master. The computing node sends a
call to the local master that includes data size, job
deadline, and destination of the job-execution node. The
master decides the deadline of data transmission based
on the job’s deadline Advanced reservation methods
were introduced to the grid systems to guarantee
resource availability at the time when an application was
executed. Advanced multiple resource reservation
methods ensure that all resources are available when
needed by the application. The reservation of data
transmission time slots is often needed to guarantee that
job completion occurs within the deadline. For data
transmission, calls that specify, among other details,
data size, start time, and deadline are issued to reserve
time slots. With the conventional advanced reservation
method, a new request may make it necessary to
reschedule the reserved times. stated that ideal resource
reservation scheduling with a consideration of data size,
start time, and deadline is an NP-hard problem. That is,
it is not possible to design an algorithm that can always
give the optimal reservation schedule. One solution is to
make locally optimal decisions. The lambda grid, which
employs wavelength division multiplexing(WDM) and
optical paths, is an attractive candidate The WDM(wave
length division multiplexing) offers large network
capacity, so high speed data transfer is possible. The
optical paths guarantee network availability for jobexecution assurances, so data transfer is reliable. The
grid environment requires that wavelength information,
such as bandwidth and the utilization of wavelengths, be
managed as resource information.
B. On Traffic Grooming Choices for IP over WDM
network
Traffic grooming continues to be a rich area of
research in the context of WDM optical networks. We
provide an overview of the optical and electronic
grooming techniques available with focus on IP as the
client layer We discuss the various architectural
alternatives available: peer, overlay and augmented
models. We first provide a survey on the research work
in the area of traffic grooming in optical circuit switched
networks. We then identify problems with electronic
grooming in terms of high speed router design and bring
out the merits of optical grooming. Next, we describe
the shared wavelength optical network technology
called light-trails and compare its performance with
electronic grooming networks for both the peer and
overlay models. Based on our simulations on random
graphs of various diameters, we identify the threshold
router speeds at which light-trails can compete with the
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discouraging a new flow from using these links, the
amount of residual capacity in the network can be
maximized at every iteration. However, the complexity
of this heuristic is pairs. is high since it has to compute
max flow for all node pairs. Augmented Model most
significant contribution of the work in is to identify a
specific type of control information that could be
exchanged along the IP and optical networks for the
augmented model. The paper suggests that the WDM
layer pass Lij, the number of light paths that can be
established between LSRs i and j, to the IP/MPLS layer.
Lij could be the number of common free wavelengths
available on every link of the path identified by the
routing algorithm. It is approximated that the amount of
capacity available between i and j is the sum of residual
capacities on the existing logical topology and the
amount that could ring and mesh networks. E-grooming
is inherently a hard problem. This can be seen from the
fact that e-grooming problem in path, star and tree
topologies are NP-Complete. Since the RWA for such
topologies are trivial, this result be used in the future
(Lij).

it includes: 1) selection of the appropriate bandwidth for
DDR , which can be translated into a flexible finish time
for the transmission of data; 2) RWA and grooming; and
3) constraints for time-disjointedness of requests that
share common resources. That is why we simplify the
routing, by considering only K alternate routes for each
DDR, an approach utilized in other works that consider
time-domain scheduling
1) maximize the number of accepted requests
m

k

Maximize: ∑ ∑
i=1

pi,k

(1)

k=1

count the number of accepted request by considering
which request count path for their file transfer
2) maximize total network through put
Maximize: ∑m﴾Fi×k=1k∑pi,k﴿

By assigning a cost to the link that is inversely
proportional to the total residual capacity, the algorithm
achieves an order of magnitude improvement in results
than provided. E-grooming has been studied for various
topologies like path, star, tree, brings out the hardness of
the 'grooming' aspect of the problem. The objective of
the e-grooming problem is to optimize a cost function
that is typically one of the following:

Considers total data transferred for each DDR
and provision the request that provide maximum
throughput. RWA for Hybrid Architecture
We can
either use existing light paths or create new ones by
using free physical resources. Depending on the
grooming policy used, different weights are assigned to
the edges in the auxiliary graph G’’. Minimum weight
path algorithms are then applied on G’’.KSP in
Algorithm 1 is the K-Shortest-Paths algorithm. The
paths P obtained from applying KSP on G ’ are a
sequence of existing light paths and/or physical links.

--- Minimize equipment requirements
VI. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

So far, we have examined RWA and bandwidthallocation algorithms for DDRs. In order to better
understand our problem we state it as a MILP, which
can solve the RWA and bandwidth-allocation sub
problems together. There are three variations of our
MILP. The first allocates flexible bandwidth to the
requests; hence, it is named Adaptive_ILP. The other
two allocate fixed bandwidth to the requests and are
named Min_ILP and Max_ILP.since they use the Min
and Max bandwidth-allocation policies. These MILP
formulations can be used as benchmarks for our
heuristic provisioning approaches. Our MILP model
assumes that all DDR arrivals and deadlines are known;
hence they are based on static traffic. However, the
solution of the MILP constitutes a valid lower bound on
the performance of our provisioning approaches (which
consider a dynamic traffic environment). Our MILPs
can provision DDRs in a network equipped with Opaque
OXCs.
The
three
MILP
formulations
are
computationally Complex, especially Adaptive_ILP , as

Fig 2 Performance of the bandwidth-allocation
policies forBD2 andBD3 (a) Fraction of unprovisioned
bytes forBD2 Fig.2(a) shows the fraction of
unprovisioned bytes for .Among the fixed allocation
policies, MaxH rejects significantly more bandwidth than
MinH . As expected, the 1.5 *MinH policy has
intermediate performance between MinH and MaxH.
Considering the adaptive bandwidth-allocation policies
both AdaptiveH and ProportionalH perform slightly
better than, which is expected because they utilize more
information (i.e., the network state). Both flavors of
Change Rates improve performance over the other
bandwidth-allocation approaches (same as for
BD1,ChangeRatesLP provisions slightly more bandwidth
than Change Rates). Overall, for, BD2the performance
can be improved if we utilize the adaptive policies over
the fixed ones; further improvement is possible if
Change Rates approaches are used. Fig 2(b) Fraction of
unprovisioned requests for BD3 and effect of allowing
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limited number of rate c changes. Fig2(b) shows the
performance of the allocation policies for BD3 and
performs a sensitivity analysis on the Changing Rates
with Time Limitations policy, which may be preferred
in practice as it involves less signaling overhead
compared with the standard Changing Rates. Time T
(shown in brackets) is the minimum time between two
possible consecutive rate changes in the lifetime of a
DDR. Fig. 2(b) shows that, for time periods of 10, 20,
and 30 s between rate changes, Changing RatesHLP still
outperforms Min. For 40 s, however, rate changes are no
longer applied because the period between allowed
changes is too long(compared with holding time), and
the performance is closer to Max(recall that Changing
RatesH policy H:Holding rates) We compare the
performance of provisioning DDRs in Opaque and
Hybrid networks (Opaque results are subscripted with
O, MaxO e.g.,). The fraction of unprovisioned bytes for
BD1.In the case of MaxH and MaxO, the type of OXC is
not as important, because Max does not groom requests
(hence, the difference in’s performance is mainly due to
the different RWA algorithms being used for Hybrid
and Opaque). We observe that MinO performs
significantly better than MaxO . In addition, Mino is able
to provision more bandwidth than MinH. This is because
Opaque OXCs do full OEO conversion, so they can do
better grooming than Hybrid OXCs. To evaluate the
efficiency of our DDR provisioning approaches, we
studied the utilization of network utilization) for both
the Hybrid and the Opaque cases. Because of space
considerations, in we only show the average transceiver
utilization, computed as the average (Tx+Rx)/2(with Tx
and Rx being the number of utilized transmitters and
receivers)

(b)

Fig 2(b) Fraction of unprovisioned requests for Effect of
allowing a limited number of interval of time between
two consecutive events.
We use bidirectional transceiver slots. Since today’s
networks are often over provisioned, for this
experiment, we assume that the capacity of the links
(i.e., number of wavelengths) is large enough to satisfy
all requests. This way, we can compare the transceiver
utilizations fairly, with a constant value (e.g., zero) of
unprovisioned bandwidth for all our approaches. in this
system architecture the mesh networks acts as a source
node and wave length assumption is taken between
source and destination node source and destination is
transferring data by checking the k-shortest path its send
data which path is shortest and bandwidth allocation
algorithm used for giving bandwidth between the two
nodes and uses network resources utilization by using
this the data is reaching DDR and shows the network
performance.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the problem of
provisioning DDR over WDM mesh networks by
allowing flexible transfer rates. we are proposing the
bandwidth allocation policies i.e. fixed, adaptive,
changing rates . Allocate a fixed amount of bandwidth
to request depending on its MinRate. Adaptive improve
the performance of band width allocation algorithm.
Changing rates allow the transmission rate of existing
requests to change over time to accommodate new
request that cannot be provisioned.
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Abstract - Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is one of the latest swarm algorithm based on the intelligent foraging behavior of honey bees
introduced in the year 2005 by Karaboga since then it has been used for optimization of various solutions. And it is recently
introduced for processing and analysis of images such as segmentation, object recognition and image retrieval. Fusing images from a
vast collection of different images has become one of the interesting challenges and has drawn the attention of researchers towards
the development of fusion techniques. In this paper, we have proposed the usage of ABC for optimal fusion of multi-temporal
images and studied the effect of variation in the source area.
Keywords - Artifiical Bee Colony algorithm(ABC), Image Fusion, Quality measure.

I.

technique was proposed. For the model the ABC
algorithm was used[11].Image segmentation is still a
crucial problem in image processing. It hasn’t yet been
solved very well. ABC algorithm is used to achieve
multi-level thresholding image segmentation based on
PSNR[12].An improved Artificial Bee Colony
Algorithm (ABC) was introduced for the object
recognition problem in complex digital images which
resulted in very improved and efficient object
recognition[13].Likewise many research work is going
on to introduce this algorithm in the field of image
processing. In the literature survey conducted by us we
found that no work has been done in image fusion using
ABC algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

Image fusion is the process of combining
information from two or more images of a scene into a
single composite image that is more informative and is
more suitable for visual perception or computer
processing. The goal of image fusion is to integrate
complementary multi-sensor, multi-temporal and/or
multi-view information into one new image[1].Image
fusion is used in the field of image classification, aerial
and satellite imaging[2], medical imaging[3], robot
vision, concealed weapon detection[4], multi-focus
image fusion [5], face recognition.
Fusing images from a vast collection of different
images has become one of the interesting challenges and
has drawn the attention of researchers towards the
development of fusion techniques. A large number of
image fusion techniques proposed were based on
wavelet transformation. Image fusion using the DTCWT was proposed in[6]. Image fusion based on a type
of shift-invariant DWT was suggested in [7].
Information at higher levels of abstraction such as image
edges and image segment boundaries are used to guide
image fusion by pyramids [8].A new image fusion
method that combines HIS transform and curvlet
transform was proposed in [9].

Many existing image fusion methods are based on
wavelets and pyramid, which are very complex to
implement. Some of the primitive image fusion
techniques based on arithmetic operations on the pixels
are simple. But these simple approaches often have
serious side effects such as reducing or increasing the
contrast[4].
Our proposed image fusion technique based on
ABC is simple to implement and the quality of image
obtained is better than that of the pixel-pixel arithmetic
operation.

In recent time many work has been done to
introduce this ABC algorithm is field of image
processing. In image retrieval system Artificial Bee
Colony optimization algorithm is used to fuse similarity
score based on color and texture features of an image
thereby achieving very high classification accuracy and
minimum retrieval time[10]. Image registration is a hot
topic in the field of image processing, and it is widely
used in various applications. A novel image registration

II. PROPOSED WORK
A. ABC concept
ABC algorithm is based on the intelligent way of the
bees interacting with each other. Honey bees being
social insects divide their work among themselves:
Employed bees, Onlooker bees and Scout Bees[14].
Their activities are categorized into four main phases:
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Initialization phase, Employed bee phase, Onlooker bee
phase and Scout bee phase. In initialization phase, each
employed bee is assigned with different food resources.
In employed bee phase, each employed bee calculates
the nectar amount of the food resource associated with it
and the distance of it from the hive. After collecting the
important information of the source the employed bee
share the gathered information with the bees waiting in
the hive. In onlooker bee phase, onlooker bees (the bees
waiting in the hive) read information regarding different
food resources and choose the best food resource. In
scout bees phase, the employed bees whose food
resource becomes abandoned turns into scout bee. The
main job of scout bees is to search for new food
resources.

source which has the highest nectar amount and put
them into the hive (fused image).
1) Methodology
The methodology followed for conduction of the
experiment is described in figure 1.
The arithmetic method of image fusion is
performed by taking the average of corresponding pixels
of two images and placing it in the corresponding
position in the output image.
C[i,j] = (a[i,j] + b[i,j])/2
Where 0<i<m is height and 0<j<m is weight of the
window.

In field of computer science and operation research,
ABC is mainly used for solution of optimization
problem. When related to optimization problem, the
food resources are the set of different feasible solutions
available .The nectar value of each food resource
calculated by the employed bees is the fitness value of
the a particular feasible solution[15]. The food resource
chosen by the onlooker bees are the best optimal
solution among the available set of feasible solution.

2) Algorithm
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Initialization phase:
Read two images(Source).
Step 3: Employed Bee phase:

The main steps of the algorithm are given
below[16]:


Initialization



Repeat

Select a source area of size (m x m) in both the
images.
Calculate the properties( nectar amount) for
both the source area.
Step 4: Onlooker Bee phase:

(a) Assign the employed bees onto the food sources in
the memory;

Select the centre pixel(nectar) of the source
area(source) having highest property value
(nectar value).

(b) Place the onlooker bees on the food sources in the
memory;

Store the selected pixel in 2D buffer(hive).

(c) Send the scouts to the search area for discovering
new food sources.


Step 5: Scout Bee phase:

Until (requirements are met).

B. Proposed ABC in image fusion

Select next source area (new source) and
repeat the steps 3 to 5, ( p-m/2 )*( q- m/2 )
times.

The objective of the study is to apply Artificial Bee
Colony algorithm for fusion of multitemporal images.

Here, p= Height and q = width of selected
image and w=window size.
Step 6: Stop

In our experiment, the initialization phase consists
of assigning a source to the employed bees. Since the
work is on fusion of two images, each of these images is
divided into small areas which become the source for
employed bees. As we are interested only in the
information contained in the individual images taken at
different time intervals, we have chosen entropy as the
nectar and the entropy value is the measure of the nectar
amount. These values are compared by the onlooker
bees and they choose the pixel of the image from the

C. Advantages and Limitations
The merit of the proposed algorithm is that it’s easy
to implement and the quality of image is better. The
demerit of our work is the determination of window
size. For the images chosen for the experiment larger
window size gave better result but the same may not
hold good for all the images.
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1) Entropy
Entropy is a measure of the amount of information
that can be derived from the image[6]. Entropy is
calculated by the following equation:
𝑛−1

𝐸 = − ∑ 𝑃(𝑖)𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑃(𝑖)
𝑛=0

Where,

(1)

n=maximum gray level considered
P(i)=normalized histogram of the graylevel i.
By taking entropy into consideration we can merge
multi-temporal images by extracting the best content
available in different images.
2) Spatial frequency
Spatial frequency is the measure of the overall
activity level in an image[6]. For an MxN image F, with
the gray value of pixel position (m, n) denoted by F(m,
n), spatial frequency is computed as:
𝑆𝐹 2 = 𝑅𝐹 2 + 𝐶𝐹 2

Fig. 1: Methodology

(2)

Row Frequency(RF) and Column Frequency(CF) are
given by the equations:

III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Experimental setup
The experiment was conducted using VC++ 6.0 and
the images were grayscale of the type RAW. The
different types of images available for fusion were:


Multi-view fusion of images from the same
modality and taken at the same time but from
different viewpoints.



Multi-modal fusion of images coming from
different sensors (visible and infrared, CT and MR,
or panchromatic and multispectral satellite images).



Multi-temporal fusion of images taken at different
times in order to detect changes between them or to
synthesize realistic images of objects which were
not photographed in a desired time.



IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Fused Images
The results of images fused by using ABC and the
arithmetic based fusion are given below in figure 2,3
and 4.

Multi-focus fusion of images of a 3D scene taken
repeatedly with various focal lengths.[17]

We have chosen three different sets of multi temporal
images for our experimental study.
B. Performance parameter
The quality matrices for object analysis used for
output image used in the experiment are[1]:

1.

Entropy

2.

Spatial frequency

(a)

(b)
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Source area=47x47,(f)-Image fused using average
method.

(c)

(d)
(a)

(e)

(f)

(c)

Fig. 2: Cab,Input images used for fusion-(a),(b); Images
fused using ABC with varying source areas-(c),(d),(e);
(c)-Source area=11x11,(d)-Source area=37x37,(e)Source area=47x47,(f)-Image fused using average
method.

(d)

(e)

(a)

(b)

(f)

Fig. 4: Man input images used for fusion-(a),(b); Images
fused using ABC with varying source area -(c),(d),(e);
(c)-Source area=11x11,(d)- Source area=37x37,(e)Source area=47x47,(f)-Image fused using average
method

(b)

B.

Analysis of entropy

All the output images obtained were subjected to
objective and subjective quality analysis described in
[1].

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The following graph shows the analysis of the
entropy of the different output images obtained

Fig. 3:Car input images used for fusion-(a),(b); Images
fused using ABC with varying source area-(c),(d),(e);
(c)-Source area=11x11,(d)-Source arear=37x37,(e)-

Graph I: Cab; Entropy values of the output image using
ABC and average method of different source area
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Graph II: Car;Entropy values of the output image using
ABC and average method of different source area.

Graph V: Car; Spatial frequecny values of the output
image using ABC aand average method of different
source area.

Graph III: Man; Entropy values of the output image
using ABC and average method of different source area.

Graph VI: Man; Spatial frequecny values of the output
image using ABC and average method of different
source area

The maximum value of entropy of an image is 8
and the image with this value is said to have the
maximum amount of information. Hence higher the
value of entropy , better is the quality of the image [1].
The graphs I, II and III indicate that the images fused by
ABC has higher entropy value hence is better than that
of average method.

Image with higher SF value indicates that the image
have greater activity level, hence has better quality [1].
The graphs I, II and III indicate that the images fused by
ABC has higher SF value hence is better than that of
average method.

C. Analysis of spatial frequency

V. CONCLUSION

The following graph shows the analysis of the
entropy of the different output images obtained.

The application of ABC for image fusion was
successful and the output images fused based on ABC
has more information content (higher Entropy value)
and also looks better (higher Spatial Frequency values)
than the images fused by arithmetic operation, figure 2,3
and 4. Although not much of variation was observed in
the objective image quality metric values, a large
amount of artifacts were observed by subjective analysis
in the images which were fused using smaller source
area than those of larger source areas.
Future work would include finding an optimized
source area (window size) for fusion of images using
ABC.

Graph IV: Cab; Saptial frequency values of the output
image using ABC and average method of different
source area
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Abstract - RDF technology allows recognition of semantic context of a massive amount of data and a spring graph provides an
effective visualization mechanism. In this paper, we propose solution for a market analyst using the spring graph technology which
aims at depicting the resources available on the web-pages and the relationship between them. The implementation comprises of
spring graph generation using Adobe Flash builder and manipulation and execution of queries accomplished by Jena (Java API) and
SPARQL query engine. Current implementation takes domain specific file input as an illustration. The visual representation of a
graph based on the proposed implementation demonstrates the details of relevant information desired by a market analyst.
Keywords - Spring graph, RDF, Jena, Sparql, Ontology.

I.

Adobe Flash Builder can be used for generating
such spring graphs, where data can be provided in XML
[1] format. It gives the graph three dimensional view.
This graph is more reliable and readable than a general
graph and focuses on good quality results. These graphs
are flexible, simple, interactive and intuitive. Spring
graph removes node overlapping problem which is
generally found in conventional graphs.

INTRODUCTION

Existing systems for aggregating competitive
research data in the field of market analysis simply
focus on the acquirement and manipulation of obtained
data, with little efforts made towards presenting the data
to a user. In this paper, we propose a mechanism for
semantically structuring data based on the concept of
semantic web and making use of available semantic web
technologies. The manipulation of this structured data
results in a comprehensive amount of data and
discerning this data in a text format is an arduous
exercise for the user. To simplify this task of
deciphering the information, we propose an approach to
display the information in a graph visualization
technique called spring graph. The system illustrates
information related to company, products manufactured
by the company, region, city and organization, which
can be viewed by the market analyst.

User can perform certain operations on the results
of the SPARQL queries such as searching for particular
organization, product, person or any company. This
result is provided to the spring graph generator. Spring
graph makes use of Force based algorithms. Equilibrium
Maintainer is a function of spring graph and it maintains
equal distance of each node from central node. User can
change repulsion factor according to view. User can also
specify how many nodes should be visible at a time.
Spacing between items can also be changed according to
usage. It is dynamic way of generating graphs which are
more interactive.

A spring graph is a flex component used for graph
visualization, which exhibits a graph of objects that are
linked to each other using a force directed layout
algorithm. The use of spring graph focuses on providing
user interactivity, readability, user friendliness and
output in a pleasing form. Spring graph generator will
read a description file which contains the node's
description and the relation between the other nodes
connected to it. Each node is drawn as an ellipse,
whereas the connection between two nodes is drawn as
an arrow. The connected nodes move towards each other
and this process gets repeated until the graph achieves
constancy.

II. RELATED WORK
A few graph visualizations have been developed for
representing ontology extraction in a graphical format.
But these visualizations are implemented in the
conventional graph representation and no current work
is being carried out in the context of spring embedded
graph generation. A web based search engine based on
the spring graph model provides results which is an
aggregation of information obtained from varied sources
like news and magazine articles, audio and video
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content, blog entries and many other sources. It outputs
the result in a graphical representation along with charts
provides a 360-degree search and allows for varying the
relevancy of a topic as per user requirement.

second phase, it distributes the nodes equally on a grid.
The spring embedder is invoked after these two phases.
This spring embedder is based on Fruchterman and
Reingold algorithm which improves speed of the spring
embedding process.

Another implementation produces visualization of
graphs using a spring embedded algorithm that
eliminates edge crossings [6]. This implementation
generates three dimensional graph visualizations that
provides graph with better quality and attractiveness.

Another implementation uses spring graph to
visualize the information extracted from a digital library
after semantic analysis [10]. The graph representation
signifies a meaningful relationship between the
documents and provides an efficient way of extracting
the documents. The spring embedding algorithm
represents semantic relationship between the entities,
with lesser spring distance representing more similarity
between the nodes, and vice versa.

Another paper discusses the use of graph theory for
social network analysis [8]. This paper proposes that by
determining the conceptual distance between people and
groups, information about the type of communication in
an organization can be inferred. It focuses mainly on
analysis of military organizations and visualization of
the relationship between people in the organization
through diagrams and graphs. It makes use of graph
theoretic techniques and traditional statistical approach
for graph visualization Spring embedding algorithm is
used here to visualize the social network, where the
spring distance correlates to the actual distance between
two nodes (i.e. the link distance).

III. PROPOSED METHOD
The main components of system architecture are:
RDF data and ontologies, Jena , Sparql engine and
Spring graph generator.
A. RDF data and ontologies
RDF, which stands for Resource Description
Framework, is a method used to elicit information from
web pages on the worldwide web and structure it in a
form understandable by a computer system. RDF
represents each small piece of information in the form of
a resource. A specific, domain related semantic is
affixed to each resource and RDF serves as the basis for
manipulating such kind of data. It displays data in triple
format where every assertion is represented in following
three parts: subject-predicate-object, more generally
written as P(S; O).

Yet another paper proposes an extension of the
spring embedding algorithm to the three dimensional
realm. This extension called the GEM-3D (Graph
Embedder 3D )[9] provides graph representation at
interactive speed and better display quality. It also
provides graphs for real life examples accommodating
hundreds of nodes and makes use of visual clues for
user readability. This new algorithm can be applied to
both real world graphs as well as artificial graphs to
represent the topology of undirected graphs. The
algorithm was also successful in presenting a
visualization of the Petersen graph which was
impossible to draw using the earlier spring embedding
paradigm. The same implementation is applied to both
directed and undirected graphs at present.
Another implementation uses spring graph to
visualize the information extracted from a digital library
after semantic analysis [10]. The graph representation
signifies a meaningful relationship between the
documents and provides an efficient way of extracting
the documents. The spring embedding algorithm
represents semantic relationship between the entities,
with lesser spring distance representing more similarity
between the nodes, and vice versa.

Fig. 1 : An RDF Example
Figure 1 illustrates an RDF subject-predicate-object
triple. The URI ../Archer/Jeffrey/.. is used to represent
the subject Jeffrey Archer, who is a novelist. The
predicate has Written signifies the relationship between
Jeffrey Archer and the book written by him. The URI
IS29004JKP represents the book with name Kane and
Abel. Thus this subject-predicate-object forms the RDF
triple.

This paper presents a preprocessor to enhance the
performance of a conventional spring embedder, which
can be used in parallel to numerous optimization and
approximation techniques [11]. This preprocessor is
invoked before the spring embedder and it operates in
two phases. In the first phase, it maintains a user
specified distance between the nodes in a graph. In the

B. Jena and Sparql Engine
Jena [7] is a Java Framework that supports semantic
web applications and provides a number of useful tools
and libraries for working on RDF data. The RDF data
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can be written in xml format using Jena API. The input
to the system is data in the form of RDF or OWL. A file
consisting of RDF [1] data or OWL [2] ontology is
stored in the database in the form of subject predicateobject triple. This data is nothing but information
extracted from a number of web page sources which is
compiled together and organized into a structured
ontology. Search is carried out on this structured data to
obtain desired result. The user wants to retrieve precise
information about a particular topic. The structured data
stored in the RDF file is searched to get the relevant
information desired by the end user. A search query is
passed to the Jena and SPARQL search engine, where it
is processed to yield the required result.
Essentially, Jena is used as a reasoner for RDF and
OWL data since it has large capacity to store RDF
triplets.

maximum degree of separation module determines the
number of objects that will be connected to the central
object. The maximum elements visible module
determines the number of nodes that will be directly
connected to the subnodes i.e. the objects of central
node. Item spacing module ensures that the entire graph
is visible in one panel as the maximum degree of
separation and maximum elements values are increased.
If these two values are less, the item spacing between
nodes can be more. If those two values are more, the
item spacing between the nodes will reduce.
IV. ALGORITHM
The spring graph that is generated contains a large
amount of nodes, with each node connected to a number
of other nodes. On clicking on the link connecting any
two nodes, additional information representing the
relationship between these two nodes will be displayed.
The textbox displaying this information will also have a
link to the main news article from where this
information is retrieved. Since the RDF file contains
voluminous data about a large number of nodes, the
major challenge is to determine which nodes will be
displayed onto the spring graph. We propose an
algorithm for this purpose.

The main components of a SPARQL [3] engine are
the query evaluation engine and storage manager. Low
level instructions are passed to the query evaluation
engine, where the instructions are processed to produce
the required result. File manager component of the
SPARQL engine deals with data structures and memory
management.
Data dictionary stores additional information of the
data structure being used. Query evaluation engine has
latest SPARQL specification. It provides functions like
aggregate, select, update and many more, whereas
storage manager is responsible for storing all the data
and results of the queries.

Algorithm: From RDF to Spring Graph
Require: RDF OR OWL DATA
Ensure: SPRING GRAPH GENERATED FROM
GIVEN DATA.
1:

Accept string from user.

2:

if (string==null) then

3:
4:
5:

Fig. 2 : System Architecture.
C. Spring Graph Generator
The spring graph generator contains following
components: Equilibrium maintainer, Maximum degree
of separation, Maximum elements visible, Item spacing,
and Graph visualizer.

Goto step 7.
else
Goto step 8.

6:

end if

7:

Set the string to a predefined default value.

8:

Store the string as first element on queue.

9:

while (queue != empty) do

10:

Pop element from front of queue and store it in a
variable named subject.

11: Open rdf file for comparing subject with the triple
stored in file.
12:

The equilibrium maintainer maintains a constant
distance between nodes in a graph. The function of this
module is to check whether the distance between two
nodes is the same as defined. If not, it will convert the
current distance to the desired constant distance. The

while(!EOF)

13: Read subject from the subject-predicate-object
triple stored in file into variable
named
filesubject.
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14: if (subject == filesubject) then

Consider the example where the user wants to
search for information related to Steve Jobs. This search
string will be accepted as the first input and pushed onto
the initially empty queue. The subject at the front of the
queue is then popped, in this case Steve Jobs, and
SPARQL query language is used to query the RDF file
in search of objects associated with this subject. These
objects are then pushed at the end of the queue one by
one, which will be later parsed. The object, predicate
and description related to each subject is also stored in a
list, and is later used to write the triple to an XML file.
This process continues recursively until there are no
more objects related to the subject and the queue is
exhausted. All of this information is then collectively
used to generate an XML file, which in turn is passed to
the spring graph generator to generate the spring graph.

15: Store the predicate onto predicate list, object onto
object list. Also push the object at the end of
queue.Goto step 12.
16: else
17:
18:

GOTO step 12.
end if

19: end while
20: Open the the static ontology file for reading
description about subject.
21: while (!EOF)
22: Read subject from the subject-predicate-object
triple stored in file into variable
named
descrsubject.

V. IMPLEMENTATION
A spring graph is designed for providing
information about the relationship between different
entities. Adobe Flash builder provides a spring graph
component class that allows building a spring graph and
representing the relationship between the nodes. After
clicking each link, it must display additional information
about the relationship between the two entities. For the
generation of spring graph, the RDF file and OWL file
(containing description) are fetched. The data is
extracted in triples form using sparql query language.
The result that is obtained from the query gets stored in
the form of list. The subject is pushed in the queue. The
objects related to each of the subject are then extracted
and added to the end of queue. This traversal is carried
out until the queue becomes empty. The XML file is
generated and given as input to adobe flash builder. The
adobe flash builder reads the XML file to generate
spring graph.

23: if (subject == descrsubject) then
24: Read the description of subject, which is stored in
node description attribute into the variable
description.
Goto step 28.
25: else
26:

Goto step 21.

27: end if
28: Store the description in a description list.
29: Goto step 9.
30: Open a file in write mode.Write the subject, object
from object list, predicate from predicate list and
description from description list into the file.
31: end while.
32: STOP.
The proposed algorithm is simple and easy to
understand. It requires limited storage in the form of a
single queue and storage area for the subject-predicateobject triple. RDF data manipulation and extraction is
simplified by the use of Jena and SPARQL query
engine. This algorithm is efficient and trivial to
implement. Search string entered by the user will be the
initial subject that will be stored on the queue. The RDF
file will be queried using Jena for objects related to this
subject. Randomly subject is selected in case the user
does not provide any input.
The search string entered by the user will be the
initial subject that will be stored on the queue. The RDF
file will be queried using Jena for objects related to this
subject. A predefined subject is selected in case the user
does not provide any input.

Fig. 3 : A Spring Graph Example
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VI. CODE SNIPPET

VII. RESULTS

The following code demonstrates generation of
spring graph for entities related to Steve Jobs using the
spring graph component of Adobe Flash builder.
Initially an empty graph is created using the Graph
component of the spring graph package. Items are
created and added to the graph and they are connected
together by using the link method. The program code is
presented below.

The system provides an excellent tool for
presenting a voluminous amount of data through the
spring graph visualizer. Use of the system results in
saving of time and effort on the part of the market
analyst, wherein he doesn't have to scan through an
enormous amount of information in order to deduce the
desired result. The structured ontology leads to efficient
and organized retrieval as well as manipulation of
semantic data.

start:mx:Script
![CDATA[

VIII.CONCLUSION

%Importing packages

We have illustrated the generation of spring
embedded graph using Adobe Flash builder. This
system takes input from an RDF file and demonstrates a
graphical visualization of the key values acquired from
search result. System uses SPARQL querying facility in
order to simplify the querying process and for efficient
retrieval of RDF data. Spring graph displays relevant
information required by the user, along with detail
description of each node and additional information
about the relationship between connected nodes. This
system provides a solution for inferring meaningful data
from a semantically structured static ontology and RDF
data, which can be used as a business solution by a
market analyst, sales representative, corporate
organizations and many others. In future, we plan to
determine the similarity between resources and
accordingly vary the length of links, with more
similarity resulting in shorter distance between nodes
and vice versa. Also similar resources will be placed
together in a cluster, with each cluster having a unique
color for efficient identification.

import mx.events.ScrollEvent;
import com.adobe.flex.extras.
controls.springgraph.Item;
import com.adobe.flex.extras.
controls.springgraph.Graph;
%Creating nodes
private var g: Graph = new Graph();
private function newItem(): void
var item1: Item = new Item(“Steve Jobs”);
var item2: Item = new Item(“Steve Wozniak”);
var item3: Item = new Item(“George H W Bush”);
var item4: Item = new Item(“Bill Gates”);
var item5: Item = new Item(“Walter Isaacson”);
%Add nodes to the graph
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I.

services ranging from individual consumers to the
Enterprise users. It is obvious that such Application
Servers exhibit high performance all the times. There
are solutions applying control systems to self-manage
the performance using adaptive controllers. Many of
them are specific solutions to manage the performance
of web servers [4][5], web services [6], web caching
[7][8], EJB Servers [9], JMS Servers [10], JDBC drivers
[11][12]. Most of such solutions are specific to the
components in the Enterprise Application Server stack.
Although the controllers, control algorithms are
important in building self-managing computing systems,
it is even more necessary to provide simple, faster,
efficient data organization mechanisms that support
generic data modeling, data analysis, and pattern
identification mechanisms and construct knowledge
base. In this paper we address the above said issues by a
simple Data Architecture for efficient functioning of
these controllers. The proposed Data Architecture is a
building block of a bigger research problem where we
are investigating to build an Expert Control System for
Application Servers [13][14].

INTRODUCTION

High performance is most desired non-functional
requirement of any computing system. The rapidly
increasing usage of IT resources triggered selfmanaging and self-correcting IT architectures from
hardware to the application layer. Such self-managing
and self-correcting solutions are referred as Autonomic
Computing. There are various solutions in providing
such autonomic and self-managing mechanisms in the
recent research investigations [1]. Control Systems is
obvious choice due to the inherent feedback and
adaptive control capabilities to build such autonomic IT
systems [2], supported by mathematical foundations.
Control Systems proved successful applications in
networking, database systems, and data centers. There is
a great emphasis of control systems application in
application layer involving Application and Web
Servers [3]. Most of the research is around using classic
controllers, building hybrid controllers for automated
performance management. In this paper we intend to
exploit generic modeling and data architecture providing
simple ways to model, capture, organize and analyze the
real time data that help in building more robust selfmanaging abilities in Application Servers.

III. INTELLIGENT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
– OVERVIEW

II. PROBLEM AND RELATED WORK

The Fig 1 below shows Intelligent Control
Architecture consisting of Data Architecture block in the
outer loop and a Feedback block in the inner loop. The

Application Layers play a significant role in today’s
IT environments. They host applications and provide
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Feedback block consists of a set of classic controllers
such as P, PI, PID [15] and advanced controllers such as
Time-Series, Fuzzy and other intelligent controllers. The
Data Architecture block contains the functional blocks
to capture the performance data of the Application
Server component control system models, analyze data,
identify patterns and create knowledge base. The
subsequent sections explain this block in detail and the
data that is exchanged between these blocks.

component developers along with the compiled source.
These templates are used at the Application Server
initialization to create the database and estimate the
different model parameters at runtime. The Fig 2 below
shows the definition of a model template
<model>
<component-name>
<outputParam> </outputParam>
<inputParam1> </inputParam1>
<inputParam2> </inputParam2>
<inputParam3> </inputParam3>
<inputParam4> </inputParam4>
</component-name>
</model>
Fig. 2 : Sample MISO Model Template in xml
B. Example Models – JMS Providers
The following Fig 3 shows the xml definition of
representing the ARMA model of JMS Provider.

Fig. 1: Intelligent Control Architecture
At every sample interval the control loops shown
are run, where the data architecture block analyzes the
real time data, sends a “Context Pattern” to the
Feedback block. The context pattern object contains the
controller to be used and other information required for
tuning the controlled input to the Application Server to
achieve the desired performance.

<model>
<jms>
<outputParam>
msgTPut
</outputParam>
<inputParam1>noSub</inputParam1>
</jms>
</model>

IV. MODEL TEMPLATES – UML DESIGN
Control System solutions require the Application
Server components models to tune their performance.
The typical models adopted are ARMA models [16].
Equation (1) below shows a simple SISO system model.
y(t + 1) = ay(t) + bu(t)

Fig. 3 : JMS Provider SISO Model Template.
The above shown model template can
represented by the following (2) as SISO model

(1)

msgTput (t + 1) = a msgTput(t) + b noSub(t)

A. Model Templates

be

(2)

‘a’ and ‘b’ are the model parameters. This model will be
transformed into a column oriented database during the
initialization of the Application Servers.

The feedback control system uses ARMA models
and we have considered the same to represent the
Application Server components in our solution.
The models of different JEE server [17]
components such as JMS Providers [18], EJB Servers
[19] , Web Servers are captured as SISO or MISO
model [20] templates consisting of all possible output
parameters for the server components. These are predefined models used to capture the associated
performance data in the faster access database.

V. DATA ARCHITECTURE
This section explains the Data Architecture block of
the Intelligent Control Architecture in the Fig 1.
Effective data organization is important for analyzing
the performance data; infer meaningful patterns to
enable tuning the managed system. We propose to use a
Column oriented database to capture performance data
and will be periodically moved to a persistent storage
when its patterns are defined as rules in the knowledge

The pre-built model templates are separately
packaged as XML resource files by the server
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base. The Fig 4 below shows the proposed Data
Architecture with two parts in it


Data Organization: It deals with the parsing the
model templates and capturing the data. The Data
Modeler deals with transforming model templates
of the Application Server components into the
column oriented database. The Data Monitor
updates the performance data.



Data Analysis: It has a generic data access layer to
fetch the performance data, which will be consumed
by the Data Analyzer to analyze the data, identify
patterns and generate Context Patterns.

The context pattern either determines to choose an
appropriate controller or it suggests an action to be taken
to cater to the future needs. The Table I below shows the
action to be taken based on the context pattern
generated. The mapping between the Context Pattern
values and the Controller to be chosen or the action to
be taken is stored as control selection rules in the Data
Architecture block in Fig 1.
TABLE I : CONTEXT PATTERNS CONTROLLER
MAPPING
Sl.
No

Context Patterns
Pattern Identified

1.
2.

Sudden Variations
Quick Adaptation

3.

Gradual Increase

4.

Constant

5.

Resource shortage

6.

Drastic
Performance
Degrdation

Control
ler Type
Fuzzy
PID
TimeSeries
TimeSeries

Action

New
Server
Instance
System
Audit

B. Data Organisation – Performance Data
The model templates defined for different server
components will have a lot of data associated during
runtime. It is desired that there is a faster data query
mechanism, and the growing data volume should not be
an overhead on the self-managing architecture.

Fig. 4 : Data Architecture
A. Context Pattern
Context Pattern is an object that contains the
predicted values for the future output parameter values,
that reflects the behavior of the components of the
Application Server. Additional parameters are also
predicted such as percentage of CPU usage, Memory
usage. Additionally for such a predicted behavior the
suitable controller required to be applied is also set. The
Fig 5 below shows a sample Context Pattern.

The first challenge of faster data access is addressed
by choosing a column oriented database [21]. It is used
to capture the data that provides data sequence for a
given parameter which is a useful input for easier data
analysis and identifying the patterns. The second
challenge is handled by moving the data to a persistent
storage periodically. The data analyzer generates context
patterns periodically, generates rules from those context
patterns, capture in the knowledge base. Such rules
represent the patterns associated with the data and hence
the data will be moved to a persistent storage. Thus the
amount of data associated to study the past data; the
mechanism to analyze and predict the future patterns is
much simpler and light weight mechanism.

<ContextPattern>
<Pattern>SuddenVariations</Pattern>
<OutParam>MessageThroughput</OutParam>
<OutParamVal>50</OutParamVal>
<InParam>Smax</InParam>
<InParamVal>75</InParamVal>
<ControllerType>Fuzzy</ControllerType>
<CPU>75</CPU>
<MEM>68</MEM>
</ContextPattern>

The following are the different data elements
involved based on the model templates:

Fig. 5 : Context Pattern



Input parameters



Output parameters



Model Parameter Constants



Controller Gains
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The Column oriented database supports SQL [22]
and fetches the data column wise rather than row wise
thereby providing faster data access. Such a data
structure enables the Pattern Analysis algorithms to
easily extract the behavior. The following Table II
below shows a sample Table structure of a column
oriented database for a JMS Provider.

<property-n>
<name> </name>
<value> </value>
</property-n>
</if>

TABLE II : JMS PROVIDER COLUMN ORIENTED
DATA
Message
Subscribers
Throughput

<then>
<ControllerType></ControllerType>

Publishers brokers

CPU

</then>
</rule>
Fig. 6 : Sample Rule Template

It is easy to add additional input parameters at
runtime when it is observed that there are other factors
affecting the system performance.

There is a rich collection of Pattern Recognition
[23] and Data Mining [24] techniques and we use some
of them in our solution such as Time-Series, Episode
Discovery, Outlier Analysis, and Association Rules.

C. Data Analysis - Knowledge base
Data Analysis and Pattern Identification is another
important functional building block of the Data
Architecture shown in Fig 1. Once the performance data
is available in the database, through generic data access
layer, the Data Analyzer fetches the data. Initially the
knowledge base is empty and every time a Context
Pattern is generated it is written to the knowledge base.
We used a simple custom rule mechanism which is
XML based that stores condition and action to be taken.
The following Fig 6 shows a XML rule template
Context Pattern used to store as a rule.

D. Model and Data Organisation - Algorithm
The following Fig 7 shows the algorithm of creating
templates the knowledge base is created. The control
loop is run periodically and in each loop ‘n’ columns of
the output parameter is analyzed. After each loop
context pattern is transformed into a rule, written to the
knowledge base.

<rule>
<name> </name>



Create model templates



Set the periodicity of control loop (p)



For every interval ‘p’
o Read ‘n’ columns of output param

<component> </component>

o Analyze the data and generate Context
Pattern(prediction algorithms are run)

<if>
<property-1>

o Convert the Context Pattern into rules
of the knowledge base

<name> </name>

o After ‘m’ control loops, call Data
Mover to move all the performance data
into a persistent storage

<value> </value>
</property-1>
<property-2>

Fig. 7 : Data Organisation Algorithm

<name> </name>

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

<value> </value>
</property-2>

A primitive implementation of the proposed
solution is implemented using Java and XML.

<property-3>

A. Data Model

<name> </name>

The Data Modeler is a simple Java class
implemented to read model templates and create tables
in the column oriented database. We have used
MonetDB [25] to store the model templates. But we are

<value> </value>
</property-3>
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exploring to identify a light weight in memory column
database. Currently the XML model templates have to
be created manually. A tool implementation is in
progress that allows creating the templates easily.

<modelparam-1>1</modelparam-1>
<modelparam-2>0.28</modelparam-2>
</then>

B. Knowledge base

</rule>

A simple custom rule engine is developed that
stores the knowledge base in XML format. A set of java
classes are implemented to create the rules using the
context pattern object generated. The following Fig 8
shows a sample knowledge base that is created for a
context pattern of JMS Providers.

Fig. 8 : A sample Rule for JMS Provider tuning
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed control system model and
data architecture that provides templates to represent the
various server components of the Application Server.
Also, the solution exploited the mechanisms to capture,
organize and use the data associated with these models
for effective prediction of the future patterns of the
components. The current solution is a subset of the
bigger research problem that we are trying to address
dealing with development of a generic end-to-end
framework that enables in creating robust Application
Servers that are more adaptive and self-managing in
performance management.
We have implemented
various controllers for the JEE server components with
encouraging results [10][11]112] but most of the
implementation is simulation based. We intend to
extend our work in validating our theory by running in
actual Application Server environments. The end goal
our research is to enable the design, modeling and
runtime of Application Servers with inherent selfmanaging capabilities. We have implemented a
prototype solution that supports control system concepts
as first class elements in UML modeling [26]. We inted
to integrate the model templates creation discussed in
this paper during the UML design of the server
components.

<rule>
<name>JMS-MsgTput-Pattern1</name>
<component>jms</component>
<if>
<property-1>
<name>Smax</name>
<value>125</value>
</property-1>
<property-2>
<name>MsgTput</name>
<value>160</value>
</property-2>
<property-3>
<name>Pattern</name>
<value>SuddenVariation</value>

Additionally we want to explore Java based rule
engines such as Jess [27] and evaluate against our
custom rule engine. The proposed architecture
implementation is primitive and it requires
enahancement to complete the implemenation of all the
components shown and evalute the results in different
run time environments.

</property-3>
<property-4>
<name>CPU</name>
<value>64</value>
</property-4>
<property-4>
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I.

price. Different technical indicators are used in the
present study to extract information from the financial
time series and hence, they act as the features that are
used for stock market trend prediction.

INTRODUCTION

Around the world, trading in the stock market has
gained enormous popularity as a means through which
one can reap huge profits. Attempting to successfully
and accurately predict the financial market has long
attracted the interests and attention of economists,
bankers, mathematicians and scientists alike. Thus,
stock price movement prediction has long been a
cherished desire of investors, speculators and industries.
Stock Market is an organized market where shares are
issued and traded. These shares are either traded through
Stock exchanges or Over-the-Counter in physical or
electronic form. Stock market prediction is the act of
trying to determine the future value of a company stock
or other financial instrument traded on a financial
exchange. The successful prediction of a stock's future
price could yield significant profit. However, according
to the efficient market hypothesis, all such attempts at
prediction are futile as all the information that could
affect the behavior of stock price or the market index
must have been already incorporated into the current
market quotation. There have been several studies,
which question the efficient market hypothesis by
showing that it is, in fact, possible to predict, with some
degree of accuracy, the future behavior of the stock
markets. Technical analysis has been used since a very
long time for predicting the future behavior of the stock

The financial markets form the bedrock of any
economy. There are a large number of factors and
parameters that influence the direction, volume, price
and flow of traded stocks. This coupled with the
markets’ vulnerability to external and nonfinancial
related factors and the resulting intrinsic volatility
makes the development of a robust and accurate
financial market prediction model an interesting
research and engineering problem. In this paper a CART
decision tree is used to select the relevant features
(technical indicators) from the extracted feature set. The
selected features are then applied to a rough set based
system for predicting one-day-ahead trends in the stock
market. These trends are evaluated by HHMM and final
predictions are generated.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Data mining techniques and Artificial neural
networks have been widely used prediction of financial
time series. In [1] Technical indicators and rough-set
based system were used to predict on-day-ahead trend of
SENSEX. In [4], the effectiveness of time delay,
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recurrent and probabilistic neural networks for
prediction of stock trends based on historical data of the
daily closing price was attempted. In [5] technical
indicators were used as inputs to a feedforward neural
network for prediction of Taiwan Stock Exchange and
NASDAQ. In [6], technical indicators and a
backpropagation neural network was used to create a
decision support system for exchange traded funds
trading. Technical indicators and neural networks were
used in [7] to predict the US Dollar Vs British Pound
exchange rates. In [8] a framework for intelligent
interaction of automatic trading algorithms with the user
was presented. In [9] a back propagation neural network
was employed to predict the buy/sell points for a stock
and then applied a case based dynamic window to
further improve the forecast accuracy. In [3] a survey of
more than hundred articles which used neural networks
and neuro-fuzzy models for predicting stock markets
was presented. It was observed that soft computing
techniques outperform conventional models in most
cases. Defining the structure of the model is however, a
major issue and is a matter of trial and error. In [10],
review of data mining applications in stock markets was
presented. [11], used a two-layer bias decision tree with
technical indicators feature to create a decision rule that
can make recommendations when to buy a stock and
when not to buy it. [12] combined the filter rule and the
decision tree technique for stock trading. In[13] a hybrid
fuzzy time series model with cumulative probability
distribution approach and rough set rule induction was
proposed, to forecast stock markets. Cumulative
probability distribution approach was used to discretize
the observations in training datasets based on the
characteristics of data distribution and rules were
generated using rough set algorithm. Forecasting was
then done based on rule support values from rough set
algorithm.

IV. DATA MINING
A. Definition of data mining
Data mining is one of the most cutting-edge
researches in the field of the current international
databases and information decision-making. From a
technical point of view, it refers to extracting the
previously unknown, the potentially useful patterns or
knowledge from large databases including association
rules, time series, artificial intelligence, statistics,
databases, etc. The term data mining has mostly been
used by statisticians, data analysts, and the management
information systems (MIS) communities. The phrase
knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) refers to the
overall process of discovering useful knowledge from
data, and data mining refers to a particular step in this
process (Fayyad et.al., 1996). In this research, data
mining techniques will be applied to the data on stock
market in order to predict the next day’s stock market
scenario.
B. The necessity of data mining in stock market
Things that are likely to affect the price of a stock
include: 1) What people expect its future dividends will
be. 2) When the dividends are expected to be paid. 3)
The amount of risk involved. Data Mining is a process
of abstracting unaware, potential and useful information
and knowledge from plentiful, incomplete, noisy, fuzzy
and stochastic data. These information and knowledge
can't be achieved relying on a simple data search. The
key of data mining include three parts: data, information
and business decisions. Data is the most valuable only
when mobilized or converted into useful information.
Accessing to data is not the ultimate goal of data
mining. In fact, the final aim of data mining is using that
information to improve business decision-making
efficiency and to develop more appropriate decisions.
The stock market data is stream data, at the same time,
the stock market data shares sequential nature, which
can be used to analyze stream data time-series pattern
mining methods. In addition, there are many affecting
factors of stock prices, making the price data show nonlinear features, which bring new challenges to the
traditional data mining algorithms.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The trend prediction system proposed in this paper
works in the following way: First the features are
extracted from the daily stock market data. Then the
relevant features are selected using decision tree. A
rough set based classifier is then used to predict the next
day’s trend using the selected features. Then these
trends are evaluated using HHMM and final predictions
will generate. In the present study, the prediction
accuracy of the proposed system is validated using the
Bombay Stock Exchange Sensitive Index (BSESENSEX or commonly, SENSEX) data. The
performance of trend prediction systems are evaluated
using the cross validation method.

V. STOCK MARKET
Stock Market is an organized market where shares
are issued and traded. These shares are either traded
through stocks exchange or Over-the-Counter in
physical or electronic form.
Stock market can be divided into 2 parts:
1) Primary Market
2) Secondary Market
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Primary Market deals with securities that are
channelized through the Initial Public Offer (IPO) route.
After the assurances of the stocks to the general public,
these stocks are then bought and sold by the investors
between themselves in the secondary market. Here the
stock issuing corporation has no direct influence on
these trades.

VII. TECHNICAL INDICATORS
In finance, technical analysis is security analysis
discipline for forecasting the direction of prices through
the study of past market data, primarily price and
volume. Behavioral economics and quantitative analysis
build on and incorporate many of the same tools of
technical analysis, which being an aspect of active
management, stands in contradiction to much of modern
portfolio theory. The efficacy of both technical and
fundamental analysis is disputed by efficient-market
hypothesis which states that stock market prices are
essentially unpredictable.

Stocks in the stock market are either traded through
Stock Exchanges or Over-the-Counter. Stock Exchange
is organized market place where stocks bonds are other
equivalents are traded between buyers and sellers. The
contracts are standardized ones. But in case of OTC, the
trade takes place through a network of dealer and the
contracts are bilateral customized ones.

Technicians employ many techniques, one of which
is the use of charts. Using charts, technical analysts seek
to identify price patterns and market trends in financial
markets and attempt to exploit those patterns.
Technicians use various methods and tools, the study of
price charts is but one. Technicians using charts search
for archetypal price chart patterns, such as the wellknown head and shoulders or double top/bottom reversal
patterns, study technical indicators, moving averages,
and look for forms such as lines of support, resistance,
channels, and more obscure formations such as flags,
pennants, balance days and cup and handle patterns.

The platforms through which the stocks are traded are:
a)

Offline stock trading: In this customer has to
place order to the dealer of the stock broking
firm either in person or over phone.
b) Online stock trading: Whereas here the cline
could place his order on his own from any
place he wants, provided he has computer with
an internet connection.
Whatever the time horizon is, trades have in
common uncertainty related to future market
movements. Although this characteristic is highly
undesirable for the investor, it is also unavoidable
whenever the stock market is chosen as an investment
tool. In addition, automated trading requires instruments
able to manage and reduce uncertainty on quantitative
basis. Therefore, prediction (forecasting) of future
market movements is one step in the process of
designing a reliable automated trading strategy.

Technical analysts also widely use market
indicators of many sorts, some of which are
mathematical transformations of price, often including
up and down volume, advance/decline data and other
inputs. These indicators are used to help assess whether
an asset is trending, and if it is, the probability of its
direction and of continuation. Technicians also look for
relationships between price/volume indices and market
indicators. Other avenues of study include correlations
between changes in options (implied volatility) and
put/call ratios with price. Also important are sentiment
indicators such as Put/Call ratios, bull/bear ratios, short
interest, Implied Volatility, etc. Technical analysis
employs models and trading rules based on price and
volume transformations, such as the relative strength
index, moving averages, regressions, inter-market and
intra-market price correlations, business cycles, stock
market cycles or, classically, through recognition of
chart patterns.

VI. TREND PREDICTION
In literature a number of different methods have
been applied in order to predict stock market
movements and trends. In general, methods can be
classified in four major categories: (i) Technical
Analysis, (ii) Fundamental Analysis, (iii) Traditional
Time Series Forecasting and (iv) Machine Learning
Methods. Technical Analysis is probably the most
common approach to trend forecasting. A large
literature is available. Technical analysis makes use of
composite functions, such as indicators and oscillators,
derived by time series, and heuristic rules able to reveal
signals of change in the market trends. Popular
examples of methods are Moving Average Convergence
Divergence (MACD), Relative Strength Index (RSI),
Stochastic oscillator. This approach relies on the belief
that markets are mostly driven by psychology, more
than economics.

Technical analysis stands in contrast to the
fundamental analysis approach to security and stock
analysis. Technical analysis analyzes price, volume and
other market information, whereas fundamental analysis
looks at the facts of the company, market, currency or
commodity. Most large brokerage, trading group, or
financial institutions will typically have both a technical
analysis and fundamental analysis team.
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VIII. CART

2

𝐺(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑝(𝑡)2 − (1 − 𝑝(𝑡))

The CART decision tree is a binary recursive
partitioning procedure capable of processing continuous
and nominal attributes both as targets and predictors.
Data are handled in their raw form; no binning is
required or recommended. Trees are grown to a
maximal size without the use of a stopping rule and then
pruned back (essentially split by split) to the root via
cost-complexity pruning. The next split to be pruned is
the one contributing least to the overall performance of
the tree on training data (and more than one split may be
removed at a time). The procedure produces trees that
are invariant under any order preserving transformation
of the predictor attributes. The CART mechanism is
intended to produce not one, but a sequence of nested
pruned trees, all of which are candidate optimal trees.
The “right sized” or “honest” tree is identified by
evaluating the predictive performance of every tree in
the pruning sequence. CART offers no internal
performance measures for tree selection based on the
training data as such measures are deemed suspect.
Instead, tree performance is always measured on
independent test data (or via cross validation) and tree
selection proceeds only after test-data-based evaluation.
If no test data exist and cross validation has not been
performed, CART will remain agnostic regarding which
tree in the sequence is best. This is in sharp contrast to
methods such as C4.5 that generate preferred models on
the basis of training data measures. The CART
mechanism includes automatic (optional) class
balancing, automatic missing value handling, and allows
for
cost-sensitive
learning,
dynamic
feature
construction, and probability tree estimation. The final
reports include a novel attribute importance ranking.

where p(t) is the (possibly weighted) relative frequency
of class 1 in the node, and the improvement (gain)
generated by a split of the parent node P into left and
right children L and R is
𝐼(𝑃) = 𝐺(𝑃) − 𝑞𝐺(𝐿) − (1 − 𝑞)𝐺(𝑅)

Here, q is the (possibly weighted) fraction of
instances going left. The CART authors favor the Gini
criterion over information gain because the Gini can be
readily extended to include symmetrized costs (see
below) and is computed more rapidly than information
gain. (Later versions of CART have added information
gain as an optional splitting rule.) They introduce the
modified twoing rule, which is based on a direct
comparison of the target attribute distribution in two
child nodes:
𝑢

2

𝐼(𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡) = [. 25(𝑞(1 − 𝑞)) ∑|𝑝𝐿(𝑘) − 𝑝𝑅(𝑘)|]
𝑘

where k indexes the target classes, pL( ) and pR( ) are
the probability distributions of the target in the left and
right child nodes respectively, and the power term u
embeds a user trollable penalty on splits generating
unequal-sized child nodes. They also introduce a variant
of the twoing split criterion that treats the classes of the
target as ordered; ordered twoing attempts to ensure
target classes represented on the left of a split are ranked
below those represented on the right. In our experience
the twoing criterion is often a superior performer on
multi-class targets as well as on inherently difficult-topredict (e.g. noisy) binary targets. For regression
(continuous targets), CART offers a choice of Least
Squares (LS) and Least Absolute Deviation (LAD)
criteria as the basis for measuring the improvement of a
split. Three other splitting rules for cost-sensitive
learning and probability trees are discussed separately
below.

A. Splitting rules
CART splitting rules are always couched in the
form. An instance goes left if CONDITION, and goes
right otherwise, where the CONDITION is expressed as
“attribute Xi <= C” for continuous attributes. For
nominal attributes the CONDITION is expressed as
membership in an explicit list of values. The CART
authors argue that binary splits are to be preferred
because (1) they fragment the data more slowly than
multi-way splits, and (2) repeated splits on the same
attribute are allowed and, if selected, will eventually
generate as many partitions for an attribute as required.
Any loss of ease in reading the tree is expected to be
offset by improved performance. A third implicit reason
is that the large sample theory developed by the authors
was restricted to binary partitioning. The CART
monograph focuses most of its discussion on the Gini
rule, which is similar to the better known entropy or
information-gain criterion. For a binary (0/1) target the
“Gini measure of impurity” of a node t is

IX. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The inputs of the proposed system are the daily
open, high, low, close trading volumes of the SENSEX
and technical indexes. Nine commonly used technical
indicators are considered initially. Three types of
indicators, namely, volume based, price based and
overlay indicators were chosen. Since the proposed
system is capable of choosing the relevant features
automatically, the exact number of indicators is not of
much importance, only those indicators which contain
any relevant information will be selected by the system.
Literature on the technical indices considered above, is
widely available. Classification of the trend into up,
down and no trend was done in the following way: The
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  (U , A)

market is formally classified as being in an uptrend
(downtrend) when all the following conditions are
satisfied:

U= Non empty finite set of objects called the universe

1.

The closing value must lead (lag) its 25 day moving
average

A= Non empty finite set of features such that

2.

The 25 day moving average must lead (lag) 65 day
moving average.

3.

The 25 day moving average must have been rising
(falling) for at least 5 days.

4.

The 65 day moving average must have been rising
(falling) for at least 1 day.

 : U  Vx  A
And Vx is the value set for 𝛼

Inclusion of decision features (attributes) along with the
features (attributes) of the information system results in
a decision system. If Q is the set of decision attributes, a
decision system S can be represented as
S  (U , A  Q)

If the movement of the market cannot be classified
as either an uptrend or a downtrend, it is assumed that
there is no trend in the market movement. The above
information gives the present day’s trend and is also
used to predict the next day’s trend. The aim of all the
trend prediction techniques considered in the present
study, is to identify the relationship between the
information variables and the decision variable. All the
technical indexes considered, may or may not be
necessary to arrive at the decision. It is also possible that
some features may have a negative impact on the
accuracy of the system. Hence, feature selection is used
to identify those features (technical indexes) which are
necessary for trend prediction and help in maintaining or
improving the prediction accuracy. Features which are
not selected are deemed unnecessary and are discarded.

The elements of A are called conditional attributes
or conditions and U is the universal set. The decision
attribute for the present study is the trend of SENSEX
(up trend, down trend and no trend).
B. Indiscernibility
The concept of indiscernibility is used to define
equivalence classes for the objects. Given a subset of
attributes P A, each such subset defines an equivalence
relation IND(P) called an indiscernibility relation.This
indiscernibility relation is defined as
IND( P )  {( x, y )  U 2 |   P,  ( x)   ( y )}

Above equation means that the subset of features, P,
will define the partition of the universe into sets such
that each object in a set cannot be distinguished from
other objects in the set using only the features in P. The
sets into which the objects are divided, are called the
equivalence classes. The equivalence classes of the
indiscernibility relation with respect to P are denoted
[x]P ,where x U. The partition of U, determined by
IND(P), is denoted U/IND(P) or U/P , which is simply
the set of equivalence classes generated by IND(P).

X. ROUGH SET BASED TREND PREDICTION
Rough sets are extremely useful in dealing with
incomplete or imperfect knowledge. This section
presents a brief overview of the rough set concepts used
in the present study and also presents their application
for stock market trend prediction. A rough set uses the
concepts of lower and upper approximations to classify
the domain of interest into disjoint categories. The lower
approximation is a description of the domain objects
that are known with certainty to belong to the subset of
interest, whereas the upper approximation is a
description of the objects that possibly belong to the
subset.

C. Set approximation
Given an information system,  = (U, A), the set X U,
can be approximated using only the information in the
set P using the P-upper and P-lower approximations of
X. P-Lower approximation of X:

A. Information and decision system
In rough set theory knowledge is represented in
information tables. Each row in the table represents an
object. Each column in the table represents an attribute
(also referred to as feature, in this study), in the present
case, each attribute is a technical index obtained from
the historical SENSEX data.

PX  x | x P  X

The lower approximation is the set containing all
objects for which the equivalence class corresponding to
the object is a subset of the set. This set contains all
objects which certainly belong to the set X. P-Upper
approximation of X:

An information system  is defined as:

PX  x | x P  X  0
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XI. HIERARCHICAL
MODELS

HIDDEN

Formally an HHMM is defined as a pair <G, λ>,
where G is D-layer directed graph, and λ ≡ {λd}d=1..D a
collection of parameter, specific of each layer d. The
graph G is made of inner, production and terminal
states. An inner state at level d of an HHMM is denoted
by qd, while qdE is the terminal state and We collect the
inner states and the production state at level d in
Qd  {qid , qEd } . It is not required an internal state to

MARKOV

The hierarchical hidden Markov model (HHMM)
is an extension of the hidden Markov model, in which
states are organized in a hierarchy. In other terms,
HHMMs are structured multi-level stochastic processes.
They generalize ordinary HMM by making states
probabilistic models on their own. Therefore, HHMMs
are recursively defined, so that each state at level l relies
on an HHMM of layer l+1. When a state in an HHMM
is activated, it becomes active also its own probabilistic
model and one of the states of the underlying HHMM is
activated recursively. This process is repeated until a
production state, which is a state that emits a single
observation symbol, is activated. The states that do not
directly emit observations symbols are called internal
states. Production states do not hold a sub-model, and
they are not able to transit to other states. So, when the
production state is reached, a symbol of sequence is
produced, the control goes back to the calling state, that
in turn gives the control to another state at the same
level. When a terminal state is reached, the control is
moved to the upper level. An example of HHMM
structure is given in Fig.1.

have the same number of substates, although any
HHMM can be transformed into a model with an equal
number of sub-states for each internal state. For each
internal state qdi there is a probability transition matrix
aijq  Pr(q dj 1 | qid 1 ) is the
Aq  {aijq } , where
d

d

d

probability of moving odk is a production state emitting
the symbol σk ∈ Σ. from i-th to j-th sub-state of qd.
Similarly,  iq  Pr(qid 1 | qd ) is the initial probability
d

assigned to sub-states by qd. It can be regarded as the
probability of performing a vertical transition, that is the
probability by which the state qd activates the sub state
qid+1 . We denote the activation probability distribution
by  q  { iq }
.Finally, B q  {b q (ok )} is
the
d

d

d

d

probability that internal state q will activate the
production state okd+1 , which in turn will emit the
symbol σk. Therefore b q (ok ) is also the probability
d

that the symbol σk ∈ Σ is produced when the state qd is
activated.
In
summary,
we
get

d  { Aq ,  q , B q }q
d

d

d
E

d

, qEd Qd

. States and observations

can be either discrete or continuous. Similarly to
ordinary hidden Markov models, HHMMs are useful in
applications dealing with sequences of symbols, such as
in signal identification and classification, behavior
recognition, handwritten character recognition, text
analysis, and other pattern recognition problems. Indeed,
it can be proven that each HHMMs can be transformed
into an equivalent HMM. But, the structure in layers of
HHMM can be exploited in order to adopt more
efficient inference algorithms and robust learning
algorithms. More specifically, HHMMs can be
employed to (i) calculate the likelihood of a sequence,
that is the probability Pr(O |  ) of a sequence O to be

Fig. 1
States are represented by circles, and transitions
between states by arrows. In particular, black solid lines
show intra-level transitions. For our convenience, we
only provided transitions with non-zero probability, but
it is possible to transit from any state to another within a
level. Transitions from upper to lower level are denoted
by fine-dashed lines. Transitions back to upper levels
are denoted by dashed lines. Bold circles are the
production states, which are the solely allowed to
produce a symbol σk ∈ Σ, Σ is the alphabet of emitted
symbols, observed in sequences. Gray circles are
terminal. The other circles are internal.

generated by the model λ; (ii) to find the most probable
state sequence S *  arg max s Pr(O |  , S ) , given a
sequence

O

and the model λ; (iii) to find the most

probable states and observations given a partial
subsequence of symbols.
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International Conference on Convergence
Information Technology, pp.2292-2297.

XII. CONCLUSION
Predicting the future is one aspect in designing
profitable day trading strategies. Technical analysis
stands in contrast to the fundamental analysis approach
to security and stock analysis. Technical analysis
analyzes price, volume and other market information,
whereas fundamental analysis looks at the facts of the
company, market, currency or commodity. Most large
brokerage, trading group, or financial institutions will
typically have both a technical analysis and fundamental
analysis team. Here in this paper technical analysis is
considered for the study. The design of decision treerough set based stock market trend prediction system
with the combination of HHMM for predicting the
future trend of the SENSEX is presented in this paper.
Features are extracted from the historical SENSEX data
by using CART. Extracted features are used to generate
the prediction rules using rough set theory because
rough sets are extremely useful in dealing with
incomplete or imperfect knowledge. HHMMs are useful
in applications dealing with sequences of symbols, such
as in signal identification and classification, behavior
recognition, handwritten character recognition, text
analysis, and other pattern recognition problems. Trends
derived from rough set are then evaluate by HHMM and
final predictions are generated.
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Abstract - The aim of this research is to increase the phonetic skills of the early language learners and second language learners by
visualizing the inner articulators such as tongue and lips during the pronunciation of Tamil phonemes. Speech perception interface
helps to increase the perception capability of the subjects for new words and sounds. Computer aided intelligibility model is
developed to evaluate the performance of the subjects after the completion of training. MRI is used to extract the parameters from
the speech sound. Using polygons the tongue and lip models are designed. Tongue is modeled using 86 polygons, 49 control points
which are arranged in 7×7 grid. Lip model is designed using 28 polygons. Model has 42 control points which are arranged in 6×7
grid. Control points are identified for the articulation. Speech perception interface is developed to provide the perception exercise
to the subjects. Using minimal pair with images, the perception interface is presented to the subjects. Perception interface will give
better user interaction and giving the feedback to the subject. Computer aided intelligibility model has the interface with the
images. Assessor evaluates the performance of the subjects and provides mark to the individual subject. To provide better look and
feel to the interface, Human Interface Guidelines (HIG) are used for designing the interface. Computer aided visualization model is
found to be more interactive with the subject and it will increase the phonetic skill of the subject. With the help of our system early
language learners and second language learners can easily perceive the Tamil phonemes and words.
Keywords - Articulation, Speech perception, Control points, Minimal pair, Human Interface Guidelines, Intelligibility.

I.

conducting intelligibility experiments on the subjects.
Human Interface Guidelines [2] (HIG) are included in
the interfaces.

INTRODUCTION

Computer aided visualization of internal speech
articulators will provide the better training of speech
perception to the subjects. Visualization of speech is
one of the complex tasks. The idea behind the computer
aided speech visualization is to visualize the articulation
of the inner articulators. Visualization of inner speech
articulators such as lips and tongue is useful for the
subjects to learn the movements of the inner articulators
for a pronunciation of a word or a sound. Front and side
view of an animated face will be presented to the
subjects. Speech production of the subjects will be
good, only if they effectively perceive the speech
sounds from the computer aided visualization model.
Perception exercise can help us to achieve good speech
production. Perception exercise provides effective
method to perceive new words and sounds.
Intelligibility of a subject would be better, only when
the system provide good teaching process. Intelligibility
experiments [1] are needed to evaluate the intelligibility
of the subject after training process has been finished.

Perception can be done commonly by two ways
[3]. Minimal pair of words called minimal pair and the
other one is lexical stress pattern. Intelligibility
experiments can be done in many ways. Manual
intelligibility experiments are done by asking the
questionnaires to the subjects after completing the
perception. Next type is that the intelligibility is
calculated by using various calculations on different
measures [4]. This is a complete automated process
carried out by the system. Another method contains
intervention of both system and manual.
Remaining part of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II gives the summary of the related
work regarding this research. Section III contains the
overall system design and implementation information.
Section IV gives you the future work for the system
evolution.

This research focused on the visualization of inner
articulators; provides the perception exercise to the
subjects. After training is accomplished the
performance of the subjects can be evaluated by

II. RELATED WORK
This part of the paper provides the related work in
the context of modeling the inner articulators, speech
perception interface and intelligibility experiments.
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Early language learners and second language
learners will learn the pronunciation of new words and
sounds with the help of Computer aided visualization
interface [5] that contains visualization of inner
articulators. Even though they have the visualization
interface, subjects are still lacking in the speech
production. To overcome this difficulty they need some
speech perception interface for their practice. Also
experimental results used to evaluate the subjects
performance based on their speech production.

Reading short stories is difficult for early language
learners and second language learners at the initial stage
of learning new language. Ville with feedback method
uses simple words rather than stories and it is
interactive with the user.
Diagnostic rhyme test is performed using
monosyllabic words in the form of consonant- vowelconsonant sound sequence [11]. Truncation and
Coarticulation method provides the words in the form
of consonant-vowel (CV) sound sequence with the
truncation either at the end or initial part of the word.
[6] Were as in keyword test reproduction of the short
sentence by the subject is evaluated. Speech Reception
Test (SRT) [12] is conducted based on the signal-tonoise ratio. Another kind of testing is by using Virtual
Reality (VR) objects. VR object will be shown to the
subject, and then subject have to say the name of the
image which is shown. It is the simple technique for the
implementation.

To model the 3D animated face, 3D wireframe
structure is commonly used [6] [7] [8]. Magnetic
Resonance
Imaging
(MRI),
Electromagnetic
Articulatory (EMA) coils with Qualysis-Movetrack
(QSMT), and EPG are strategies to extract parameters
of the inner articulators. In EMA [8] electromagnetic
field is used to track movements of smaller receiver
coils glued on the speech articulators, QSMT is the
Qualisys Motion Capture System in which Infrared
cameras are used which will record the 3D positions of
reflective markers placed on the subject. [9] Kinematic
data from Electropalatography (EPG) are the common
methods to extract the parameters of tongue, lips to
visualize the inner articulators. EPG provides the
custom-made artificial palate which is moulded to fit
against the speaker’s hard palate. Artificial palate
contains electrodes. When contact occurs between
tongue surface and electrodes electronic signals are sent
to an external processing unit. MRI is amenable to
computerized three dimensional modeling and provides
better structural differentiation. Based on the control
points of the tongue and lips, the articulator models are
visualized to the subjects. MRI [5] [9] strategy is the
simple video capturing technique during the speaker
pronouncing the word or phoneme.

Difficulty in truncation and coarticulation
technique is that it is not working well for small words.
It is difficult to use the signal-to-noise ratio with respect
to this system. Using VR objects intelligibility can be
calculated, since there is no need to automate the
system completely to evaluate intelligibility.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
System provides the model of animated talking
head that visualizes the inner articulators such as tongue
and lips. Model involves front view of lips and side
view of lips and tongue. By using seven parameters
inner articulators are articulated. Parameters are lip
opening and closing, lip protrusion, lip rounding,
tongue body raise, tongue front and back, tongue
contact with palate, tongue tip raise. Speech perception
interface is the next component in the system. It
comprises of minimal pair, images of the word and
feedback about the subject’s selection. Intelligibility
testing module provides the experiment on the subject’s
performance after training has been completed. Help
menu is included in both first and second interfaces, to
guide the subjects for using the system properly. Help
menu gives the detailed description about each
interface. Also gives the steps to perform the functions
in each interface of the system.

Drawback of EMA with QSMT technique is, since
electronic magnetic field and receiver coils are
implemented on the speaker’s inner articulators, it may
produce health risks to the speaker. EPG also have the
disadvantage that, it may cause some health risks to the
subject since it uses the electrodes on the artificial
palate. Since MRI is the simple video capturing
technique it will not cause any side effects to the
speaker.
Animated agent ville provides the speech
perception and production exercises. With the help of
minimal pair the perception exercise is modeled. Ville
will say the name among the minimal pair, and then
user has to select the name which is said by the ville.
Ville gives the verbal feedback about the user’s
selection. Perception technique will give better training
to the subject. Another kind of perception is that
reading short stories [10] in corresponding language. It
will grow the reading skill of the user.

A. Speech User Interface
It comprises of front and side view of the face,
Inner articulators in the face are transparent to the
subjects. Hence they can watch the movements of the
articulators. Tongue consists of 86 polygons with 98
control points arranged in 7×7 grid. Each top and
bottom layer of the tongue consists of 49 control points.
Among that 7 major control points are selected to
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animate the tongue model. Lip model consist of 28
polygons with 42 control points arranged in 6×7 grid. 6
major control points are selected to articulate the lip
model. For each letter and word, the control point
information is extracted from the MRI video. MRI
video is recorded while the word or letter is pronounced
by [AR]. Interface has list of words (30) and letters
(25). After subject choosing a word or letter by the
subject the talking head performs the visualization of
articulation of inner articulators (tongue and lips).
Speech User Interface (Fig.1) helps the subjects to see
how the inner articulators are articulated for each Tamil
sound or a word. Scroll bars are used to set the values
of the seven parameters. Scroll bars are enabled only
for the letter articulation not for the word articulation.
Scroll bar values can be set automatically by the system
during the articulation of Tamil letters. In Fig.1 scroll
bar values for lip open & close and tongue body raise
are set during the articulation of letter “RA”. Subject
can also set the values of any parameter by using scroll
bar and they can see the movements of tongue and lips
which are in the interface.

B. Speech Perception Interface
Speech perception interface provides the minimal
pair, which consists of set of words. Each set contains 3
words which looks similar in pronunciation but do not
have exact pronunciation. Like speech user interface
this interface also provides visualization of inner
articulators for the word among the 3 words which are
displayed in the interface. Mean while, the image of the
word is also displayed. Among the 3 words the talking
head will say one of the words; there are many set of
minimal pairs will be presented to the subject. The
subject has to practice the minimal pair word sets one
by one. Subject’s task is to select the word which is
articulated by the talking head. For each selection the
system gives the feedback that whether the selected
word by the subject is right or wrong. Subject can also
make the system to repeat the same set of words in
order to listen the articulation of inner articulators
again. Speech Perception interface is shown in Fig. 2.
Perception exercise will improve the subject’s skill to
perceive new words or sounds.

Fig. 2 : Perception Interface
Fig. 1: Speech User Interface

This interface provides the user interaction with the
system by giving the feedback (Fig. 3) about the word
which is chosen by the subjects, which will help the
subjects to evaluate themselves. By providing the
repeat option they can also move to the next or previous
word set. Assessor record the marks for individual
subject based on their ability of perceiving new words
and phonemes.

Repeat option can be used by the subject to make
the system to repeat the articulation which is recently
performed. So the subject can listen the articulation
again. Evaluate option is useful for the subject to
compare the articulation for the particular phoneme in
the computer aided visualization model and the MRI
video which is already recorded.
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Schedule is planned to give training to the subjects.
After the training is completed intelligibility testing is
conducted on the trained subjects. The audio is recorded
by the assessor while the subject pronouncing the name
of the images during the intelligibility testing. Assessor
will evaluate the performance of the subject by
analyzing their pronunciation.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
This system provides good perception over the new
sounds and words to the early language learners and
second language learners. Articulation of Tamil
phonemes and Tamil words is taught by the computer
aided visualization model to the subject. There is a
good interaction between the system and the subjects in
speech user interface and perception interface. It
increases the perception skill of the subjects. By using
this interface the subjects can practice to perceive the
new words and sounds. System also evaluates the
subject’s performance by the intelligibility testing
method. Research work can be extended by increasing
the realism and smoothness of the talking head.
Fig. 3 : Perception with Feedback
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Intelligibility of speech refers to the accuracy with
which a listener can understand spoken word or phrase.
It is a kind of performance evaluation method.
Intelligibility will be good only when the subject
remembers the words and their pronunciation which are
presented in the speech user interface and speech
perception interface. The performance of the subjects is
evaluated based on their pronunciation. Intelligibility
testing interface provides only the images which are
presented in speech user and speech perception
interface. Subject’s task is to say the word of the image
which is presented in the interface; subject’s
pronunciation is recorded by the assessor. Assessor will
evaluate the subject’s intelligibility based on their
pronunciation. Based on 4 categories the intelligibility
is evaluated which are,


Omissions



Additions



Substitutions



Distortions
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Abstract - With the extensive competition in the domestic and international business, the Customer Relationship Management has
become one of matters of concern to the enterprise. CRM takes the customers as the center; it gives a new life to the enterprise
organization system and optimizes the business process. In an effort to help enterprises understand their customers’ shopping
behavior and the ways to retain valued customers, we propose data mining techniques. As a rising subject, data mining is playing an
increasingly important role in the decision support activity of every walk of life. CRM can be defined as the process of predicting
customer behavior and selecting actions to influence that behavior to benefit the company. It gives a new life to the enterprise
organization system and optimizes the business process. Customer satisfaction can also be improved through more effective
marketing. Data mining, the extraction of hidden predictive information from large databases, is a powerful new technology with
great potential to help companies focus on the most important information in their data warehouses. Data mining tools predict future
trends and behaviors, allowing businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions. Data Mining Approach is used which is a
sophisticated statistical processing or artificial intelligence algorithms to discover useful trends and patterns from the extracted data
so that it can yield important insights including prediction models and associations that can help companies understand their
customer better.
Generally, data mining (sometimes called data or knowledge discovery) is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives
and summarizing it into useful information - information that can be used to increase revenue, cuts costs, or both. The Apriori
algorithm is the most established algorithm for frequent item sets mining (FIM). Several implementations of the Apriori algorithm
have been reported and evaluated. we revised Apriori implementation into a parallel one where input transactions are read by a
parallel computer. The effect a parallel computer on this modified implementation is presented.
Keywords - Apriori, Association Rules, Data Mining, Frequent Itemsets Mining (FIM), Parallel Computing, CRM (Customer
Relationship Management),Data Warehouse, Clustering.

I.

real-life decision needs by using the existing methods.
The challenges come from many aspects, for instance,
the traditional methods usually discover homogeneous
features from a single source of data while it is not
effective to mine for patterns combining components
from multiple data sources. It is often very costly and
sometimes impossible to join multiple data sources into
a single data set for pattern mining.

INTRODUCTION

Enterprise data mining applications, such as mining
public service data and telecom fraudulent activities,
inevitably involve complex data sources, particularly
multiple large scale, distributed, and heterogeneous data
sources embedding information about business
transactions, user preferences, and business impact. In
these situations, business people certainly expect the
discovered knowledge to present a full picture of
business settings rather than one view based on a single
source. Knowledge reflecting full business settings is
more business friendly, comprehensive, and informative
for business decision makers to accept the results and to
take operable actions accordingly.

In our project, we proposed the concepts of
combined association rules, combined rule pairs, and
combined rule clusters to mine for informative patterns
in complex data by catering for the comprehensive
aspects in multiple datasets. A combined association
rule is composed of multiple heterogeneous itemsets
from different data sets while combined rule pairs and
combined rule clusters are built from combined
association rules. Analysis shows that such combined

It is challenging to mine for comprehensive and
informative knowledge in such complex data suited to
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rules cannot be directly produced by traditional
algorithms such as the FPGrowth. This paper builds on
the existing works and proposes the approach of
combined mining as a general method for directly
identifying patterns enclosing constituents from multiple
sources or with heterogeneous features covering
demographics, behavior, and business impacts. Its
deliverables are combined patterns such as the
aforementioned combined association rules.
The general ideas of combined mining are as follows.
1) By involving multiple heterogeneous features,
combined patterns are generated which reflect
multiple aspects of concerns and characteristics in
businesses.

Architecture
II. IMPLEMENTATION

2) By mining multiple data sources, combined patterns
are generated which reflect multiple aspects of
nature across the business lines.

Implementation is the stage of the project when the
theoretical design is turned out into a working system.
Thus it can be considered to be the most critical stage in
achieving a successful new system and in giving the
user, confidence that the new system will work and be
effective. The implementation stage involves careful
planning, investigation of the existing system and it’s
constraints on implementation, designing of methods to
achieve changeover and evaluation of changeover
methods. In this phase, various modeling techniques are
selected and applied, and their parameters are calibrated
to optimal values. Typically, there are several
techniques for the same data mining problem type.
Some techniques have specific requirements on the form
of data. Therefore, stepping back to the data preparation
phase is often needed.

3) By applying multiple methods in pattern mining,
combined patterns are generated which disclose a
deep and comprehensive essence of data by taking
advantage of different methods.
4) By applying multiple interestingness metrics in
pattern mining, patterns are generated which reflect
concerns and significance from multiple
perspectives.
The main contributions of our paper are as follows:
1) Building on existing works, generalizing the
concept of combined mining that can be expanded
and instantiated into many specific approaches and
models for mining complex data toward more
informative knowledge.

The wide-spread use of distributed information
systems leads to the construction of large data
collections in business, science and on the Web. These
data collections contain a wealth of information, that
however needs to be discovered. Businesses can learn
from their transaction data more about the behavior of
their customers and therefore can improve their business
by exploiting this knowledge. Science can obtain from
observational data (e.g. satellite data) new insights on
research questions. Data mining provides methods that
allow to extract from large data collections unknown
relationships among the data items that are useful for
decision making. Thus data mining generates novel,
unsuspected interpretations of data.

2) Discussing general frameworks and their paradigms
and basic processes of multi feature and multi
method combined mining for supporting combined
mining, which contribute to multisource combined
mining—they are flexible to be instantiated into
specific needs.
3) Proposing various strategies for conducting pattern
interaction when instantiating the aforementioned
proposed frameworks—as a result, novel combined
pattern types, such as incremental cluster patterns,
can result from combined mining, which have not
been investigated before.

General Definitions
 Itemset: Set of items that occur together
 Association Rule: Probability that particular items
are purchased together.

4) Illustrating the corresponding interestingness
metrics for evaluating certain types of combined
patterns.

o

X  Y where X  Y = 0
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Support, supp(X) of an itemset X is the ratio of
transactions in which an itemset appears to the total
number of transactions.



Share of an itemset is the ratio of the count of items
purchased together to the total count of items
purchased in all transactions.



Confidence of rule X  Y, denoted conf(X  Y)
= supp(X  Y) / supp(X).
o

Relational Association Rules
The discovery of frequent patterns and association
rules is one of the most commonly studied tasks in data
mining. Here we first describe frequent relational
patterns and relational association rules.
Association Rules
The general aim of data mining is to find patterns in
data that can become actionable information. In the case
of association discovery, the involvement of domain
experts is critical to the process of identification of
relevant rules. One of the reasons behind maintaining
any database is to enable the user to find interesting
patterns and trends in the data. Once this information is
available, we can perhaps get rid of the original
database. The output of the data-mining process should
be a "summary" of the database. One such type
constitutes the association rule.

Confidence can also be defined in terms of the
conditional probability.
conf(X  Y) = P(Y | X) = P(X  Y) / P(X).



Transaction Database stores transaction data.
Transaction data may also be stored in some other
form than a m x n database.

Applications of relational data mining
The use of RDM has enabled applications in areas
rich with structured data and domain knowledge, which
would be difficult to address with single table
approaches. RDM has been used in different areas,
ranging from analysis of business data, through
environmental and traffic engineering to web mining,
but has been especially successful in bioinformatics
(including
drug
design
and
functional
genomics).Bioinformatics applications of RDM are
discussed in the article by Page and Craven in this issue.

Table joining is widely used in order to mine
patterns from multiple relational tables by putting
relevant features from individual tables into a
consolidated one.
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The Apriori Algorithm : Pseudo code
Ck: Candidate itemset of size k
Lk : frequent itemset of size k
L1 = {frequent items};
for (k = 1; Lk !=; k++) do begin
Ck+1 = candidates generated from Lk;
for each transaction t in database do
Ck+1

increment the count of
that are contained in t

all

candidates

in

Lk+1=candidates in Ck+1 with min_support end
return k Lk;
III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
ENHANCEMENT
Typical enterprise applications, such as telecom
fraud detection and cross-market surveillance in stock
markets, often involve multiple distributed and
heterogeneous features as well as data sources with
large quantities and expect to cater for user
demographics,
preferences,
behavior,
business
appearance, service usage, and business impact. This
challenges existing data mining methods such as post
analysis and table joining based analysis. Building on
existing works, this paper has presented a
comprehensive and general approach named combined
mining for discovering informative knowledge in
complex data. The frameworks are extracted from our
relevant business projects conducted and currently under
investigation from the domains of government service,
banking, insurance, and capital markets. Several real-life
cases studies have been briefed which instantiate some
of the proposed frameworks in identifying combined
patterns in multiple sources of governmental service
data. They have shown that the proposed frameworks
are flexible and customizable for handling a large
amount of complex data involving multiple features,
sources, and methods as needed, for which data
sampling and table joining may not be acceptable.

As a result, a pattern may consist of features from
multiple tables. This method is suitable for mining
multiple relational databases, particularly for small data
sets.
The Apriori Algorithm
The Apriori algorithm finds frequent itemsets
according to a user-defined minimum support. In the
first pass of the algorithm, it constructs the candidate 1itemsets. The algorithm then generates the frequent 1itemsets by pruning some candidate 1-itemsets if their
support values are lower than the minimum support.
Implementation for parallel computing
The Apriori algorithm has been revised in several ways.
One revision of the Apriori algorithm is to partition a
transaction database into disjoint partitions TDB1,
TDB2, TDB3, …, TDBn. Node 0 then computes the
sum of all candidate k-itemsets and prunes the candidate
kitemsets to the frequent k-itemsets.
Flow Diagram
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Abstract - Network traffic analysis becomes more and more crucial in the IP network infrastructure as the amount of IP packets
transmitted on the Internet at any given moment of time increases enormously. A thorough understanding of the IP traffic will help
us better design our network topology and utilize bandwidth more effectively. From the perspective of security, it can also protect
our system from attacks, such as intrusions, our model employs feature selection so that the binary classifier for each type of attack
can be more accurate, which improves the detection of attacks that occur less frequently in the training data. Based on the accurate
binary classifiers, our model applies a new ensemble approach which aggregates each binary classifier’s decisions for the same input
and decides which class is most suitable for a given input. During this process, the potential bias of certain binary classifier could be
alleviated by other binary classifiers’ decision. Our model also makes use of multi boosting for reducing both variance and bias. The
clients have some rules to communicate between them using snort rules. Any Communications (such as FTP, SMTP, etc) between
the clients are monitored by the snort. If it continues again, then that particular client will be disconnected from this network (means
cannot be able to communicate with other clients in that network.) But, that client will be physically connected with the network.
The proposed work describes a network traffic analysis software tool, which provides searching, visualization, and preprocessing
functions with a user-friendly GUI implemented in Java language. Within the huge network traffic data collected, a user can identify
any particular packets using various searching functions provided. Visualization presents the analyzed result in a different setting to
further enhance the analysis. The GUI in Java allows the tool to be used in different platforms. This tool is tested and demonstrated
through several real network datasets.
Keywords - Algorithms, filtering algorithms, finite-state automata (FSA), mathematics, packet filters, packet processing, predicate
optimization, protocol description languages (PDLs), run-time safety, snort rules and mining techniques.

I.

filters derive directly from safety issues. As an example,
the impossibility of automatically proving termination
for a generic computer program led the BPF [1]
designers to generate acyclic filters only, thus
preventing the parsing of packets with multiple levels of
encapsulation or repeated field sequences.

INTRODUCTION

Packet filters are a class of packet manipulation
programs used to classify network traffic in accordance
to a set of user-provided rules; they are a basic
component of many networking applications such as
shapers, sniffers, demultiplexers, firewalls, and
more.The modern networking scenario imposes many
requirements on packet filters, mainly in terms of
processing speed (to keep up with network line rates)
and resource consumption (to run in constrained
environments). Filtering techniques should also support
modern protocol formats that often include cyclic or
repeated structures (e.g., MPLS label stacks, IPv6
extension headers). Finally, it is also crucial that filters
preserve the integrity of their execution environment,
both in terms of memory access safety and termination
enforcement, especially when running as an operating
system module or on the bare hardware. Although at
first sight this aspect might not seem crucial, it is a fact
that many of the limitations built into existing packet

Existing packet filters focus invariably on subsets
of these issues but, to the best of our knowledge, do not
solve all of them at the same time. As an example, two
widely known generators, BPF [2] and PathFinder [3],
do not support recursive encapsulation; NetVM-based
filters [4], on the other hand, have no provision for
enforcing termination, either in filtering code or in the
underlying virtual machine.
This paper presents Stateless PAcket Filter (SPAF),
a finite-state automata (FSA)-based technique to
generate fast and safe packet filters that are also flexible
enough to fully support most layer-2 to layer-4
protocols, including optional and variable headers and
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recursive encapsulation. The proposed technique
specifically targets the lower layers of the protocol
stack and does not directly apply for deep packet
inspection nor for stateful filtering in general. Moreover,
for the purpose of this paper, we consider only static
situations where on-the-fly rule set updates are not
required. While these limitations exclude some
interesting use cases, SPAF filters are nevertheless
useful for a large class of applications, such as
monitoring and traffic trace filtering, and can serve as
the initial stage for more complex tools such as intrusion
detection systems and firewalls.

one is probably BPF [1], the Berkeley Packet Filter.
BPF filters are created from protocol escriptions
hardcoded in the generator and are translated into a
bytecode listing for a simple, ad hoc virtual machine.
The bytecode was originally interpreted, leading to a
considerable run-time overhead impact that can be
reduced by employing JIT techniques [5]. BPF
disallows backward jumps in filters in order to ensure
termination, thus forgoing support for, e.g., IPv6
extension headers; memory protection is enforced by
checking each access at run-time. Multiple filter
statements can be composed together by boolean
operators, but in the original BPF implementation, only
a small number of optimizations are performed over
predicates, leading to run-time inefficiencies when
dependent or repeated predicates are evaluated. Two
relevant BPF extensions are BPF and xPF. BPF [2] adds
local and global data-flow optimization algorithms that
try to remove redundant operations by altering the CFG
structure. xPF [6] relaxes control flow restrictions by
allowing backward jumps in the filter CFG; termination
is enforced by limiting the maximum number of
executed instructions through a run-time watchdog built
into the interpreter, but its overhead was not measured,
and extending this approach to just-in-time code
emission has not been proposed and might prove
difficult.

A stateless packet filter can be expressed as a set of
predicates on packet fields, joined by boolean operators;
often these predicates are not completely independent
from one another, and the evaluation of the whole set
can be short-circuited. One of the most important
questions in designing generators for high-performance
filters is therefore how to efficiently organize the
predicate set to reduce the amount of processing
required to come to a match/mismatch decision. By
considering packet filtering as a regular language
recognition problem and exploiting the related
mathematical framework to express and organize
predicates as finite-state automata, SPAF achieves by
construction a reduction of the amount of redundancy
along any execution path in the resulting program: Any
packet field is examined at most once. This property
emerges from the model, and it always holds even in
cases that are hard to treat with conventional techniques,
such as large-scale boolean composition. Moreover,
thanks to their simple and regular structure, finite
automata also double as an internal representation
directly translatable into an optimized executable form
without requiring a full-blown compiler.

A further CFG-based approach, unrelated to BPF, is
described in [4]. Its main contribution is decoupling the
protocol database from the filter generator by employing
an XML-based protocol description language, NetPDL
[7]. Filtering code is executed on the NetVM [8], a
special-purpose virtual machine targeting network
applications that also provides an optimizing JIT
compiler that works both on filter structure and lowlevel code. The introduction of a high-level description
language reportedly does not cause any performance
penalties; this approach, however, delegates all safety
considerations to the VM and does not provide an
effective way to compose multiple filters.

Finally, safety (both in terms of termination and
memory access integrity) can be enforced with very low
run-time overhead.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II presents an overview of the main related
filtering approaches developed to this date. Section III
provides a brief introduction to the FSAs used for filter
representation and describes the filter construction
procedure. Section IV focuses on executable code
generation and on enforcing the formal properties of
interest, Finally, Section V reports conclusions and also
highlights possible future developments.

In general, CFG-based generators benefit from their
flexible structure that does not impose any significant
restriction on predicate evaluation order; for the same
reason, however, they are prone to the introduction of
hard-to-detect redundancies, leading to multiple
unnecessary evaluations if no further precautions are
taken. Even when optimizers are employed and are
experimentally shown to be useful, they work on an
opportunistic basis and seldom provide any hard
guarantees on the resulting code.

II. RELATED WORK
Given their wide adoption and relatively long
history, there is a large corpus of literature on packet
filters. A first class of filters is based on the CFG
paradigm; the best-known and most widely employed

A second group of filter generators chooses treelike structures to organize predicates. PathFinder [3]
transforms predicates into template masks (atoms),
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ordered into decision trees. Atoms are then matched
through a linear packet scan until a result is reached.
Decision trees enable an optimization based on merging
prefixes that are shared across multiple filters.
PathFinder is shown to work well both in software and
hardware implementations, but it does not take protocol
database decoupling into consideration, and no solution
to memory safety issues is proposed for the software
implementation. FSA-based filters share a degree of
similarity with PathFinder as packets are also scanned
linearly from the beginning to the end, but predicate
organization,
filter
composition,
and
safety
considerations are handled differently. DPF [9]
improves over PathFinder by generating machine code
just-in-time and adding low-level optimizations such as
a flexible switch emission strategy. Moreover, DPF is
capable of aggregating bounds checks at the atom level
by checking the availability of the highest memory
offset to be read instead of considering each memory
access in isolation; our technique, described in Section
IV-E, acts similarly but considers the filter as a whole,
thus further reducing run-time overhead.

simple method of applying all the specified rules in
sequence when performing packet filtering, leading to
poor performance and scalability; moreover, it appears
not possible to specify an arbitrary predicate, filters
being limited to preset protocols and statements that are
specialized by specifying actual network addresses and
ports.
Besides the generation technique, there have also
been improvements along other dimensions such as
architectural considerations, as demonstrated by xPF,
FFPF [19], and nCap [20], or dynamic rule sets support,
as shown by the SWIFT tool [21]. We consider these
aspects out of scope for the purpose of this paper, being
either orthogonal to the technique we present or the
object of future works.
Definition of Near-Duplicate
The central idea of near-duplicate spam detection is
to exploit reported known spams to block subsequent
ones which have similar content. For different forms of
e-mail representation, the definitions of similarity
between two e-mails are diverse. Unlike most prior
works representing e-mails based mainly on content
text, we investigate representing each e-mail using an
HTML tag sequence, which depicts the layout structure
of e-mail, and look forward to more effectively
capturing the near-duplicate phenomenon of spams.

While organizing predicates into regular structures
makes it easier to spot redundancies and other sources of
overhead, it also introduces different limitations. As an
example, generators restricted to the aforementioned
acyclic structures do not fully support tunneling or
repeated protocol portions. Moreover, it has been noted
that performing prefix coalescing is not sufficient to
catch certain common patterns, resulting in redundant
predicate evaluation [2].

Let I ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; ti; . . . ; tn;
<mytext=>;
<anchor>g be the set of all valid HTML tags

A third approach is to consider packet filtering as a
language recognition problem. Jayaram et al. [10] use a
pushdown automaton to perform packet demultiplexing;
filters are expressed as LALR(1) grammars and can
therefore be effectively composed using the appropriate
rules. This solution improves filter scalability, but there
are downsides related to the push-down automaton: A
number of specific optimizations are required to achieve
good performance. It is also quite unwieldy to express
protocols and filter rules as formal grammars that must
be kept strictly unambiguous: The authors marginally
note that the simpler FSA model would be sufficient for
the same task.

with two types of newly created tags,
<mytext=> and
<anchor>, included. An e-mail abstraction derived from
procedure SAG is denoted as <e1; e2; . . . ; ei; . . . ;
em>, which
is an ordered list of tags, where ei 2 I. The definition of
near duplicate
is: “Two e-mail abstractions _ ¼ <a1; a2; . . . ;
ai; . . . ; an> and _ ¼ <b1; b2; . . . ; bi; . . . ; bm> are
viewed as

Apart from the specialized solutions for fast packet
filtering mentioned, one of the most widely used packet
filtering programs is the NetFilter framework.1 NetFilter
is a component of the Linux kernel that performs packet
filtering, firewalling, mangling operations (e.g., network
address translation), and more, acting through a set of
hooks and callbacks that intercept packets as they
traverse the networking stack. In contrast with all the
aforementioned approaches, NetFilter uses the relatively

near-duplicate if 8ai ¼ bi and n ¼ m.”
The tag length of an e-mail abstraction is defined as
the number of tags in an e-mail abstraction.
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services and products including sexual enhancers, cheap
drugs and herbal supplements, health insurance, travel
tickets, hotel reservations, and software products. They
can also include offensive content such pornographic
images and can be used as well for spreading rumors
and other fraudulent advertisements such as make
money fast.

The following sequence of operations is performed
in the preprocessing step.
1.

Front and rear tags are excluded.

2.

Nonempty tags2 that have no corresponding start
tags or end tags are deleted. Besides, mismatched
nonempty tags are also deleted.

3.

All empty tags2 are regarded as the same and are
replaced by the newly created <empty=> tag.
Moreover, successive <empty=> tags are pruned
and only one <empty=> tag is retained.

4.

The pairs of nonempty tags enclosing nothing are
removed.

Example for Mail

As a result, spam has become an area of growing
concern attracting the attention of many security
researchers and practitioners. In addition to regulations
and legislations, various anti-spam technical solutions
have been proposed and deployed to combat this
problem. Front-end filtering was the most common and
easier way to reject or quarantine spam messages as
early as possible at the receiving server. However most
of the early anti-spam tools were static; for example
using a blacklist of known spammers, a white list of
good sources, or a fixed set of keywords to identify
spam messages. Although these list-based methods can
substantially reduce the risk provided that lists are
updated periodically, they fail to scale and to adapt to
spammers’ tactics.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In the packet filtering process with the increasing
popularity of electronic mail (or e-mail), several people
and companies found it an easy way to distribute a
massive amount of unsolicited messages to a
tremendous number of users at a very low cost. These
unwanted bulk messages or junk emails are called spam
messages. The majority of spam messages that has been
reported recently are unsolicited commercials promoting

Selective Packet Discarding
Once the score is computed for a packet, selective
packet discarding, and overload control can be
performed using the score as the differentiating metric.
Since an exact prioritization would require offline,
multiple-pass operations, e.g., sorting and packet
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buffering, the following alternative approach is taken
into account. First, the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the scores of all incoming packets in time
period (Ti) is maintained. Second, the cut-off threshold
score is calculated. Third, the arriving packets in time
period T (i+1) if its score value is below the cut-off
threshold are discarded. At the same time, the packets
arriving at T (i+1) create a new CDF.

of each packet with a dynamic threshold. The concept of
using a baseline profile with Bayesian theorem has been
used previously in anomaly-based IDS (Intrusion
Detection System) applications, where the goals are
generally attack detection rather than real-time packet
filtering.
In this research, the basic concept to a practical
real-time packet filtering scheme using elaborate
processes is extended. In this method, the PacketScore
operations for single-point protection is described, but
the fundamental concept can be extended to a
distributed implementation for core-routers.
To make it more suitable for real-time processing,
conversion of floating-point division/multiplication
operations into subtraction/addition operations is made.
Scoring a packet is equivalent to looking up the
scorebooks, e.g., the TTL scorebook, the packet size
scorebook, the protocol type scorebook, etc. After
looking up the multiple scorebooks, the matching CLP
entries in a log-version scorebook are added. This is
generally faster than multiplying the matching entries in
a regular scorebook. The small speed improvement from
converting a multiplication operation into an addition
operation is particularly useful because every single
packet must be scored in real-time. This speed
improvement becomes more beneficial as the number of
scorebooks increases. On the other hand, generating a
log-version scorebook may take longer than a regular
scorebook generation. However, the scorebook is
generated only once at the end of each period and it is
not necessary to observe every packet for scorebook
generation; thus, some processing delay can be allowed.
Furthermore, scorebook generation can be easily
parallelized using two processing lines, which allows
complete sampling without missing a packet.

Selective packet discarding

The purpose of a stateless packet filter generator is
to create a program that, given a finite-length byte
sequence (a packet) as its input, returns a binary
match/mismatch decision. The input of the generator
itself consists of a set of filter rules provided by the user
that specify the desired properties of matching packets;
each rule, in turn, consists of multiple predicates
expressed in a simple high-level language (where header
fields and protocols appear symbolically), combined
together with boolean operators. In older generators, the
set of supported protocols was fixed; in modern ones
protocol header formats are kept into an external
database that can be updated without modifying the
generator.

Discarding SQL Slammer Worm attack packets
III. FILTER GENERATION TECHNIQUE
In this section we describe about filtering
techniques using snort rules and mining techniques.
One of the key concepts in PacketScore is the
notion of “Conditional Legitimate Probability” (CLP)
based on Bayesian theorem. CLP indicates the
likelihood of a packet being legitimate by comparing its
attribute values with the values in the baseline profile.
Packets are selectively discarded by comparing the CLP

In order to develop a successful FSA-based filtering
technique, it is first of all necessary to show that any
filter of interest can be expressed as a finite automaton,
then provide a method to transform a high-level filter
statement and a protocol database into FSA form.
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Finally, the resulting automaton must be translated into
an efficiently executable form.

<field type=”hop” name=”plex” size =”16”/>
<field type=”src” name=”plex” size =”16”/>

A. Protocol Database Compilation

<field type=”dst” name=”plex” size =”16”/>

The first phase in the SPAF generation process
consists of parsing the protocol database and building
template automata that recognize all the correctly
formatted headers for a given protocol. These automata
will be reused and specialized in later phases to create
the final filter.

<loop type =”while” expr=”1”>
<switch expr=”nexthdr”>
<case value=”0”><includeblk name=”HBH”/></case>
<case value=”0”><includeblk name=”AH”/></case>
….

In order to decouple filter generation from the
protocol database, we have employed an XML-based
protocol description language (NetPDL [7]) designed to
describe the on-the-wire structures of network protocols
and their encapsulation relationships. NetPDL
descriptions are stored in external files that can be freely
edited without modifying the generator itself.

<default>
<loopctrl type=”break”/>
</default>
</switch>

A precise description of NetPDL is beyond the
scope of this paper. Nevertheless, we shall provide a
quick overview of the features supported by the FSA
generator. The language provides a large number of
primitives that enable the description of header formats
of layer-2–7 protocols, but for the scope of this work we
have restricted our support to those designed for layer2–4 decoding. The basic building block of a protocol
format is the header field, a sequence of bytes or bits
that can be either fixed or variable in size. Adjacent
fields are by default laid out in sequence, but more
complex structures such as optional or repeated sections
can be created using conditional choices and loops;
these statements are controlled by expressions that can
contain references to the values of previously
encountered fields.

</loop>
</fields>
</format>
<encapsulation>
<switch expr=”nexthdr”>
<case value=”4”> <nextproto proto=”#ip”/></case>
<case value=”4”> <nextproto proto=”#tcp”/></case>
<case value=”4”> <nextproto proto=”#udp”/></case>
….
</switch>
</encapsulation>

A second NetPDL portion contains a sequence of
control flow operations (if, switch) that predicate
encapsulation relationships. In general, the control flow
is followed until a nextproto tag is encountered,
specifying which is the next protocol to be found in the
packet. A NetPDL database thus

</protocol>
IPV6 NetPDL excerpt
describes an oriented encapsulation graph where the
vertices are protocols and the edges are encapsulation
relationships. Currently, the graph begins with a single
user-specified root that usually represents the link-layer
protocol, but an extension to multiple ones would be
trivial. Starting from this root, the FSA generator
follows the encapsulation graph and builds a FSA for
every reachable protocol using the method explained
later in this section.

<protocol name =”ipv6”>
<format>
<field>
<field type=”bit” name = ”ver” mask=”0xF0000000”
size =”4”/>
<field
type=”bit”
name
mask=”0x0F000000”size =”4”/>
<field
type=”bit”
name
mask=”0x00FFFFFF”size =”4”/>

=
=

As an example, a simplified NetPDL description of
the IPv6 header format is presented in Fig. 1. IPv6 starts
with a sequence of fixed-size fields; bitfields (such as
ver) are specified by the mask attribute. The initial
portion is followed by a set of extension headers, each
one containing a “next header” information (nexthdr).
This sequence is of unspecified (but implicitly finite, as
any packet is finite) length, and it is described using a

”tos”
”flabel”

<field type=”fixed” name=”plex” size =”2”/>
<field type=”nexthdr” name=”plex” size =”1”/>
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switch nested within a loop: At each iteration, the newly
read nexthdr field is evaluated, and if no more extension
headers are present, the loop terminates. Encapsulation
relationships are also specified in a similar fashion by
jumping to the correct protocol depending on the value
of the last nexthdr encountered.

specialized to recognize the bytes of interest for the
switch, so the right path will be taken depending on the
actual input values. Finally, the correct trailing block (
or ) is joined in the right place. The last example [Fig.
2(e) and (f)] shows the automata generated for a header
structure similar to the IPv6 extension headers case. In
this case, a loop is interlocked with a switch construct,
and a greater amount of block replication is required to
ensure that independent paths exist into the automaton
for every possible combination of the current nexth
value (upon which the outcome of the switch depends)
and the next nexth value, which might cause the loop to
end.

SPAF currently supports the full versions of the
most common layer-2–4 protocols in use nowadays,
such as Ethernet, MPLS, VLAN, PPPoE, ARP, IPv4,
IPv6, TCP, UDP, and ICMP; this set can be easily
extended as long as no stateful capabilities are required.
An important point regarding FSA creation from
NetPDL descriptions is that, as long as it is correctly
performed, it is not be a critical task for filter
performance: Any resulting automaton ultimately will
be determinized and minimized, yielding a canonical
representation of the filter that does not depend on the
generation procedure. For this reason, and given the
complexity involved, the NetPDL-to-FSA conversion
procedure is not fully described in this paper, and it can
be regarded as an implementation detail. Nevertheless,
in order to exemplify how the conversion can be done,
we report the key steps for translating the NetPDL
snippets of Fig. 2 into the corresponding automata.

Encapsulation relationships are handled in a similar
fashion by spawning new paths in the automaton graph
that end with a special state marked with the protocol
that should follow. The exact usage of these marked
states is explained in Section III-D. The generation
procedure acts to counter the absence of explicit storage
locations in the FSA model; when it becomes necessary
to use the values of previously encountered fields for
subsequent computations, the only solution is to spawn a
number of parallel branches within the automaton, each
one associated with a specific value of the field under
consideration.

The purpose of this initial conversion step is not to
generate automata immediately suitable for filtering. On
the contrary, the results are templates for the following
generation steps, representing the “vanilla” version of
protocol headers, with no other conditions imposed, to
be specialized according to the filter rules. Since they
are strictly related to header format, any inputconsuming
transition in these templates can be related to a specific
portion of one3 header field; this information must be
preserved to accommodate the imposition of filtering
rules. For this reason, template automata are augmented
by marking all the relevant transitions with the related
field’s name.4

B.

Multicast Packet Delivery

Here we discuss about packet forwarding to the
nodes
Packet sending from the source
After the multicast tree is constructed, all the
sources of the group could send packets to the tree and
the packets will be forwarded along the tree. In most
tree-based multicast protocols, a data source needs to
send the packets initially to the root of the tree.
The source node want send the data to the members
at that time we perform the security action, i.e.
whenever the source node want to send the data , the
source node can encrypt the data by using AES
(Advanced Encryption Standers) the encrypted data can
be transferred to the group members , in the
transmission of packets the intermediate nodes want to
read the data , if suppose the nodes can access the data
that time we don’t have any problem because the data is
in the encryption form i.e. cipher text , due to this text
the intermediate nodes can’t get the data it can simply
transfer the data to the destination, in the destination
side the receiver can decrypt the data using AES
algorithm.

The simplest example is generating an automaton
that parses a fixed-length header field [Fig. 2(a)]: It is
sufficient to build a FSA that skips an appropriate
amount of bytes, resulting in Fig. 2(b). During the
construction process, header fields are given welldefined start and end5 states that are used as stitching
points to join with any predecessors or successors by transitions, as required. A more complex example
involving a conditional choice is shown in Fig. 2(c). The
generation procedure starts by creating automata
representations for all the initial fields in the NetPDL
description; upon encountering the switch construct,
however, the generator backtracks the transition graph
until it encounters the type field. Once found, all the
states/transitions that follow type (the block in the
figure) are replicated. The original copy is left as is,
while in the replica the transitions for type are

For providing the security we use the Advanced
Encrypted Standards Algorithm
The algorithm described by AES is a symmetrickey algorithm, meaning the same key is used for both
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encrypting and decrypting the data. The strength of a
128-bit AES key is roughly equivalent to 2600-bits RSA
key. AES data encryption is a more mathematically
efficient and elegant cryptographic algorithm the time
required to crack an encryption algorithm is directly
related to the length of the key used to secure the
communication (It takes less time). AES allows you to
choose a 128-bit, 192-bit or 256-bit key, making it
exponentially stronger than the 56-bit key of DES
(RSA). The algorithm was required to be royalty-free
for use worldwide .AES has defined three versions, with
10, 12, and 14 rounds. Each version uses a different
cipher key size (128, 192, or 256), but the round keys
are always 128 bits.

size of the underlying machine instead of processing a
byte at a time and enforces memory safety and
termination through run-time fully aggregated bound
checks.
The run-time performance and memory occupation
of SPAF filters have been evaluated both in synthetic
and real-world benchmarks. Test results show that FSAbased filters perform on a similar or improved level as
other modern approaches such as BPF+, both on simple
and complex filters; SPAF filters are also shown to scale
better with increasing numbers of filtering rules. The
measured overhead of run-time safety checks is small
and does not cause any significant penalties both in
times of run-times (few checks are executed per packet)
and memory occupation (few checks are inserted per
filter). Overall, the SPAF approach is an effective and
simple way to generate packet filters that are easy to
compose and efficient to run, even with increasing
complexity.Among the potential problems, a widely
known issue affecting specifically DFAs is an explosion
occurring in the state space when treating certain critical
patterns; this problem is the limiting factor for DFA
adoption in other pattern-based detectors such as
intrusion detection systems

IV. CONCLUSION
We have designed, prototyped, and evaluated
SPAF, a packet filter generator based on the creation of
finite-state automata from a high-level protocol format
database and filter redicates. SPAF aims at emitting fast
and efficient filters while preserving all the relevant
safety properties, both in terms of memory access
correctness and termination. The PacketScore scheme is
used to defend against DDoS attacks. The key concept
in PacketScore is the Conditional Legitimate Probability
(CLP) produced by comparison of legitimate traffic and
attack traffic characteristics, which indicates the
likelihood of legitimacy of a packet. As a result, packets
following a legitimate traffic profile have higher scores,
while attack packets have lower scores. This scheme can
tackle never-before-seen DDoS attack types by
providing a statistics-based adaptive differentiation
between attack and legitimate packets to drive selective
packet discarding and overload control at high-speed.

The SPAF approach can be easily extended to
perform packet demultiplexing in addition to packet
filtering. This is partial supported by our current
generator by labeling final states with identifiers of the
matching filtering rules; full support would require
dynamic automata creation and code generation, tasks
that will be the object of future studies. Another future
extension to SPAF could be enabling interactions (e.g.,
look-ups and updates) with stateful constructs such as
session tables, useful for higher-layer filtering and
traffic classification. In conclusion, SPAF has been
shown as an approach that improves the state of the art
by generating packet filters that combine most of the
desired properties in terms of processing speed, memory
consumption, flexibility and simplicity in specifying
protocol formats and filtering rules, effective filter
composition, and low run-time overhead for safety
enforcement. The development of the filter generator
and the test results support the viability of our claims.

Thus, PacketScore is capable of blocking all kinds
of attacks as long as the attackers do not precisely
mimic the sites’ traffic characteristics. The performance
and design tradeoffs of the proposed packet scoring
scheme in the context of a stand-alone implementation
is studied. By exploiting the measurement/scorebook
generation process, an attacker may try to mislead
PacketScore by changing the attack types and/or
intensities. We can easily overcome such an attempt by
using a smaller measurement period to track the attack
traffic pattern more closely. We are currently
investigating the generalized implementation of
PacketScore for core networks.
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Abstract - Wireless Mesh Network(WMN) is a promising technology and is expected to be widespread due to its low investment
feature and the wireless broadband services it supports, attractive to both service providers and users. Some security conflicts will
occur in WMN's. In this paper, we propose a security architecture achieving routing anonymity, anonymity and traceability. The
proposed architecture resolve security conflicts that will occur in WMN's. In addition, architecture guarantee fundamental security
requirements including authentication, confidentiality, data integrity and non repudiation. Thorough analysis on security and
efficiency is incorporated demonstrating the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed architecture.
Keywords - Routing anonymity, anonymity, traceability, pseudonym, misbehavior, wireless mesh networks(WMN).

I.

INTRODUCTION

to the signer. Brands developed restrictive blind
signature scheme. Restrictive blind signature
scheme means restrictiveness property is
incorporated into blind signature. This property
restricts the user in the blind signature scheme to
embed some account related information.
Restrictiveness property is used to guarantee
traceability in the proposed system. Restrictive
partially blind signature schemes serve as a
building to the proposed architecture.

Wireless Mesh Networks is a promising technology
and it is attractive to both service providers and users.
Security issues inherent in WMN need to be considered
before the deployment and proliferation of these
networks. In WMN's, fundamental operations need to be
secured. Anonymity, Routing anonymity and
traceability is achieved to secure the fundamental
operations in WMN's. The requirement for anonymity is
to unlink a user's identity to his or her specific activities.
Anonymity is also required to hide the location
information of a user to prevent movement tracing.
Routing anonymity is required to resolve traffic analysis
attacks. Routing anonymity hides the confidential
communication relationship of two parties by building
an anonymous path between them. Traceability is
required to detect misbehaving users in WMN's. In this
paper, security conflicts namely routing anonymity,
traceability and anonymity can be resolved in the
emerging wireless communication systems. Blind
signature can be implemented in the architecture to
achieve anonymity. Pseudonym technique is used to
hide the user location information. RSA algorithm is
used to achieve routing anonymity.

Restrictiveness - Let a message m be such that
the receiver knows a representation of (a1,a2,...,
ak) of m with respect to a generator tuple
(g1,...,gk) at the beginning of a blind signature
protocol. Let (b1,...,bk) be the representation the
receiver knows of the blinded message m1 of m
after the completion of the protocol. If there exist
two functions I1 and I2 such that I1(a1,a2,..., ak)=I2
(b1,...,bk), regardless of m and the blinding
transformations applied by the receiver, then the
protocol is called a restrictive blind signature
protocol. The functions I1 and I2 are called
blinding-invariant functions of the protocol with
respect to (g1,...,gk).

II. PRELIMINARIES
Blind signature-Blind signature is introduced by
Chaum. Blind signature scheme allows a receiver to

obtain a signature on a message such that both
the message and the signature remain unknown

Partial Blindness - A signature scheme is
partially blind if, for all probabilistic
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polynomial-time algorithm A, A wins the game
in the signature issuing protocol with probability
at most 1/2+1/k for sufficiently large k and some
constant €. The probability is taken over coin
flips of KG,U0,U1, and A, where KG is the key
generation function, U0 and U1 are two honest
users.
Ticket Deposit-

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Ticket deposit protocol can be implemented as follows:

Fraud DetectionFraud detection protocol can be implemented as follows:
The above figure represents network topology of a
WMN. The WMN consists of mesh routers(MR's) and
gateways(GW's) which are interconnected by wireless
links(shown as dotted curves). Mesh routers and
gateways serve as access points in WMN. An
architecture is divided in to wireless mesh
domains(WMN's). Each domain contains one
administrator called trusted authority(TA). Each domain
is managed by trusted authority. The client(CL) access
the network services from the internet through gateways
and mesh routers.

Ticket RevocationTicket revocation protocol can be implemented as
follows:

IV. SAT SECURITY ARCHITECHTURE
Ticket based approach is implemented in this
architecture to provide security. so, architecture is
named as ticket-based security architecture. Ticketbased security architecture contains four protocols. They
are ticket issuance, ticket deposit, fraud detection and
ticket revocation.

V. ROUTING ANONYMITY
Routing anonymity can be implemented by using
RSA algorithm in the proposed security architecture.
Public key algorithm invented in 1977 by Ron Rivest,
Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman (RSA). It supports
Encryption and Digital Signatures. It is the most widely
used public key algorithm. It gets its security from
integer factorization problem. It is relatively easy to
understand and implement. It is patent free(Since 2000).
In order to implement RSA you will need arbitrary
precision arithmetic (multiple precision arithmetic),
Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) and prime
number generator. The difficulty of implementation

Ticket IssuanceTicket issuance protocol can be implemented as follows:
1.

CL→→TA: IDCL.m.t1,HMACK(m||t1);

2.

TA→→CL: IDTA, X = e(m,TTA), Y = e(P,Q),
Z = e(m,Q), U = rH1 (IDTA),
V =rP,t2,HMACk(X||Y||Z||U||V||t2);
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The d must not be disclosed at any time or the
security of the RSA is compromised. The d is found by
computing the multiplicative inverse d = e - 1 mod. The
extended Euclidean algorithm is commonly used to
compute inverses. The d exponent is used to decrypt
messages and to compute digital signatures.
Implementations try to find as small d as possible to
make decryption faster. This is fine as long as it is
assured that d is about the same size as n. If it is only
one quarter of size it is not considered safe to be used. It
is possible to find a smaller d by using lcm(p-1,q-1)
instead of (lcm = least common multiple, lcm(p-1,q-1)
=/ gcd(p-1, q-1)). Key generation is the most important
part of RSA, it is also the hardest part of RSA to
implement correctly. Prime numbers must be primes,
otherwise the RSA will not work or is insecure. There
exists some rare composite numbers that make the RSA
work, but the end result is insecure. Find fast
implementation of the extended Euclidean algorithm.
Do not select too small e. Do not compute too small d.
Compute at least 1024 bit public key. Smaller keys are
nowadays considered insecure. If you need long time
security compute 2048 bit keys or longer. Also, compute
always new n for each key pair. Do not share n with any
other key pair (common modulus attack). Test the keys
by performing RSA encryption and decryption
operations.

greatly depends on the target platform, application usage
and how much of the tools you need to implement from
scratch.
RSA Algorithm
Key generation:


Select random prime numbers p and q, and check
that p != q



Compute modulus n = pq



Compute phi, = (p - 1)(q - 1)



Select public exponent e, 1 < e < such that gcd(e, )
=1



Compute private exponent d = e - 1 mod



-Public key is {n, e}, private key is d

Encryption: c = me mod n, decryption: m = cd mod n
Digital signature: s = H(m)d mod n, verification: m' =
semod n,
if m' = H(m) signature is correct. H is a publicly known
hash function.
RSA Key Generation
If the RSA keys does not exist, they need to be
created. The key generation process is usually relatively
slow but fortunately it is performed seldom (the very
first time and then only if keys need to be regenerated).
The key generation starts by finding two distinct prime
numbers p and q. First PRNG is used to generate
random numbers, then they are tested for primality and
will be regenerated until prime numbers are found. The
p and q must same length in bits, must not be equal, and
they should not be close to each other (that is p - q
should not be small number). If primes are chosen
random, and even when they are same in length, it is
extremely likely these conditions are met. Compute
modulus n = pq and = (p-1)(q-1). The n will be stored
for later as it is part of the public key. To have 1024 bit
public key, then p and q are about 512 bits each. Select
public exponent e, which is used as public key with n. It
is used to encrypt messages and to verify digital
signatures. The e is stored for later with n. The e is
usually small number but it can be 1 < e < . The e must
be relatively prime to , hence gcd(e, = 1 (gcd = greatest
common divisor, use Euclidean algorithm). Usually e is
small to make encryption faster. However, using very
small e (<16 bit number) is not recommended. A
popular starting value for e is 65537. If e is not
relatively prime to , then it is usually added by 2 until it
becomes relatively prime. This makes the finding of e as
fast as possible. Compute private exponent d, which is
the actual RSA private key.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we are going to analyze the security
requirements our system can achieve. Our security
architecture satisfies the security requirements for
authentication, data integrity and confidentiality by
implementing digital signature, message authentication
code and encryption in our system.
Anonymity - Anonymity can be easily shown that a
gateway cannot link a client's network access activities
to his real identity. It can be implemented by using
pseudonyms in authentication which reveals no
information on the real id. Client's home TA cannot link
client's network access activities to the real id by
implementing restrictive partially blind signature
scheme in our system.
Traceability- Traceability means conditional anonymity.
It can be needed for misbehaving users. Unconditional
anonymity is needed for honest clients. Traceability can
be implemented by using restrictive partially blind
signature scheme.
VII. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
Most of the pairing-based cryptosystems are needed
to work in 1) a subgroup of the elliptic curve E(Fq) of
sufficiently large prime order p, and 2) a sufficiently
large finite field Fqk, where is the size of the field and k
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is the embedding degree. For minimum levels of
security, p>2160 and qk>21024 is required to ensure the
hardness of the DLP in G1 and G2.To improve the
computation and communication efficiency when
working with E(Fq), we need to put q value as small
while maintaining the security with large values of k.
SHA-1 is used to compute the keyed-hash message
authentication code which yields a 160-bit output to
improve efficiency.

VIII.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose security architecture
consists of ticket-based protocols which resolves the
security conflicts namely routing anonymity, traceability
and anonymity. Security conflicts can be resolved by
utilizing the tickets, selfgenerated pseudonyms and
hierarchical identity-based cryptography in the
architecture to achieve desired security objectives and
efficiency.

Communication- Our ticket-based security architecture
consists of four intradomain protocols. These protocols
are distributed in nature. So, the communication cost
incurred is more affordable.
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Abstract - Image enhancement techniques are to emphasize and sharpen the features of image for better display. In this paper, we
have proposed an enhanced adaptive wiener filter based on fast lifting wavelet transform using thresholding technique. Image
denoising is performed in order to increase the image SNR that improves the image quality and give prominence to the desired
features of the image so as to get better denoising effects. The 2-D Lifting based lazy wavelet transform, converts the noisy image
pixels into wavelet components. Then the thresholding is applied in wavelet domain using Bayes Shrink thresholding. The
thresholding operators like soft and hard contain discontinuities at some point in the output. this paper approaches an improved
model of wavelet coefficient evaluation, which is called the semi-soft threshold method which removes such discontinuities.After
that, an adaptive Wiener filter is applied to all the sub-band images. Finally, these sub-band images are inversely transformed to the
spatial domain, to reconstruct the final improved image. Adaptive weiner performs filtering with different filter coefficients for each
sub-band which improves the image quality and since the filtering is performed in the frequency domain leads to efficient removal of
noise pixels with better image resolution.
Keywords - lifting based lazy wavelet transform , bayesian threshold , Lifting based wavelet domain adaptive wiener.

Images are often corrupted by noise owing to
channel transmission errors, faulty image acquisition
devices, engine sparks, power interference and
atmospheric electrical emissions. A fundamental
problem in image processing is to remove the additive
white Gaussian noise without blurring the fine details of
the images. A vast literature has emerged recently on
image enhancement using linear techniques or nonlinear
techniques. Most of the linear techniques, such as
averaging low-pass filters have low-pass characteristics
and they tend to blur edges and to destroy lines and
other fine image details. The rapid development of
wavelet theory and its good time-frequency
characteristics lead the wavelet domain denoising into a
broader application of the method of image denoising.

methods[3],[4],[1]. Due to the simple and effective
algorithm, Wavelet denoising methods based on hardthreshold and soft-threshold are widely used. but both
methods contain discontinuities at some point in the
output. In the additive noise scenario, the hard and soft
threshold value does not always lead to satisfactory
results since it does not take into account the statistical
properties of the image to be enhanced. To overcome
the problems, in this method, we proposed a method for
image enhancement, which is based on secondgeneration wavelet transform with optimized
thresholding called as semi soft threshold and an
adaptive Wiener filtering. The second generation
wavelet transform is constructed by the lifting scheme.
A lifting scheme is a new method for constructing
wavelets, which is entirely spatial and therefore ideally
suited for building second generation wavelets.

During the last decades, a lot of new methods based
on wavelet transforms have emerged. Such as: Mallat's
proposed wavelet denoising method based on wavelet
transform maximum principle[1]; Xu and others put
forward wavelet denoising methods based on wavelet
transform scale correlation between the wavelet
coefficients[2]; Donoho and others put forward softthreshold and hard- threshold wavelet denoising

The lifting scheme allows a faster implementation
of the wavelet transform (WT) and a fully in-place
calculation of the WT. Moreover, no extra memory is
needed and the original signal can be replaced with its
WT. Bayesian threshold applies different threshold
value for each sub-band. The adaptive Wiener filter
utilizes statistical properties of the image estimated from
a local neighbourhood of each pixel in wavelet domain.

I.

INTRODUCTION
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In the implementation of the proposed algorithm,
the experimental results have shown that the
performance of our proposed image enhancement
method is noticeably better than wavelet domain wiener
filter (WDWF) and bayesianshrink threshold in wavelet
domain.
II. FAST LIFTING WAVELET TRANSFORM
A. Lifting scheme:
The basic principle of the lifting scheme is to
factorize thepolyphase matrix of a wavelet filter into a
sequence of alternating upper and lower triangular
matrices and a diagonal matrix[4~7]. This leads to the
wavelet implementation by means of banded-matrix
multiplications.

(b)
Fig.1(a) and 1(b).

Let h~(z) and g~(z) be the lowpass and highpass
analysis filters, and let h(z) and g(z) be the lowpass and
highpass synthesis filters. The corresponding polyphase
matrices are defined as

The inverse WT is obtained by traversing in the
reverse direction, changing the factor K to 1/ K , factor
1/ K to K , and reversing the signs of coefficients in ~t
(z) and ~s (z) .

The follow illustrates the relations between Mallet
algorithm and lifting algorithm when input samples are
filtered.

It has been shown
that if (h~, g~) is a
complementary filter pair, then P~(z) can always be
factored into lifting steps as

B. Lazy wavelet transform:
Wavelets are capable of quickly capturing the
essence of a data set with only a small set of
coefficients. This is based on the fact that most data sets
have correlation both in time (or space) and frequency.

where K is a constant. The lifting schemes are shown in
Fig.1(a) and 1(b)

Because of the time-frequency localization of
wavelets,
efficient
representations
can
be
obtained.,where the wavelets are not necessarily
translates and dilates of each other but still enjoy all the
powerful properties of first generation wavelets. These
wavelets are referred to as second generation wavelets.
The reason is that translation and dilation become
algebraic operations in the Fourier domain. Many real
life problems require algorithms adapted to irregular
sampled data, while first generation wavelets imply a
regular sampling of the data.

Lifting wavelet transform scheme consist of three steps:
1) Split step, where the input samples are split into two
even and odd samples by the time domain;

2) Predict step, where the even samples are
multiplied by the time domain equivalent of ~t (z)
and are added to the odd samples and the results are
multiplied by scaling factor K .

In Lazy wavelet[7], the general index sets K(j) and
M(j) are the generalization of the even and odd indices.
E and D are used to denotes the two sub sampling
operators for even ,odd respectively.

3) Update step, where updated odd samples are
multiplied by the time domain equivalent of and are
added to the even samples and the results are
multiplied by scaling factor1/ K .
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Although the operator depends on the level j no
extra subscript are supplied These operators provide a
trivial orthogonal splitting, as

can be accomplished by substituting upon the
𝑓𝐿𝐿 subband consecutively and the resulting image is
divided into multiple bands. The reconstruction of the
image can be performed by the following process.
Initially, all four sub-bands at coarsest scale are up
sampled by a factor of two, and the sub-bands are
filtered with low-pass and high-pass 𝑔 synthesis filters
in all dimension. Then four filtered sub-bands are added
to accomplish the low sub-band at the subsequent finer
scale. The process is continued until the image is
completely reconstructed.

now decompose any operator

The filter operators of the Lazy wavelet are
precisely these sub sampling operators

III. BAYESSHRINK ALGORITHM
BayesShrink was proposed by Chang, Yu and
Vetterli . The goal of this method is to minimize the
Bayesian risk, and hence its name, BayesShrink. It is a
subband – dependent which means that threshold level
is selected at each band of resolution in the wavelet
decomposition.. The Bayes threshold, tb , is defined as

The Lazy wavelet transform thus is an orthogonal
transform that essentially does nothing. It only
resample’s the coefficients into two groups each step
and thus can be seen as the generalization of the
polyphase transform to the second generation setting.
However, it is important to consider since it is
connected with interpolating scaling functions. The
operators E and D are crucial when implementing the
lifting scheme. With data structure, the implementation
of the lifting scheme is straightforward.

where σ2 is the noise variance and
σs2 is the signal variance without noise
The noise variance σ2 can be estimated from the
subband HH1 in the decomposition of wavelet by the
median estimator.

C. Wavelet decomposition:
Let 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) represents an image. Implementing the
lifting wavelet filters ℎ̃𝑥 and 𝑔̃𝑥 to the image 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) in
the x -direction can acquire low and high frequency
constituents in the x -direction. After down sampling by
2, images have reduced to half on the x-direction.
𝑓𝐿 (𝑥, 𝑦) provides low and high frequency components
of the image in the x-direction, correspondingly.

From the definition of additive noise we have

Since the signal and noise are independent of eachother
it can be stated that

𝑓𝐿 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)ℎ̃𝑥 , 𝑓𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑔̃𝑥
𝑥

σw2 can be calculated as shown below,

𝑥

where ℎ̃𝑥 and 𝑔̃𝑥 represents low-pass and high-pass
decomposition filters. Correspondingly as above
implementing the lifting wavelet filters ℎ̃𝑥 and 𝑔̃𝑥 to the
two sub images (𝑓𝐿 , 𝑓𝐻 ) in the y-direction four sub
images ( 𝑓𝐿𝐿 , 𝑓𝐿𝐻 , 𝑓𝐻𝐿 , 𝑓𝐻𝐻 ) are obtained. 𝑓𝐿𝐿 (𝑥, 𝑦)
shows decomposition of the image into four sub images.

The variance of the signal σ2 is computed as shown
below

𝑓𝐿𝐿 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑓𝐿 (2𝑥, 2𝑦)ℎ̃𝑦 , 𝑓𝐿𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑓𝐿 (2𝑥, 2𝑦)𝑔̃𝑦
𝑦

𝑦

𝑓𝐻𝐿 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑓𝐻 (2𝑥, 2𝑦)ℎ̃𝑦 , 𝑓𝐻𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑓𝐿 (2𝑥, 2𝑦)𝑔̃𝑦
𝑦

With these σ2 and σw2 the Bayes threshold is
computed from the below equation

𝑦

The 2-D lifting-based wavelet transform (LBWT)
generates one set of approximation coefficients
( 𝑓𝐿𝐿 ) and
three
sets
of
detail
coefficients ( 𝑓𝐿𝐻 , 𝑓𝐻𝐿 , 𝑓𝐻𝐻 ). Additional decomposition
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the wavelet coefficients are thresholded at each band.

4.4.2 Soft thresholding:

A threshold value for each resolution level in the
wavelet transform which is referred to as level
dependent thresholding.

In Soft thresholding, the coefficients whose
magnitude is greater than the selected threshold value
are become shrinks towards zero and others set to zero.

The main advantage of bayesianShrink is to
minimize the mean squared error, unlike Visu Shrink.

T

The Soft-thresholding Ts can be defined as

IV. THRESHOLDING OPERATORS

=

sign(x)(|x|- λ)

for |x|>λ

0

otherwise

Plot as shown below,

4.4 General thresholding operators are
I.

s

Hard thresholding.

II. Soft thresholding.
III. Semi-soft thresholding.

Fig. 2(c) : Soft thresholding
In practice, it can be seen that the soft method is
much better and yields more visually pleasant images.
This is because the hard method is discontinuous and
yields abrupt artifacts in the recovered images. Also, the
soft method yields a smaller minimum mean squared
error compared to hard form of thresholding.

Fig. 2(a) : original image
4.4.1 Hard thresholding:
The hard-thresholding TH can be defined as

4.4.3 Semi-soft thresholding:

Here t is threshold value.plot for this is as shown below
TH =

x
0

Hard and soft thresholding are two specific nonlinear diagonal estimator, but one can optimize the nonlinearity to capture the distribution of wavelet
coefficient of a class of images. Bruce and Gao (1997)
showed that hard thresholding would cause a bigger
variance, while soft thresholding will tend to have a
bigger bias because all larger coefficients are reduced by
l. To prevent the drawback of hard and soft
thresholding, they proposed a semi-soft thresholding
approach as given by

|X|>λ
otherwise

Tsemi-soft(x,y)= {0
{sign{x} λ’(|x|- λ)/( λ’- λ)
{x

|X| ≤ λ
T < | X| ≤ λ’
|X | > λ’

Semi soft thresholding is a family of non-linearities
that interpolates between soft and hard thresholding.
The aim of semi-soft is to offer a compromise between
hard and soft thresholding by changing the gradient of
the slope. This scheme requires two thresholds, a lower
threshold λ and an upper threshold λ’ where λ’ is
estimated to be twice the value of lower threshold λ.
There is no attenuation for inputs beyond λ’.

Fig. 2(b) : Hard thresholding
In this, all coefficients whose magnitude is greater
than the selected threshold value t remain same and the
others whose magnitude is smaller than t are set to zero.
It creates a region around zero where the coefficients are
considered negligible.
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For inputs below or equal to λ’, the output is forced
to zero. For inputs that lie between λ and λ’ the output
depends on the gradient formula,

m^wdy(i,j) and σ^2W(i.j) are local statistics updated at each
pixel in each sub-band of the original images, but they
can be estimated from each sub-band of the observed
image.

Gradient= sign{x} λ’ (|x| - λ ) / (λ’ - λ).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations have been performed on a grey-scale
image, of size 512.512 of ‘Lena’. For natural images
contaminated with computer generated additive
Gaussian white noise, we adopt the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) to test the denoising effect.
The definition of PSNR is:

Fig. 2(d) :Semi-soft thresholding
where m = 1,2,… ,M .
integers.

V. LIFTING-BASED WAVELET TRANSFORM
ADAPTIVE WIENER

n = 1,2,…., N are positive

x(m, n) is the original image, xˆ(m, n) is the
reconstruction image or noised image.

Spatial wiener utilizes the same filter coefficients
for the entire image leads to loss of information.Spatial
domain adaptive wiener for image de-noising is well
known for its high PSNR but the visual performance is
not acceptable.

Applying adaptive wiener to the thresholded image
in the transform domain for all sub-bands.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed
method we compared our image enhancement method to
widely used image enhancement methods. the lifting
based wavelets in this study belong to lazy. The first
method was lifting-based wavelet domain adaptive
Wiener filter(LBWDAW). The second method was
lifting-based
wavelet
domain
thresholding
technique(LBWDT). . The proposed method was liftingbased wavelet domain thresholding with adaptive
wiener.

By transforming the observed noisy image y(i, j)
into wavelet domain, we obtain four sub-images as
Ay(i,j),Wdy(i,j) (d = 1,2,3) which denote approximation
coefficients and three sets of detail coefficients,
respectively. Each sub-band can be supposed as a band
limited spatial signal and the noise in each sub-band can
be supposed as white noise. Wiener filtering can be
applied to each sub-band to suppress the corresponding
white noise. The lifting based wavelet domain wiener
filter can be constructed as

The performance was evaluated in terms of the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and visual inspection. The
image was corrupted with the white Gaussian noise of
various power levels. The image corrupted by the white
Gaussian noise is shown in the figure 3(b). Figures
3(c),3(d) and 3(e) plot the result of LBWDT and
LBWDAW , and the proposed method, respectively. It
is obvious from Fig.2 that our method shows a superior
performance to SDWF and CWDWF in the image
enhancement.

Lifting based adaptive wiener utilizes different filter
coefficients for each resolution band of the image leads
to both increased PSNR as well as the visual quality of
the image.

(a)
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filter and threshold is applied to each sub-band. The
effects of increasing the number of decomposition levels
and the different kinds of wavelet filters on the proposed
method have been investigated. The proposed method
shows a better performance with lazy wavelet filter.

(b)

Each of sub-bands is processed independently in the
wavelet domain by the threshold and Wiener filter. The
simulation results have shown substantial improvement
in the enhancement performance by the proposed
method over some of recent methods both in visual
quality and PSNR.

(c)
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Fig. 3 (a) : The original Lena image (b) noisy image
(c) Result of LBWDT (d) Result of LBWDAW
(e) Result of the proposed method
Table.1 shows the performance comparison of the
proposedmethod, LBWDAW, and LBWDT for the
image ‘Lena’ corrupted with additive white Gaussian
noise with zero mean under various input PSNRs. The
noise level was adjusted to specific values so as to
obtain the different PSNRs. As seen from Table.1, the
proposed method gave the best results.
Table 1
VARIANCE

LBWDAW

LBWDT

0.02

Proposed
method
26.52

22.43

24.31

0.04

26.26

21.36

23.83

0.06

26.25

21.20

23.50

0.08

26.86

19.84

22.16

0.10

24.93

17.98

21.82

0.12

23.21

16.58

20.14

Performance comparison of LBWDAW, LBWDT and
proposed method
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an image enhancement method
that relies on an adaptive Wiener filter and bayesian
threshold in lifting-based wavelet domain for an image
corrupted by AWGN. The proposed method utilizes the
multi-scale characteristics of lifting based wavelet
transform and the local statistics of each sub-band. In
the proposed method, a noisy image is wavelet
transformed up the third scale and an adaptive Wiener
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Abstract - Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) are expected to provide variety of military and civilian applications.
Sensed date can be interpreted meaningfully when referred to location of the sensor, making localization an important problem. In
terrestrial WSNs, this can be achieved through a series of message exchanges (via RF communications) between each sensor and
Global Positioning System(GPS) receivers. However, this is infeasible in UWSNs as GPs signals do not propagate through water.
In this paper a prediction-based localization scheme is proposed for mobile underwater sensor networks. We study a multi-stage
AUV-aided localization technique for underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSN)s. We show that while improved performance
with multiple stages is traded off with higher communication costs in general, the latter can be minimized while maintaining good
performance with an appropriate choice of the acoustic communication range.
Keywords - Acoustic Communication, Autonomous Underwater Vehicle(AUV), Localization, Sensor Networks, Underwater Wireless
Sensor Networks (UWSNs).

I.

currently the most viable mode of wireless
communications underwater. The acoustic channel has
low bandwidth, high propagation delay and high bit
error rate. Therefore, localization protocols need to work
with minimum possible message exchange. This is also
dictated by the limited battery power of the sensor nodes
and the difficulty of recharging or replacing batteries of
the underwater nodes. In Mobile Underwater Sensor
Networks (MUSNs), the mobility of free-floating nodes
brings up another challenge in localization. In this
paper, we address the localization issue for MUSNs.

INTRODUCTION

Sensor networks are becoming highly involved in
our daily lives as they continuously collect data and
monitor the surrounding environment. Raw sensor data
are meaningful with the context, i.e., the knowledge of
where and when the data is collected. This is known as
data tagging. In addition, localization is required for
node tracking, target detection and position-based
routing algorithms. Sensor networks that operate
outdoors are able to benefit from the GPS with some
extra cost. Indoor, underground or underwater sensor
networks need some specialized solutions for
localization. Underwater Sensor Networks (USNs) can
improve ocean exploration, allowing a list of new
applications that are presently not possible or very
costly to perform, including: oceanographic data
collection, ecological applications (e.g. pollution, water
quality and biological monitoring), public safety (e.g.
disaster prevention, seismic and tsunami monitoring),
military underwater surveillance, industrial (offshore
exploration), etc. However, before USNs become
commercially available or widely used, the networking
of sensor nodes in underwater has to be addressed.
Medium access and packet forwarding are still active
research areas in USNs.Alternative GPS-less positioning
schemes have been proposed for terrestrial sensor
networks but they have to be revised due to acoustic
channel properties. Acoustic communications is

These unique characteristics pose severe challenges
towards designing localization schemes that fulﬁl the
following desirable qualities:
• Accurate- The location of the sensor for which
sensed data is derived should be accurate and
unambiguous for meaningful interpretation of data.
• Fast- Since nodes may drift due to water currents,
the localization procedure should be fast so that it
reports the actual location when data is sensed.
• Wide Coverage- The localization scheme should
ensure that all nodes in the network can be localized.
• Low Communication Costs- Since the nodes are
battery-powered and may be deployed for long
durations, it should not waste energy unnecessary
transmissions during the localization procedure.
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localization time required (up to 2 hours) and the
message exchange phase to localize the nodes can be
improved.
The “AUV-Using Directional Beacons” scheme
(UDB)[4] is similar to [3] except for the following
differences: (i) it proposes more accurate and efﬁcient
ways for localization based on simple calculations using
directional instead of omni directional beaconing; and
(ii) it reduces energy consumption by integrating “Silent
Localization” [10] for the localization process.
However, it takes more time to localize all the nodes
using directional beacons because the AUV needs to
traverse the network at least twice, and the impact of
node mobility on its accuracy could be signiﬁcant.
Instead of AUVs, the ”Dive’N’Rise” (DNR)[11]
localization scheme uses mobile beacons whose
diving/rising is controlled by a weight/bladder
mechanism. These beacons update their positions at the
surface, and broadcast them when they dive to a certain
depth. This is a low-cost scheme that can localize 100%
of the nodes with relative small positioning error and
can reduce communication costs and energy using
“Silent Localization”. However, the scheme uses 25
DNR beacons for 1km × 1km × 1km underwater
column, which is extremely expensive because it
requires 25 GPS and 25 moving devices. Moreover,
under actual operating conditions, 909the DNR beacons
will be strongly affected by the surface currents, which
will degrade the localization accuracy.

Fig. 1 : A 2-D (left) and 3-D (right) communications
architecture for UWSNs [2].
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, a multitude of range-based localization
schemes have been proposed speciﬁcally for UWSNs
that rely on the presence of reference nodes with known
position coordinates. Such reference nodes could be
ﬁxed (e.g., deployed on surface buoys or on the seabed)
or mobile (e.g., AUVs). Each ordinary node estimates
its distance from each reference node by ex-changing
beacons with the reference nodes (or single reference
node at various locations) and measuring the time (or
time difference) of arrival. It then runs some localization
algorithm(e.g., using multi-lateration or bounding box
method) using the distance estimates, where d+1
independent measurements are needed to localize a ddimensional space.

In [12], the authors present a multi-stage
enhancement to DNR − termed “Multi-stage DNR”.
When an ordinary node receives at least three messages
from the mobile reference at non-collinear locations, it
computes its own location. After that, it becomes a
reference node and helps to localize the remaining
ordinary nodes, provided it lies below the maximum
dive depth of DNR mobile beacons.

In the “AUV-Aided” localization technique
proposed in [3],the sensor nodes can be dropped into the
ocean and will move with the water currents while an
AUV will traverse the UWSN periodically. The AUV
obtains position updates by rising to the surface to use
GPS, and then dives to a predeﬁned depth and starts
exchanging three types of messages with the ordinary
nodes: wakeup, request and response. “wakeup”
messages are sent by the AUV as it enters the network
to declare its presence. Ordinary nodes that receive this
message will respond with a “request” message to
commence range measurement. “request/response”
messages are exchanged between the AUV and ordinary
nodes to estimate their positions according to the round
trip time. This scheme does not assume any ﬁxed
infrastructure or time synchronization. In certain cases,
simulation results show that 100% localization can be
achieved with only 3% position error. However, the

III. MULTI-STAGE AUV-AIDED UNDERWATER
LOCALIZATION
In this section, we describe our proposed Multistage AUV-aided localization technique for UWSNs,
aimed at improving the “Multi-stage AUV” scheme.
This expands the coverage of the mobile beacon in the
ﬁrst stage while utilizing the multi-stage concept to
localize the remaining (un-localized) nodes. We
consider an UWSN that comprises an AUV and
ordinary nodes that dive to a known depth (provided by
pressure sensors) and remain static (by ﬁxing with
anchors) during the localization process. Moreover, all
nodes can communicate (omni-directionally) with the
AUV and other nodes by sending or receiving acoustic
signals. The AUV can surface to obtain its coordinates
using GPS signals, and can be pre-programmed to dive
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to a given depth (provided by pressure sensors) and
traverse a given path. As with the ordinary nodes, the
AUV is equipped with an omni-directional antenna and
communicate with nodes via acoustic signals. We
assume that the AUV as well as the ordinary nodes are
all time synchronized.

energy consumption by applying some concepts of
“Silent Positioning” as proposed in [4], where ordinary
nodes remain silent and do not need to transmit at all
during the ﬁrst stage We deﬁne the beacon structure to
comprise three components: time stamp, coordinates and
identiﬁer. The time stamp indicates the time the beacon
is created at the AUV and is used by the ordinary node
to estimate its distance from the AUV using the Time of
Arrival approach (ToA). The second component
comprises the coordinates of the AUV at the instant of
beaconing, which together with the distance estimates,
are used to estimate the ordinary node’s coordinates.
Finally, the identiﬁer, ID, indicates if the beacon
originated from the AUV (ID = 1) or from a localized
ordinary node (ID = 0).

A. Procedure for AUV
We begin by describing the procedure for the AUV,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Initially, the AUV ﬂoats on the
surface and can obtain its coordinates from GPS. After
that, it will dive to a pre-programmed depth with the
help of a pressure sensor and start traversing the sensor
network following a pre-programmed path. However, its
actual path will deviate due to underwater currents. To
correct for / minimize its positional errors, the AUV can
(i) surface periodically to obtain GPS updates; or (ii) be
equipped with high precision navigation tools (e.g.,
Doppler Velocity Log) that limits this deviation to an
acceptable level. In this study, we assume that the AUV
(i) follows a sinusoidal path in the X-Y plane; (ii) is
subject to underwater currents in the Y direction; and
(iii) is equipped with navigation tools to limit its
positional error to 5m.

B. Procedure for Ordinary Nodes
Initially, each ordinary node sets a beacon counter,
m to 0,initializes timer, t, set its status to “unlocalized”
(Node stat= UNLOC) and set the variable IDsum to 0.
Each ordinary node at position (x,y) listens to the
beacons broadcasted by the AUV. When it receives a
message transmitted at t1 when the AUV is at location
(x1, y1), it updates m and estimates its distance, d1,
from the AUV using the average speed of sound
underwater and the difference in the arrival time and
time stamp. It then stores (˜ x1,˜ y1), which are the
AUV’s estimated coordinates, the identiﬁer as well as
the estimated distance d1.
This is repeated when it receives the next message
transmitted at t2 and so on, as illustrated in Figure 2
until it receives three beacons from non-collinear
locations. The node can then solve for (x,y) using
triangulation. As stated before, z and zi are known via
pressure sensors.Using (x,y,z) and the stored coordinates
(˜xi, ˜yi, zi), we can recompute the distance between the
AUV and the node,
˜di, i=1,2,3 as follows:
˜d2i =(x − ˜xi)2+(y − ˜yi)2+(z − zi)2
Then, the condition for the node to be localized and
become a reference node is given as follows:
maxi=1:3 |di − ˜ di|≤ ε. (1)
When a node becomes localized (Node stat
=LOC),it updates the variable IDsum by summing up
the ID of the received beacons used to estimate its
location to determine if it was AUV-localized (IDsum =
3 in this case). After a certain time-out (for the AUV to
complete its beacon broadcast), all reference nodes will
broadcast their (estimated) coordinates once from which
(some of) the remaining ordinary nodes can localize
themselves using the same technique as before (k=1). In
this case, only the AUV-localized nodes will broadcast
once.

Fig. 2. Procedure for AUV in Multi-stage, AUV-aided
Localization.
The three-stage message exchange (wakeup, request
and response) between ordinary nodes and the AUV
proposed in the “AUV-Aided” localization technique [2]
incurs high energy consumption, which is undesirable as
it is difﬁcult to replenish the power source in UWSNs
once they are deployed. We propose to reduce this
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.

Fig. 3 : Procedure for ordinary node in Multi-stage, AUV-aided Localization
.
This procedure can be repeated (k>1) until no more
ordinary node becomes localized to improve the
coverage, albeit at the expense of higher communication

costs, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 illustrates the
interaction between the AUV and the ordinary nodes.
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Fig. 5: Simulator Interface for UWSN localization.
Fig. 4 :Interaction between the AUV and sensor nodes.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We validate our proposed localization scheme using
the Microsoft Visual Studio simulator [5]. We deploy
between 100 to 200 ordinary nodes (in increments of 10)
randomly in a 1000m × 1000m × 100m water volume,
and we assume that they remain in a ﬁxed position
throughout the simulation duration. The AUV traverses
the UWSN at a constant depth and constant speed
(5m/s), following its sinusoidal path within a relative
small error (up to 5m) in the Y direction due to
underwater current. The communication range for the
AUV and nodes varies between 50m, 130m and 300m.
We use CSMA as the medium access control protocol
and model the acoustic channel according to [9].We
evaluate and compare the performance of our proposed
algorithm for k =1and k> 1 according to three criterion:
i) coverage, described as the ratio of the localized nodes
to the total number of nodes; ii) localization error,
described as the average Euclidean distance between the
estimated and real location of each node; and iii)
communication costs, described as the total number of
messages sent by the nodes, excluding the messages sent
by the AUV. The energy consumption to localize a
UWSN is directly linked with the total number of
beacons sent by the nodes. The UWSN simulator and
the coverage analysis of UWSN localization is shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Fig. 6: Coverage Analysis of UWSN localization.
A. Coverage
In Figure 7, we compare the coverage achieved for
k =1 and k> 1. As expected, the coverage for k> 1 is
clearly higher than k = 1, with a gain of up to 30%.
However, the achievable coverage is still quite low (up
to 70%) with a short communication range (50m). At a
higher communication range of 230m, the coverage
remains over 90% regardless of the network size, and
the difference in performance between k =1and k> 1
becomes marginal. This is due to the fact that the AUV
and the ﬁrst set of reference nodes can localize almost
the entire UWSN with acoustic range of 300m and thus,
extending the multi-stage to k> 1 does not increase the
performance as signiﬁcantly as with smaller
communication ranges.
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C. Communication Costs
The third measure of our simulations is the
communication costs, whose results are represented in
Figure 9. These results are directly related to the
coverage performances because of the fact that a node
will not broadcast any beacon as long as it has not been
localized. The communication costs increase linearly as
we increase the total number of nodes in our UWSN.
This linearity is explained by the fact that each sensor
node is limited to broadcast only one beacon once
localized and because the coverage ratio stays stable
while increasing the total number of nodes. Finally, if
the augmentation of the costs between k =1and k> 1 for
50m and 130m ranges results in higher coverage, in the
case of a 300m range, the wastage of energy with k> 1
is less justiﬁable as the gain in coverage is less
insigniﬁcant.

Fig. 7: Coverage achieved with k> 1and k =1
B. Localization Accuracy
We show the mean localization error in the
estimated positions of the localized nodes for k =1and
k> 1in Figure 8. For k = 1, we can observe that,
regardless of the communication range, the mean error
in the nodes’ position is approximately 6-7 meters. This
is expected because all the localized nodes get their
coordinates from the AUV (with a maximum position
deviation of 5m) or from nodes that were localized using
the AUV positions (which contributes cumulatively to
the position error).
For k> 1, the mean localization error increases
considerably especially for the lower acoustic range of
50m and 130m. This is due to the fact that the AUV and
the ﬁrst stage of reference nodes do not provide
sufﬁcient coverage to localize all nodes. Hence, the
remaining ordinary nodes will use coordinates from
other reference nodes and once their position is
estimated, they will help to localize other nodes by
broadcasting their coordinates, which will propagate the
location error.

Fig. 9: Communication costs with with k> 1and k =1.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a multi-stage AUV-aided
localization technique for underwater wireless sensor
networks(UWSN)s. The proposed method combines the
ﬂexibility and localization accuracy of an AUV-aided
localization, the energy efﬁciency of “Silent
Localization” and improved localization coverage with
k-stage localization based on sensor nodes. We
evaluated our proposed method for k =1and k> 1 with
three different values of acoustic transmission ranges:
50m, 130m and 300m according to three criterions:
coverage, accuracy and communication costs for a
network comprising 100 to 200 ﬁxed nodes deployed
randomly in an underwater column measuring 1000m ×
1000m × 100m. With k> 1, the localization process by
the (non-AUV localize) reference nodes continue until
no new ordinary node can be localized. The whole
localization process can be completed in less than 10
minutes with approximately 7 meters error in the
positioning and can cover more than 95% of the whole

Fig. 8 : Localization accuracy achieved with k> 1 and
k =1.
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network. In addition, we observe that with the lower
acoustic ranges, the increase in coverage with k> 1 is
achieved at the expense of higher localization error and
communication costs compared to k = 1.
However, with a 300m acoustic communications
range, additional stages do not achieve a signiﬁcant gain
in terms of coverage and accuracy while incurring
higher communication costs. Basically, this indicates
that by employing an acoustic antenna with a reasonably
long range (300m), a single-level of multi-stage is
sufﬁcient to achieve the best coverage and localization
accuracy while preventing wastage of energy by
broadcasting beacons unnecessarily.
For future work, we plan to (i) extend our scheme
for three-dimensional localization; (ii) consider more
realistic mobility current effects such as the meandering
current mobility model10]; and (iii) compare various
AUV paths in evaluating our proposed scheme. In the
long term, we hope to implement and evaluate the
proposed scheme in an actual underwater environment.
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the day via SMS, automatically starts the computer for the employee, turns-off the monitor at the employee absence and will turn
on the monitor on the employee presence. The attendance for all employees is done automatically. For the new users the photograph
can be taken using web cam. All these activities mentioned have been made very simple and effective by the use of computers and
Sensors
No longer are a sharp pencil and a legal pad enough to make you competitive as a business organization. As computers have
infiltrated and entrenched themselves in the world of big business so also have they trickled down to companies and made
themselves a necessity in every business setting.wireless communication technology, Internet technology, and standardized
transducer interfaces are serving to shape the landscape of next-generation’s remote distributed control system. The paper proposes
originally to build the DMCS integration use of GPRS and Internet technology. Based on the analysis of function demands of the
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of it and determines the application model of the system and software architecture, which is the combination of the C/S structure and
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I.

INTRODUCTION
services access and providing and processes control
from the distance.

Data transmission through wireless and mobile
networks became very attractive for many business
agents, in the purpose of promoting and offering
electronic services to their clients and also for remote
process control. This paper presents a client server
wireless system, which offers to the mobile users the
possibility of GPRS and WLAN access to electronic
services, through mobile data terminals like
SMARTPHONES and PDAs. As a representative
example of business environment electronic service,
installed on the server, a stock exchange e-service was
realized. The client server functionality can be extended
for a larger number of information services and
applications: e-commerce, mobile-banking, e-health, elearning, e-government, but also for processes
automation and remote control, etc. An informational
service is a software application, whose main
component is a database, which can be accessed by the
users via Internet or mobile communication networks.
The data transmission through mobile telephony
networks gives to the users the mobility advantage. The
3G networks offers significant channel bandwidth for

The remote distributed control system， based on
GPRS and Internet， is a new concept. In the past few
years, this concept has become a hot research topic in
the field of industrial control. This new control system,
supporting open standards for IEEE 1451， is the
standardization of control systems. Universal Smart
Transducer Interface Module (STIM), open network
communications (TCP / IP) and GPRS wireless
communication technology make this control system the
next generation of remote distributed control system
prototype. This paper describes the design of the overall
program based on GPRS and Internet-based remote
distributed control system.
1.1 Objective
To design and develop a user friendly technology
which can be use of maximum to a particular place
using the latest technology in the real time environment.
Here we are using multiple technologies for a single
application.
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1.2 Motivation

increasing demands of control system. The features of
the new control system as shown below:

Wanted to work on a project which can use multiple
technologies, as it will give me an Opportunity not only
to learn them but also to implement the same in the real
time environment.
1.3 Problem statement
To design a product which can boot from remote
place , send SMS to the user with the works to be done
and use the symbian / android technology in the cell
phone to put them into the silence mode and also to use
the wireless technology to save the power problems.



Able to network-based measure the key parameters
of industrial processes automatically.



Able to do network-based control subjects.



Able to achieve online programming and sensor
node controlling.



User-friendly design interface.

Data transmission through wireless and mobile
networks became very attractive for many business
agents, in the purpose of promoting and offering
electronic services to their clients and also for remote
process control. This paper presents a client server
wireless system which offers to the mobile users the
possibility of GPRS and WLAN access to electronic
services, through mobile data terminals like
SMARTPHONES and PDAs. As a representative
example of business environment electronic service,
installed on the server, a stock exchange e-service was
realized. The client server functionality can be extended
for a larger number of information services and
applications: e-commerce, mobile-banking, e-health, elearning, e-government, but also for processes
automation and remote control, etc. An informational
service is a software application, whose main
component is a database, which can be accessed by the
users via Internet or mobile communication networks.
The data transmission through mobile telephony
networks gives to the users the mobility advantage. The
3G networks offers significant channel bandwidth for
services access and providing and processes control
from the distance.

1.4 Solution to the problem
The project is aimed to automate the office
environment. The Office systems are among the newest
and most rapidly expanding computer based information
systems. The backbone of office automation is the LAN
which allows users to transmit data. The project
identifies the employee entering the office greets the
user with his name and the login time , intimates the
schedules for the day via SMS, automatically starts the
computer for the employee, turns-off the monitor at the
employee absence and will turn on the monitor on the
employee presence. The attendance for all employees is
done automatically. For the new users the photograph
can be taken using web cam. All these activities
mentioned have been made very simple and effective by
the use of computers and Sensors.
1.5 Methodology
We design the micro controller and interface the
same to the RFID and the PC . Develop the PC to work
as master and slave in the real time. To design the
wireless technology using the RF and develop the
software in the micro controller and the PC . Finally to
club all the same and make it work in the real time
environment.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN


Design the RFID



Deign the micro controller board

II. LITERATURESURVEY



Develop the program

Typically, the system is to achieve a common goal
by interrelated set of components. For the control
system, this common goal is monitoring and controlling
the production of industrial process, and making the
whole system of input and output to maintain the
inherent relationship in unusual circumstances. The
input is treated with the function module, analysis with
the information module and communication module,
judged by behavior module. The remote distributed
control system, which based on GPRS and Internet, is
not just the traditional control system for easy
replacement, but using the full range of advanced
technologies to enhance system functionality and
promote the development of control systems to meet the



Develop the program in PC to send SMS



Develop program in the cell phone



Design the PCB for all the above



Design the wireless RF TX and RF RX boards



Integrate the whole system



Final testing.

The employee enters, dips his RF-card containing
the user identification into the RF- reader the
information is read using the Communication API’s
.Using the identification the users schedules are
collected and sent as a SMS to the Mobile using JSMS
Engine API.
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Java socket program is used to turn on the computer
automatically as the employee enters. The employee is
greeted using the Java Speech API as he logs-in. The
employee presence is detected using the TACTILE
SWITCHES as sensors which are fixed to the employee
chairs. The data transition of sensor to the client
computer is done via RF Transmitter (AKS-433 MHZ)

1.

Step Angle

0.5

2.

Step angle accuracy

5%

3.

Rate phase current

0.22 A

4.

Phase resistance

23 

5.

Phase inductance

30 mH

6.

Holding torque

20 Ncm

7.

Detent torque

2 Ncm

8.

Rotor inertia

70grcm2

9.

Weight

0.2 kg

10. Insulation

class B

11. Voltage

+12V.

V. RFID READER:
An RFID reader is a device that is used to
interrogate an RFID tag. The reader has an antenna that
emits radio waves; the tag responds by sending back its
data. A number of factors can affect the distance at
which a tag can be read (the read range). The frequency
used for identification, the antenna gain, the orientation
and polarization of the reader antenna and the
transponder antenna, as well as the placement of the tag
on the object to be identified will all have an impact on
the RFID system’s read range.

Fig.1: Block Diagram

Fig. 2: Client’s Block Diagram
IV. STEPPER MOTOR
Fig. 3: RFID READER

In this project we are using the stepper motor as per
the specification mentioned below. The stepper motor is
a 4 pole where in this poles are connected to the relay
and is controlled by the relay driver IC ULN 2003. At
any given instant of time only 1 relay is activated such
that depending upon the particular relay activated that
particular pole in stepper motor is energized and
accordingly the stepper motor moves to that particular
pole due to excitation. Depending on the type of relays
to be activated and the particular order, stepper motor
accordingly moves in either clock wise or anti-clock
wise direction

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a technology
that uses radio waves to transfer data from an electronic
tag, called RFID tag or label, attached to an object,
through a reader for the purpose of identifying and
tracking the object. Some RFID tags can be read from
several meters away and beyond the line of sight of the
reader. The application of bulk reading enables an
almost-parallel reading of tags. The tag's information is
stored electronically. The RFID tag includes a small RF
transmitter and receiver. An RFID reader transmits an
encoded radio signal to interrogate the tag. The tag

Stepper Motor Specification :
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receives the message and responds with its identification
information.

corresponding frequency range varies between 30 kHz
& 300 GHz. In this RF system.

Many RFID tags do not use a battery. Instead, the
tag uses the radio energy transmitted by the reader as its
energy source. The RFID system design includes a
method of discriminating several tags that might be
within the range of the RFID reader.

VI. SERVER SYSTEM
In the context of client-server architecture, a server
is a computer program running to serve the requests of
other programs, the "clients". Thus, the "server"
performs some computational task on behalf of
"clients". The clients either run on the same computer or
connect through the network.

A number of organizations have set standards for
RFID, including the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), the International Electro
technical Commission (IEC). There are also several
specific industries that have set guidelines including the
Financial Services Technology Consortium (FSTC) has
set a standard for tracking IT Assets with RFID, the
Computer Technology Industry Association CompTIA
has set a standard for certifying RFID engineers and the
International Airlines Transport Association IATA set
tagging guidelines for luggage in airports.

In most common use, server is a physical computer
(a hardware system) dedicated to running one or more
such services (as a host), to serve the needs of users of
the other computers on the network. Depending on the
computing service that it offers it could be a database
server, file server, mail server, print server, web server,
or other. In the context of Internet Protocol (IP)
networking, a server is a program that operates as a
socket listener. Servers often provide essential services
across a network, either to private users inside a large
organization or to public users via the Internet. For
example, when you enter a query in a search engine, the
query is sent from your computer over the internet to the
servers that store all the relevant web pages. The results
are sent back by the server to your computer The term
server is used quite broadly in information technology.
Despite the many server-branded products available
(such as server versions of hardware, software or
operating systems), in theory any computerized process
that shares a resource to one or more client processes is
a server. To illustrate this, take the common example of
file sharing. While the existence of files on a machine
does not classify it as a server, the mechanism which
shares these files to clients by the operating system is
the server.

RFID can be used in many applications. A tag can
be affixed to any object and used to track and manage
inventory, assets, people, etc. For example, it can be
affixed to cars, computer equipment, books, mobile
phones, etc. The Healthcare industry has used RFID to
reduce counting, looking for things and auditing items.
Many financial institutions use RFID to track key assets
and automate compliance. Also with recent advances in
social media RFID is being used to tie the physical
world with the virtual world.
RFID is a superior and more efficient way of
identifying objects than manual system or use of bar
code systems that have been in use since the 1970s.
Furthermore, passive RFID tags (those without a
battery) can be read if passed within close enough
proximity to an RFID reader. It is not necessary to
"show" the tag to the reader device, as with a bar code.
In other words it does not require line of sight to "see"
an RFID tag, the tag can be read inside a case, carton,
box or other container, and unlike barcodes RFID tags
can be read hundreds at a time. Bar codes can only be
read one at a time.

DECODER & ENCODER
An encoder is a device, that converts information
from one format or code to another, for the purposes of
standardization, speed, secrecy, security, or saving space
by shrinking size.

RF modules are normally divided into three groups,
RF transmitter module, RF receiver module and RF
transceiver module. Transmitter module is an electronic
component using a variety of radio signals to remote
control the target device which has a receiver module
built-in. The remote distance can be very long and you
don't need a line-of-sight remote controlling compared
to remote controls using infrared technology. And RF
modules are widely used in garage door openers,
wireless alarm systems, industrial remote controls and
wireless home automation systems. The RF module, as
the name suggests, operates at Radio Frequency. The

A decoder is a device which does the reverse
operation of an encoder, undoing the encoding so that
the original information can be retrieved. The same
method used to encode is usually just reversed in order
to decode. It is a combinational circuit that converts
binary information from n input lines to a maximum of
2n unique output lines.
In digital electronics, a decoder can take the form of
a multiple-input, multiple-output logic circuit that
converts coded inputs into coded outputs, where the
input and output codes are different. e.g. n-to-2n, binarycoded decimal decoders. Enable inputs must be on for
the decoder to function, otherwise its outputs assume a
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The data transmission through wireless and mobile
networks became very attractive for many business
purpose offering electronic services to their clients for
remote process control this presents client server
wireless system through LAN. The client server
functionally can be extended for larger number of
information services and application the data
transmission through mobile telephony networks use the
user mobility advantages.

single "disabled" output code word. Decoding is
necessary in applications such as data multiplexing, 7
segment display and memory address decoding.
INTERFACE UNIT
RS-232 (Recommended Standard 232) is the
traditional name for a series of standards for serial
binary single-ended data and control signals connecting
between a DTE (Data Terminal Equipment) and a DCE
(Data Circuit-terminating Equipment). It is commonly
used in computer serial ports. The standard defines the
electrical characteristics and timing of signals, the
meaning of signals, and the physical size and pin out of
connectors. The current version of the standard is TIA232-F Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment and
Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment.

This project can provide automate of office
environment . the office system are among the newest
and most rapidly expanding computer based information
all these activities mentioned have been made very
simple and effective by the use of computer and sensors.
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Abstract - Cloud Computing is the long dreamed vision of computing as a utility, where users can remotely store their data into the
cloud so as to enjoy the on-demand high quality applications and services from a shared pool of configurable computing resources.
By data outsourcing, users can be relieved from the burden of local data storage and maintenance. However, the fact that users no
longer have physical possession of the possibly large size of outsourced data makes the data integrity protection in Cloud Computing
a very challenging and potentially formidable task, especially for users with constrained computing resources and capabilities. Thus,
enabling public auditability for cloud data storage security is of critical importance so that users can resort to an external audit party
to check the integrity of outsourced data when needed. To securely introduce an effective third party auditor (TPA), the following
two fundamental requirements have to be met: 1) TPA should be able to efficiently audit the cloud data storage without demanding
the local copy of data, and introduce no additional on-line burden to the cloud user; 2) The third party auditing process should bring
in no new vulnerabilities towards user data privacy. In this paper, we utilize and uniquely combine the public key based
homomorphic authenticator with random masking to achieve the privacy-preserving public cloud data auditing system, which meets
all above requirements. To support efficient handling of multiple auditing tasks, we further explore the technique of bilinear
aggregate signature to extend our main result into a multi-user setting, where TPA can perform multiple auditing tasks
simultaneously. Extensive security and performance analysis shows the proposed schemes are provably secure and highly efficient.

I.

INTRODUCTION
providers (CSP) are separate administrative entities, data
outsourcing is actually relinquishing user’s ultimate
control over the fate of their data. As a result, the
correctness of the data in the cloud is being put at risk
due to the following reasons. First of all, although the
infrastructures under the cloud are much more powerful
and reliable than personal computing devices, they are
still facing the broad range of both internal and external
threats for data integrity. Examples of outages and
security breaches of noteworthy cloud services appear
from time to time [3]–[5]. Secondly, for the benefits of
their own, there do exist various motivations for cloud
service providers to behave unfaithfully towards the
cloud users regarding the status of their outsourced data.
Examples include cloud service providers, for monetary
reasons, reclaiming storage by discarding data that has
not been or is rarely accessed, or even hiding data loss
incidents so as to maintain a reputation [6]–[8]. In short,
although outsourcing data into the cloud is economically
attractive for the cost and complexity of long-term
large-scale data storage, it does not offer any guarantee
on data integrity and availability. This problem, if not

Cloud Computing has been envisioned as the
nextgeneration architecture of IT enterprise, due to its
long list of unprecedented advantages in the IT history:
on-demand self-service, ubiquitous network access,
location independent resource pooling, rapid resource
elasticity, usage-based pricing and transference of risk
[1]. As a disruptive technology with profound
implications, Cloud Computing is transforming the very
nature of how businesses use information technology.
One fundamental aspect of this paradigm shifting is that
data is being centralized or outsourced into the Cloud.
From users’ perspective, including both individuals and
IT enterprises, storing data remotely into the cloud in a
flexible on-demand manner brings appealing benefits:
relief of the burden for storage management, universal
data access with independent geographical locations,
and avoidance of capital expenditure on hardware,
software, and personnel maintenances, etc [2].
While Cloud Computing makes these advantages
more appealing than ever, it also brings new and
challenging security threats towards users’ outsourced
data. Since cloud service
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properly addressed, may impede
deployment of the cloud architecture.

the

successful

concern, but it is only complementary to the privacypreserving public auditing scheme to be proposed in this
paper. Without a properly designed auditing protocol,
encryption itself can not prevent data from “flowing
away” towards external parties during the auditing
process. Thus, it does not completely solve the problem
of protecting data privacy but just reduces it to the one
of managing the encryption keys. Unauthorized data
leakage still remains a problem due to the potential
exposure of encryption keys. Therefore, how to enable a
privacy-preserving third-party auditing protocol,
independent to data encryption, is the problem we are
going to tackle in this paper. Our work is among the first
few ones to support privacy-preserving public auditing
in Cloud Computing, with a focus on data storage.
Besides, with the prevalence of Cloud Computing, a
foreseeable increase of auditing tasks from different
users may be delegated to TPA. As the individual
auditing of these growing tasks can be tedious and
cumbersome, a natural demand is then how to enable
TPA to efficiently perform the multiple auditing tasks in
a batch manner, i.e., simultaneously. To address these
problems, our work utilizes the technique of public key
based homomorphic authenticator [6], [8], [10], which
enables TPA to perform the auditing without demanding
the local copy of data and thus drastically reduces the
communication and computation overhead as compared
to the straightforward data auditing approaches. By
integrating the homomorphic authenticator with random
masking, our protocol guarantees that TPA could not
learn any knowledge about the data content stored in the
cloud server during the efficient auditing process. The
aggregation and algebraic properties of the authenticator
further benefit our design for the batch auditing.
Specifically, our contribution in this work can be
summarized as the following three aspects:

As users no longer physically possess the storage
of their data, traditional cryptographic primitives for the
purpose of data security protection can not be directly
adopted. Thus, how to efficiently verify the correctness
of outsourced cloud data without the local copy of data
files becomes a big challenge for data storage security in
Cloud Computing. Note that simply downloading the
data for its integrity verification is not a practical
solution due to the expensiveness in I/O cost and
transmitting the file across the network. Besides, it is
often insufficient to detect the data corruption when
accessing the data, as it might be too late for recover the
data loss or damage. Considering the large size of the
outsourced data and the user’s constrained resource
capability, the ability to audit the correctness of the data
in a cloud environment can be formidable and expensive
for the cloud users [8], [9]. Therefore, to fully ensure the
data security and save the cloud users’ computation
resources, it is of critical importance to enable public
auditability for cloud data storage so that the users may
resort to a third party auditor (TPA), who has expertise
and capabilities that the users do not, to audit the
outsourced data when needed. Based on the audit result,
TPA could release an audit report, which would not only
help users to evaluate the risk of their subscribed cloud
data services, but also be beneficial for the cloud service
provider to improve their cloud based service platform
[7]. In a word, enabling public risk auditing protocols
will play an important role for this nascent cloud
economy to become fully established, where users will
need ways to assess risk and gain trust in Cloud.
Recently, the notion of public auditability has been
proposed in the context of ensuring remotely stored data
integrity under different systems and security models
[6], [8], [10], [11]. Public auditability allows an external
party, in addition to the user himself, to verify the
correctness of remotely stored data. However, most of
these schemes [6], [8], [10] do not support the privacy
protection of users’ data against external auditors, i.e.,
they may potentially reveal user data information to the
auditors, as will be discussed in Section III-C. This
severe drawback greatly affects the security of these
protocols in Cloud Computing. From the perspective of
protecting data privacy, the users, who own the data and
rely on TPA just for the storage security of their data, do
not want this auditing process introducing new
vulnerabilities of unauthorized information leakage
towards their data security [12]. Moreover, there are
legal regulations, such as the US Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [13],
further demanding the outsourced data not to be leaked
to external parties [7]. Exploiting data encryption before
outsourcing [11] is one way to mitigate this privacy

1) We motivate the public auditing system of data
storage security in Cloud Computing and provide a
privacy-preserving auditing protocol, i.e., our
scheme supports an external auditor to audit user’s
outsourced data in the cloud without learning
knowledge on the data content.
2) To the best of our knowledge, our scheme is the
first to support scalable and efficient public auditing
in the Cloud Computing. In particular, our scheme
achieves batch auditing where multiple delegated
auditing tasks from different users can be
performed simultaneously by the TPA.
3) We prove the security and justify the performance
of our proposed schemes through concrete
experiments and comparisons with the state-of-theart.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the system and threat model, our
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design goals, notations and preliminaries. Then we
provide the detailed description of our scheme in
Section III. Section IV gives the security analysis and
performance evaluation, followed by Section V which
overviews the related work. Finally, Section VI gives
the concluding remark of the whole paper.

efficiently audit the cloud data storage without local
copy of data and without bringing in additional on-line
burden to cloud users. However, any possible leakage of
user’s outsourced data towards TPA through the
auditing protocol should be prohibited.
Note that to achieve the audit delegation and
authorize CS to respond to TPA’s audits, the user can
sign a certificate granting audit rights to the TPA’s
public key, and all audits from the TPA are
authenticated against such a certificate. These
authentication handshakes are omitted in the following
presentation.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. The System and Threat Model
We consider a cloud data storage service involving
three different entities, as illustrated in Fig. 1: the cloud
user (U), who has large amount of data files to be stored
in the cloud; the cloud server (CS), which is managed
by cloud service provider (CSP) to provide data storage
service and has significant storage space and
computation resources (we will not differentiate CS and
CSP hereafter.); the third party auditor (TPA), who has
expertise and capabilities that cloud users do not have
and is trusted to assess the cloud storage service security
on behalf of the user upon request.

B. Design Goals
To enable privacy-preserving public auditing for
cloud data storage under the aforementioned model, our
protocol design should achieve the following security
and performance guarantee: 1) Public auditability: to
allow TPA to verify the correctness of the cloud data on
demand without retrieving a copy of the whole data or
introducing additional on-line burden to the cloud users;
2) Storage correctness: to ensure that there exists no
cheating cloud server that can pass the audit from TPA
without indeed storing users’ data intact; 3) Privacypreserving: to ensure that there exists no way for TPA to
derive users’ data content from the information collected
during the auditing process; 4) Batch auditing: to enable
TPA with secure and efficient auditing capability to
cope with multiple auditing delegations from possibly
large number of different users simultaneously; 5)
Lightweight: to allow TPA to perform auditing with
minimum communication and computation overhead.

Users rely on the CS for cloud data storage and
maintenance. They may also dynamically interact with
the CS to access and update their stored data for various
application purposes. The users may resort to TPA for
ensuring the storage security of their outsourced data,
while hoping to keep their data private from TPA. We
consider the existence of a semi-trusted CS as [14] does.
Namely, in most of time it behaves properly and does
not deviate from the prescribed protocol execution.
However, during providing the cloud data storage based
services, for their own benefits the CS might neglect to
keep or deliberately delete rarely accessed data files
which belong to ordinary cloud users. Moreover, the CS
may decide to hide the data corruptions caused by server
hacks or Byzantine failures to maintain reputation. We
assume the TPA, who is in the business of auditing, is
reliable and independent, and thus has no incentive to
collude with either the CS or the users during the
auditing process. TPA should be able to

C. Notation and Preliminaries

We now introduce some necessary cryptographic
background for our proposed scheme.

Fig. 1: The architecture of cloud data storage service
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first redundantly encode the data file and then provide
us with the data file that has error correcting codes
integrated.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEMES
In the introduction we motivated the public
auditability with achieving economies of scale for cloud
computing. This section presents our public auditing
scheme for cloud data storage security. We start from
the overview of our public auditing system and discuss
two straightforward schemes and

B.

The Basic Schemes

Before giving our main result, we first start with
two warmup schemes. The first one does not ensure
privacypreserving guarantee and is not as lightweight as
we would like. The second one outperforms the first
one, but suffers from other undesirable systematic
demerits for public auditing: bounded usage and auditor
statefulness, which may pose additional on-line burden
to users as will be elaborated shortly. The analysis of
these basic schemes will lead to our main result, which
overcomes all these drawbacks.

their demerits. Then we present our main result for
privacypreserving public auditing to achieve the
aforementioned design goals. Finally, we show how to
extent our main scheme to support batch auditing for
TPA upon delegations from multi-users.
A. Definitions and Framework of Public Auditing
System

Basic Scheme I The cloud user pre-computes MACs σi
= MACsk(i||mi) of each block mi (i  {1, . . . , n}), sends
both the data file F and the MACs {σi}1≤i≤n onto the
cloud server, and releases the secret key sk to TPA.
During the Audit phase, the TPA requests from the
cloud server a number of randomly selected blocks and
their corresponding MACs to verify the correctness of
the data file. The insight behind this approach is that
auditing most of the file is much easier than the whole
of it. However, this simple solution suffers from the
following severe drawbacks: 1) The audit from TPA
demands retrieval of users’ data, which should be
prohibitive because it violates the privacy-preserving
guarantee; 2) Its communication and computation
complexity are both linear with respect to the sampled
data size, which may result in large communication
overhead and time delay, especially when the bandwidth
available between the TPA and the cloud server is
limited.

We follow the similar definition of previously
proposed schemes in the context of remote data integrity
checking [6], [10], [11] and adapt the framework for our
privacy-preserving public auditing system.
A public auditing scheme consists of four
algorithms (KeyGen, SigGen, GenProof, VerifyProof).
KeyGen is a key generation algorithm that is run by the
user to setup the scheme. SigGen is used by the user to
generate verification metadata, which may consist of
MAC, signatures, or other related information that will
be used for auditing. GenProof is run by the cloud server
to generate a proof of data storage correctness, while
VerifyProof is run by the TPA to audit the proof from
the cloud server.
Our public auditing system can be constructed from
the above auditing scheme in two phases, Setup and
Audit:
• Setup: The user initializes the public and secret
parameters of the system by executing KeyGen, and
preprocesses the data file F by using SigGen to generate
the verification metadata. The user then stores the data
file F at the cloud server, deletes its local copy, and
publishes the verification metadata to TPA for later
audit. As part of pre-processing, the user may alter the
data file F by expanding it or including additional
metadata to be stored at server.

Basic Scheme II To avoid retrieving data from the
cloud server, one may improve the above solution as
follows: Before data outsourcing, the cloud user chooses
s random message authentication code keys {skτ }1≤τ
≤s, pre-computes s MACs,{MACsk (F )}1≤τ ≤s for the
whole data file F , and publishes these verification
metadata to TPA. The TPA can each time reveal a secret
key skτ to the cloud server and ask for a fresh keyed
MAC for comparison, thus achieving privacy-preserving
auditing. However, in this method: 1) the number of
times a particular data file can be audited is limited by
the number of secret keys that must be a fixed priori.
Once all possible secret keys are exhausted, cloud user
then has to retrieve data from the server in order to recompute and re-publish new MACs to TPA. 2) The TPA
has to maintain and update state between audits, i.e.,
keep a track on the possessed MAC keys. Considering
the potentially large number of audit delegations from
multiple users, maintaining such states for TPA can be
difficult and error prone.

• Audit: The TPA issues an audit message or
challenge to the cloud server to make sure that the cloud
server has retained the data file F properly at the time of
the audit. The cloud server will derive a response
message from a function of the stored data file F by
executing GenProof. Using the verification metadata,
the TPA verifies the response via VerifyProof.
Note that in our design, we do not assume any
additional property on the data file, and thus regard
error-correcting codes as orthogonal to our system. If
the user wants to have more error-resiliency, he/she can
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Note that another common drawback of the above
basic schemes is that they can only support the case of
static data, and none of them can deal with data
dynamics, which is also of paramount importance for
cloud storage systems. For the reason of brevity and
clarity, we will focus on the static data, too, though our
auditing protocol can be immediately adapted to support
data dynamics, based on our previous work [8].
C. The Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing Scheme
To effectively support public auditability without
having to retrieve the data blocks themselves, we resort
to the homomorphic authenticator technique [6], [8],
[10]. Homomorphic authenticators are unforgeable
verification metadata generated from individual data
blocks, which can be securely aggregated in such a way
to assure an auditor that a linear combination of data
blocks is correctly computed by verifying only the
aggregated authenticator. However, the direct adoption
of these techniques is not suitable for our purposes,
since the linear combination of blocks may potentially
reveal user data information, thus violating the privacypreserving guarantee. Specifically, if enough number of
the linear combinations of the same blocks are collected,
the TPA can simply derive the user’s data content by
solving a system of linear equations.
Overview To achieve privacy-preserving public
auditing, we propose to uniquely integrate the
homomorphic authenticator with random masking
technique. In our protocol, the linear combination of
sampled blocks in the server’s response is masked with
randomness generated by a pseudo random function
(PRF). With random masking, the TPA no longer has all
the necessary information to build up a correct group of
linear equations and therefore cannot derive the user’s
data content, no matter how many linear combinations
of the same set of file blocks can be collected.
Meanwhile, due to the algebraic property of the
homomorphic authenticator, the correctness validation
of the block-authenticator pairs will not be affected by
the randomness generated from a PRF, which will be
shown shortly. Note that in our design, we use public
key based homomorphic authenticator, specifically, the
BLS based signature [10], to equip the auditing protocol
with public auditability. Its flexibility in signature
aggregation will further benefit us for the multi-task
auditing.
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It is clear that the random mask R has no effect on
the k validity of the checking result. The security of this
protocol will be proved in Section IV.

The details of extending our main result to this
multi-user setting is described as follows: Assume there
are K users in the system, and each user k has a data file
Fk = (mk,1 , . . . , mk,n) to be outsourced to the cloud
server, where k  {1, . . . , K}. For a particular user k,
denote his secret key as xk ← Zp , and the
corresponding public parameter as (vk, wk, gk, uk) = (gx
, ux , g, uk). In the Setup phase, each user k runs SigGen
and computes signature σk,i ← [H(k||i) · um ]x G1 for
block mk,i (i  {1, . . . , n}). In the Audit phase, the TPA
sends the audit challenge chal = {(i, νi)}iI to theserver
for auditing data files of all K users. Upon receiving
chal, for each user k (k  {1, . . . , K}), the server
randomly picks rk  Zp and computes

Discussion As analyzed at the beginning of this section,
this approach ensures the privacy of user data content
during the auditing process. Meanwhile, the
homomorphic authenticator helps achieve the constant
communication overhead for server’s response during
the audit: the size of {σ, μ, R} is fixed and has nothing to
do with the number of sampled blocks c.
Note that there is no secret keying material or states for
TPA to keep or maintain between audits, and the
auditing protocol does not pose any potential on-line
burden toward users. Since the TPA could “re-generate”
the random c-element subset I = {s1 , . . . , sc } of set [1,
n], where sq = πk (q), for 1 ≤ q ≤ c, unbounded usage is
also achieved.
Previous work [6], [8] showed that if the server is
missing a fraction of the data, then the number of blocks
that needs to be checked in order to detect server
misbehavior with high probability is in the order of
O(1). For example, if the server is missing 1% of the
data F , the TPA only needs to audit for c = 460 or 300
randomly chosen blocks of F so as to detect this
misbehavior with probability larger than 99% or 95%,
respectively. Given the huge volume of data outsourced
in the cloud, checking a portion of the data file is more
affordable and practical for both TPA and cloud server
than checking all the data, as long as the sampling
strategies provides high probability assurance. In
Section IV, we will present the experiment result based
on these sampling strategies.

where Rk = (wk)r = (ux )r . The server then responses
the TPA with {σ, {μk}1≤k≤K, {Rk}1≤k≤K}. Similar as
the single user case, using the properties of the bilinear
map, the TPA can check if the following equation holds:

The left-hand side (LHS) of the equation expands as:

D. Support for Batch Auditing
With the establishment of privacy-preserving public
auditing in Cloud Computing, TPA may concurrently
handle multiple auditing delegations upon different
users’ requests. The individual auditing of these tasks
for TPA can be tedious and very inefficient. Given K
auditing delegations on K distinct data files from K
different users, it is more advantageous for TPA to batch
these multiple tasks together and audit at one time.
Keeping this natural demand in mind, we propose to
explore the technique of bilinear aggregate signature
[15], which supports the aggregation of multiple
signatures by distinct signers on distinct messages into a
single signature and thus provides efficient verification
for the authenticity of all messages. Using this signature
aggregation technique and bilinear property, we can
now aggregate K verification equations (for K auditing
tasks) into a single one, as shown in equation 2, so that
the simultaneous auditing of multiple tasks can be
achieved.

which is the right hand side, as required.
Discussion As shown in equation 2, batch auditing not
only allows TPA to perform the multiple auditing tasks
simultaneously, but also greatly reduces both the
communication cost on the server side and the
computation cost on the TPA side. For saving
communication cost, the bilinear aggregate signature
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Theorem 1: If the cloud server passes the Audit phase,
then it must indeed possess the specified data intact as it
is.

ensures that the server only needs to send one group
element σ in the response to TPA, instead of a set of
{σk}1≤k≤K as required by individual auditing, where σk
= σk,i denotes the aggregation signature supposed to be
returned for each user k. Meanwhile, aggregating K
verification equations into one helps reduce the number
of expensive pairing operations from 2K, as required in
the individual auditing, to K + 1. Thus, a considerable
amount of auditing time is expected to be saved.

Proof Sketch: The proof consists of three steps. First, we
show that there exists no malicious server that can forge
a valid response {σ, μ, R} to pass the verification
equation 1. The correctness of this statement follows
from the Theorem 4.2 proposed in [10]. Note that the
value R in our protocol, which enables the privacypreserving guarantee, will not affect the validity of the
equation, due to the hardness of discrete-log and the
commutativity of modular exponentiation in pairing.
Next, we show that if the response {σ, μ, R} is valid,
where μ = μ +rh(R) and R = (v2 )r , then the underlying
μ must be valid too. This can be derived immediately
from the collision free property of hash function h(·) and
determinism of discrete exponentiation.

Note that the verification equation 2 only holds
when all the responses are valid, and fails with high
probability when there is even one single invalid
response in the batch auditing. In many situations, a
response collection may contain invalid responses,
especially {μk}1≤k≤K, caused by accidental data
corruption, or possibly malicious activity by a cloud
server. The ratio of invalid responses to the valid could
be quite small, and yet a standard batch auditor will
reject the entire collection. To further sort out these
invalid responses in the batch auditing, we can utilize a
recursive divide-and-conquer approach (binary search).
Specifically, if the batch auditing fails, we can simply
divide the collection of responses into two halves, and
recurse the auditing on halves via equation 2. Note that
TPA may now require the server to send back all the
{σk}1≤k≤K, as the same in individual auditing. In
Section IV-B2, we show through carefully designed
experiment that using this recursive binary search
approach, even if up to 20% of responses are invalid,
batch auditing still performs faster than individual
verification.

Finally, we show that the validity of μ implies the
correctness of {mi}iI where μ = νimi. Here we utilize
the small exponent (SE) test technique of batch
verification in [17]. Because {νi} are picked up
randomly by the TPA in each Audit phase, {νi} can be
viewed similarly as the random chosen exponents in the
SE test [17]. Therefore, the correctness of individual
sampled blocks is ensured. All above sums up to the
storage correctness guarantee.
2) Privacy Preserving Guarantee: We want to make
sure that TPA can not derive users’ data content from
the information collected during auditing process. This
is equivalent to prove the Theorem 2. Note that if μ can
be derived by TPA, then {mi}iI can be easily obtained
by solving a group of linear equations when enough
combinations of the same blocks are collected.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Security Proofs
We evaluate the security of the proposed scheme by
analyzing its fulfillment of the security guarantee
described in Section II, namely, the storage correctness
and privacy preserving. We start from the single user
case, where our main result is originated. Then we show
how to extend the security guarantee to a multi-user
setting, where batch auditing for TPA is enabled. Due to
space limitation, we only list the proof sketches to gives
a rough idea for achieving those guarantees. The
detailed formalized proofs of Theorem 1, 2, and 3 are
provided in the full version [16]. Note that all proofs are
derived on the probabilistic base, i.e., with high
probability assurance, which we omit writing explicitly.

Theorem 2: From the server’s response {σ, μ, R}, no
information of μ will be leaked to TPA.
Proof Sketch: Again, we prove the Theorem 2 in three
steps. First, we show that no information on μ can be
learned from μ. This is because μ is blinded by r as μ = μ
+ rh(R) and R = (v2 )r , where r is chosen randomly by
cloud server and is unknown to TPA. Note that even
with R, due to the hardness of discrete-log assumption,
the value r is still hidden against TPA. Thus, privacy of
μ is guaranteed from μ.

1) Storage Correctness Guarantee: We need to prove
that the cloud server can not generate valid response
toward TPA without faithfully storing the data, as
captured by Theorem 1.

Second, we show that no information on μ can be
learned from σ, where
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TABLE I: Notation summary of cryptographic
operations

proposed batch auditing protocol is built upon the
aggregate signature scheme proposed in [15]. According
to the security strength of aggregate signature [15], in
our multi-user setting, there exists no malicious cloud
servers that can forge valid μ1 , . . . , μk in the responses
to pass the verification equation 2. Actually, the
equation 2 functions as a kind of screening test as
proposed in [17]. While the screening test may not
guarantee the validity of each individual σk, it does
ensure the authenticity of μk in the batch auditing
protocol, which is adequate for the rationale in our case.
Once the validity of μ1 , . . . , μk is guaranteed, from the
proof of Theorem 1, the storage correctness guarantee in
the multi-user setting is achieved.
TABLE II: Performance comparison under different
number of sampled blocks c for high assurance auditing.

B. Performance Analysis
We now assess the performance of the proposed
privacypreserving public auditing scheme. We will
focus on the extra cost introduced by the privacypreserving guarantee and the efficiency of the proposed
batch auditing technique. The experiment is conducted
using C on a Linux system with an Intel Core 2
processor running at 1.86 GHz, 2048 MB of RAM, and
a 7200 RPM Western Digital 250 GB Serial ATA drive
with an 8 MB buffer. Algorithms use the Pairing-Based
Cryptography (PBC) library version 0.4.18. The elliptic
curve utilized in the experiment is a MNT curve, with
base field size of 159 bits and the embedding degree 6.
The security level is chosen to be 80 bit, which means
|νi| = 80 and |p| = 160. All experimental results
represent the mean of 20 trials.

Finally, all that remains is to prove from {σ, μ, R},
still no information on μ can be obtained by TPA. Recall
that r is a random private value chosen by the server and
μ = μ +rh(R). Following the same technique of Schnorr
signature [18], our auditing protocol between TPA and
cloud server can be regarded as a provably secure honest
zero knowledge identification scheme [19], by viewing
μ as a secret key and h(R) as a challenge value, which
implies no information on μ can be leaked. This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3) Security Guarantee for Batch Auditing: Now we
show that extending our main result to a multi-user
setting will not affect the aforementioned security
insurance, as shown in Theorem 3:

1) Cost of Privacy-preserving Guarantee: We begin
by estimating the cost in terms of basic cryptographic
operations, as notated in Table I. Suppose there are c
random blocks specified in the chal during the Audit
phase. Under this setting, we quantify the extra cost
introduced by the support of privacy-preserving into
server computation, auditor computation as well as
communication overhead. On the server side, the
generated response includes an aggregated signature

Theorem 3: Our batch auditing protocol achieves the
same storage correctness and privacy preserving
guarantee as in the single-user case.
Proof Sketch: Due to the space limitation, we only prove
the storage correctness guarantee. The privacypreserving guarantee in the multi-user setting is similar
to that of Theorem 2, and thus omitted here. The
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responses are invalid. Per task auditing time denotes the
total auditing time divided by the number of tasks.

computation cost. For c = 460 or 300, and considering
the relatively expensive pairing operations, this extra
cost imposes little overhead on the overall cost of
response validation, and thus can be ignored. For the
sake of completeness, Table II gives the experiment
result on performance comparison between our scheme
and the state-of-the-art [10]. It can be
shown that the performance of our scheme is almost the
same as that of [10], even if our scheme supports
privacy-preserving guarantee while [10] does not. Note
that in our scheme, the server’s response {σ, R, μ}
contains an additional random element R, which is a
group element and has the same size of 159 bits as σ
does. This explains the extra communication cost of our
scheme opposing to [10].
2) Batch Auditing Efficiency: Discussion in Section
III-D gives an asymptotic efficiency analysis on the
batch auditing, by considering only total number of
expensive pairing operations. However, on the practical
side, there are additional operations required for
batching, such as modular exponentiations and
multiplications. Meanwhile, the different sampling
strategies, i.e., different number of sampled blocks c, is
also a variable factor that affects the batching efficiency.
Thus, whether the benefits of removing pairings
significantly outweighs these additional operations is
remained to be verified. To get a complete view of
batching efficiency, we conduct a timed batch auditing
test, where the number of auditing tasks is increased
from 1 to approximately 200 with intervals of 8. The
performance of the corresponding non-batched
(individual) auditing is provided as a baseline for the
measurement. Following the same experimental setting
as c = 460 and 300, the average per task auditing time,
which is computed by dividing total auditing time by the
number of tasks, is given in Fig. 2 for both batch
auditing and the individual auditing. It can be shown
that compared to individual auditing, batch auditing
indeed helps reduce the TPA’s computation cost, as
more than 11% and 17% of per-task auditing time is
saved, when c is set to be 460 and 300, respectively.

Fig. 2: Comparison on auditing time between batch
auditing and individual auditing. Per task auditing time
denotes the total auditing time divided by the number of
tasks.

3) Sorting out Invalid Responses: Now we use
experiment to justify the efficiency of our recursive binary
search approach for TPA to sort out the invalid responses
when batch auditing fails, as discussed in Section III-D.
This experiment is tightly pertained to work in [20], which
evaluates the batch verification efficiency of various short
signature schemes.

To evaluate the feasibility of the recursive approach,
we first generate a collection of 256 valid responses,
which implies the TPA may concurrently handle 256
different auditing delegations. We then conduct the tests

Fig. 3: Comparison on auditing time between batch
auditing and individual auditing, when α-fraction of 256
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repeatedly while randomly corrupting an α-fraction,
ranging from 0 to 20%, by replacing them with random
values. The average auditing time per task against the
individual auditing approach is presented in Fig. 3. The
result shows that even the number of invalid responses
exceeds 15% of the total batch size, the performance of
batch auditing can still be safely concluded as more
preferable than the straightforward individual auditing.
Note that the random distribution of invalid responses
within the collection is nearly the worst-case for batch
auditing. If invalid responses are grouped together, it is
possible to achieve even better results.

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/securityfix/200
9/01/payment processor breach may b.html, Jan.
2009.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving
public auditing system for data storage security in Cloud
Computing. We utilize the homomorphic authenticator
and random masking to guarantee that TPA would not
learn any knowledge about the data content stored on
the cloud server during the efficient auditing process,
which not only eliminates the burden of cloud user from
the tedious and possibly expensive auditing task, but
also alleviates the users’ fear of their outsourced data
leakage. Considering TPA may concurrently handle
multiple audit sessions from different users for their
outsourced data files, we further extend our privacypreserving public auditing protocol into a multi-user
setting, where TPA can perform the multiple auditing
tasks in a batch manner,i.e.,simultaneously. Extensive
analysis shows that the proposed schemes are provably
secure and highly efficient.
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Abstract - Continuous integration is an extensive experience in the Enterprise and system architectures, it is the concept of
integrating new code into existing code and then utilizing the testing techniques defined by Extreme Programming. This practice
yields units of code that are continually tested during development. Using continuous integration, a programmer integrates new code
into existing code after the existing code has been relentlessly built. Therefore, the release of the change is done when it is and
everyone knows about the new functionality at the time of the release. While this is dynamic, it should not pose problems since the
code is released only after thorough testing. This particular idea generates much discussion among the software practitioners, but the
result is that it does advocate the thorough building and testing of modules prior to release as its main premise. On this main premise
there is no resistance. It also recognizes that the integration of code in the object-oriented paradigm deserves some focus. One of the
key requirement of this paper is to develop a common platform to do automated build environment, as the current environment is
emulated from decade old build system based on Make and there is no way to track changes made to the system for detecting
dependency flaws.
Keywords - Continuous Integration, Mirroring, Virtualization, Computing ,Repository.

I.

security, manage availability, and ensure performance.
Then, to further compound the complexity, some
applications require unique hardware, software, and skill
sets to support specific business requirements.

INTRODUCTION

IT today strives to create an infrastructure that is
dynamic, scalable and flexible to satisfy the needs of
mission-critical work as well as the development and
deployment of new workloads. Business trends are
driving a new generation of applications that are diverse
in their functions, processing requirements and
processing power requirements. Advanced Analytics is
fast becoming a staple of business processing trying to
take the existing Non-virtualized infrastructure and turn
it into a more efficient and highly utilized environment.
Without the benefits of virtualization is costing
companies an enormous amount of time and money, but
still yielding only minimal results. The trend is to use
platform-agnostic software. However, that does not
always take advantage of the inherent architecture of the
platform, such as symmetric multiprocessing systems or
workloads that require optimization to meet throughput
and processor utilization objectives.
It is currently under a mandate to use resources more
efficiently. In the past, IT organizations typically built an
infrastructure that tightly coupled application workloads
with physical assets, forcing IT administrators to
continually perform repetitive manual tasks just to keep
the operating environment up and running. In an effort to
maintain some control, software is layered alongside the
multiple instances of operating systems to enforce

Fig. 1 : Heterogeneous System Infrastructure
The heterogeneous system infrastructure illustrates
the IT dilemma in managing the complexity that business
solutions require today. This illustration depicts the
platforms necessary to process a single transaction with
all the components representing islands of computing.
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These islands of computing all use different languages
and there is little coordination between them.

localized in a single class, it was trivial. When we had to
modify similar code over and over, the change was
tedious and took a lot longer. Other design qualities also
affected our ability to make changes. Simplicity is
important. When adding features, we were better off
when there was no pre-existing design to handle that
feature. Adding code that doesn’t exist is easy, fixing
someone’s preconceptions about a feature first is more
costly. The side- bar lists a number of other design
qualities that have made our projects easier to maintain
and change.

For business to gain a competitive edge, IT must be
able to rapidly deploy servers and server resources to
support new multi platform applications. The
methodology of sizing the solution, ordering the servers
waiting for installation, cabling and testing is changing.
Virtualization with a supporting infrastructure can be
used to provision virtual servers on existing hardware.
Cloning production environment can be very difficult
task but virtualization of environments can help.

Completely script your build so that it can be run by
a headless process such as a CI server and that it doesn't
rely on an IDE or similar dependency. You "centralize
software assets" by putting everything that is needed to
build the software in the version control repository.
Finally, ensure that you can "perform single command
builds" without needing to configure this file or that
variable, ensuring a smooth integration build.

II. DRAWBACKS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM
Learning Curve - It is time consuming for any new
member to learn the system .All new driver builds will
have build issues which have to be resolved manually
and no easy way out.
1.

Remote Build Machine Storage is generally
limited just enough to keep few versions of
driver. Increase in team size has
impact on
storage. Generally there is no Sandbox/Desktop
build capability

2.

There are no automated tests to run the Junit
test cases.

3.

No build triggering on atomic commits .No
report
of
code
quality/complexity
Ex:Cyclomatic, duplicated code, metrices
related to LOC.

4.

Adopt CI by determining on where to focus or what
to improve by using self check value stream map.
Involve and educate the whole team. Management buy in
and support to include CI cost/plans in project
cost/plan(unit tests,build/deploy tool and scripts)
The advantages of adopting CI:


Better views into project health
o

Notice trends and then take action earlier

o

Developers have more confidence to
refactor

No component level output bundle /artifact

All these concepts are present as independent
entities or some together to achieve the desired
competency. The idea of this paper is to put together all
the above flaws and bring in the concept of continuous
Integration



Stable, working software available sooner and
more often
o

Focus is on getting working builds

o

Less escapes, better product for validation
testing

o

Early feedback from stakeholders to
validate requirements

o

Greater confidence in the product

o

Deployable software is a tangible in short
time boxed iterations.

III. CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
Continuous Integration is a software development
practice where changes are made frequently and are
updated to the larger code base on a daily basis. The goal
of CI is to provide rapid feedback. The process of
frequently integrating one's new or revised code with the
current code repository should be done frequently
enough that no intermediate window remains between
commit and build, so that no errors can arise without
being noticed by the developers. Rather than periodically
scheduling a build, normal process is to trigger these
builds by every commit to a repository.

The various continuous Integration engines include
Rational team concert build engine,Jenkins,cruise control
and rational build forge.
IV. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF CI
ARCHITECTURE

On all the projects, the difficulty of making changes
is directly related to specific design qualities. The most
obvious is duplication: when a change we wanted was

A brief insight into the working of CI
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commands. Builds can be triggered by commit in a
version control system, scheduling mechanisms like cron
jobs , build when other builds have completed, by
requesting a specific build URL.
A. Why choose Jenkins
enkins improves the Productivity by detecting build
breaks sooner, report failing tests more clearly and
makes progress more visible. Continuous Integration can
be done using Jenkins as it supports convention over
configuration:no setup or minimal configuration required
to
build
artifacts,Multi-technology,
multiplatform,extensible environment.
1) Implementation
Jenkins provides a user friendly web user interface
(UI) where you can access information like build
number, last updated files, build artifacts and test reports.
You can create continuous integration jobs and configure
relative properties, such as SVN source location,
schedule, and e-mail notification settings though this
web UI. A build process requires a build tool such as Ant
,build invoker and some shell scripts. It can be scheduled
or done manually using the invoker. Before Jenkins starts
to build and execute the regression bucket, it first checks
out the latest version of source programs from the SVN
repository. The mechanism can be configured either
using Update or Revert from the repository, and it will
record current version of sources within every Run.
Jenkins tool is installed in which a new job can be
created to include the projects artifacts which is stored in
the job directory. The build script that performs the build
(ant, maven, shell script, batch file) is where the real
work happens. The environment variables such as
version,build.xml file location has to be set
corresponding to Jenkins server. Source code resides in a
CVS or SVN repository. The developer checks out the
code to the workspace in Jenkins along with the build
invoker-build.xml file to Jenkins/jobs/PROJECTNAME/
workspace. Jenkins can poll the revision control system
using the same syntax for crontab in linux. If the polling
period is shorter, there could multiple builds for each
change. Thereby adjust your polling period to be longer
than the amount of time it takes to poll your revision
control system, or use a post-commit trigger. You can
examine the Polling Log for each build. Optional steps to
notify other people/systems with the build result, such as
sending e-mails, IMs, updating issue tracker.

Fig. 2 : CI Life cycle
Manual build approach is similar to the local build
that a developer does before a commit into the
repository. The developer goes to the integration
machine, checks out the head of the mainline ( where his
last commit resides) and kicks off the integration build.
He monitors the progress, and if the build succeeds he is
done with his commit. A continuous integration server
acts as a monitor to the repository. Every time a commit
against the repository finishes the server automatically
checks out the sources onto the integration machine,
initiates a build, and notifies the committer of the result
of the build. The committer isn't done until they get the
notification - usually an email. Mostly companies do
regular builds on a timed schedule, like a nightly build.
This is not the same thing as a continuous build and isn't
enough for continuous integration. The whole point of
continuous integration is to find problems as soon as you
can. Nightly builds mean that bugs lie undetected for a
whole day before anyone discovers them. The whole
point of working with CI is for developing on a known
stable base.
V. TECHNIQUES FOR IMPLEMENTING CI


Jenkins for build



Mirroring repositories using Subversion

JENKINS – open source CI server
Jenkins, is an open source continuous integration
tool written in Java. Jenkins provides continuous
integration services for software development, primarily
in the Java programming language. It is a server-based
system running in a servlet container such as Apache
Tomcat. It supports tools including CVS, Subversion, Git
and Clearcase, and can execute Apache Ant based
projects including shell scripts and Windows batch

Frequently categorize Developer Tests, use a
Dedicated Integration Build Machine and Use
Continuous
Feedback
Mechanisms.
Continuous
integration using Jenkins is easier to monitor and can be
refactored depending upon the nature of the project and
the team size.
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B. Mirroring Repositories Using Subversion.

The primary/master repository is where all the
project related artifacts resides. The latest driver releases
lie in the head of the repository. Hierarchy of the
repository is given by the svnadmin. Here We can treat
the master repository as any other file system and
recursively copy it to the mirror location. This is not
ideal if the repository is in use -you’re copying a moving
target - so you will have to take down the subversion
server while making the mirror. If this downtime is
acceptable, netcat, nc, combined with tar is a neat way to
recursively copy a directory across a network connection
using TCP/IP onto the slave repository. This code
synchronization will happen at regular intervals to update
the master with all changes made to the slave. The
customized repository is used as a sandbox where all the
deliverables can be accessed from the slave and
modifications can be made right here without affecting
the master repository. Build process can be triggered
through Jenkins which is associated with Sonar which is
a Quality profiling tool used for code quality
management such as unit tests, coding rules,
duplication's. MySql is used for querying. The
organizations infrastructure consists of an Authentication
Engine and SMTP server. Authentication engine allows
authenticates user to access the build process and SMTP
server to notify stakeholders of successful or failed
builds.

Mirroring
The primary goal of mirroring is to provide a robust,
economic replication solution. Traditional replication
solutions often require substantial capital investments in
infrastructure, deployment, configuration, software
licensing, and planning. The solutions that rely on shared
resources are susceptible to single point of failure for that
shared resource. Combining continuous integration with
mirroring provides an additional level of availability,
thus greatly minimizing work flow and user disruption.
Configuring the two mirror members in separate data
centers offers additional redundancy and protection from
catastrophic events. By utilizing logical data replication,
mirroring reduces the potential risks associated with
physical replication, such as out-of-order updates and
carry-forward corruption, which are possible with other
replication technologies such as SAN-based replication.
In this paper we explore two ideas of mirroring
using the subversion.


Mirroring the multi-site servers



Mirroring using a dump

1) Mirroring the multi-site servers
Mirroring is necessary for synchronization and
backing up of data. Create a master-slave mirror setup of
the desired server which houses the organizations data.
The primary/master servers configuration will be
managed by the repository administrator using the
svnadmin, providing the ability to create subversion
repositories and perform several maintenance operations
on those repositories.

The main advantage of mirroring is that the master
repository remains untouched and refactoring is made by
taking advantage of the slave repository,when changes
are made unknowingly it does not affect the primary
repository and can be handled at the slave repository
level.
2) Mirroring using Dump

The architectural representation is given below

Another way to mirror a subversion repository is to
combine svnadmin dump with svadmin load.
svnadmin dump PATH_TO_REPOS | svnadmin load
PATH_TO_MIRROR
Svnadmin dump is designed to create a portable
repository dump. The resulting dumpfile can be loaded
into a new subversion repository-even if the new
repository is using a different database back-end, or even
a different revision of subversion. Svnadmin dump will
happily run on a live repository (no need to take the
server down). In short, combining svnadmin dump with
svnadmin load is probably more powerful than we need
if we just want to mirror our repository to a new location.
Svnadmin dump - on its own - is the best way to fully
backup a repository, since the dumpfile it creates is
portable (as described above). If we replicate a repository
by piping svnadmin dump to svnadmin load, we lose the
dumpfile in the pipeline and do far more work than we
need to.svnadmin dump does not dump your repository

Fig. 3 : Mirroring Repository-Flow of Actions.
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configuration files and hook scripts. If your backup
strategy is based around these commands, you will need
separate arrangements for backing up hook scripts and
configuration files.

Research in pedagogical patterns for implementing
pair programming and grading the results of such
activities are still emerging. With applying Jenkins to
realize the continuous integration approach in Agile
process, we are now able to automate and facilitate the
process of executing regression testing. The continuous
integration approach in Agile gives us better chances to
identify programs causing integration errors as early as
possible, and secures the product integrity anytime in a
regular scheduled time frame in each sprint

VI. RESULTS
Time/Cost investment => Overall
savings and higher product quality

Time/Cost

In Continuous Integration executing test is all part of
build and build fails if the test fails, XUnit ,JUnit, Nunit
– for unit testing purpose. From an efficiency perspective
this increase in development time is offset by the by the
reduced maintenance costs due to the improvement in
quality . For each new deliverable driver received from
development team daily, one person hour in configuring
testing environment is saved, checking out the latest
sources and starting execution. It’s a common
understanding that for software development; the earlier
a defect/error can be detected and fixed, the lower cost it
is. E-mail notification allows timely response to errors
and defect. Individual tester is now notified when his or
her own programs has affected the whole integrity of
automation framework. The effort for fixing errors in the
regression bucket is now distributed to each tester, and
whole team productivity is increased.
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Abstract - Speaker recognition is important for successful development of speech recognizers in various real world applications. In
this paper, the speaker recognizer was developed using sizable collection of various speakers both male as well as female with pitch
strength as the feature. We proposed Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis (PFA) technique for dimensionality reduction for
accurate speaker recognition system. The first module performs feature extraction from speech samples taking pitch strength as the
feature. The second module executes dimensionality reduction from the windowing of speech samples, where data samples are
normally signified as matrices or higher order tensors. The system was trained by Support Vector Machine (SVM) using
dimensionality reduced feature matrix. The implementation results show that the proposed system recognizes whether the given
speaker is authorized or not.
Keywords - Speaker recognition technique, MLFA, PFA,FA, SVM, Pitched, Unpitched, Dimensionality reduction.

I.

Auto-matic speaker recognition is a vital, progressing
technology with several possible applications in
commerce and business, security, surveillance, etc [7]
and it has been an extensive area of research [9].
Recognition systems that associate with obtaining the
individuality of the person speaking [10] be different in
their approach to speech knowledge. Speaker
recognition anticipates differentiating one speaker from
the others, irrespective of what they said, and therefore
the differences of voice features among speakers must
be utilized, while the phonemic dissimilarities for the
speech signals are better discarded [8].

INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition is one of the most active areas
of present Informatics [5] and together it acquired
particular attention in the recent years [2]. Voice dialing,
simple data entry, call routing and preparation of
structured documents are the applications of speech
recognition that have emerged over the recent years [1].
The basic method of speech recognition is to decode the
speech signal in a chronological mode on the basis of
observed acoustic characteristics of the signal and
recognized relations between acoustic features and
phonetic symbols [4]. Generally, a speech recognition
system comprises of the subsequent components: signal
processing, speech decoding, and adaptation [3]. Speech
signal processing and feature extraction are the
preliminary stages of any speech recognition system, it
is by means of this component that the system considers
the speech signal itself. Speech signal processing relates
to the operations that are executed on the speech signal
(namely, filtering, spectral analysis, digitization, etc.).
Feature extraction is a pattern recognition term that
relates to the exemplifying measurements that are
carried out on a pattern (or signal). These features
develop the input to the classifier that identifies the
pattern [6].

In this paper, we propose an effective speaker recognition/identification system that recognizes the
authorized user’s speech more accurately. Firstly, we
propose to extract two main features from an input
speech signal, namely, pitch and pitch strength as they
heavily differentiate the speech of different users. The
extracted feature matrix is in higher dimension that
increases the complexity of further processes and so the
dimension of the feature matrix is reduced by MLFA.
The resultant dimensionality reduced matrix from
MLFA, termed as Projection matrix, is used to train
SVM for classifying the authorized and unauthorized
users from their speech signal. The SVM is chosen for
classification because of its ability to learn with very
little samples. So, given a speech signal, the welllearned SVM can effectively recognize.

In the work, we deal with one of the major areas of
the speech recognition techniques, speaker recognition.
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III FEATURE EXTRACTION

II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR EFFECTIVE
SPEECH BASED RECOGNITION SYSTEM

Pitch, by definition, is a subjective sensation where
all the tones perceived by the listener are particularly
assigned to relative positions on a musical scale and it is
performed mainly based on the frequency of vibration.
Though sounds vary in pitch, certainly not all sounds
have pitch. While speaking or singing, some of the
sounds has a strong pitch sensation (e.g., vowels) and
some have not (e.g., most consonants). Hence, the
categorization of the sounds into classes, namely,
pitched and unpitched, is valuable in applications like
music transcription, speech coding and query by
humming.

Here, an effective speaker recognition technique is
proposed to make an efficient speech recognition system
which is very effective in the associated applications.
The proposed technique is comprised of three stages of
operation, namely, Feature extraction, Dimensionality
reduction and Recognition. In the proposed technique,
which is depicted in the Fig 1, extracts pitch and pitch
strength as the feature. The extracted feature matrix is
subjected to MLFA for dimensionality reduction and
finally subjected to SVM. The SVM-based recognition
consists of two processes, training and testing.

As the pitch differentiates the user’s speech greatly,
the pitch and its strength are suggested to extract as the
feature for the proposed speaker recognition system. For
the feature extraction, the continuous speech signals of
all the users are converted to discrete speech signals as
Aij (n) ; n  0,1,2, , N l .The speech samples of
every user are processed one by one. So, the first sample
of the first user is subjected to the process of extracting
the pitch and pitch strength from the speech sample. The
process is initiated by selecting windows of signal
instant with different sizes. So, N c classes of windows
are generated in which each class has their own window
size. The window of signal sequences are then processed
by Hanning window function as follows
   2 wkl (m)   
  
Wkl (m)  0.51   cos


   | wk | 1   

(1)

where, 0  m  | wk | 1 0  k  N c  1
,
,
(k )
,
is
the
number
of windows
0  l  Nw 1 N w
Fig.1. Proposed Speaker Recognition System

belongs to the k th class,

In the training process, dimensionality reduced
feature samples of the known users are given to the
SVM whereas in the testing process, the dimensionality
reduced feature samples of the known/unknown users
are given to the SVM. The SVM authenticate the user
and outputs whether the user is authenticated or not (i.e.
known or not). The detailed description of the proposed
speaker recognition technique is given in the further
and
sub-sections.
Let
0i Nu 1
Aij (t ) ;

 

Pkl (m)  {0,1} is generated with the same size of
Wkl (m) in which each element of the vector Pkl (m) is
arbitrarily generated from {0, 1} (i.e. Pkl (m)  {0,1} ). For

every window element, centroids for pit-ched and
unpitched classes are determined as follows

different users, where, N u be the number of users and
th
N s(i ) be the number of samples taken from i user,
N s(0)  N s(1)    N sN u 1 .The

the m th instant of

time in the l th window of the k th class, Wkl (m) are
the Hanning window coefficients determined from the
Eq. (1). The size of the windows that belongs to each
class is calculated as | wkl | 2 k  2 . A pitch vector Pkl

0  j  N s(i )  1 , be the speech signal obtained from

provided,

wkl (m) is

G Pkl 

sample

speech signals from different users are subjected to
feature extraction that extracts pitch and its strength as
the feature for every sample.

1
|Wkl | 1

Wkl (m) Pkl (m)

m0

|Wkl | 1

 a00 (Wkl (m)) Wkl (m) Pkl (m)

m0

(2)
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GUPkl 

|Wkl | 1

1
|Wkl | 1

Wkl (m) Pkl (m)

IV. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION

 a00 (Wkl (m)) Wkl (m) Pkl (m)

A. Factor analysis

m0

m0

Factor analysis (FA) is a linear method, based on
the secondorder data summaries. First suggested by
psychologists, FA as-sumes that the measured variables
depend on some unkn-own, and often unmeasurable,
common factors.Typical examples include variables
defined as various test scores of individuals, as such
scores are thought to be related to a com-mon
intelligence" factor. The goal of FA is to uncover such
relations, and thus can be used to reduce the dimension
of da-tasets following the factor model.

(3)

The centroids determined for pitched and unpitched
class using Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) respectively are based on
the pitch vector, window coefficients and the speech
signal. In Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), a00 Wkl (m)  is the
magnitude of the speech signal at a specific time interval
indicated by the window element Wkl (m) .Once the
centroids are calculated, the time instant at which the
pitch is present PI  and the strength of the pitch Ps 

 

 

The zero-mean p-dimensional random vector xpx1
with covariance matrix Σ satisfies the k-factor model if

are determined as PI   PI'   and Ps   Ps'  
respectively, where, the set PI' and Ps'  are
calculated as


n ;
'
PI  


 ;

 

 

max )
2( a00 ( n )GUP
1
max G max
GP
UP
otherwise

x  f  u

where Λpxk is a matrix of constants, and fkx1 and upx1 are
the random common factors and specific factors,
respectively. In addition, the factors are all uncorrelated
and the common factors are standardized to have
variance one:

(4)

if n{PI }
Ps' a00; (n) ; otherwise

E(f ) = 0, Var(f ) = I,
(5)

max is a centroid pair that
In Eq. (4), G max and GUP
P
exhibits maximum distance among all the centroid pairs.
max
max
The GP and GUP is determined by firstly
calculating the distance between every centroid pairs as

d kl  GPkl  GUPkl .

Then,

contributes for maximum

GPkl

d kl

and

GUPkl

(7)

E(u) = 0, Cov(ui, uj) = 0 for i≠j,

(8)

Cov(f , u) = 0.

(9)

Under these assumptions, the diagonal covariance
matrix of u can be written as
Cov(u) = Ψ = diag(Ψ11, …. ; Ψpp).

that

If the data covariance matrix can be decomposed as
Σ = ΛΛT + Ψ,

max
is obtained as GP

(10)

then it can be shown that the k-factor model holds.
Since xi can be written as

max
and GUP , respectively. The determined feature set,

 PI  and  Ps  is stored for the first sample of the first

k
xi   ij f j u i , i=1,….,p,
j 1

user. The process is repeated for all the speech samples
of the same user and the obtained feature set is stored.
The similar process is performed for all the N u users
and stored in the feature database. The obtained feature
set for all the speech samples of every user is combined
to form feature matrix. In the feature matrix Pab ;
0aPmax 1 ,

(6)

(11)

its variance may be decomposed as
k

2
 ii   ij  ii ,

(12)

j 1

0  b  NT  1 , each column is

where the first part

comprised of the elements of the feature set of each
speech sample of a single user. Thus obtained feature

hi2



k
 ij2
j 1

is called the communality

and represents the variance of xi common to all
variables, while the second part Ψii is called the specific
or unique variance and it is the contribution in the
variability of xi due to its specific ui part, not shared by
2 measures the
the other variables. The term
ij
magnitude of the dependence of xi on the common
factor fj. If several variables xi have high loadings λij on

matrix is of size Pmax NT , where, Pmax is the feature
set for a sample which has maximum elements and
NT  Nu .Ns . All the remaining feature sets are filled up



with zeros to attain the size of Pmax .
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a given factor fj, the implication is that those variables
measure the same unobservable quantity, and are
therefore redundant.

the diagonal ele-ments of 1 in R are replaced by the

The factor model does not depend on the scale of
the variables. However, the factor model also holds for
orthogonal rotations of the factors. Given the orthogonal
matrix G, given the model (13), the new model

Then, decompose the reduced correlation matrix in
terms of the eigenvalues a1….ap and orthonormal
eigenvectors (1),….,(p) as

x = (ΛG) (GT f) + u,

elements hi21 ii .

p
T
R    a(i ) (i )  (i )
i 1

(13)

also holds, with new factors GT f and corresponding
loadings ΛG. Therefore, the factors are generally rotated
to satisfy some additional constraints, such as
ΛT Ψ -1Λ is diagonal, or

If the first k eigen values are positive, estimate the
ith column of Λ by

 (i )a1/2
i  (i ) , i=1,….,k.

(14)

ΛT D -1Λ is diagonal, D= diag(σ11 ,……,σpp) , (15)

1A1/2
1

k

i 1

Let x , R, and S denote the sample mean, covariance
matrix, and correlation matrix, respectively, of the
observed data matrix X. Then, starting with

(17)

2

(18)

j 1

C. Maximum likelihood factor analysis

B. Principal factor analysis

If, in addition to the factor model specified in (6)(9), we also assume that the factors f and u are
distributed as multivariate normal variables, then
parameters of the model can also be estimated by
maximizing the likelihood. In such cases, one can also
test the hypothesis that the k-factor model describes the
data more accurately than the un-constrained variance
model. The log-likelihood function can be written as

Suppose the data is standardized, so that its
covariance matrix is equal to the correlation matrix. To
obtain estimates

(22)

As its name suggests, principal factor analysis
(PFA) is related to principal component analysis. When
the specific variances are all zero,  = 0, comparing
Equations (10) and (19) indicates that PFA is equivalent
to PCA.

we obtain
k

i=1,…p,

In practice, the number of factors may be
determined by looking at the eigen values ai of the
reduced correlation matrix, and choosing k as the index
where there is a sharp drop in the eigen value
magnitudes.

and using

 and 

variables, first estimate
estimates

2

The k-factor model is permissible if all the p terms are
non-negative.

(16)

 ii    ij  ii

(21)

Finally, the specific variance estimates are updated as
 ii 1   ij ,

   T +  ,

,

where 1 = ((1),…., (p)) , and A1=diag(a1,….ak).The
eigenvectors are orthogonal, so the constraint in (22)
holds.

 and .

, i=1,……,p,

(20)

Equivalently,

where the diagonal elements are in decreasing
order. There are techniques, such as the varimax
method, to rotate the factors to obtain a parsimonious
representation with few significantly non-zero loadings
(i.e. sparse matrix Λ). In many cases, a k-order factor
model in (10) provides a better explanation for the data
than the alternative full covariance model Var(x) = Σ. In
such cases, it is possible to derive parameter estimates

 ii  s ii

(19)

2

hi

for the standardized

for i = 1,….., p. Common

2
hi include the square of the multiple

l

correlation coefficients of the ith variable with all the
other variables, and the largest correlation coefficient
between the ith variable and one of the other variables.
Next, form the reduced correlation matrix R  , where

1
1
1
n log | 2 |  n tr  S
2
2

(23)
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The optimization is carried out by noting that the
function

obtained feature set is subjected to MLFA-based
dimensionality reduction and then it is given to SVM.
The trained SVM recognizes well that the given speech
sample corresponds to the valid user or not. When the
given speech sample belongs to the trained sample, the
SVM outputs that the given speech is from authenticated
user, otherwise, the speech is from invalid user.

F (  , ) F (  ,;S )tr  1S log| 1S | p

VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

and the goal is to maximize it with respect to the
parameters  and  subject to the constraint in (22) on
.
Under the factor model, Σ = ΛΛT + Ψ

(24)

The proposed speaker recognition technique is
implemented in the research tool, MATLAB of version
7.10. The technique is tested using a speech database
obtained from the Neurosciences Institute through
online. In the database, both male and female users with
different speech samples are available. For training,
twenty speech samples for every user are used and ten
samples are used for testing the recognition technique.
Also, for testing, an invalid user with forty speech
samples is used. Once, the technique has been tested, the
performance of the technique is evaluated by
determining the performance metrics, accuracy, false
rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance rate (FAR).
The performance of the proposed speaker recognition
technique is compared against the speaker recognition
technique using MPCA and PFA. The perfo-rmance
measures of the speaker recognition using proposed
technique, MPCA and PFA are given in Table I.

is a linear function of the log-likelihood l, with a
maximum in l corresponding to a minimum in F. Also,
in terms of the arithmetic mean ‘a’ and the geometric
mean ‘g’ of the eigenvalues of  1S , we have
F  p ( a log g 1)

(25)

Minimizing F ( , ) proceeds in two stages: first, the
minimization over  for a fixed  has an analytical
solution, then, the minimization over  is carried out
numerically.
V. SVM-BASED RECOGNITION
SVM, a special case of Tikhonov regularization,
belongs to the family of general linear classifier, which
has a property that the classifier minimizes the
classification and improves the geometric margin. In the
training process, an error function is to be minimized
which can be given as
e

T
2

p

N red 1
 a
a 0

Table I: Performance comparison between the proposed
speaker recognition technique with MPCA-based
recognition technique and PFA-based recognition
technique

(26)

Recognition
Technique

with the constraints,



a 1La  T   M a 
a 0



(27)
MLFA

(28)

In Eq. (26) and Eq. (28),  is a coefficient matrix,
p is the penalty factor and  is a parameter that
handles the data. In the constraints given in Eq. (27) and
th
Eq. (28), L is the class label of the a dataset,  is
the kernel that transforms the input data to the feature
space and  is a constant. Once the error function given
in the Eq. (26) gets minimized, the training process for
the SVM is completed and so the SVM can be applied
for recognizing the user’s speech.

PFA

MPCA

Speakers
Male
30
20
10
30
20
10
30
20
10

Female
30
20
10
30
20
10
30
20
10

% of Recognition
Accuracy
Male
Female
98.7001 98.7113
98.6781 98.6991
98.6715 98.6766
98.6001 98.6635
98.4956 98.5403
98.3551 98.4226
98.1779 98.2779
97.2551 97.6224
95.5661 95.9111

From the obtained results, it can be seen that the
performance of the proposed technique is better than the
performance of the other two techniques. This shows
that the proposed technique effectively recognizes the
speaker whether he/she is authorized or not.

In recognizing the user’s speech, the well-trained
SVM is given by speech samples of some users. When a
speech sample of user is given to proposed technique,
firstly, the pitch and pitch strength for the sample is
extracted as feature set (as performed above). The

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an effective
speaker recognition technique. It uses the pitch strength
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of the speech signal as features for identifying the user.
The obtained high dimensional feature set was reduced
with the aid of MLFA and the recognition was
performed using SVM. First, the SVM was trained well
by the low dimensional feature set, which was obtained
from the training dataset. After the training was
completed, we tested the SVM with a few authorized
and unauthorized user speeches. The test results showed
that the proposed technique correctly recognizes the
authorized and unauthorized users from their speech.
The proposed technique exhibits remarkably high
correct classification rate, low false rejection rate and
low false acceptance rate. A comparison has also been
made between the proposed recognition technique, the
MPCA-based recognition technique and the PFA-based
recognition technique. From the comparison result, it
was seen that the proposed technique outperforms the
other recognition techniques.
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Abstract - As Many CADx systems have been developed to detect lung cancer based on spatial domain features that process only the
pixel intensity values, the proposed scheme applies frequency transform to the lung images to extract frequency domain features and
they are combined with spatial features so that the features that are not revealed in spatial domain will be extracted and the
classification performance can be tuned up. The proposed CADx comprises of four stages. In the first stage, lung region is
segmented using Convexity based active contour segmentation. At second stage ROIs are extracted using spatially constrained
KFCM clustering. Followed by standard wavelet transforms is applied on ROI so that transform domain features are extracted with
shape and haralick histogram features. Finally neural network is trained by combined feature set to identify the cancerous nodules.
Our proposed scheme has shown sensitivity of 95% and specificity of 96%.
Keywords - convexity; active contour; KFCM; wavelet features;neural network.

I.

list of approaches have been proposed since 2006. In
2006, Antonelli et al [1] have proposed Lung Nodule
Detection scheme based on an Anatomical Model and a
Fuzzy Neural Network. He used anatomical model of
lung to segment lung parenchyma from the CT image
and fuzzy Neural Network to classify by using the fuzzy
set of features. Adrien et al [2] in 2007 have done a
scheme of Lung Tissue Classification Using Wavelet
Frames which has achieved multiclass accuracy of
92.5%. In 008 Liu lu et al have proposed to use SVM to
detect the pulmonary nodules with the sensitivity of
90% and specificity of 70%. During 2009 jaffar et al put
forward Fuzzy morphology and FCM classification to
identify nodules from CT images. In 2010, lafari et al
has proposed Automated Detection of Pulmonary
Nodules in 3D Thoracic CT Images with the FP of 10.3
and sensitivity of 88%. In same era Zhang et al [] have
published the diagnosis system of lung cancer by using
different classes of features by the sensitivity of 99%
and specificity of 86%.those classes of features included
1st, 2nd and higher order features along with the
structural features. Tong et al have proposed nodule
detection scheme based on Rule Based Classification
that achieved Overall detection rate 85%. In 2011, Hua
et al [3] have developed Graph-Search Algorithm to
segment the lung parenchyma and KNN classifier for
lung tissue classification which have given Sensitivity of
98.6% and Specificity of 99.8%. In 2011, ying et al has
proposed Autonomous Detection of Solitary Pulmonary
Nodules in which Quantification of feature parameter is

INTRODUCTION

Recently computer programming plays a vital role
in solving most of the problems in medical applications
such as health monitoring, intensive surgery due to their
fastness and accuracy. Especially image processing
techniques are considered to be mostly preferred in
diagnosing abnormalities on medical images like X-ray,
CT. Computer Aided Diagnosis is the procedure that
involves imaging technologies followed by the image
processing techniques where as the various images of
human body obtained by imaging technologies are
processed to identify the illness or abnormalities if
present. If CADx developed devoid of drawbacks then it
would be a perfect second opinion to the radiologists in
medical image interpretation. In last two decades
research on development of CADx has grown
exponentially, and review of that survey is shown in
next section.
As various technologies emerging, several works
have been done to identify lung cancer from CT images.
Lung cancer diagnosis has been an active research
domain since 1980’s. In literature, very recent advanced
works in diagnosing lung cancer has been reviewed. The
development of new schemes for image acquisition,
such as high resolution CTs, has improved the detection
and diagnosis of cancer significantly.
Even if the research on automated computer aided
diagnosis of lung cancer has been started since 1990’s
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done using SVM with the 94.6% of sensitivity. In same
year, Aravind Kumar et al have developed Robust and
Automated Lung Nodule Diagnosis from CT Images
based on fuzzy inference system (FIS). This achieved
Classification accuracy of 90% and sensitivity of 86%.

heterogeneous intensity, standard global energy method
will not produce good segmentation results.
In Localized Active Contour Segmentation [4],
foreground and background are described in terms of
local regions. These regions are analyzed to construct
local energies. In order to achieve localized region
segmentation global energies can be localized such as
mean separation energy, and histogram separation
energy. In our work mean separation energy is included
to the energy terms of region.

In this proposed approach, CADx consisting of four
phases as follows. The lung parenchyma is segmented
from background by using convexity based Active
Contour segmentation. ROIs are then identified and
extracted using spatially constrained Kernel FCM
clustering. Followed by shape based and histogram
features are extracted from ROIs. Transform domain
features are extracted by applying daubechies wavelets
which are known as standard wavelets and then finally
neural network is trained by combined features to
identify the cancer nodules.

E MS   (u  v) 2

(1)

y

u, v are the means of foreground and background.
Respective F is calculated as

Lung CT

FMS  (u x  v x ) 2

Convexity based Segmentation

(2)

In some cases where the lung nodules are at the
chest wall, as the nodules and chest wall regions are
having nearly same intensity values, snakes are intended
to segment the lung with elimination of nodules located
near chest so that those nodules will be left out in ROI
extraction phase. This drawback can be overcome by
using the convexity of lung region as follows.

ROI detection (SKFCM)

Combined Feature set
B. Convexity Based segmentation
Hence the human’s left and right lungs are
symmetric in shape they will have almost same
convexity. Normally snakes are shrinking or extending
until the specified iteration threshold. Where as in
convexity based segmentation, after segmented the
normal size lung and then the area based convexity is
calculated using the equation

Neural network classification
Fig.1: The proposed architecture
II. LUNG SEGMENTATION
Segmentation is considered to be the essential first
step in Computer analysis. Lung is a container of air in
human body and hence it visible as darker in CT scan.
This helps in segmenting out the lung region from its
background. There are various image segmentation
techniques available such as Threshold based, region
based and edge based methods. Here region based
segmentation method ‘snakes’ which are termed as
Active Contour Model is used to segment both the
lungs.

convexity  1 

Areadiff
Arealung

(3)

Areadiff is the area of region that the lung differs
from its equivalent convex hull.
From the analysis of various normal lung CT slices,
it confirmed that the maximum difference in area
between left and right lung is 20%.when this difference
exceeds this limit, then it is assumed that the smaller
lung must have nodules that are attached to the chest
wall. Then the snakes are implemented on these small
lungs until the convexity of the region covered by active
contour match the convexity of larger one.

A. Localized Active Contour segmentation
The traditional snakes are described as the structure
that enlarge or shrinks so that they can exactly overlap
the object contour by minimizing its energy. The snake
reshapes according to the minimization of global energy
which works well when the object is of homogeneous
intensity. Here in lung CT, as lung will have
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information of each pixel. Considering the spatial
function beneficial in improving the noise sensitivity
and even more homogeneous regions can be figured out.
At first step, initial membership function for each pixel
is computed as follows

hij 

Figure 1 shows how the convexity based Contour
differently segment the small lungs when they
considered as their nodules have been attached to the
chest walls.

C. Advanced SKFCM
This advanced technique [7] combines both the
kernel method and spatial function. This method applies
the spatial functions to the data in higher dimensional
space for identifying new centroid of cluster. Initially
the Kernel membership function is computed as follows

III. SPATIALLY CONSTRAINED KFCM
ROI detection has to be carried out to reduce the
participation of irrelevant data for nodule identification
and classification. Fuzzy Clustering method is mostly
preferred in ROI detection since its capability to process
multi dimensional information.FCM technique is also
posses low sensitive to noise. It is a centroid based
clustering in which the image pixels having intensities
same or close to the centroid of one cluster will be
associated with higher membership level than that to the
other cluster.

1

u jk 

C

 (1 / d

2

( x j ,Vk ))

(6)

1
m 1

Where

d 2 ( x j ,Vk )  K ( x j , x j )  2K ( x j ,Vk )  K (Vk ,Vk )
(7)
m is the fuzzy index which decides the fuzziness of the
clusters. In next step spatial function is applied to find
the membership factor.

KFCM [5] is the enhancement of classical Fuzzy CMeans clustering by the incurring input dataset. This
method maps the data from data or feature space Ξ⊆Rp
to the much higher dimensional space H (Hilbert or
Kernel space).this mapping is done by the transform
function : Ξ → H.

N


K ( x j ,Vk ) 

The kernel function here is used to simulate the
distances that would be obtained by transferring the
points to a higher dimensional space. As the data in
higher dimensional space exhibiting clear and simple
structures it will be resulted in effortless clustering by
FCM. The well known kernel function is Gaussian
radial basis function.



(1 / d 2 ( x j ,Vk )) m1
j 1

A. Kernelized FCM

K ( x, y )  exp(

(5)

jk

Where NB (xj) represents the resizable
neighborhood window of pixel xj. After that the new
membership function is formed by using this spatial
function.

Fig. 2 : Difference between traditional and convexity
based Contour Segmentation

x y

u

kNB ( x j )

 (u
i 1

ik

) m K ( xi , x j )
(8)

N

 (u
i 1

ik

)

m

The iteration process will be continued until the
error lies above the determined threshold. Or else a new
iteration will be started.

2

)

(4)

Kernel functions convert non linear problems in
input domain to linear problems in frequency domain.
B. Spatial FCM

Fig. 3 : ROI Extraction using SKFCM

This approach [6] utilizes the spatial coefficient
information which is a sum of neighborhood
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By mentioning the level of decomposition the
approximation coefficients can be further decomposed
into LL, LH, HL, HH frequency components. Here db4
decomposition coefficients have been given.

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The working performance of computer aided
diagnosis system is mainly depends on the feature set
used in it. In this proposed approach, both the spatial
and frequency domain features are extracted for each
region of interest.

TABLE 1 : DB4 COEFFICIENTS
NO
1
2
3
4

A. Spatial Features
These are the features computed by the pixel values
in the image. In many cases the spatial feature set is
enough to identify the required object. There are various
classes of features in spatial domain as follows.
1. Geometric Features: - These features are describing
the shape and structure of the regions directly. From
this category, area, perimeter, equivalent diameter,
major axis length, minor axis length, eccentricity
such features are calculated for each of the region.

LOW PASS
-0.129409
0.22414
0.83651
0.48296

HIGH PASS
-0.48296
0.83651
-0.22414
-0.12940

Thus the wavelet transform develops four matrices
of various frequency bands. From that low and high
frequency components the features such as vertical
mean, horizontal mean and energy are computed and
they are combine with the spatial features to train the
neural network.

2. Histogram Feature: - These features are derived
from the histogram information that presents in
image regions. There are various features involved
with histogram information. Haralick features such
as mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness,
energy and kurtosis are computed by using the
histogram information.

V. LUNG NODULE CLASSIFICATION
The main objective of CADx is to recognize the
nodules by their features and it cannot be done
efficiently without prior knowledge about the distinct
features of the cancerous nodules from the linear tissue
structures. There are so many nodule detection schemes
and classification methods have been developed.

B. Wavelet Features
Wavelets transform has obtained a huge importance
in image processing methodology for its multiresolution representation of image data and its
transformation of data in both time and frequency.
When the image is subjected to the wavelet transform, it
produces multi resolution versions of input image. In
practical wavelet transform decomposes the image into
Approximation and detailed coefficients.

There are two Major categories in classification as
supervised, unsupervised and regression classification
techniques. Regression method is the most advanced
and have better efficiency. Regression technique
includes linear regression, Gaussian regression and
neural networks.
A. Artificial Neural Network
Neural networks resemble the circuit of biological
neurons which are composed of artificial neurons. ANN
is composed of interconnecting neurons. Both networks
are similar in their tasks. The biological neurons have
the aim of solving particular tasks, while the ANN aims
to build mathematical models of biological neural
systems. A simple neural network will be constituted of
three parts as input layer, output layer and hidden layer.
Back propagation is the most widely used technique
to train neural networks. It is a supervised
learning method, and is a generalization of the delta
rule. It requires a dataset of the desired output for many
inputs, making up the training set. It is most useful for
feed-forward networks which doesn’t have connection
that loop. Here in this project all importance have been
given to the feature extraction which is sufficient for
nodule recognition the basic back propagation algorithm
[8] is used to train our neural network.

Fig. 4 : Wavelet Decomposition
Approximation coefficients will include low
frequency components and detailed coefficients will
include high frequency components. Wavelet transform
gets the input image and transform into multiple
frequency bands [10]. The standard wavelet mostly used
in image feature extraction is daubechies wavelet. From
db2 to db20 are the mostly used from daubechies
wavelet family.
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Back Propagation Algorithm:

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The efficiency of CADx system is described by its
sensitivity and specificity measures. The well designed
system should identify the true positive regions more
that analogous to the expert radiologists. True positive
means recognize the affected region and mark it as
affected. And whereas the false positive is known as
mark wrongly the normal region as the affected one.
The FP rate should be very less to provide better
diagnosis results.

Initialize random weights to the networks
Do
For each val in the training set
Out=nn_output (network, val);
T=teacher output for val;
Find error (T-out) at output units;
Compute del_wh for all weights
hidden layer to output layer; (bwd pass)

from

In our project, our analysis is based on high
resolution lung CT images taken from Lung Image
Database Consortium (LIDC), which are accessed
through the National Biomedical Imaging Archive
(NBIA). Each image was annotated by four experts, at
first during a blind revision, then by communicating the
discrepancies that were found and asking for their
correction. The studies are stored in the DICOM
standard, with size 512x512 pixels and a grey scale of
12 bits in Hounsfield Units (HU). Each case is
associated with the XML document which contains the
details about nodules present.

Compute del_wh for all weights from
input layer to hidden layer ;( bwd pass)
Update weights in n/w;
Until all values classified or criterion have met
Return the network
Back propagation computes the gradient of the error
of the network regarding the network's random weights.
This gradient is almost always used in a
simple stochastic gradient descent algorithm to find
weights that minimize the error. Often the term back
propagation is used in a more general sense, to refer to
the entire procedure encompassing both the calculation
of the gradient and its use in stochastic gradient descent.
After the input pattern was presented to the network and
processed by all layers, we have errors.

A neural network with 500 neurons and input layer
of 25 neurons which accommodate 25 values of
combined feature set and corresponding two output
layers (to classify nodules either affected or normal) has
been used at training stage.
100

Our testing set contains 400 samples in which 200
samples include nodules in it and the remaining are
normal. The output of this network is 1 if the input
image contains nodule, otherwise 0.

80

60
40
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20
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10
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20

Fig. 6 : ROC plot for classification nodules

Extracted ROI

The above figure 6 shows that the SKFCM
technique gives the low index of false positive. In graph,
slice 13 got high FP with low TP rate. It should be
because of the main part of nodule might be removed
during preprocessing.
The proposed scheme has been experimented by
randomly selected 15 slices from LIDC dataset
(nodule’s information known). The result shown that
proposed system detecting nodules with the sensitivity
of 94%. Micro nodules of less than 3 mm have been
challenge and are not marked as nodules. The regions

Fig. 5 : Nodule classification
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which are with the diameter of less than 5 mm will
posses very less possibility of malignancy [9] and hence
they can be avoided as non-nodules.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed multi stage
Computer Aided Diagnosis scheme which segment not
even the lung but as well as the nodules that attached to
the chest wall by using convexity information of lung
region into the Active contour segmentation. ROI’s have
been extracted by advanced spatially constrained Kernel
FCM clustering. This technique processes the spatial
neighborhood information in higher dimensional space.
The combined feature set was extracted and used in
neural network training by back propagation algorithm.
This feature set included geometrical, histogram based
and wavelet features. The ROI detection scheme in this
work works well when we are using three clusters to
separate Region of our interest. As 20 cases selected
from LIDC collection were used to test the system and it
achieved sensitivity of 94% with high TP rate. In future
more advanced cancer diagnosing systems can be
designed to recognize nodules with much more accuracy
with the help of optimal feature set contains both spatial
and frequency domain features.
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Abstract - In this paper we address, for the first time, the challenging problem of processing top-k spatial keyword queries on road
networks where the distance between the query location and the spatial object is the shortest path. For example, consider a road
network database with available paths for two points. A customer may want to rank the paths with respect to their distance defined
after aggregating the qualities of other features (road location, road condition, travelling time, and traffic monitoring and road length)
within a distance range. A top-k spatial keyword query returns the k best objects ranked in terms of both distance to the query
location and textual relevance to the query keywords. We formalize the new query type, and present novel indexing structures and
algorithms that are able to process such queries efficiently.
Keywords - Top-k spatial keyword queries, Group Probing, indexing, Query processing, spatial databases,

I.

For example, Figure 1 illustrates the road networks
and spatiotextual objects in a tourist area of Trondheim,
Norway. The circles represent spatio-textual objects p
with a textual description, and the cross mark q.l
represents the query location. Assume a tourist in q.l
with a GPS-enabled mobile phone.

INTRODUCTION

Top-k spatial keyword queries return the k best
spatio-textual objects ranked in terms of both spatial
proximity to the query location and textual relevance to
the query keywords. Despite the wide range of locationbased applications that can benefit from these queries,
the current approaches for processing top-k spatial
keyword queries are restricted to the Euclidean distance
[3, 12, 18]. In this paper, we address, for the first time,
the challenging problem of processing top-k spatial
keyword queries on road networks. Given a set of
spatio-textual objects (e.g., restaurants annotated with a
text), a query location (latitude and longitude), and a set
of query keywords, a top-k spatial keyword query on
road networks returns the k best objects in terms of both
1) shortest path to the query location, and 2) textual
relevance to the query keywords.

The tourist poses a top-k spatial keyword query
looking for “hotel” (his spatial location is automatically
sent by the mobile phone). If a traditional query
(Euclidean distance) is considered, the top-1 hotel is p9
on the left side of the figure. However, when road
networks are considered, the top-1 hotel is p4 on the
right side of the figure. In top-k spatial keyword queries
on road networks both shortest path and textual
relevance are considered. For example, for the query
“bar café” posed in q.l, the spatio-textual object p6 may
appear better ranked than p7 because the description of
p6 (“Egon Solsiden bar & café”) is more textually
relevant to the query keywords than the description of
p7 (“Choco café”), and p6 is only slightly more distant
to q.l than p7. The top-1 object, however, is p10 because
it is very near to q.l and is also relevant to the query
keywords.
Note that p11 is not returned as a result of this
query, since none of the terms in the description of p11
appear in the query keywords. Top-k spatial keyword
queries on road networks can be employed by locationbased applications to provide a more precise and
realistic result. However, processing these queries is
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costly, since it requires computing several shortest
paths. To the best of our knowledge, processing top-k
spatial keyword queries on road networks has never
been proposed before.

Second, top-k queries may involve an arbitrary set of
user-specified attributes from possible ones and indexes
may not be available for all possible attribute
combinations because they are too expensive to create
and maintain. Third, information for different rankings
to be combined for different attributes could appear in
different databases in a distributed database scenario and
unified indexes may not exist for them.

In this paper, we formalize the concepts of this new
query type and describe
How to rank objects considering both the network
distance and the textual relevance. We also propose a
basic approach for processing top-k spatial keyword
queries on road networks combining. The state-of-theart approaches for road network and spatiotextual
indexing. Finally, we describe how to improve the query
processing performance In order to identify the relevant
regions; we compute an upper bound score for any
object in the region in terms of both minimum network
distance to the query location and maximum textual
score. The maximum textual score of any object in a
region is obtained through an abstract textual
representation that is maintained for each region.

Solutions for top-k queries [8], [3], [9], [10] focus
on the efficient merging of object rankings that may
arrive from different sources. Their motivation is to
minimize the number of accesses to the input rankings
until the objects with the top-k aggregate scores have
been identified. To achieve this, upper and lower bounds
for the objects seen so far are maintained while scanning
the sorted lists. In the following sections, we first review
the R-tree, which is the most popular spatial Access
method and the NN search algorithm of [5]. Then,
survey our feature-based spatial queries.
2.1 Spatial Query Evaluation On R-Trees

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
•

We introduce top-k spatial keyword queries on road
networks.

•

We describe a basic approach for processing top-k
spatial keyword queries on Road networks
combining state-of-the art techniques.

•

We propose an enhanced approach that indexes the
description of the objects on

The most popular spatial access method is the Rtree [4], which indexes minimum Bounding rectangles
(MBRs) of objects. Fig. 2 shows a set D ={p1 ... p8} of
spatial objects and an R-tree that indexes them. R-trees
can efficiently process main spatial query types,
including spatial range queries, nearest neighbor
queries, and spatial joins. Given a spatial region W, a
spatial range query retrieves from D the objects that
intersect W.

A segment of the road network for efficient query
processing.

For instance, consider a range query that asks for all
objects within the shaded area in Fig. 2. Starting from
the root of the tree, the query is processed by recursively
following entries, having MBRs that intersect the query
region. For instance, e1 does not intersect the query
region, thus the sub tree pointed by e1cannot contain
any query result. In contrast, e2 is followed by the
algorithm and the points in the corresponding node are
examined recursively to find the query result p7. A
nearest neighbor query takes as input a query object q
and returns the closest object in D to q.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW:
Object ranking is a popular retrieval task in various
applications. In relational databases, we rank tuples
using an aggregate score function on their attribute
values [3]. For example, a real estate agency maintains a
database that contains information of flats available for
rent. A potential customer wishes to view the top 10
flats with the largest sizes and lowest prices.

For instance, the nearest neighbor of q in Fig. 2 is
p7. Its generalization is the k-NN query, which returns
the k closest objects to q, given a positive integer k. NN
(and k-NN) queries can be efficiently processed using
the best-first (BF) algorithm of [5], provided that D is
indexed by an R-tree. A min-heap H which organizes Rtree entries based on the (minimum) distance of their
MBRs to q is initialized with the root entries. In order to
find the NN of q in Fig. 2, BF first inserts to H entries
e1, e2, e3, and their distances to q. Then, the nearest
entry e2 is retrieved from H and objects p1, p7, p8 are
inserted to H. The next nearest entry in H is p7, which is
the nearest neighbor of q. In terms of I/O, the BF

In this case, the score of each flat is expressed by
the sum of two qualities: size and price, after
normalization to the domain [0, 1]. In spatial databases,
ranking is often associated to nearest neighbor (NN)
retrieval. Given a query location, we are interested in
retrieving the set of nearest objects to it that qualify a
condition. Assuming that the set of interesting objects is
indexed by an R-tree [4], we can apply distance bounds
and traverse the index in a branch-and-bound fashion to
obtain the answer [5].
Nevertheless, it is not always possible to use
multidimensional indexes for top-k retrieval. First, such
indexes break down in high-dimensional spaces [6], [7].
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algorithm is shown to be no worse than any NN
algorithm on the same R-tree [5].

shortest path between two objects p and p1 in the road
network graph G is defined as ||p, p1||. The set of objects
in the edge (v, v1) and (v1, v) are the same, and the
distance |v, p| is equal to the distance |v, v1| − |v1, p|.
Therefore, knowing the distance between p and one
vertex is sufficient to obtain the distance between p and
the other vertex. We denote reference vertex, the vertex
used to compute the distance to the objects on the edge.
Note that if unidirectional traffic is considered, the set of
objects lying on edge (v, v1) is different from the set of
objects lying on the edge (v1, v), and the distance |v, p|
may be different from |v, v1| − |v1, p|.

The aggregate R-tree (aR-tree) [11] is a variant of
the R tree, where each non leaf entry augments an
aggregate measure for some attribute value of all points
in its sub tree. As an example, the tree shown in Fig. 2
can be upgraded to a MAX aR-tree over the point set, if
entries e1,e2,e3 contain the maximum measure values of
sets {p2,p3},{p1,p8,p7} ,{p4,p5,p6} respectively.
Assume that the measure values of p4, p5, p6 are 0.2,
0.1, 0.4, respectively. In this case, the aggregate
measure augmented in e3 would be max {0.2, 0.1,0.4} =
0.4. In this paper, we employ MAX aR-trees for
indexing the feature data sets, in order to accelerate the
processing of top-k spatial preference queries.

Problem statement. We define a top-k spatial keyword
query on road network as
where
q.l is the query spatial location (latitude and longitude),
q.d is the set of query keywords, and q.k is the number
of results of interest. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the query location q.l lies on an edge of the
road network. This assumption can be bypassed finding
the nearest edge of a given query location. Given a
query , a road network G, and a set of spatio-textual
objects P;
returns q.k spatio-textual objects in
descending order of score
. The score
is
defined as:

Fig. 2: Spatial queries on R-trees.
III. PRELIMINARIES:
In this section, we define the model used to
represent the road networks, the set of objects of
interest, and the problem statement.

where
represents the network proximity
between the query location
and the object location
p.l, and
represents the textual relevance of
p.d according to the query keywords q.d. The query

Road networks. Here Road network model is treated as
a graph G=(V,E,W)

parameter
is a positive real number
and
defines the importance of one measure over the other.

Where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, and
W is the set of weights (network distances) that are
associated with each edge. A vertex v  V represents a
road intersection or an end-point in the road network, an
edge (v, v0)  E represents a road segment, and the
weight w  W associated with each edge (v, v0)
represents the length (network distance) |v, v0| of the
road segment. For simplicity, we assume bidirectional
traffic. However, unidirectional traffic is also support by
our approach. In this case, (v, v0) 6≠ (v0, v) and the
distance |v, v0| may be different from |v0, v|.

Network proximity
gives the importance of the
location of a spatio-textual object p.l to a query QN.
Therefore, the network proximity is defined as:

Which is the shortest path between p and q.
Textual relevance
gives the importance of the
textual description of a spatio-textual object p.d to a
query QN in terms of cosine similarity between p.d and
q.d [22]. The textual relevance is defined as:

Objects of interest. We assume a set of spatio-textual
objects p  P on the edges E of the road network G.
Each object p has a spatial location p.l and a textual
description p.d. The size (cardinality) of the set of
objects P is denoted as |P|. The network distance
between an object p and the ends of the edge (vertices)
in which it belongs is defined as |v, p| or |v!, p|, where v
and v1 are the ends of the edge (v, v!) where p lies. The
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Mapping Component:
The mapping component employs a B-tree named
map B-tree that maps a key composed by the pair edge
id and term id to the inverted list that contains the
objects lying on the edge with term t in their description;
see Figure 5(a).
The mapping component contains also the
maximum impact
of a given term t among the
description of the objects lying on a given edge. The
maximum impact
is an upper-bound impact for any
object on the edge that contains t. Therefore, the
inverted list of a term t on an edge is accessed only if the
upper bound score composed by minimum distance and
may turn an object, present in the edge, inside the
top-k objects found so far.
Fig.3 : Basic Indexing Architecture

Inverted file component. The inverted file component
(Figure 5(b) is composed by inverted lists and
vocabulary. The inverted file contains inverted lists
identified by a key composed by edge id and term id.

IV. ENHANCED APPROACH
In this section we present an enhanced approach that
indexes the objects lying on the edges of the road
network for improving the query processing
performance. First, we present the indexing architecture
and query processing algorithm.

Each inverted list stores the objects lying on the edge (v,
v!) that have a term t in their description. For each
object, the inverted list stores:
1) The network distance between the object and
the reference vertex of the edge

Enhanced Indexing Architecture:
Figure 5 presents the new components employed in
the enhanced indexing architecture. The mapping
component depicted in Figure 5(a) replaces the mapping
component presented in Figure 3(c), and the inverted
file component shown in Figure 5(b) replaces the spatiotextual component shown in Figure 3(d). Similarly to
the basic indexing architecture, the new mapping
component is the connection between the network and
the objects through the edge of the network. The
inverted lists and vocabulary compose the inverted file
component. In the following, we describe the new
components.

2) The impact of the term ti in the description of
the object
In the enhanced indexing, the objects lying on a
given edge are stored in inverted files. Therefore, it does
not require performing a search on a spatio-textual index
for finding the spatio-textual objects relevant for the
query that lie on the index.
Furthermore, the enhanced indexing keeps an
upper-bound score for each pair
Enhanced Query Processing:
Processing top-k spatial keyword queries on road
network employing the enhanced indexing architecture
can be performed using the basic algorithm (Algorithm
1). The only, but significant, change lies on the find
Candidates procedure.
The new findCandidates procedure employed in the
enhanced approach works as follows. First, the mapping
component (Figure 5(a)) is accessed to compute an
upper-bound score using the maximum impact
of a
given term
the minimum network distance
between the edge and the query location. Second, if the
upper-bound score is higher than  the inverted lists
(one list per query keyword) are accessed. The lists that
contain objects are retrieved and the objects whose
scores are higher than  are returned.

Fig. 5: Enhanced Indexing Architecture
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The findCandidates procedure on the enhanced
approach is more efficient. First, only the lists that can
produce relevant objects are accessed. Second,
retrieving the inverted lists is faster than processing a
query location for retrieving all objects inside a given
MBR. Only relevant objects are retrieved since the key
of the mapping component incorporates the query
keyword. Third, it does not require a filtering process to
remove the objects that are inside the MBR of the edge,
but not on the polyline of the edge. Finally, it does not
require computing the network distance between the
objects and the end vertices of the edges. The distances
are computed and stored in the inverted lists during the
index construction.

adjacent edge. This procedure is expensive because it
requires performing a search on a spatio-textual index, a
filtering process for finding the relevant spatio-textual
objects lying on a given polyline, and computing the
network distance between the objects and the end
vertices of the polyline.
Enhanced Overlay Query Processing Algorithm:

The enhanced query processing algorithm performs
well when the network is populated, the query keywords
are frequent, or the query preference parameter gives
more weight to the network distance. In these cases, k
objects with good scores are found rapidly, which
permits the algorithm to terminate earlier. On the other
hand, it can perform poorly if the k objects cannot be
found rapidly, which can be common in top-k spatial
keyword queries on road networks due to queries with
non-popular terms, a large number of distinct terms in
the datasets, or a sparse Network.
Algorithms used:
Exiting Algorithm
The overlay query processing algorithm takes
advantage of the overlay network to improve the
performance of top-k spatial keyword queries on road
networks. The idea is to avoid expanding the
intermediary vertices that are not relevant for the query.
Consequently, fewer vertices are expanded and the
query processing terminates earlier.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
Spatial preference (SP) query integrates two types
of ranking that are Spatial Ranking and Non Spatial
Ranking. Spatial Ranking refers to ranking objects
based on distance from reference point. Non Spatial
Ranking based on aggregated qualities of features in
road network.
Performance metrics are measured based on the
three concepts such as 1. Query size 2. Rank and
neighbor range 3. Number of spatial objects.
Performance on Queries with Range Scores:
Fig. 6 plots the cost of the algorithms with respect to
the number m of feature data sets. The costs of GP
(Group
Probing),
BB
(Branch-and-Bound
Algorithm), and BB* rise linearly as m increases
because the number of component score computations is

The basic query processing algorithm can be employed
to process top-k spatial keyword queries on road
networks. The main problem of this algorithm lies on
the find Candidates procedure that is repeated for each
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at most linear to m. On the other Hand, the cost of FJ
(Feature Join Algorithm) increases significantly with
m, because the number of qualified combinations of
entries is exponential to m.

VI. CONCLUSION:
In this paper, we introduced top-k spatial keyword
queries on road networks. Given a spatial location and a
set of query keywords; a top-k spatial keyword query on
road networks returns the k best spatio-textual objects
ranked in terms of both textual similarity to the query
keywords and shortest path to the query location. We
presented a straight-forward approach (basic approach)
to process these queries combining state-of-the-art
techniques. Then, we presented an enhanced approach
that indexes the edges of the road network, and permits
identifying and retrieving the objects relevant to the
query efficiently. Finally we presented Performance
Evaluation among Queries with Range Scores.

Fig. 6: Effect of m, range scores. (a) I/O. (b) Time.
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Abstract - Data centers manage complex server environments, including physical and virtual machines, across a wide variety of
platforms, and often in geographically dispersed locations. Information Technology managers are responsible for ensuring that
servers in these increasingly complex environments are properly configured and monitored throughout the IT life cycle. They also
face challenges managing the physical and virtual environments and the fact that we must centralize, optimize and maintain both.
If the variation and complexity can be taken out of a process to make it more consistent, it can be automated. Through the use of
virtual provisioning software, provisioning and re-purposing of infrastructure will become increasingly automatic. Staff will
physically rack once, cable once, and thereafter (remotely) reconfigure repeatedly, effortlessly, as needed.
An automatic infrastructure will rapidly change which servers are running what software and how those servers are connected to
network and storage. It will re-purpose machines according to the real-time demands of the business. It will enable capacity to be
"dialed up" or "dialed down". And it will bring up a failed server on new hardware, with the same network and storage access and
addressing, within minutes. All without needing to make physical machine, cable, LAN connection or SAN access changes.
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I.

it is prohibiting overall business growth and stability. So
automation obviously becomes the critical components
of the new model.

INTRODUCTION

IT is currently under a mandate to use resources
more efficiently. In the past, IT organizations typically
built an infrastructure that tightly coupled application
workloads with physical assets, forcing IT administrators
to continually perform repetitive manual tasks just to
keep the operating environment up and running. In an
effort to maintain some control, software is layered
alongside the multiple instances of operating systems to
enforce security, manage availability, and ensure
performance. Then, to further compound the complexity,
some applications require unique hardware, software,
and skill sets to support specific business requirements.
This entire approach is often referred to as IT being built
in silos or IT operating on individual islands at best, but
it is inefficient. In these scenarios, penetrating the walls
between the various application workloads to help drive
consolidation efforts can be a difficult task in terms of
both management and security. Business owners have
actually tolerated this approach for some time now, but
as applications scale to new compliance and security
mandates have been put in place and, in a less than
perfect economy, companies are finding themselves tied
at the ankles by an inefficient IT environment that is
extremely costly to support and maintain. In many cases,

Automation means that many critical server and
system resources can manage themselves, flawlessly
completing tasks that once required a human catalyst.
Virtualization gives the power to proactively deploy
servers, easily adjusting and allocating resources when
and where they are needed. Information Technology
managers seek solutions to help them automate the
consolidation of servers through virtualization, the
provisioning of new servers, and processes to keep
systems current with the latest software and security
updates. At the same time they need to work diligently
on monitoring the health of their infrastructure, industry
compliance regulations, and reducing the total cost of
managing that data center.
To create a cloud service, self-service and metering
(feedback about the cost of the resources allocated) are
offered in addition to automation. With self-service and
metering, the computing model resembles a utility. The
private cloud then is a technical strategy to turn
computing power into utility computing, with the data
and costs controlled and managed by the enterprise. Self
service and metering are breakthrough capabilities for
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end users and business units, facilitating management
and extension of the user experience. Now there is no
intermediary between the consumer of a resource and the
processes for the acquisition and allocation of resources
for core businesses requirements and initiatives. Since
the consumer initiates the service requests, now IT is an
on-demand service rather than a gatekeeper. With the
transition to an on-demand service, the cost structure is
dramatically reduced, since the user uses and pays for
only what is needed at a specific moment.

support major third-party servers, software and
devices

III CHALLENGE
Labor Intensive, Time Consuming Virtual Machine
(VM) Resource Provisioning

The business benefit of this change in cost structure
is significant. While self-service and metering are
breakthroughs private cloud capabilities for end users
and business units, maintaining service delivery in a fully
virtualized multi-tenancy environment and providing
security, especially for information and services leaving
the data center environment, are essential enterprise
requirements for IT administrators.
With a private cloud utility model enabling these
needs and requirements, enterprises can scale and expand
by pooling IT resources in a single cloud operating
system or management platform. They then can support
anywhere from tens to thousands of applications and
services and enable new architectures targeting very
large-scale computing activities.
II

Fig. 1: Manual Provisioning
With the increased amount of requests for VMs, it
was taking too long to provision virtual machines,
provisioning those VMs was labor and time consuming.
In addition, users were not releasing the VMs when they
were done with them. They’d simply keep them running
and not do anything with them. This caused stranded
resources such as processor, memory and disk space that
could be used for other VMs. This caused the need for
the environment to continually grow to meet new
demand for virtual machines. Virtual Machine request
process went through as follows, where users would go
to a web page, make a request for resources and approval
process was reviewed by cloud administrator and the
manual steps that were required to create a VM. We
determined that 95% of our requests fell into a common
configuration and that we could 100% automate
provisioning that common configuration.

RULES-BASED AUTOMATION

Automation is the next step in the evolutionary
chain, making technology do the business’s bidding and
driving growth, innovation and profitability. This will
drive incredible cultural change within organizations as
constraints are removed and management can drive
innovation and growth knowing that IT can respond to
the ever-changing priorities of the business.
The automated infrastructure will, of course, need a
set of rules, and the provision of its demands from the
business will need to be delivered in a structured manner.
This rulebook will be the service catalog, essentially a
huge database of functions an organization undertakes
and the parameters for each – such as a description of the
service, timeframes, SLAs, costs and actions required.
And a runbook will provide step-by-step procedures for
governing workflow. In the automated infrastructure,
these powerful workflow automation and management
systems, with strict policy control, will:
 allocate resources to the applications and users
that need them automatically in real-time
 continually monitor service levels to ensure
business performance is on target
 provide a dynamic, on-demand environment,
with support for the industry's leading
virtualization, provisioning and re-purposing
tools

Solution
A) Automated VM Provisioning- Standard Build

Fig. 2 :Automated Standard Provisioning
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B) Automated VM Provisioning- Manual Build

them based
schemes

on

pre-determined

approval

•

Automate Security – Establish tiers and tenants
so that they can be automatically isolated using
vLAN technology or more sophisticated
encryption technology

•

Automate Identity and Access Management
federation – Single sign-on and seamless
management from datacenter management to
cloud management

B) “Near Zero Touch” delivered through extreme
automation
Secure Private Cloud includes a complete suite of
tools to provision, operated, integrate and meter the
use of cloud-based IT infrastructure. These tools
allow automating and scaling to hundreds or even
thousands of servers with little or no incremental
administration and management cost.
Component

Fig. 3 : Automated Custom Provisioning
It is essential that the entire process be correctly
understood before attempting to plan out what will be
automated. It makes no sense to automate a bad process.
Get all parties involved, to discover any hidden steps or
misunderstandings in the flow. Once the process is
understood, determine if anything needs to change, or be
dropped, in order to streamline the automated process.

uOrchestrate

Also, make sure that the client requirements are
clear. Have a comprehensive test and evaluation plan for
the automation process.
IV IMPLEMENTATION
A) Automation ↑ 100%

=> Availability ↑ 100%

•

Automate Application Management – When
VMs are created, agents are automatically
embedded for backup , performance and
capacity management

•

Automated Asset Tracking – When VMs are
created, the Configuration Item is automatically
updated in the CMDB

•

Automate incident management – incidents are
automatically sent during the provisioning
process

•

Automate
performance
and
capacity
management – insert agents and automate
updates for the collection process

•

Automate VM provisioning tasks – Standardize
the VM templates and automatically allocate

uAdapt

VMware
vCenter

Value Delivered
The
Virtual
Orchestrator
component (which includes
LifeRay portal) is the basis of
the PSO UI
PSO UI is the interface by
which
the
user
and
administrator interact with
Secure Private Cloud
“Run-book”
automation
–
software that programmatically
sequences a number of formerly
manual steps into an automated
sequence
Automatically provisions / deprovisions HW/SW platform
from a pool of waiting servers
Provisions physical servers
Creates a “persona” which
defines an instance of the HW
attributes and SW components
that are to be provisioned
Does most of the heavy lifting
for provisioning of virtual
servers
Manages “templates” – defined
set of SW that a VM will
contain

Table 1 : Components used for automation
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V

VI CONCLUSION

RESULTS

Enterprises need to move from managing
underlying infrastructure to managing service levels
based on what makes sense for the user of applications.
For example, the customer may want to manage factors
such as the minimum tolerable application latency or the
availability level of an application. Enterprises also must
implement automation for central IT and self-service for
end users, thus extricating IT from the business of
repetitive management procedures and enabling end
users to get what they need quickly.

Cost and Value Analysis

In this stage, virtualization optimizes IT resources
and increases IT agility, thus speeding time-to-market
for services. The IT infrastructure undergoes a
transformation in which it becomes automated and
critical IT processes are dynamic and controlled by
trusted policies. Through automation, data centers
systematically remove manual labor requirements for
the run-time operation of the data center.

Fig. 5 Manual Provisioning cost versus Automated
Provisioning cost
The economic conditions around the world have
forced companies to be more cost conscious. With costs
continuing to escalate, data centers are coming under
unprecedented operational scrutiny. The Information
Technology (IT) managers, faced with the challenge of
squeezing more performance out of existing data center
budgets, need to limit the capital and operational expense
on additional equipment, simplify network operations,
and ensure maximum efficiencies
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Abstract - A cache consistency scheme based on a previously proposed architecture for caching database data in MANETs. The
original scheme for data caching stores the queries that are submitted by requesting nodes in special nodes, called query directories
(QDs), and uses these queries to locate the data (responses) that are stored in the nodes that requested them, called caching nodes
(CNs). The consistency scheme is server-based in which control mechanisms are implemented to adapt the process of caching a data
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returns to the network. Estimates for the average response time of node requests and the average node bandwidth utilization are
derived in order to determine the gains (or costs) of employing our scheme in the MANET.
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I.

miss and will cause a trip to the server to fetch a fresh
copy of d. Many algorithms were proposed to determine
TTL values, including the fixed TTL approach, adaptive
TTL , and Squid’s LM-factor. TTL-based consistency
algorithms are popular due to their simplicity,
sufficiently good performance, and flexibility to assign
TTL values for individual data items. However, TTLbased algorithms, like client polling algorithms, are
weakly consistent, in contrast to server invalidation
schemes that are generally strongly consistent.
According to , with strong consistency algorithms, users
are served strictly fresh data items, while with weak
algorithms, there is a possibility that users may get
inconsistent (stale) copies of the data. This work
describes a server-based scheme implemented on top of
the COACS caching architecture we proposed in . In
COACS, elected query directory (QD) nodes cache
submitted queries and use them as indexes to data stored
in the nodes that initially requested them (CN nodes).
Since COACS did not implement a consistency strategy,
the system described in this paper fills that void and
adds several improvements: 1) enabling the server to be
aware of the cache distribution in the MANET, 2)
making the cached data items consistent with their
version at the server, and 3) adapting the cache update
process to the data update rate at the server relative to
the request rate by the clients. With these changes, the
overall design provides a complete caching system in
which the server sends to the clients selective updates
that adapt to their needs and reduces the average query
response time.

INTRODUCTION

In a mobile ad hoc network (MANET), data
caching is essential as it reduces contention in the
network, increases the probability of nodes getting
desired data, and improves system performance . The
major issue that faces cache management is the
aintenance of data consistency between the client cache
and the server . In a MANET, all messages sent
between the server and the cache are subject to network
delays, thus, impeding consistency by download delays
that are considerably noticeable and more severe in
wireless mobile devices. All cache consistency
algorithms are developed with the same goal in mind: to
increase the probability of serving data items from the
cache that are identical to those on the server. A large
number of such algorithms have beenproposed in the
literature, and they fall into three groups: server
invalidation, client polling, and time to live (TTL). With
server invalidation, the server sends a report upon each
update to the client. Two examples are the Piggyback
server invalidation
and the Invalidation report
mechanisms. In client polling, like the Piggyback cache
validation of , a validation request is initiated according
to a schedule. If the copy is up to date, the server
informs the client that the data have not been modified;
else the update is sent to the client. Finally, with TTL
algorithms, a server-assigned TTL value (e.g., T) is
stored alongside each data item d in the cache. The data
d are considered valid . until T time units pass since the
cache update. Usually, the first request for d submitted
by a client after the TTL expiration will be treated as a
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cached by another node and then sends a Cache
Invalidation Reply Packet (CIRP) to CNd containing all
items not cached by other nodes. CNd then deletes from
its cache those items whose IDs are not in the CIRP but
were in the CICP. After receiving a CIRP from all QD s
to which it sent a CICP and deleting nonessential data
items from its cache, CN sends a CICP containing the
IDs of all queries with data remaining in its cache to the
server along with their versions. In the meanwhile, if
CNd receives a request from a QD for an item in its
cache, it adds the request to a waiting list. The server
then creates a CIRP and includes in it fresh copies of the
outdated items and sends it to CN , which, in turn,
updates its cache and answers all pending requests.
Finally, and as described in , QD disconnections and
reconnections do not alter the cache of the CNs, and
hence, the pointers that the server holds to the CNs
remain valid.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Traditional server-based schemeThey are not
usually aware of what data items are currently cached,
as they might have been replaced or deleted from the
network due to node disconnections. If the server data
update rate is high relative to the nodes request rate,
unnecessary network traffic would be generated, which
could increase packet dropout rate and cause longer
delays in answering node queries.

2.2 Adapting to the Ratio of Update Rate and Request
Rate
SSUM suspends server updates when it deems that
they are unnecessary. The mechanism requires the
server to monitor the rate of local updates, R u , and the
rate of RN requests, Rr, for each data item di . Each CN
also monitors these values for each data item that it
caches. Whenever a CN receives an update from the
server, it calculates R and compares it to a threshold Γ.
If this ratio is greater than or equal to Γ, the CN will
delete d and the associated information from its cache
and will send an Entry Deletion Packet (EDP) to the QD
(say, QD di ) that caches query q . The CN includes in
the header of EDP a value for Ru , which tells QDd that
di is being removed due to its high update-torequest
ratio. Normally, when a QD gets an EDP, it removes the
cached query from its cache, but here, the nonzero value
of Ru in the EDP causes QD to keep the query cached, but
with no reference to a CN. Next, QD d will ask the
server to stop sending updates for di . Afterward, when
QD receives a request from an RN node that includes q ,
it forwards it to the server along with a DONT_CACHE
flag in the header to be later passed in the reply, which
includes the results, to the RN. Under normal
circumstances in COACS, when an RN receives a data
item from the server in response to a query it had
submitted, it assumes the role of a CN for this item and
will ask the nearest QD to cache the query. The
DONT_CACHE flag instructs the RN to treat the result
as if it were coming from the cache and not become a
CN for it. Now, at the server, each time an update for qi
occurs and a new Ru=Rri is computed, if this ratio falls
below a second threshold, _ (_<_), the server will reply
to the RN with a DREP that includes the CACHE_NEW
flag in the header. Upon receiving the DREP, the RN
sends a QCRP with the CACHE_NEW flag to its
nearest QD. If this QD caches the query of this item

2.1 Dealing with Query Replacements and Node
Disconnections
A potential issue concerns the server sending the
CN updates for data that have been deleted (replaced),
or sending the data out to a CN that has gone offline. To
avoid this and reduce network traffic, cache updates can
be stopped by sending the server Remove Update Entry
Packets (RUEPs). This could occur in several scenarios.
For example, if a CN leaves the network, the QD, which
first tries to forward it a request and fails, will set the
addresses of all queries whose items are cached by this
unreachableCN in its cache to -1, and sends an RUEP to
the server containing the IDs of these queries. The
server, in turn,changes the address of that CN in its
cache to -1 and stops sending updates for these items.
Later, if another node A requests and then caches one of
these items, the server, upon receiving an SCUP from
A, will associate A with this data item. Also, if a CN
runs out of space when trying to cache a new item i n, it
applies a replacement mechanism to replace Id with In
and instructs the QD that caches the query associated
with Id to delete its entry. This causes the QD to send an
RUEP to the server to stop sending updates for i d in the
future.If a caching node CNd returns to the MANET
after disconnecting, it sends a Cache Invalidation Check
Packet (CICP) to each QD that caches queries
associated with items held by this CN. A QD that
receives a CICP checks for each item to see if it is
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(with _1 as its CN address), it sets its address to its new
CN, else it forwards the request to its own nearest QD.
If the QCRP traverses all QDs without being processed
(implying that the QD caching this item has gone
offline), the last QD at which the QCRP arrives will
cache the query with the CN address. By appropriately
selecting the values of Γ and , the system can reduce
unnecessary network traffic. The processing time of qi
will suffer though when Ru=R is above _after it had
passed _ since QD dr will be sending q to the server
each time it receives it. However, the two thresholds
allow for favoring bandwidth consumption over
response time, or vice versa. This makes SSUM suitable
for a variety of mobile computing applications: a large _
may be used when disconnections are frequent and data
availability is important, while a low _ could be used in
congested environments where requests for data are
infrequent or getting fresh data is not critical.
summarizes the interactions among the entities of the
system.

to reduce this error. The Automatic Self-time Correcting
Procedure (ASP) reportedly reduced the maximum
offset to 300s, while the Multihop Adaptive TSF
(MATSF) method cut it down to 50 _s, but at the
expense of adding 8 bits to the IEEE 802.11 frame. we
show that SSUM is best characterized by the delta
consistency model , where the upper bound for the delta
between the time of the server’s update and the time the
RN gets a fresh copy is in tens of milliseconds. It
follows that TSF will virtually not increase this delta,
especially in small to moderately sized networks.
2.4 Overhead Cost
When a node joins the network, the server will
know about it when it first gets a query from it in a DRP
that is forwarded by one of the QD nodes. Each data
item at the server that is cached in the network is
associated with a query id, a request rate, an update rate,
and the address of the CN caching it. This additional
information could cost the server about 16 bytes of extra
storage per record. Hence,from a storage perspective,
this cost may be deemed insignificant when considering
the capabilities of modern servers. In terms of
communication cost, the server communicates with the
CNs information about the rates using header
information in the exchanged packets, and uses control
packets (RUEP, SCUP, CICP, and CIRP) to manage the
updating process. Here, it suffices to state that the
simulation results indicate that the overall overhead
traffic (including other packets that do not concern the
server) is a small portion of the data traffic.Finally, from
a processing load point of view, the server is only
required to manipulate the update rate when appropriate.
In conclusion, the server will not incur any notably
additional load due to its role in this architecture. Hence,
the system should be able to scale to a large number of
cached items.A similar argument can be made for the
CNs, although the main concern here is the impact on
the cache space and replacement frequency. Using the
same value of 5 KB for the average data item size (as in
the simulations of , with caching capacity of 200 KB, a
CN can cache about 40 data items. The additional
overhead required for storing the request and update
rates of one single data item is 8 bytes, and therefore,
the overhead for storing the request and update rates at
the CN is less than 0.16 percent of the available space. It
follows that the space for caching at the CNs is
minimally impacted by this additional information.
Also, the frequency of cache replacements will not
increase in a major way because of this.

2.3 Accounting for Latency in Receiving Server
Updates
Given the different processes running at the server
and since it sends the updates to the CNs via unicasts,
there may be a time gap between when an update occurs
and when the CN actually receives the updated data
item d. Hence, if the CN gets a request for d during this
time, it will deliver a stale copy of d to the RN. Our
design uses the time stamp that the server sends with
each update in an attempt to mitigate this issue. To
explain this, suppose that the time stamp sent with d is
ts and the time of receiving d by the CN is t. Upon
getting an update, the CN checks if it had served any
RN a copy of d from its cache in the past ts-t
milliseconds. If it is the case, the CN sends a new DREP
to the RN, but now it includes the fresh copy of d. The
above solution assumes that the clocks of the nodes in
the MANET and that of the server are synchronized.
This assumption is realistic given that node clock
synchronization is part of the MAC layer protocol, as
specified by the IEEE 802.11 standards. In particular,
IEEE 802.11 specifies a Timing Synchronization
Function (TSF) through which nodes synchronize their
clocks by broadcasting their timing information using
periodic beacons. Since the Access Point (AP) is
considered a node in the MANET and it can
synchronize its clock with that of the server
asynchronously with respect to the MANET through the
wired network, it will be possible to synchronize the
clocks of the mobile nodes with that of the server at
almost a zero cost to them(no protocol besides the MAC
layer’s TSF is needed). The suitability of TSF for
SSUM depends on its effectiveness. It was shown in
that using TSF, the maximum clock offset in the case of
500 nodes is 700 s. Several approaches were proposed

2.5 Consistency Model.


HC is the average number of hops between the
corner of the topology and a random node in
the MANET. It applies when a packet is sent
between the server and the random node.
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HR is the expected number of hops between
any two randomly selected nodes.



Hr is the expected number of hops to traverse
all the QDs in the system, which usually occurs
in the case of a cache miss.



HA is the expected number of hops to reach the
QDwhich holds the reference to the requested
data, in the case of a hit.

III. ANALYSIS
We evaluate our scheme in terms of bandwidth and
query response time gains. These are the differences
between the corresponding measures when no cache
updating is in place and when SSUM is employed.
Requests for data in the ad hoc network and data
updates at the server are assumed to be random
processes and may be represented by exponential
random variables, as was suggested in and We use _R
to denote the rate of requests and _ the rate of updates.
The probability density functions of requests and
updates are thus given:Pr(t)=λre-λrt ,pu(t)= λue-λutBoth the
andwidth gain Gb and response time gain Gt are
influenced by the number of data requests issued by
requesting nodes relative to the number of data updates
that occur at the server. In the remainder of the paper,
we refer to no cache updating as NCU._ 1(C2). C2, in
turn, comprises two scenarios: after _Wenowconsider
two cases: λu/λr< 1 (C1) and λu/λr>1 (c2)(c1)in trun
comprise two scenario :after λu/λr>Γ and then while
λu/λr> Γ(C2S2), where updates are suspended by the
server, and the remaining scenario (C2S1), where
updates are sent by the server.Finally, the average
update and request rates can be related as follows: In the
first case (i.e., C1),λr=Nλu,N >1, while in the first
scenario of C2 (i.e., C2S1), λu=MΓr1<M<T . Starting
with C2S2, SSUM suspends the server updates to the
RN, thus, acting like NCU and resulting in a zero
bandwidth gain. The cache entry would have been
outdated upon getting the RN’s next request, thus
causing a cache miss. This causes a traversal of all QDs,
then a transmission o and from the server, a
transmission back to the requesting node, and then a
packet sent to a QD asking it to cache the query. In
C2S1, where λu/λr< 1 and the updates are sent to the
RNs, the requests are served from the cache. To
compute the gain, we take a time period that includes K
update periods such that K>M. The cache entry will be
updated, and hence, an update packet is sent to the CN
from the server, plus the request sent from the RN to the
QD caching the query and then forwarded to the CN
holding the data, and finally, the reply from the CN.

Fig. 2: Behavior of SSUM as λu/λr
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Abstract - In this paper, a new image-denoising filter that is based on the standard median (SM) filter is proposed. In our method, the
adaptive standard median is used to detect noise and change the original pixel value to a newer that is closer to or the same as the
standard median. With our experimental results, we have made a comparison among our method, the standard median (SM) filter,
the median filter with mask of 3-by-3, 5-by-5, 7-by-7, the center weighted median (CWM) filter, the adaptive center weighted
median (ACWM) filter, the progressive switching median (PSM) filter, the decision based median (DBM) filter, and the untrimmed
(UT) median filter, in which our method proves to be superior.
Keywords - Salt-and-pepper noise, the standard median (SM) filter, the median filter with mask of 3-by-3, 5-by-5, 7-by-7, the center
weighted median (CWM) filter, the adaptive center weighted median (ACWM) filter , the progressive switching median (PSM) filter,
the decision based median (DBM) filter, the untrimmed (UT) median filter.

I.

median filter, hence this poses a drawback for noise to
be removed at higher density.

INTRODUCTION

Digital images get corrupted by impulse noise when
acquired by a defective sensor or when transmitted
through a faulty channel. Impulse noise removal image
processing is an important pre-processing step which
involves the removal of salt and pepper noise from
digital images so that the restored images can be applied
to subsequent phases of segmentation [1]. Impulsive
noises can be commonly found in the sensor or
transmission channel during the acquisition and transfer
procedure for the digital signals images. Salt-and-pepper
noise is a typical kind of impulsive noise. The nonlinear
filter algorithms are often adopted for the salt-andpepper noise removal [2].

In the low-density noise cases, SM filter has better
performance for noise removal and detail preservation.
Since SM filter is implemented uniformly across the
image, thus it modifies both noisy and noise-free pixels,
so the denoising performance greatly degrades in the
high noise density cases.
Hence to solve the above problem the adaptive
median filter method has been proposed which
eradicates the noise even at very high noise density
levels.
The results obtained are then compared with the
standard median (SM) filter, the median filter with mask
of 3-by-3, 5-by-5, 7-by-7, the center weighted median
(CWM) filter, the adaptive center weighted median
(ACWM) filter, the progressive switching median
(PSM) filter, the decision based median (DBM) filter,
and the untrimmed median filter, in which our method
proves to be superior.

It is well known that linear filtering techniques fail
when the noise is non-additive and are not effective in
removing impulse noise. This has led the researchers to
the use of nonlinear signal processing techniques.
Classes of widely used nonlinear digital filters are
median filters. Median filters are known for their
capability to remove impulse noise as well as preserve
the edges. The main drawback of a standard median
filter (SMF) is that it is effective only for low noise
densities. At high noise densities, SMFs often exhibit
blurring for large window sizes and insufficient noise
suppression for small window sizes [3].

Our method gives better Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) and Mean square error (MSE), Correlation ratio
(COR), universal quality index (UQI), Structural
similarity index mean (SSIM) values than the existing
algorithm.

When the noise level is over 50% the edge details
of the original image will not be preserved by standard
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Median filters produce the best result for a mask of
size 3×3 at low noise density levels though the image is
considerably blurred. The filter fails to perform well at
higher noise densities and hence an alternative that
works well at low as well as higher noise densities is
required. This lies in the fact that when noise density is
high it is highly unlikely that there might be more
informative pixels than corruptive pixels.

II. METHODOLOGY
REVIEW OF FILTERS
The weighted median (WM) filter is an extension of
the median filter, which gives more weight to some
values within the window. This WM filter allows a
degree of control of the smoothing behavior through the
weights that can be set, and therefore, it is a promising
image enhancement technique. In this paper, we focus
our attention on a special case of WM filters called the
center weighted median (CWM) filter. This filter gives
more weight only to the central value of a window, and
thus it is easier to design and implement than general
WM filters. We shall analyze the properties of CWM
filters and observe that CWM filters preserve more
details at the expense of less noise suppression like the
other non-adaptive detail preserving filters. In an
attempt to improve CWM filters further, an adaptive
CWM (ACWM) filter having a variable central weight
has been proposed [4].

The proposed method overcomes the shortcomings
faced by the normal median filter at high noise densities
by considering only those pixels that are informative in
the neighbourhood.
The algorithm for the improved adaptive median
filtering is as follows

Next a median-based filter, progressive switching
median (PSM) filter, is proposed to restore images
corrupted by salt–pepper impulse noise.

1.

Noise is detected by the noise detection algorithm
as mentioned above.

2.

Filtering is done only at those pixels that were
detected as noisy.

3.

Once a given pixel p is found to be noisy the
following steps are followed.

a) A 3×3 mask is centred at the pixel p and finds if
there exists at least one informative pixel around the
pixel P.

The algorithm is developed by switching scheme—
an impulse detection algorithm is used before filtering,
thus only a proportion of all the pixels will be filtered
and progressive methods—both the impulse detection
and the noise filtering procedures are progressively
applied through several iterations [5].

b) If found so, the pixel p is replaced by the median of
the informative pixels found in the 3×3 neighbourhood
of P.
4.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

The above steps are repeated if noise still persists in
the output image for betterment.

1. It checks for pixels that are noisy in the image, i.e.
pixels with values 0 or 255 are considered.

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean
square error (MSE), universal quality index (UQI),
Structural similarity index mean (SSIM) of the output
image are computed to analyse the performance of the
proposed filter as a denoising technique.

2.

For each such pixel P, a window of size 3×3 around
the pixel P is taken.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.

Find the absolute differences between the pixel P
and the surrounding pixels.

4.

The arithmetic mean (AM) of the differences for a
given pixel p is computed.

5.

The AM is then compared with the “threshold” to
detect whether the pixel p is informative or
corruptive.

a)

If AM is greater than or equal to the threshold the
pixel is considered noisy.

The adaptive median filter is based on the following
steps:

The performance of the proposed improved
adaptive median filter, a comparison among our method,
the standard median (SM) filter, the median filter with
mask of 3-by-3, 5-by-5, 7-by-7, the center weighted
median (CWM) filter, the adaptive center weighted
median (ACWM) filter , the progressive switching
median (PSM) filter, the decision based median (DBM)
filter, and the untrimmed median filter, were analyzed
for high noise density (ND) of salt-and-pepper noise
added to gray level Lena image shown in Fig.1

b) Otherwise the pixel is considered as information.
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Structural similarity index mean (SSIM):
SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods
like peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean
squared error (MSE), which have proved to be
inconsistent with human eye perception [7].
The Structural Similarity (SSIM) index is a method
for measuring the similarity between two images. The
SSIM index can be viewed as a quality measure of one
of the images being compared provided the other image
is
regarded as of perfect quality. It is an improved
version of the universal image quality index [6].

Fig. 1 : Original Lena image

The structural similarity index correlates with
human visual system. Thus SSIM is used as a perceptual
image quality evaluation metric. The SSIM is defined as
function of luminance, contrast and structural
components(s) [7].

RESULT FOR PROPOSED FILTER

Universal image quality index (UQI):
The universal quality index is given by
Q = 1/M ∑ Qj
Where M is the steps and Qj is the local universal
quality index [8].
COMPARISON TABLE OF VARIOUS FILTERS
WITH PROPOSED FILTER (PF)
(A) PSNR TABLE
MF MF MF CW ACW
DBMF PSMF
3X3 5X5 7X7 M
M
6.42 6.46 6.18 3.35 25.005 8.82
2.913

UT

PF

8.8

∞

(B) MSE TABLE
MF MF
3X3 5X5

MF
7X7

CWM

ACWM

DBMF

PSMF

UT

PF

4.24 4.4

5.3

1.4

13.9

0.1

1.7

15.8

0

(C ) COR TABLE
Fig. 2 : Original image, image corrupted with 90%
noise, output of proposed filter
The parameters used to define the performance are:
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR):

MF
3X3

MF
5X5

MF
7X7

CWM

ACWM

DBMF

PSMF

UT

PF

-.03

-.04

-.05

0.10

0.99

0.95

0.83

0.99

1

(D) SSIM TABLE

PSNR = 20 log10 (255 ∕ RMSE)

MF
3X3

MF
5X5

MF
7X7

CWM

ACWM

DBMF

PSMF

UT

PF

where Root Mean square error (MSE):

0.23

0.33

0.34

0.67

0.98

0.9964

0.2236

0.99

1

RMSE = √1 ∕ MN ∑ (Yij-Xij) 2
i, j

(E) UQI TABLE
MF
3X3

Correlation ratio (COR):

-.03

COR= ∑ (Yij -µ y) (Xij -µ x) ∕ √∑ (Yij -µ y) 2 ∑ (Xij- µ x) 2
i, j

MF
5X5
.042

MF
7X7
.047

CWM

ACWM

DBMF

PSMF

UT

PF

0.016

0.99

0.995

0.77

0.9

1

i, j
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, our algorithm is proposed which
gives better performance in comparison with the
median filter with mask of 3-by-3, 5-by-5, 7-by-7, the
center weighted median (CWM) filter, the adaptive
center weighted median (ACWM) filter, the
progressive switching median (PSM) filter, the
decision based median (DBM) filter, and the
untrimmed (UT) median filter.At high noise density
levels this algorithm gives better results in comparison
with other existing algorithms. Also the quantitive
parameters like Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
and Mean square error (MSE), Correlation ratio
(COR), universal quality index (UQI), Structural
similarity index mean (SSIM) prove to be superior.
Hence the proposed algorithm is effective for salt and
pepper noise removal in images at high noise densities.
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Design and Implementation of Adaptive
Filter for Better Throughput
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Abstract - This paper proposes design and implementation of high throughput adaptive digital. The Filter structure is based on Fast
Block LMS and Distributed Arithmetic (DA). With DA we can able to calculate inner product by shifting and accumulating of
partial products and storing in Look up table, also the desired filter will be multiplier less. Thus DA based implementation of
adaptive filter is highly computational, power and area efficient. DA based architecture map well to the today’s Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGA) architecture. FPGA results conforms that proposed DA based filter requires 45% less area and 50% less power
than that of FBLMS.

I.

implementation of FBLMS algorithm based adaptive
filter using DA.

INTRODUCTION

Adaptive digital filters are widely used in the area
of Signal processing such as echo cancelation, noise
cancelation
and
channel
equalization
for
communications and networking systems [1], [2]. The
necessity of hardware implementation requires various
of performances such as high speed, low power
dissipation and good convergence characteristics. Fast
block least mean square (FBLMS) algorithm proposed
by Clark et al. [3] is one of the fastest and
computationally efficient adaptive algorithm since here
the process of filtering and adaption is done in
frequency domain by using FFT algorithms. But there is
still possibility to further enhanced the throughput of
FBLMS algorithm based adaptive filters by applying the
concept of Distributed arithmetic (DA) proposed by A.
Peled and B. Liu [4]. Using bit level rearrangement of a
multiply accumulate terms, DA can hide the complex
hardware multipliers and therefore, the desired system
becomes multiplier-less. DA is a powerful technique for
reducing the size of a parallel hardware multiplyaccumulate that is well suited for FPGA designs.
Recently there has been a trend to implement DSP
functions using FPGAs. While application specific
integrated circuits (ASICs) are the traditional solution to
high performance applications due to high development
costs and time-to-market factor. The main reason behind
the popularity of the FPGA is due to balance that
FPGAs provide the designer in terms of flexibility, cost,
and time-to-market. The concept of DA has already
applied to LMS based adaptive filters [5], [6], [7], [8]
but, not to FBLMS algorithm based adaptive filters.
This paper proposes a new hardware efficient

II. THE EXISTING FAST BLOCK LMS (FBLMS)
ADAPTIVE FILTER
Consider a BLMS based adaptive filter, that takes
an input sequence x(n), which is portioned into non
overlapping blocks of length P each by means of a serial
to parallel converter, and the blocks of data so produced
are applied to an FIR filter of length L, one block at a
time. The tap weights of the filter are updated after the
collection of each block of data samples. With the j-th
block, (j  Z) consisting of x ( jP  r ) , r  Z= {0,
1..... P -1}, the filter coefficients are updated from block
to block as,
P 1

w( j  1)  w( j )    x( jP  r )e( jP  r )

(1)

r 0

Where, 𝑤(𝑗) = [𝑤0 (𝑗) 𝑤1 (𝑗) 𝑤2 (𝑗) … … … . 𝑤𝐿−1 (𝑗)]𝑡 is
the tap weight vector corresponding to
j-th block
𝒙(𝒋𝑷 + 𝒓) = [𝒙(𝒋𝑷 + 𝒓) 𝒙(𝒋𝑷 + 𝒓 − 𝟏) … . . 𝒙(𝒋𝑷 +
𝒓 − 𝑳 + 𝟏)]𝒕 .
And error at 𝑛 = (𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟) is given by,

𝑒(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟) = 𝑑(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟) − 𝑦(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟)

(2)

𝑑(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟) is the so called desired response available
during initial training period.
Filter output 𝑦(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟) at 𝑛 = (𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟) is given by,

𝑦(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟) = 𝑤 𝑡 (𝑗)𝑥(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟)

(3)
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The parameter µ, popularly called the step size
parameter is to be chosen as 0 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ 2⁄𝑃𝑡𝑟 for
convergence of the algorithm. For the l -th sub-block
within the i -th block, 0 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝐾 − 1 i.e., for 𝑛 =
(𝑗𝑃 + 𝑟),
𝑟 = 0,1,2 … … … . 𝑃 − 1, 𝑗 = 𝑖𝐾 +
𝑙, 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑤 𝑡 (𝑗)𝑥(𝑛)
is obtained by
convolving the input data sequence 𝑥(𝑛) with the filter
coefficient vector 𝑤 𝑡 (𝑗) and thus can be realized
efficiently by the overlap-save method via M = L+ P -1
point FFT, where the first L -1 points come from the
previous sub-block, for which the output is to be
discarded. Similarly, the weight update term in (1)

The computation in distributed arithmetic is
represented by (6). The values of bkn s are either 0 or
1, resulting in bracketed term in (7) having only 2B
possible values. Since c is a constant vector, the
bracketed term can be recomputed and stored in
memory using either lookup table (LUT) or ROM. The
lookup table is then addressed using the individual bits
of input samples,

after B cycles, regardless of lengths of vectors c and x.
A comprehensive tutorial review of DA linear filters is
given in [9].

P 1

above,

 x( jP  r )e( jP  r )

can be obtained by

IV. PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

r 0

The throughput of FBLMS based adaptive filter is
limited by computational complexity lies in FFT (and
IFFT) block. It is possible to enhance the throughput of
system by implantation of that FFT (and IFFT) block
with reduced hardware complexity. DA is one of the
efficient techniques, in which, by means of a bit level
rearrangement of a multiply accumulate terms FFT can
be implemented without multiplier. Since the main
hardware complexity of the system is due to hardware
multipliers and introduction of DA eliminates the need
of that multipliers and resulting system will have high
throughput and also have low power dissipation. There
are many fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm like
radix-2, Cooley-Tukey, Winograd, Good-Thomas,
Rader etc. But using DA, FFT can be efficiently
calculated by jointly employing the Good-Thomas and
Rader algorithms. Good-Thomas algorithm re-expresses

the usual circular correlation technique, by employing
M point FFT and Setting the last P -1 output terms as
zero.
III. DISTRIBUTED ARITHMETIC
BACKGROUND
Consider the following inner product of two L
dimensional vectors c and x, where c is a constant
vector, x is the input sample vector, and y is the result.
L 1

y   ck xk

(4)

k 0

Using B-bit 2's complement binary representation scaled
such that

xk  1 produces,
B 1

the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a size

x k  bk 0   bkn 2  n

N 2 as a two-dimensional N1 N 2 DFT, but only for
the case where N1 and N 2 are relatively prime. It is

x k , bk 0 is the

easily seen from the definition of the DFT that the
transform of a length N real sequence x( n ) has

most significant bit. Substituting (5) into (4) yields,

𝒚=

c
k 1


n 
 bk 0   bkn 2 
n 0



conjugate symmetry, i.e. X( N -K) = X*(K). This
property facilitates to compute only half of the
transform, as the remaining half is redundant and need
not be calculated. Rader algorithm provides
straightforward way to compute only half of the
conjugate symmetric outputs without calculating the
others, which is not possible with other algorithms like
radix-2, Cooley-Tukey and Winograd. Algorithm
presented here first decomposes the one dimensional
DFT into a multidimensional DFT using the index map
proposed by Good [10]. Next, a method which is based
on the index permutation proposed by Rader [11] is used

B 1

L 1

k

(6)

 L 1

y   ck bk 0    ck bkn  2 n
k 1
n 1  k 1

L 1

N = N1

(5)

n 1

Where bkn s are the bits (0 or 1) of

x k with the final result y computed

B 1

(7)
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to convert the short DFTs into convolution. This method
changes a prime length N DFT of real data into two
convolutions of length ( N - 1)/2. One convolution is
cyclic and the other is cyclic or skew-cyclic. The index
mapping suggest by Good and Thomas for n is,

0  n1  N1  1 
n  N 2 n1  N1n2 mod N 

0  n2  N 2  1 (8)
And as index mapping for k results,
𝑘 = 𝑁2 〈𝑁2−1 〉𝑁1 𝑘1 + 𝑁1 〈𝑁1−1 〉𝑁2 𝑘2 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑁

(9)

0 ≤ 𝑘1 ≤ 𝑁1 − 1, 0 ≤ 𝑘2 ≤ 𝑁2 − 1

If we substitute the Good-Thomas index map in the
equation for DFT matrix it follows
N 2 1

X k1 , k 2   W
n2 0

n2k2
N2

 N1 1

  xn1 , n2 WNn1k1 
1
 n 0

1

(10)



N 2 1

 xn

n2  0

2

Fig.1 Mapping using Good-Thomas algorithm.
From figure.1 we realize that first stage has 2 DFTs each
having 7 -points and second stage has 7 DFTs each
having of length 2.

, k1 WNn22 k 2

One of the interesting thing here is multiplication with
twiddle factors between the stages is not required. Now
consider 𝑁1 = 7 if the data are real we need to calculate
only half of the transform. Also, as Rader showed the
zero frequency term must be calculated separately.

(11)

Steps for Good-Thomas FFT Algorithm,
An N = 𝑁1 𝑁2 point DFT can be computed according to
following steps:
(1) Index transform of input sequence,
(8).

In matrix t form, we write,

according to

 X (1)  1 2 3 4 5 6
 X ( 2)    2 4 6 1 3 5 

 

 X (3)  3 6 2 5 1 4

2) Computation 𝑁2 of DFTs of length 𝑁1 using Rader
algorithm

3) Computation of 𝑁1 DFTs of length 𝑁2 using Rader
algorithm.

4) Index transform of input sequence, according to (9).

 x ( 0) 
  x (0) 
 x (0) 

Consider the length N = 14, suppose we have 𝑁1 =
7 and 𝑁2 = 2 then mapping for the input index according
to (n = 2𝑛1 + 7𝑛2 mod 14) and (𝑘 = 4𝑘1 + 7𝑘2 mod 14)
for output index results and using these index transforms
we can construct the signal flow graph as shown in Fig.
1

 x (1) 
 x ( 2) 


 x (3) 


 x ( 4) 
 x (5) 


 x (6) 

(12)

Replacing 𝑊 𝑘 by 𝑊 (𝑛−𝑘)⋆
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 X (1) 
 X ( 2) 


 X (3) 

=

 x (1) 
 x ( 2) 


 x (3) 


 x ( 4) 
 x (5) 




 x ( 6) 

the FFT block so obtained has no multipliers at the
expanse of increased adder requirement and memory
requirement in order to store some pre calculated values.

1 2 3 3 2  1
2 3 1

1
3
2

3 1 2 2  1 3

 x ( 0) 
  x(0)
 x(0)

AS

ADD_SUB

(13)

If real and imaginary parts of W matrix in (13) are
separated, a simplification is possible. Consider first the
real part using notation in matrix that k stands for cos
(2𝜋𝑘/7). The real part of (13) becomes,
𝑿𝑹 (𝟏)
𝟏
[𝑿𝑹 (𝟐)] = [𝟐
𝟑
𝑿𝑹 (𝟑)

𝟐
𝟑
𝟏

𝒙(𝟎)
𝟑 𝒙(𝟏) + 𝒙(𝟔)
𝟏] [𝒙(𝟐) + 𝒙(𝟓)] + [𝒙(𝟎)]
𝟐 𝒙(𝟑) + 𝒙(𝟒)
𝒙(𝟎)

(14)

Using the notation of k for sin (2πk/7) gives, for
imaginary part of (13).
𝑿𝑰 (𝟏)
−𝟏 −𝟐
[𝑿𝑰 (𝟐)] = [−𝟐 𝟑
𝟑 −𝟏
𝑿𝑰 (𝟑)

𝟑 𝒙(𝟏) − 𝒙(𝟔)
−𝟏] [𝒙(𝟐) − 𝒙(𝟓)]
−𝟐 𝒙(𝟑) − 𝒙(𝟒)

(15)

The (14) and (15) are cyclic convolution relation.
Since in our problem we always convolve with the same
coefficients (In case of DFT it is twiddle factor matrix),
arithmetic efficiency can be improved by pre calculating
some of the intermediate results. These are stored in
table in memory and simply addressed as needed. Using
distributed arithmetic this can be implemented
efficiently and detail can be found in [12]. Here it will
present only the structure Fig. 2 best suited to the DFT
calculated by cyclic convolution. Initially 𝑅1 to 𝑅7 are
cleared to zero and the 𝑥𝑖 ′ s are loaded into registers 𝑅1
to 𝑅3 after addition. Then all 𝑅1 to 𝑅3 are shifted by one
bit, the last bit of each register is in 𝑅4 . The ROM
output will be added to 𝑅5 . Circular shift of 𝑅4 produces
at ROM output are added to 𝑅1 to 𝑅7 . when the first
cycle is completed content of all 𝑅1 to 𝑅7 except 𝑅4 are
right shifted by one bit and the second cycle starts. At
B-th cycle function at ADD _SUB changed from adder
to subtraction and after this B-th cycle the content of R5
to R7 gives final FFT coefficient and zero frequency
component can be calculated separately applying
accumulate and addition of 𝑥𝑖 ’s as shown in Fig. 2 and

Fig. 2 Architecture for FFT using DA.
In the proposed architecture, using the DA based
FFT (and IFFT) block that is described above, we recast
the existing FBLMS based adaptive filter. Since, the DA
based FFT block provides only half of the conjugate
symmetric outputs without calculating others (reaming
can calculated by conjugating them) and in DA based
IFFf block we require to feed only half of the conjugate
symmetric coefficients not all, which is not possible in
existing FBLMS based adaptive filters since here radix2 based FFT (and IFFT) blocks are employed and in
radix-2 there is no such facility to calculate only half of
the conjugate symmetric outputs hence, in this case half
of the processed data are redundant. Since in our
proposed FBLMS algorithm based adaptive filter, we
require to calculate only half of the conjugate symmetric
coefficients, under that condition the hardware
requirements for our proposed system is approximately
half of that of existing one. In our proposed architecture
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shown in Fig. 3. the computation of frequency domain
outputs requires 8( N/2+ 1) or 8( M + 1) number of
multiplication and required number of addition is 16N +
2.5(N1 + N2) + 2, here total number of multiplications
are much less than that of required number of
multiplications in the existing FBLMS algorithm based
adaptive filter (can be compared from Table I and Table
II) at the expanse of increased memory and adder

requirement, which drastically reduces the hardware
complexity for higher order filters as shown in Fig. 4
and it results with a adaptive filter which has high
throughput and low power dissipation with reduced area
requirement.
.

Fig.3 Proposed DA based FBLMS after optimization
.
Table І COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
EXISTING FBLMS ALGORITHM.
Multipliers
Adders

IN

Table ІІ COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY IN
PROPOSED FBLMS ALGORITHM.

10M 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑀 + 26𝑀

Multipliers
Adders

2N+5N𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁 + 1

8(𝑁⁄2 + 1)1
16N+2.5(𝑁1 + 𝑁2 )
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V

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

VI. CONCLUSION

Proposed and existed architectures are implemented
for filter length-7 and length-8 respectively. Verilog
codes are written for both of these designs and
synthesized using Xilnx 10.1 version. Family of device
was Virtex II Pro and target device was 2vpl 00-ff16966. Fig. 5 shows the logic utilization of both the
architectures. Although the filter length used in case of
existed system is 1 more then that of our proposed one,
but the FPGA resource utilization and power utilization
in case of existed system was approximately 45%
greater than that of proposed one which can be clearly
seen from Fig. 5 and 6. From Table III it is clear that our
proposed architecture based adaptive filter is 30.2%
faster than that of existed one.

In this paper it is proposed a new hardware-efficient
adaptive filter structure for very high throughput
FBLMS adaptive filters and its implementation details
were presented. The concept of DA involves for
implementation of FFT block without any hardware
multiplier using LUT and adders. Due to reduced
hardware complexity the proposed DA based FBLMS
adaptive filter is best suitable for implementation of
higher order filters in FPGA efficiently with minimum
area requirement, low power dissipation and high
throughput.

FBLMS

Fig.4 Comparison of hardware complexity
Table ІІІ : Timing comparison of Presented
Architectures
Design
Existing Architecture
Proposed Architecture

Delay (ns)
9.61
6.709
DA based FBLMS
Fig. 6 Comparison of Power utilization
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Abstract - The proposed system highlight about a robust scheme of selection of cluster leader in mobile adhoc network. The
proposed scheme has security consideration where the evaluation is carried out in presence of selfish node for intrusion detection
system. The issue of unwanted resource consumption is addressed for enhancing the network lifetime in mobile adhoc network.
There are two challenges considered in the design e.g. first without any incentives for serving others, a mobile node may behave
selfishly by furnishing false information about the residual resources in order to avoid participation in cluster leader election
process. Secondly, a restricted overhead in network performance may occur while choosing an efficient cluster leader. The proposed
system has considered reverse game theory for mitigating issues with selfish node. Simulation results show that after adopting the
proposed system, the above discussed issues has fairer chances of minimization.
Keywords-component; Selfish Node, Intrusion detection system, mobile adhoc network.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Authentication of entities and messages can be
realized in different ways using either symmetric
(3DES, AES) or asymmetric (ElGamal, RSA)
cryptographic algorithms (see e.g. [7] for details). In
order to protect the secret from attackers that move
around and compromise multiple share holders over a
long period of time, a proactive secret sharing (PSS)
scheme should be used in ad hoc networks. In PSS
schemes, secret shares are changed periodically without
changing the secret itself, so an attacker cannot use a
secret’s whole lifetime to compromise k participants.
All information an attacker collected about the secret
becomes worthless after refreshing the shares [8].
Threshold shared secret schemes can be transformed
into PSS schemes using discrete logarithms [8].
Proactive digital signatures, which are used in our work,
are an implementation of PSS schemes [9], [10].

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a selfconfiguring network that is formed automatically by a
collection of mobile nodes without the help of a fixed
infrastructure or centralized management. Each node is
equipped with a wireless transmitter and receiver, which
allow it to communicate with other nodes in its radio
communication range. There are both passive and active
attacks in MANETs. For passive attacks, packets
containing secret information might be eavesdropped,
which violates confidentiality. Active attacks, including
injecting packets to invalid destinations into the
network, deleting packets, modifying the contents of
packets, and impersonating other nodes violate
availability, integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation. Proactive approaches such as cryptography
and authentication [1][2][3][4] were first brought into
consideration, and many techniques have been proposed
and implemented. However, these applications are not
sufficient. If we have the ability to detect the attack once
it comes into the network, we can stop it from doing any
damage to the system or any data. Here is where the
intrusion detection system comes in. The various
architecture of intrusion detection system in mobile
adhoc network is Stand-alone Intrusion Detection
Systems, Distributed and Cooperative Intrusion
Detection Systems [5], Hierarchical Intrusion Detection
Systems and Mobile Agent for Intrusion Detection
Systems [6].

IDS solutions for fixed wired networks are often
hierarchical and deploy network-based sensors at key
traffic concentration points, such as switches, routers,
and firewalls. These IDS sensors are physically secured,
and use the signature-based detection technique to detect
attacks. Alerts generated by these distributed IDS
sensors are sent to centralized security servers for
analysis and correlation. The centralized security server
distributes attack signature updates to the network-based
IDS sensors. The effectiveness of IDS solutions that
were designed for fixed wired networks are limited for
wireless ad-hoc networks as described below:
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addition, they introduce methods for calculating the
regularity of a graph, with applications to anomaly
detection.

Wireless ad-hoc networks lack key concentration
points where network traffic can be monitored. This
limits the effectiveness of a network-based IDS
sensor, since only the traffic generated within radio
transmission range may be monitored.

T. Shivaprakash et.al [16] has proved that Passive
Clustering
becomes
practically
possible
by
implementing the intelligent gateway selection heuristic
and on-demand timeout mechanism.

In a dynamically changing ad-hoc network, it may
be difficult to rely on the existence of a centralized
server to perform analysis and correlation.



The secure distribution of signatures may be
difficult, due to the properties of wireless
communication and mobile nodes that operate in
disconnect mode.



It may be difficult to physically secure a mobile
host that could be captured, compromised, and later
rejoin the network as a Byzantine node.

Thomas Guyet et.al [17] presents a self-adaptive
intrusion detection system which relies on a set of local
model-based diagnosers. The redundancy of diagnoses
is exploited, online, by a meta-diagnoser to check the
consistency of computed partial diagnoses, and to
trigger the adaptation of defective diagnoser models (or
signatures) in case of inconsistency.
NGAI Cheuk Han [18] presents a public key
authentication service to protect security in the network
in the presence of malicious nodes. They develop a
novel authentication service based on trust and
clustering models.

The proposed system highlights a solution for
balancing the resource consumption of IDSs among all
nodes while preventing nodes from behaving selfishly.
To address the selfish behavior, we design incentives in
the form of reputation to encourage nodes to honestly
participate in the election scheme by revealing their cost
of analysis. The cost of analysis is designed to protect
nodes’ sensitive information (resources level) and
ensure the contribution of every node on the election
process (fairness). In section 2 we give an overview of
related work which identifies all the major research
work being done in this area. Section 3 highlights
proposed system. Implementation is discussed in
Section 4 followed by results and performance analysis
in Section 5. Section 6 makes some concluding remarks.

James Cannady et.al [19] presents an analysis of the
progress being made in the development of effective
intrusion detection systems for computer systems and
distributed computer networks.
Jens Tölle and Oliver Niggemann [20] presents a
description of a system supporting the detection of
intrusions and network anomalies by analyzing and
visualizing traffic flows in computer networks
Harley Kozushko [21] believes that combined
network-based and host-based intrusion detection
systems effectively prevent attacks from insider as well
as outsider sources.

II. RELATED WORK
Zachary K. Baker and Viktor K. Prasanna [11]
present a tool for automatic synthesis of highly efficient
intrusion detection systems using a high-level, graphbased partitioning methodology, and tree-based look
ahead architectures.

S. Staniford-Chen et.al [22] presents the design of
GrIDS (Graph-Based Intrusion Detection System).
GrIDS collect data about activity on computers and
network traffic between them.
Scott Fazackerley et.al [23] presents the LEACH
algorithm for selecting cluster heads is a probabilistic
method which produces clusters with a large variation of
link distances and uneven energy consumption during
the data transmission phase. To address this issue, a RF
signal strength algorithm based on link quality is
presented.

Amritha Sampath et.al [12] presents an effective
algorithm for selecting cluster heads in mobile ad hoc
networks using ant colony optimization.
ZHANG Jian, DING Yong, and GONG Jian [13]
applies fuzzy default theory to transform reasoning and
response engine of IDS, based on the proving of IDS as
non-monotonic, and set up an intelligent IDSFDL-IDS.

Brian Tung [24] describes the construction of
operators that combine graphs from two or more
systems into one graph.

Ashish Bagwari and Raman Jee [14] proposed The
Criteria Require for Cluster Head Gateway Selection in
Integrated Mobile Ad hoc Network. They also provide
the criteria for Cluster Head Gateway (CHG) selection
in Mobile Ad hoc network.

Dang Nguyen et.al [25] investigate the problems of
cluster head selection for large and dense MANETs
Two variants of the cluster head selection are examined:
(1) the distance-constrained selection where every node
in the network must be located within a certain distance
to the nearest cluster head; and (2) the size-constrained

Caleb C. Noble and Diane J. Cook [15] introduce
two techniques for graph-based anomaly detection. In
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selection where each cluster is only allowed to have a
limited number of members.

The model guarantees that truth-telling is always
the dominant strategy for every node during each
election phase. On the other hand, to find the globally
optimal cost-efficient leaders, a leader election
algorithm is devised to handle the election process,
taking into consideration the possibility of cheating and
security flaws, such as replay attack. The algorithm
decreases the percentage of leaders, single-node
clusters, and maximum cluster size, and increases
average cluster size. Last but not least, we address these
issues in two possible settings, namely, ClusterIndependent Leader Election (CILE) and ClusterDependent Leader Election (CDLE). In the former, the
leaders are elected according to the received votes from
the neighbor nodes. The latter scheme elects leaders
after the network is formulated into multiple clusters. In
both schemes, the leaders are elected in an optimal way
in the sense that the resource consumption for serving as
IDSs will be balanced among all nodes overtime.
Finally, we justify the correctness of proposed methods
through analysis and simulation. Empirical results
indicate that our scheme can effectively improve the
overall lifetime of an MANET. The main contribution of
this paper is a unified model that is able to: 1) balance
the IDS resource consumptions among all nodes by
electing the most cost-efficient leaders and 2) motivate
selfish nodes to reveal their truthful resources level. To
design the leader election algorithm, the following
requirements are needed:

Saira Beg et.al [26] surveyed the effectiveness and
upcoming challenges of security needs in a network
environment, especially a larger one. They considered
different tools of security, their types and detection
schemes along with summarizing basic details of
Firewall, IDS, IPS and IDPS.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The main aim of the project work is to develop an
architectural framework to elect leader in the presence
of selfish nodes for intrusion detection in mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs). To balance the resource
consumption among all nodes and prolong the lifetime
of an MANET, nodes with the most remaining resources
should be elected as the leaders. In our proposed project,
we propose a solution for balancing the resource
consumption of IDSs among all nodes while preventing
nodes from behaving selfishly. To address the selfish
behavior, we design incentives in the form of reputation
to encourage nodes to honestly participate in the
election scheme by revealing their cost of analysis. The
cost of analysis is designed to protect nodes’ sensitive
information (resources level) and ensure the
contribution of every node on the election process
(fairness). To motivate nodes in behaving normally in
every election round, we relate the amount of detection
service that each node is entitled to the nodes’ reputation
value. Besides, this reputation value can also be used to
give routing priority and build a trust environment. The
design of incentives is based on a classical mechanism
design model, namely, Vickrey, Clarke, and Groves
(VCG).
Simulation Parameters
Central Bank

Reputation (R)
Regular
Nodes

Malicious
Nodes

Checker
Node

Punish

Service Station

Unique ID
Cost-of-energy
Initial Energy Level

To protect all the nodes in a network, every node
should be monitored by a leader and



To balance the resource consumption of IDS
service, the overall cost of analysis for protecting
the whole network is minimized. In other words,
every node has to be affiliated with the most costefficient leader among its neighbors.

The main goal of using mechanism design is to
address this problem by: 1) designing incentives for
players (nodes) to provide truthful information about
their preferences over different outcomes and 2)
computing the optimal system-wide solution, which is
defined according to (1). A malicious node can disrupt
our election algorithm by claiming a fake low cost in
order to be elected as a leader. Once elected, the node
does not provide IDS services, which eases the job of
intruders. On the other hand, if node i still wins, then its
utility remains the same since the payment does not
depend on the value it reports. Second, suppose the real
valuation function ci of node i is not the lowest, then
reporting a higher value will never help the node to win.
Last but not least, the checkers are able to catch and
punish the misbehaving leaders by mirroring a portion
of its computation from time to time. A caught
misbehaving leader will be punished by receiving a

Election of Leader Node

Payment (P)



Estimates the budget
depending on payment it gets
and divides it to the other
regular nodes depending on
their reputation

Figure 1. Proposed Architecture
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negative payment. Thus, it discourages any elected node
from not carrying out its responsibility. We can thus
conclude that our mechanism is truthful and it
guarantees a fair election of the most cost-efficient
leader.
To execute the election mechanism, a leader
election algorithm is proposed which assists to elect the
most cost-efficient leaders with less performance
overhead compared to the network flooding model. We
devise all the needed messages to establish the election
mechanism taking into consideration cheating and
presence of malicious nodes. Moreover, we consider the
addition and removal of nodes to/from the network due
to mobility reasons. Finally, the performance overhead
is considered during the design of the given algorithm
where computation, communication, and storage
overhead are derived.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 2. NS2 interface showing mobile of the nodes

The proposed system is designed on 32 bit Linux
(Fedora 8) with 1.84 GHz processor and 2 GB of RAM.
The proposed system is simulated using Network
Simulator 2 (NS2). To implement the proposed system,
the energy model is used to evaluate the influence of
running IDS. Initially, we randomly assign 60 to 100
joules to each node. The proposed system assumes that
the energy required for running the IDS for one time slot
as 10 joules. The energy required to live and transmit
packets to capture the silent aspect of the problem is
ignored. The transmission radius of each node to 200
meters is configured. Two nodes are assumed as
neighbor nodes if their Euclidean distance is less than or
equal to 200 meters. Besides, we deploy different
number of nodes, which varies from 20 to 50 in an area
of 500 x 500 square meters. It helps us to measure the
performance of the nodes from sparse networks to dense
networks.

The above figure 2 shows the mobile nodes, where
it is shown basically three types of nodes e.g. feasible
channels for communication, source, and destination
node.

V. RESULTS & PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The main theme of this project work is to elect
leader in the presence of selfish nodes for intrusion
detection in mobile ad hoc networks, which is achieved
by viewing the different node activities inside the
network and the specified way has to be mentioned to
monitor those activities. Performance analysis is done to
find out whether to balance the resource consumption
among all nodes and prolong the lifetime of an
MANET, nodes with the most remaining resources
should be elected as the leaders or not. It is essential that
the process of performance analysis and definition must
be conducted in parallel. This section will discuss about
the results accomplished as well as comparative analysis
of the results accomplished.

Figure 3 Communication from source node to nearest
cluster leader node.
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Figure 5 shows the simulation results for delay in
clustering mechanism for both traditional clustering and
clustering using proposed security techniques. Due to
maximum size of cluster, the security of the proposed
technique can be assured.

Figure 4. Communication from previous cluster leader
node to next cluster leader node.
The main motive of the experiment is to analyze the
effect of node selection for intrusion detection system
on the life of all nodes. In order to show the negative
impact of selfish node, dual experiments has been
conducted: Duration taken for the first node to die and
proportion of packet analysis. The considered metrics
used are Percentage of alive nodes, power level of
nodes, fractions of leader node, mean cluster size, upper
limit cluster size, and quantity of single-node clusters.
The mobile nodes can behave selfishly before and after
the election. A node shows selfishness before election
by refusing to be a leader. On the other hand, selfishness
after election is considered when nodes misbehave by
not carrying out the detection service after being a
leader. Both kinds of selfishness have a serious impact
on the normal nodes.

Figure 6 Comparative analysis of Alive nodes
Figure 6 highlights comparative analysis of alive
nodes for cluster leader independent election,
connectivity model, as well as security aspect
considered. The proposed framework is compared with
the connectivity model since the expected performance
of the random model can be expected to be close to the
one given with low mobility. The above graphical
representation highlights that more nodes are alive in the
proposed framework as compared to the connectivity
one. As the quantity of mobile nodes maximizes, the life
of nodes also increases since there are more nodes to act
as leaders. Thus, the detection service is distributed
among the nodes which prolongs the live time of the
nodes in mobile adhoc network.
Fig. 7 compares the average cluster size of both the
models for different number of nodes. The proposed
model has a higher average cluster size than the other
one, which proves that the proposed framework is able
to uniformly distribute the load of the leaders. The
graphical representation also explains the size of the
maximum cluster. The upper limit of cluster size for
both models is increasing with the number of nodes. For
our model, the maximum cluster size is less, and thus,
avoids many problems, such as message collisions,
transmission delays, etc. This could also improve the
detection probability since more number of packets are
analyzed per node compared to the other model.
Moreover, the proposed model is able to reduce the
number of single-node clusters as the density of nodes is
increasing.

Figure 5. Delay in Clustering mechanism
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analysis. To implement our mechanism, we devised an
election algorithm with reasonable performance
overheads. We also provided the algorithmic correctness
and security properties of our algorithm. Simulation
results showed that the proposed model is able to
prolong the lifetime and balance the overall resource
consumptions among all the nodes in the network.
Moreover, we are able to decrease the percentage of
leaders, single-node clusters, and maximum cluster size,
and increase the average cluster size. These properties
allow us to improve the detection service through
distributing the sampling budget over less number of
nodes and reduce single nodes to launch their intrusion
detection system.

Figure 7 Average Cluster Size
Fig. 8 shows the impact of selfishness after election
on security. We consider the presence of 20 percent of
selfish nodes out of 10 nodes. As selfish nodes do not
exhaust energy to run the IDS service, it will live longer
than the normal nodes.
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I.

derived from the BSD and NeXTSTEP operating
systems, which all are related to UNIX.

INTRODUCTION

A mobile operating system or a mobile OS is an
OS for handheld devices or mobiles. The operating
system controls a mobile device—just like Mac OS,
Linux or Windows.There are already many mobile
platforms on the market today, includingSymbian,
iPhone, Windows Mobile, BlackBerry, Java Mobile
Edition,Linux Mobile (LiMo), and more. When I tell
people about Android,their first question is often, Why
do we need another mobile standard?

TABLE I.
MARKET SHARE OF DIFFERENT
SMARTPHONE
OPERATING SYSTEMS.

Source
Date
Android
BlackBerry OS
iOS (Apple)
Microsoft
Palm

Where’s the “wow”?
Although some of its features have appeared before,
Android is the first environment that combines the
following.’
A truly open, free development platform based on
linux and open source
A component-based
Internet mashups.

architecture

inspired

Table 1, shows the market share of different
Smartphone Operating Systems. As we see, Android’s
market has caught up very fast, as compared to other OS
which have been in the market for more time than
Android.

by

Tons of built-in services out of the box.

II. ANDROID

Automatic management of the application life
cycle.
5.

IDC (International
Data Corp.)
2011
33%
29 %
25 %
8%
3%

Android is a Linux-based operating system for
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet
computers. It is developed by the Open Handset
Alliance, led by Google, and other companies.

-quality graphics and sound.

6.
future Hardware.

Google purchased the initial developer of the
software, Android Inc., in 2005. The unveiling of the
Android distribution in 2007 was announced with the
founding of the Open Handset Alliance, a consortium of
86 hardware, software, and telecommunication
companies devoted to advancing open standards for
mobile devices.Google releases the Android code as
open-source, under the Apache License. The Android

Smartphones in today’s age are found to be based
on a number of different Operating Nokia's Symbian
OS, Apple's IOS, RIM's BlackBerry OS, Microsoft's
Windows Phone OS, Linux, Palm WebOS, Google's
Android, Samsung's Bada (operating system) and
Nokia's Maemo. Android, Bada, WebOS and Maemo
are in turn built on top of Linux, and the iPhone OS is
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With the release of the latest version, Android 4.0 has
come up with the following enhancements on the
previous versions:

Open Source Project (AOSP) is tasked with the
maintenance and further development of Android.
Android has a large community of developers
writing applications ("apps") that extend the
functionality of the devices. Developers write primarily
in a customized version of Java Apps can be
downloaded from third-party sites or through online
stores such as Google Play (formerly Android Market),
the app store run by Google. As of February 2012 there
were more than 450,000 apps available for Android, and
the estimated number of applications downloaded from
the Android Market as of December 2011 exceeded 10
billion.

Fig 1. Android Logo



Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich is the brand new
font system, which is much more appealing than
previous versions. It is known as Roboto which is
specially designed for high resolution screens and
brings a magazine-like feel to the whole interface.



Your Android smartphone will allow you to take
screenshots without rooting the smartphone or
installing any third-party apps. Just hold down the
volume down key and the power button to capture
the screen.



While this is not as compelling as Siri on iPhone,
unlike other versions of Android which support
voice commands, Android 4.0 will not take very
long to transcribe your words. Just speak it in and it
instantly transforms it into text.



This features is based on NFC (Near Field
Communication) and it allows two Android
smartphones to securely exchange Web pages,
contacts, media or even applications. It is based on
NDEF Push technology .



Android ICS has some great new camera features, a
brand new camera UI, options to edit your images
using multiple effects right after you click them and
it captures images at a ridiculously fast speeds,
probably the fastest amongst smartphones. Video
recording modes have also improved along with
support for a time lapse mode.
Android Availability

A. Android Releases
Google has updated Android from time-to-time, and
has released the following versions:


- released April 2009

B.



– released September 2009

Android costs nothing and the source code is
freely available. Its license terms are commercialfriendly, basically, one can do whatever he feels like
with it, without the intention of blaming Google, if
anything goes wrong. The one exception to this rule is
the Linux kernel, which is licensed under the GNU
Public License. Because of this, manufacturers must
release their device's Linux kernel source code after
product shipment.



- released October 20
–released May 20




2.3(Gingerbread) - released Dec. 2010




(Honeycomb) -released Feb 2011
3.0(Honeycomb) -released Feb 2011



The Android Software Development Kit (SDK)
consists of a debugger, libraries, a handset emulator,
documentation, sample code, and tutorials.

-released Oct
2011

Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) is the latest
version of the Android platform for phones, tablets, and
more. It builds on the things people love most about
Android
easy multitasking, rich notifications,
customizable home screens, resizable widgets, and deep
interactivity
and adds powerful new ways of
communicating and sharing.

C. Linux Kernel
As we have seen, Android is based on a Linux
kernel. Android works on Linux kernel 2.6.x of the
Linux kernel tree.
Google has come up with various versions of
Android, each of which is based on different Linux
versions such Android 1.5 (Cupcake) based on Linux
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Kernel 2.6.27, 1.6 (Donut) based on Linux Kernel
2.6.29, 2.0 / 2.1 (Eclair) based on Linux Kernel 2.6.29,
2.2 (Froyo) based on Linux Kernel 2.6.32 and so on.

C. Libraries
Android includes a set of C/C++ libraries used by
various components of the Android system. These
capabilities are exposed to developers through the
Android application framework. Some of the core
libraries are listed in Fig.1.

Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich ) is based on on
Linux 3.0 Kernel and later updated to 3.0.1.
III. ANDROID ARCHITECTURE

D. Android Runtime

The Android architecture and it’s main components
are shown in following figure

Android includes a set of core libraries that
provides most of the functionality available in the core
libraries of the
Java programming language. Every
Android application runs in its own process given by the
OS, and owns its own instance of the Dalvik virtual
machine. Dalvik has been written so that a device can
run multiple VMs efficiently.
The Dalvik VM is
executing files in the .dex (Dalvik Executable) format
which was optimized for minimal cpu-and-memoryusage. The Virtual Machine is register-based, and runs
classes compiledby a Java language compiler that
have been transformed at compile-time into the .dex
format using the "dx" tool, that are shipped with the
SDK. The Linux Kernel can run multiple instances of
the Dalvik VM, also providing underlying functionality
such as threads and lowest-level memory management.

Fig 2. Android Architecture

IV. ANATOMY OF AN ANDROID APPLICATION

A. Application

Application components are the essential building
blocks of an Android application. Each component is a
different point through which the system can enter your
application. Not all components are actual entry points
for the user and some depend on each other, but each
one exists as its own entity and plays a specific role—
each one is a unique building block that helps define
your application's overall behavior.

A set core application are top level of the
framework include basic application,emailclient,SMS
program calender,maps, browsers , phones and others
.All application are written in java programming
language.
B. Application framework
Developers have full access to the same framework
APIs used by the core applications. The application
architecture is designed to simplify the reusing of all
components. This mechanism allows every component
to be replaced by the user. Underlying all applications is
a set of services and systems including a rich and
extensible set of ActivitiesViews that can be used to
build an application, including grids, lists, textViews
editIntroductionTexts,
Spinners,
Buttons,
an
embeddable web browser and even an MapView which
can be put into every app within very few lines of code;
Content Providers that enable applications to access data
from other applications (such as Contacts), or to share
their own data; a automatic Resource Manager, making
non-code resources accessible from code; a Notification
Manager that enabling all applications to show custom
alerts in the upper status bar.

There are four different types of application
components. Each type serves a distinct purpose and has
a distinct lifecycle that defines how the component is
created and destroyed.
Here are the four types of application components:
A. Activity
An Activity is an application component that
provides a screen with which users can interact in order
to do something, such as dial the phone, take a photo,
send an email, or view a map. Each activity is given a
window in which to draw its user interface. The window
typically fills the screen, but may be smaller than the
screen and float on top of other windows.
An application usually consists of multiple
activities that are loosely bound to each other. Typically,
one activity in an application is specified as the "main"
activity, which is presented to the user when launching
the application for the first time. Each activity can then

An Activity Manager managing the life of each
applications and providing a useful navigation
backtrack.
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start another activity in order to perform different
actions. Each time a new activity starts, the previous
activity is stopped, but the system preserves the activity
in a stack (the "back stack"). When a new activity starts,
it is pushed onto the back stack and takes user focus.
The back stack abides to the basic "last in, first out"
stack mechanism, so, when the user is done with the
current activity and presses the Back button, it is
popped from the stack (and destroyed) and the previous
activity resumes.

permissions can query part of the content provider (such
as ContactsContract.Data) to read and write information
about a particular person.
Content providers manage access to a structured set
of data. They encapsulate the data, and provide
mechanisms for defining data security. Content
providers are the standard interface that connects data in
one process with code running in another process.
When you want to access data in a content provider,
you use the ContentResolver object in your application's
Context to communicate with the provider as a client.
The ContentResolver object communicates with the
provider object, an instance of a class that implements
ContentProvider. The provider object receives data
requests from clients, performs the requested action, and
returns the results.

When an activity is stopped because a new activity
starts, it is notified of this change in state through the
activity's lifecycle callback methods. There are several
callback methods that an activity might receive, due to a
change in its state—whether the system is creating it,
stopping it, resuming it, or destroying it—and each
callback provides you the opportunity to perform
specific work that's appropriate to that state change. For
instance, when stopped, your activity should release any
large objects, such as network or database connections.
When the activity resumes, you can reacquire the
necessary resources and resume actions that were
interrupted. These state transitions are all part of the
activity lifecycle.

You don't need to develop your own provider if you
don't intend to share your data with other applications.
However, you do need your own provider to provide
custom search suggestions in your own application.
You also need your own provider if you want to
copy and paste complex data or files from your
application to other applications.

B. Service
A service is a component that runs in the
background to perform long-running operations or to
perform work for remote processes. A service does not
provide a user interface. For example, a service might
play music in the background while the user is in a
different application, or it might fetch data over the
network without blocking user interaction with an
activity. Another component, such as an activity, can
start the service and let it run or bind to it in order to
interact with it. A Service is an application component
representing either an application's desire to perform a
longer-running operation while not interacting with the
user or to supply functionality for other applications to
use. Each service class must have a corresponding
<service>
declaration
in
its
package's
AndroidManifest.xml. Services can be started with
Context.startService() and Context.bindService().

Android itself includes content providers that
manage data such as audio, video, images, and personal
contact information. You can see some of them listed in
the reference documentation for the android.provider
package. With some restrictions, these providers are
accessible to any Android application.
D. Broadcast Receiver
A broadcast receiver is a component that responds
to system-wide broadcast announcements. Many
broadcasts originate fromthe system for example, a
broadcast announcing that the screen has turned off, the
battery is low, or a picture was captured. Applications
can also initiate broadcasts—for example, to let other
applications know that some data has been downloaded
to the device and is available for them to use. Although
broadcast receivers don't display a user interface, they
may create a status bar notification to alert the user
when a broadcast event occurs. More commonly,
though, a broadcast receiver is just a "gateway" to other
components and is intended to do a very minimal
amount of work. For instance, it might initiate a service
to perform some work based on the event.

C. Content Providers
A content provider manages a shared set of
application data. You can store the data in the file
system, an SQLite database, on the web, or any other
persistent storage location your application can access.
Through the content provider, other applications can
query or even modify the data (if the content provider
allows it). For example, the Android system provides a
content provider that manages the user's contact
information. As such, any application with the proper

A broadcast receiver is implemented as a subclass
of BroadcastReceiver and each broadcast is delivered as
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variations of pronunciation when words are spoken
together, and; 3) prosodic rules – for fluctuation in stress
and intonation across a sentence. In an NLP system that
accepts spoken input, the sound waves are analyzed and
encoded into a digitized signal for interpretation by
various rules or by comparison to the particular
language model being utilized.

an Intent object. For more information, see the
BroadcastReceiver class.
V. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
A. Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the
computerized approach to analyzing text that is based
on both a set of theories and a set of technologies. And,
being a very active area of research and development,
there is not a single agreed-upon definition that would
satisfy everyone, but there are some aspects, which
would be part of any knowledgeable person’s definition.
The definition I offer is:

Morphology
This level deals with the componential nature of
words, which are composed of morphemes – the
smallest units of meaning. For example, the word
preregistration can be morphologically analyzed into
three separate morphemes: the prefix pre, the root
registra, and the suffix tion. Since the meaning of each
morpheme remains the same across words, humans can
break down an unknown word into its constituent
morphemes in order to understand its meaning.
Similarly, an NLP system can recognize the meaning
conveyed by each morpheme in order to gain and
represent meaning. For example, adding the suffix –ed
to a verb, conveys that the action of the verb took place
in the past. This is a key piece of meaning, and in fact, is
frequently only evidenced in a text by the use of the -ed
morpheme.

“Natural Language Processing is a theoretically
motivated range of
computational techniques for
analyzing and representing naturally occurring texts at
one or more levels of linguistic analysis for the purpose
of achieving human-like language processing for a range
of tasks or applications.”

Computer
NL Input

Lexical

NL Output

Understanding

At this level, humans, as well as NLP systems,
interpret the meaning of individual words. Several types
of processing contribute to word-level understanding –
the first of these being assignment of a single part-ofspeech tag to each word. In this processing, words that
can function as more than one part-of-speech are
assigned the most probable part-of-speech tag based on
the context in which they occur.

Generation

Fig 3. Natural Language Processing
B. Levels in Natural Language Processing
The most explanatory method for presenting what
actually happens within a Natural Language Processing
system is by means of the ‘levels of language’
approach. This is also referred to as the synchronic
model of language and is distinguished from the earlier
sequential model, which hypothesizes that the levels of
human language processing follow one another in a
strictly sequential manner? Psycholinguistic research
suggests that language processing is much more
dynamic, as the levels can interact in a variety of orders.
Introspection reveals that we frequently use information
we gain from what is typically thought of as a higher
level of processing to assist in a lower level of analysis.
For example, the pragmatic knowledge that the
document you are reading is about biology will be used
when a particular word that has several possible senses
(or meanings) is encountered, and the word will be
interpreted as having the biology sense.

Additionally at the lexical level, those words that
have only one possible sense or meaning can be
replaced by a semantic representation of that meaning.
The nature of the representation varies according to the
semantic theory utilized in the NLP system. The
following representation of the meaning of the word
launch is in the form of logical predicates. As can be
observed, a single lexical unit is decomposed into its
more basic properties. Given that there is a set of
semantic primitives used across all words, these
simplified lexical representations make it possible to
unify meaning across words and to produce complex
interpretations, much the same as humans do.
launch (a large boat used for carrying
people on rivers, lakes harbors, etc.)
((CLASS
BOAT)
(PROPERTIES
(LARGE)(PURPOSE
(PREDICATION
(CLASS CARRY) (OBJECT PEOPLE))))

Phonology.
This level deals with the interpretation of speech
sounds within and across words. There are, in fact, three
types of rules used in phonological analysis: 1) phonetic
rules – for sounds within words; 2) phonemic rules – for

The lexical level may require a lexicon, and the
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categorization of SMS in different fromats based on
particularly Natural Language Programming approach.

particular approach taken by an NLP system will
determine whether a lexicon will be utilized, as well as
the nature and extent of information that is encoded in
the lexicon. Lexicons may be quite simple, with only
the words and their part(s)-of-speech, or may be
increasingly complex and contain information on the
semantic class of the word, what arguments it takes, and
the semantic limitations on these arguments, definitions
of the sense(s) in the semantic representation utilized in
the particular system, and even the semantic field in
which each sense of a polysemous word is used.

Based on the minimum hardware requirement and
less time consumining approach this catergorization is
added another feature in android smart phones.
We have added the another feature in this project
the categorization of SMS based on festivals so it will
be easy for user to generalized this smart phone in their
messaging prespective.
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Fig 4:Android Emulator
VII. CONCLUSION.
The Android operating system for the mobile
smart phones is making new stepping stone in every
new aspects.Android has contributed in many of
successful projects, the recentmost being the
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Abstract - Android is an open-source platform developed by Google and Open handset alliance. Image Processing on Android based
mobile devices is an emerging field in today’s World. Android also comes with a vast library of useful functions, including functions
for user interfaces, image/bitmap manipulation, and camera controls. Histogram equalization is widely used for contrast
enhancement in a variety of applications due to its simplicity and effectiveness. Examples include medical image processing and
radar signal processing. One drawback of the histogram equalization can be found on the fact that the brightness of an image can be
changed after the histogram equalization, which is mainly due to the flattening property of the histogram equalization. This paper
presents the implementation of Brightness Preserving Histogram Equalization in Android Platform. The drawback of histogram
equalization can be overcome by using the above mentioned method. This paper also shows the output on Android platform.
Keywords: Histogram Equalization, Image Processing, Image Acquisition, Android, BBHE.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The architecture of the image processing in the Android
mobile is shown in below.

Histogram equalization is the one of the wellknown methods for enhancing the contrast of given
images in accordance with the sample distribution of an
image. Useful applications of the histogram equalization
scheme include medical image processing and radar
image processing. In general, histogram equalization
flats the density distribution of the resultant image and
enhances the contrast of the image as a consequence,
since histogram equalization has an effect of stretching
dynamic range.
The BBHE firstly decomposes an input image into
two sub-images based on the mean of the input image.
One of the sub-images is the set of samples less than or
equal to the mean whereas the other one is the set of
samples greater than the mean. Then the BBHE
equalizes the sub-images independently based on their
respective histograms with the constraint that the
samples.

Figure 1: Architecture of the Image processing

Then the BBHE equalizes the sub-images
independently based on their respective histograms. In
other words, one of the sub-images is equalized over the
range up to the mean and the other sub-image is
equalized over the range from the mean based on the
respective histograms. Thus, the resulting equalized subimages are bounded by each other around the input
mean, which has an effect of preserving mean
brightness.

Image Acquisition refers to the capturing of image
data by a particular sensor or data repository. Once the
image data is acquired, Pre-Processing often includes
removing of noise from the acquired image data.
Histogram Equalization is the process of enhancing the
image.
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II. ANDROID

the spatial location ( i , j ) and X ( i , j ) {XO,X1,.,. . ,X
L - 1 } . For a given image X, the probability density
function p ( X k ) is defined as

A. Motivation
Image processing on mobile phones is a new and
exciting field with many challenges due to limited
hardware and connectivity. Phones with cameras,
powerful CPUs, and memory storage devices are
becoming increasingly common. The need for
benchmarking basic image processing routines such as:
addition, convolution, thresholding and edge detection is
important for comparison of systems. With this
information developers and researchers can design
complex computer vision and image processing
applications while being aware of the current state of the
art limitations and bottlenecks on mobile phones.

𝑝(𝑥𝑘 ) =

𝑛𝑘
𝑛

for k = 0 , 1 , . . . , L - 1, where nk represents the number
of times that the level Xk appears in the input image X
and n is the total number of samples in the input image.
2. Based on the probability density function, we define
the cumulative density function as
𝑘

𝐶(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑥𝑗 )
𝑗=0

Where, Xk = x, for k = 0, l , . . . , L - 1. Note that C(XL- l)
= 1 by definition. Histogram equalization is a scheme
that maps the input image into the entire dynamic range,
(Xo, XL-1), by using the cumulative density function as a
transform function.

B. Goals
The goal of this paper is to focus on Image
Acquisition, Pre-Processing through implementing
image noise removal algorithms; implementing
Histogram Equalization and Histogram Equalization
based Enhancement method on Android based mobiles
such as HTC G1, Samsung Galaxy Y etc. using the
available Android Software Development Kit (SDK).

3. Define a transform function f(x) based on the
cumulative density function as
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑋0 + (𝑋𝐿−1 − 𝑋0 )𝑐(𝑥)

C. Approach and Challenges

4. Then the output image of the histogram equalization,
Y = {Y (i,j) } , can be expressed as

The Android operating system is preferable for
benchmarking due to its recent growth and popularity.
Few of the hardware manufacturers are e.g. HTC,
Motorola, LG and Samsung. The Android operating
system is supported and a part of the Open Handset
Alliance. This alliance positions key manufacturers,
cellular providers and the Android operating system in a
collaborative environment which has caused large
growth since October 2008 when the first Android
mobile phone was released.

Y = 𝑓(𝑋)
IV. BBHE

= { {𝑓(𝑋(𝑖, 𝑗))| ∈ 𝑋}

ALGORITHM:
Input: An Image file, Row M, Column N

Few challenges when implementing Android
mobile devices with Android OS includes architecting
software and optimizing code for

Output: Enhanced Image after histogram Equalization

a. Memory limitations

1. Denote by Xm the mean of the image X and assume
that

b. CPU limitations

𝑋𝑚 {𝑋0 , 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … . . 𝑋𝐿−1 }
,
,Based on the
mean, the input image is decomposed into two subimages XL and XU as

Steps:

c. Image Quality limitations
III. HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION
ALGORITHM:

2. The probability density functions of the sub-image XL
and
XU
as

Input: An Image file, Row M, Column N
Output: Enhanced Image after histogram Equalization
Steps:
1. Let X = { X ( i ,j ) } denote a given image composed
of L discrete gray levels denoted as {XO,X1,.,. . ,X L - 1 } ,
where X ( i , j ) represents an intensity of the image at

and
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V. RESULTS

iv. Output Image of Furniture

i. Input Image of Flowers

v. Input Image of persons

ii. Output Image of Flowers

vi. Output Image of persons

iii. Input Image of Furniture
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VI. CONCLUSION

[3]. Y. Li, Wang, and D. Y. Yu, “Application of
adaptive histogram equalization to x-ray chest
image,” Proc. Of the SPIE, pp. 513-514, Vol. 2321
1994.

In this paper we have used two different image
enhancement methods that are popularly used in image
understanding studies. Our results show that the images
after enhancement have better visibility than the original
images. This paper shows that the processing can be
applied even for the real time image that is the image
captured from mobile. This paper also avoids the
flattening property of Histogram Equalization by using
the Bi-Histogram Equalization.

[4]. Y.T. Kim, “Contrast Enhancement using
Brightness
Preserving
Bi–Histogram
Equalization”. IEEE Transactions on Consumer
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Abstract - Today the major problem that the people are facing is spam mails or e-mail spam. In recent years there are so many
schemes are developed to detect the spam emails. Here the primary idea of the similarity matching scheme for spam detection is to
maintain a known spam database, formed by user’s feedback, to block the subsequent near-duplicate spam’s. We propose a novel email abstraction scheme, which considers e-mail layout structure to represent e-mails. We present a procedure to generate the e-mail
abstraction using HTML content in e-mail, and this newly devised abstraction can more effectively capture the near-duplicate
phenomenon of spams. Moreover, we design a complete spam detection system Cosdes (standing for Collaborative Spam Detection
System), which possesses an efficient near-duplicate matching scheme and a progressive update scheme. To detect fastly near
duplicates and duplicate spam mails in Cosdes, we propose a new approach SimHash.
Keywords - Spam mails, Emails, Near Duplicate SimHash, Spam Trees.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet is the most widely used area. In internet
most widely used are E-mails. E-mails play a major role
for the communication between the people .The people
who are using emails cannot verify the duplicate and
near duplicate web documents creating the more
problems on the web search engines. These documents
will increase the space required to store the index, slow
down the searching results and the annoy users.
According to the data availability on the internet, the
huge data are shorts texts such that mobile phone short
messages, instant messages, chat log, BBS titles etc.

90% of spam is in English. A year ago it was 96%,
so spam is getting more “international.”



88% of all spam is sent from botnets (networks of
compromised PCs).



91% of spam contains some form of link.



Unsolicited newsletters are increasing and are now
the second most common type of spam.



Spam from webmail services like Gmail and
Hotmail isn’t as common as you might think. Only
0.7% of spam is sent from webmail accounts.

1 in 284 emails contain malware.



1 in 445 emails are phishing emails.



As many as 95 billion phishing emails were in
circulation in 2010.



Unfortunately, the status of duplicate and near
duplicate messages is very complex. Among these
especially near duplicates and spam mails.

These differences may result from several causes:
1) same contents appearing on different sites are all
crawled, processed and indexed; 2) mistake introduced
while parsing these loosely structured and noisy text
(HTML page may contain ads., and it is known as
shorting of semantics useful for parsing); 3) manual
typos (all information on Internet are created by people
originally) and manual revising while being referred and
reused; 4) explicit modification to make the short
message suitable for difference usage.

The statistical information is given by the
Information Industry Ministry of china that more than
1.56 billion mobile phone short messages are sent each
day in Mainland China. You already know how much of
email is spam, but here are a bunch of other factoids as
per [9] you may not be aware of:




Checking may be applicable manually when the
scale of repository is small. E.g. hundreds or hundreds
or thousands of instances. When the amount of instances
increases to millions and more, obviously, it becomes
impossible for human beings to check them one by one,
which is tedious, costly and prone to error. Resorting to
computers for such kind of repeatable job is desired, of
which the core is an algorithm to measure the difference
between any pair of short messages, including
duplicated and near duplicated ones.
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In Section 2, we define near duplicate and the
construction of SP Tree and in section 3 we describe
how SimHash works, in section 4 SimHash advantages
and disadvantages A brief review of conventional work
is presented in Section 4, followed by conclusion in
Section 5.

We propose the COSDES as a specific procedure
SAG to generate the e-mail abstraction using HTML
content in e-mail. Procedure SAG is composed of three
major phases, Tag Extraction Phase, Tag Reordering
Phase, and <anchor> Appending Phase. In Tag
Extraction Phase, the name of each HTML tag is
extracted, and tag attributes and attribute values are
eliminated. In addition, each paragraph of text without
any tag embedded is transformed to <mytext/>.

2. Preliminaries
2.1 Near Duplicate

An example of the preprocessing step in Tag
Extraction Phase of SAG.

Near-duplicate spam detection is to exploit reported
spams and to subsequently block one which have similar
content. The definition of similarity between two emails are diverse for different forms of email.
representing e-mails based mainly on content text, we
represent e-mail using an HTML tag sequence, which
depicts the layout Structure of e-mail, and look forward
to more effectively capturing the near-duplicate
phenomenon of spams.
Near-Duplicate:
Let I ={t1, t2, . . . . .tn} be the set of valid HTML
Tags with two types of newly created HTML tags
<mytext/> and <anchor/>. An e-mail abstraction derived
as <e1, e2, . . . , ei; . . . , em>, which is an ordered list of
tags, where ei Є I.
The definition of near duplicate is: “Two e-mail
abstractions A=<a1, a2, . . . ,ai, . . . , an> and B=<b1, b2,
. . . , bi, . . . , bm> are viewed as

Procedure flow of Structure Abstraction Generation

near-duplicate if for all ai= bi and n = m.
2.2 Related Works
Since the e-mail spam problem is increasingly
serious various techniques have been explored to solve
the problem. They can be categorized into the
categories: 1) content-based methods,2) non contentbased methods, and 3) others. Researchers analyze email content text and model this problem as a binary
text classification task. The solutions of this category are
Naive Bayes, and Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
methods. Naive Bayes methods train a probability
model using classified e-mails, and each word in e-mails
will be given a probability of being a suspicious spam
keyword. As for SVMs, it is a supervised learning
method, which possesses outstanding performance on
text classification tasks. Markov random field model,
neural network and logic regression, and certain specific
features, such as URLs and images have also been taken
into account for spam detection. The other group
attempts to exploit noncontent information such as email header, e-mail social network, and e-mail traffic to
filter spams. Collecting notorious and innocent sender
addresses (or IP addresses) from e-mail header to create
blocked list and allowable mail list.
2.3 Structure Abstraction Generation
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its weight. Then, we transform such a high dimensional
vector into an f bit - fingerprint where f is quite small
compared with the original dimensionality.

2.4 Design of Spam Tree
SP tree is a data structure to facilitate the process of
near-duplicate matching. SpTable and SpTrees (Sp
stands for spam) are proposed to store large amounts of
the e-mail abstractions of reported spams. Several
SpTrees are the kernel of the database, and the e-mail
abstractions of collected spams are maintained in the
corresponding SpTrees. According to near duplicate
definition, two e-mail abstractions are possible to be
near-duplicate only when the numbers of their tags are
identical.

The calculation of the hash is performed in the
following way:

For efficient matching Sp Trees are designed to be
binary trees. The branch direction of each SpTree is
determined by a binary hash function. If the first tag of a
subsequence is a start tag (e.g.,<div>), this subsequence
will be placed into the left child node. A subsequence
whose first tag is an end tag (e.g.,</div>) will be placed
into the right child node. Since most HTML tags are in
pairs and the proposed e-mail abstraction is reordered in
SAG, subsequences are expected to be uniformly
distributed. Moreover, on level i of each SpTree (with
the root on level 0), each node stores subsequences
whose tag lengths are equal to 2i. For instance, as shown
in Fig, the subsequence <spam:com> is placed into level
0, the subsequence </p><a> (whose tag length is 21) is
placed into level 1, and so forth.

1.

Document is splitted into tokens (words for
example) or super-tokens (word tuples)

2.

Each token is represented by its hash value; a
traditional hash function is used

3.

Weights are associated with tokens

4.

A vector V of integers is initialized to 0, length of
the vector corresponds to the desired hash size in
bits

5.

In a cycle for all token's hash values (h), vector V is
updated: ith element is decreased by token's weight
if the ith bit of the hash h is 0, otherwise ith element
is increased by token's weight if the ith bit of the
hash h is 1

6.

Finally, signs of elements of V correspond to the
bits of the final fingerprint

Sample program to show how SimHash works:
public class HtmlSimhash {
private static final Logger LOG =
Logger.getLogger(HtmlSimhash.class );
public static void main(String[] args) {
Tap inputTap = new Hfs( new TextDelimited(new
Fields("docid","body"), " " ),args[0] );
Tap outputTap = new StdoutTap();
// create the flow
Flow simhashFlow = Simhash.simhash(inputTap,
outputTap, 1, HtmlText.tokenizer(3));
simhashFlow.complete(); // or add to your
Cascade, etc
}
}

Figure: Illustration of SP Tree with an example
3.

In this paper, we show that SimHash is indeed
effective and efficient in detecting both duplicate (with k
= 0) and near-duplicate (with k > 0) (see the two typical
examples in TABLE II.) among large short message
repository. However, we also notice that due to the born
feature of short messages, k = 3 may not be an Ideal
parameter for. For example, as shown in TABLE III. , k
= 2 is enough to detect the one-character difference, but
k has to be 5 to detect the same pair of messages with
two-character difference. Besides, with the same one-

Near-Duplicate Detection by SimHash

Charikar’s SimHash [4], actually, is a fingerprinting
technique that produces a compact representation of the
objects may be documents or images. So, it allows for
various processing, once applied to original data sets, to
be done on the compact sketches, a much smaller and
well formatted (fixed length) space. With documents,
SimHash works as follows: a Web document is
converted into a set of features, each feature tagged with
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character difference, short messages require larger k for
effective detection. This may be explained by an
observation, that the same difference, e.g. having one
different character on the same position of two spam
messages, would be more influential to short text than to
long text.

won a prize money of INR750,000.00
K=5

1) Your e-mail address attached to Winning
number
20-12jan-2010-02MSW,
serial
number S/N-00168, drew the lucky numbers
887-13-866-37-10-83

This is a paper focusing on discussing Solution for
real application. Firstly, we demonstrate a series of
practical values of SimHash-based approach by
experiments and our experience.

(2) Your e-mail address attached to
Winningnumber20-12DEC-2010-02MSW,
serial number S/N-00168, drew the lucky
numbers 887-13-865-37-10-83

Secondly, we point out that k = 3 may be suitable
for near-duplicated spam mail detection, but obviously
not suitable for short messages.

TABLE
IV.
EXAMPLE:
DETECT
SAME
DIFFRENCE BUT SHORTER TEXT REQUIRES
LARGER k (WITH DIFFERENCES HIGHLIGHTED
IN GRAY)

Thirdly, we propose one empirical choice, k = 5 , as
applied on our Online short message search. TABLE1.
TYPICAL NEAR-DUPLICATES OF SPAM MAILS
WITH DIFFERENCES HIGHLIGHTED IN GREY

K=2

1.International Monetary Fund congratulate
you as our Ten(10) Star Prize Winner in our
2011 End of Year IAP held in London.This
makes you a cash prize of £750,000.00 GBP

1.
Your
e-mail
has
won
you,
(£750,000.00.Pounds) from COCA COLA
NATIONAL LOTTERY On our 2011 charity
bonanza
2.
Your
e-mail
has
won
you,
($750,000.00.Dollors) from COCA COLA
NATIONAL LOTTERY On our 2011 charity
bonanza

K=5
2. IMF congratulate you as our Ten(10) Star
Prize Winner in our 2011 End of Year IAP held
in London.This makes you a cash prize of
£750,000.00 GBP

1.Great Opportunity --- IT Professionals only
IIPM seeing FOR INDIAN PROFILES !
2.Great Opportunity -- IT Professionals only
IIPM LOOKING FOR INDIAN PROFILES *

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of SimHash

TABLE II. EXAMPLE: DETECT DUPLICATE
WITH 0 k = AND NEAR-DUPLICATE WITH 0 k >
(WITH DIFFERENCES HIGHLIGHTED IN GRAY)

SimHash has several advantages for application
based on our experience:

K=0

1.

Transforming into a standard fingerprint makes it
applicable for different media content, no matter
text, video or audio;

2.

Fingerprinting provides compact representation,
Which not only reduces the storage space greatly?
but allows for quicker comparison and search.

1.Great Opportunity -- IT Professionals only
IIPM LOOKING FOR INDIAN PROFILES
2.Great Opportunity -- IT Professionals only
IIPM LOOKING FOR INDIAN PROFILES

K>0

1.
Your
e-mail
has
won
you,
(£750,000.00.Pounds) from COCA COLA
NATIONAL LOTTERY On our 2011 charity
bonanza

3. Similar content has similar SimHash code, which
permits easier distance function to be? determined
for application.

2.
Your
e-mail
has
won
you,
($750,000.00.Dollors) from COCA COLA
NATIONAL LOTTERY On our 2011 charity
bonanza

4.

It is applicable for both duplicate and near duplicate
Detection, with k = 0 and k > 0 respectively.

5.

Similar processing time for different setting of k if
via the proposed divide-and-search mentioned
above, and this is valuable for practice since we are
able to detect more near duplicates with no extra
cost.

6.

The search procedure of similar encoded objects is
easily to be implemented in distributed environment
based on our implementation experience.

TABLE III. EXAMPLE: DETECT SAME LONG
TEXT BUT MORE DIFFRENCE REQUIRES
LARGER k (WITH DIFFERENCES HIGHLIGHTED
IN GRAY)
K=2

1.We are Pleased to inform you that you have
won a prize money of GBP750,000.00
2.We are Pleased to inform you that you have
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7.

5.

From the point of software engineering view, this
procedure may be implemented into standard
module and be re-used on similar applications,
except that the applicants may determine the related
parameters themselves.

they’re sending to take the time to make them make
sense.
If it asks for personnel Information:
Most institutions you deal with come right out and
say they’re never going to ask for personal information
in an email. They don’t need to ask you for your
personal information anyway because they usually have
it on hand. So, if you get an email that asks you for any
personal information, no matter how legitimate it might
seem, delete it right away. Personal information is only
meant to be entered in secure, encrypted forms, not
emails where anyone and everyone can get their hands
on your information.

Challenges to Detect Spam E-Mails

In this day and age, spammers are becoming more
and more sophisticated. They are finding ways to trick
people into thinking their unsolicited junk messages are
worth the time you spend reading them. While many
users are savvy enough to figure out what’s real and
what’s bogus among their electronic correspondence,
there are many out there who take what they receive at
face value and open it.

Look at the Greeting:

This is alright though because sometimes the
electronic junk mail swindlers are clever enough to pull
the wool over our eyes. It’s in the best interests of your
computer’s health and your sanity to research how to tell
if an email is spam or genuine. We researched this topic
extensively and generated a list of the top five ways to
tell if an email is spam. These rules can help you when
spam slips through the protection of your Spam filter.

When you receive a genuine email, the sender
addresses you directly, using either your first or last
name. If you receive an email where they refer to you as
a “Valued Customer” or as a member of some company,
its spam. Senders of your genuine emails want to get
your attention, so they always address you directly. We
don’t know about you, but when we read “Dear Valued
Customer,” our eyes begin to glaze over and our mouse
cursor can’t drag it to the trash fast enough.

Here are the some of the following list:
If it ends up in Spam Folder:

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

You might be reading this entry and thinking
“Duh!” But you would be surprised how many people
go rummaging through their spam folder like there’s
something they need in there. Unless you accidentally
categorized legitimate emails as spam, you can be pretty
sure that all the emails you need will appear in your
inbox. Sometimes emails from certain websites end up
in the spam folder. You must deal with those on a caseby-case basis to determine whether or not they’re
legitimate of pushing garbage into your inbox.

Uses an innovative tree structure, SpTrees, to store
large amounts of the e-mail abstractions of reported
spams. To achieve efficient matching with balanced tree
structure, SpTrees are designed to be binary trees. The
branch direction of each SpTree is determined by a
binary hash function.
The improvement is limited since we map each
subsequence in a node of an SpTree to a hash value.
Therefore, the subsequences that have some prefix tags
in common still can be differentiated with one
comparison. In this paper, Instead of mapping each
subsequence in a node of an SpTree to a hash value
using a binary hash function we propose to replace it
with a special hash function, namely Simhash.

Look at the Email Address:
Legitimate companies send emails through a server
based out of their company website (for example,
support@microsoft.com). If you see a long string of
numbers in front of the @ sign or the name of a free
email service before the .com (or any other domain),
you need to question the legitimacy of the email in
question.

The advantage of this over other hash functions is
that it sets a minimum on the number of members that
the two sets must share in order to match. This mitigates
the effect of extremely common set members on data
clusters.

Look at the Content:
Keep an eye out for emails that say you need to do
something right at that second or within a certain
number of hours. Also, be wary of any emails that
include links. Most companies tell you what to do, but
they never direct you to where to do it with a link.
Finally, rampant grammatical and spelling errors within
the body of an email are good signs that it’s spam.
Spammers don’t care enough about the actual messages

SimHash based approach is Fast, Flexible,
Customizable (HtmlSimhash), Scalable and is patented.
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Abstract - The term software build refers either to the process of converting source code files into standalone software artifact(s) that
will be ready for deployment, or the result of doing so. Agile methodology is used in case of large projects where time critical factor
and the situations where deliverables are submitted in stages. Agile methodology uses CI(continuous integration) tools in software
build process, CI at any time picks up all latest code for package creation. For a build system where any error/non-working code
cannot be afforded, mechanism is needed to pick a code which is the most functional state(locally tested by the developer before
committing in the VCS) for the package(load/build) creation. Mechanism to view the old build details should be there. Customerreleased loads will require immediate delta fixes which requires creation of branches for required components and privileged users
should be allowed to start the load creation on safe decision. Our build enhancement system allows to enter the revision(version)
numbers directly into the build environment making sure that only working code will be taken into the main build, Our system will
provide UI(user interface) to view old build revision numbers based on the load name [Convention]or year and month of load
creation. We have also provided auto-suggest feature for load selection. We have provided automated branch creation based on the
load name and the component name without waiting for scm(software configuration management) engineer , so that the developer
can start working on the patch faster, In our build enhancement system we have provided UI for triggering build.
Keywords-continuous integration; agile model ; svn; software build.

I.

members of a team integrate their work frequently,
usually each subsystems code integrates at least daily leading to multiple integrations per day[2]. Each
integration is verified by an automated build (including
test) to detect integration errors as quickly as possible.
Many teams find that this approach leads to significantly
reduced integration problems and allows a team to
develop cohesive software more rapidly.

INTRODUCTION

Some people use the term “build” to mean compile,
and this is not correct. On the teams that use no
automated tools, the compile might be the only step in
their build process, but in case of larger projects that has
many subsystems (components ) “build” is a process of
taking the source of a software system and making it
ready for deployment[9].

Here are some tasks that need to be done when
creating a software build system,

The Wikipedia defines it as follows,
The term software build refers either to the process
of converting source code files into standalone software
artifact(s) that can be run on a computer, or the result of
doing so[7]. One of the most important steps of a
software build is the compilation process where source
code files are converted into executable code.
Agile model is best model for larger projects where
entire project has to be divided into different
subsystems(components). In agile module code will be
reviewed, compiled and tested at regular intervals, Agile
model can be used in case of urgent projects that are
critical to the organization. which is also excels when
requirements are unknown or changing[4]. Continuous
Integration is integral part of agile model for improving
software quality and reducing project risks. where



Getting Source Code from source control.



Update the build
documentation.



Tag the code in source control.



Build the code.



Run automated unit tests.



Build the documentation[7].

numbers

in

code

and

Manual effort is needed at different levels of the
complete s/w build process. This is error prone and
sometimes will lead to incorrect s/w builds. It also
includes redundant tasks. In this paper we will discuss
the different stages at which manual efforts are required
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and introducing the build enhancement system to
remove manual involvement in the build process. by
doing that we can,

The software build process make use of many tools
for example





Standard Make Tool used for Build

Improve product quality





Continuous integration Tool Ex: HUDSON

Accelerate the compile and link processing





Eliminate redundant tasks

Subversion [SVN] used for Software Configuration
Management



Minimize "bad builds"





Eliminate dependencies on key personnel

A group server
environment



Have history of builds and releases in order to
investigate issues



Save time and money

II. TRADITIONAL
PROCESS

SOFTWARE

used as the development

A special repository(SCM repository) will be
created which will be having only the external
properties which has component names and urls of
associated repositories this repository will be managed
by SCM Team . Tags & External Properties are
configured in SCM Repository. Developers checkout the
sandbox url to obtain the complete work environment.

BUILD

Software projects involve many components that
need to be orchestrated together to build a product.
Keeping track of all of these is a major effort,
particularly when there's multiple people involved. So
it's not surprising that over the years software
development teams have built tools to manage all this.
These tools - called Source Code Management tools,
configuration management, version control systems,
repositories, or various other names - are an integral part
of most development projects[1]. The sad and surprising
thing is that they aren't part of all projects.

Developers checkout all the subsystem repositories
from the SCM repository/ Developers work on their
respective subsystem and commits the change to SVN.

So as a simple basis make sure we get a decent
source code management system. Cost isn't an issue as
good quality open-source tools are available. The
current open source repository of choice is Subversion.
(The older open-source tool CVS is still widely used,
and is much better than nothing, but Subversion is the
modern choice.) the most commercial source code
management tools are liked less than Subversion[3].

One of the features of version control systems is
that they allow you to create multiple branches, to
handle different streams of development. This is a
useful, and essential, feature - but it's frequently
overused and gets people into trouble.it is suggested to
Keep use of branches to a minimum. In particular there
will be a mainline(trunk): a single branch of the project
currently under development. Pretty much everyone
should work off this mainline most of the time
(Reasonable branches are bug fixes of prior production
releases and temporary experiments)[3].

It is recommended for developers to do an Update
frequently in order receive the commits from the other
repositories.
The SCM engineer will update external properties
of the scm repositories with the revision numbers
provided by the developer, and trigger the build through
CI tool through Hudson,

Once we get a source code management system, will
make sure it is the well known place for everyone to go
get source code. Nobody should ever ask "where is the
foo-whiffle file?" Everything should be in the
repository.
The
repository
is
created
for
each
subsystem(component) of the project, each of the
component will have the high level directory structure
which includes directories for, source code, libraries,
build scripts, test.
Each of the repositories associated with the external
properties and tagging, the developer can start working
by checking out the repository into local development
machine, developer will commit the changes done at the
local working copy into the repository Code check-ins
are supervised with SVN hooks.

Fig.1: traditional S/W build process
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All development and corrections will be happening
on trunk/mainline.
Short lived branches will be created
critical/immediate corrections for SysVe.

pick it up and updates in svn:externals, this involves the
manual efforts which involves redundant tasks and
error-prone which interns lead to incorrect s/w build.
customer released loads will require immediate delta
fixes this should be handled by creation of branches for
required components,this is handled by the creation of
branches for required components developer will
request to the scm engineer for branch creation for
corresponding component by giving the load name and
component name for which branch has to be created,
scm will refer to the load details(revision numbers) and
replicate the component environment using svn
branches, here the developer has to wait for scm
engineer to create branch, it's a time consuming, it will
delay the fixes[5]. If developer need to know the which
revision no for particular component gone through the
particular load, has to request to the scm for load details,
or search through the not so easy svn commit logs which
is time consuming.

for

A separate Hudson(CI Tool) project is created on
demand if there are pronto correction required o
released loads to SyVe. The Hudson project is created
based on the load released.
As per individual component requirements,
branches are created on demand. The corrections in the
branches should be maintained in the trunk as well.
These branches are short-lived and are terminated
with next SyVe release.
As per individual component requirements, the svn
revision picked up for that particular Hudson project is
managed. The patches for blocking issues will be
delivered on demand. This is done through hyphen loads
which contains the increments to the load released.

Developer is dependent on scm for triggering a
build patch build or full s/w build.

For the creation of branches the developer will
request to the SCM engineer, by providing the load
name and the particular component to which branch has
to be created, through committed logs scm engineer will
go through the load details( i,e pick up revision number
of the given load) and create the branch based on the
corresponding revision number of the component.

IV. SOFTWARE
SYSTEM :

BUILD

ENHANCEMENT

III. LOOP HOLES IN THE TRADITIONAL CI
BUILD PROCESS
Entities involved in the build process are :
developer
svn
scm engineer
CI Tool
Testing phase
Fig : S/W build process using build enhancement system

Each component may have a separate svn
repository. A developer workspace will contain all the
components checkout using a single svn url which has
all these component urls configured in svn external
properties. Developers work on their respective
subsystem and commits the change to SVN.

Our build enhancement system removes most of
manual efforts involved in software build process, the
build enhancement system provides web based user
interface, built on RHEL platform, through our system
developers will be permitted to commit the revision
directly into the build environment sandbox[svn external
properties] where the software build happens, .This
eliminates the error prone rvn no posting and reading
process.

A CI system at any time picks up all latest code for
package creation, but for a fast paced build system
where any error/nonworking code cannot be afforded,
the SCM team has to ensure the same[10]. scm engineer
has the responsibility of taking the revision numbers of
the components from the corresponding developer for
the next build and update them into the scm repository’s
svn:external properties, developer will post revision
numbers into wikipage, scm/uit team has to manually

Developer itself can create branch by providing
load name and the component name, without waiting for
scm person. Our system will go through the load details
and replicate the component environment using svn
branches.
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User interface is created to view the old build
details, developer can search build details based on the
load name, which will also provide the autosuggest
feature. Also can search build details by year and month
name of the build creation, This eliminates the
involvement of an SCM person or other difficult svn
commit log references
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The privileged user can trigger build directly
through build enhancement system.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To overcome the manual efforts involved in the
continuous integration software build creation we have
proposed and implemented software build enhancement
system which will make the Agile work flow faster and
error less through a single access /operation point for all
build related steps.
We see scope for Improvement in Notification area
where we can include mail through SMTP.
Can incorporate other tool links. E.g .For NLOC
generation, staic/runtime code analysis tools etc.
This can be extended to the E2E perspective of a CI
system which includes different functions and stages of
the Unit Integration testing
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Abstract - Grid computing is a virtualized distributed computing environment which aims at enabling the dynamic “runtime”
selection, sharing, and aggregation of distributed autonomous resources based on the availability, capability, performance. The
performance of grid is improved in many aspect based on various research direction of last few year. In grid computing, load sharing
is the major research issue. This paper further explains various existing techniques, architectures, applications of grid computing.
And this paper proposed an application, in which state wise counseling for higher studies is applied. The proposed system has many
grid located in many places which spreads geographically in different places. Further these grids are interconnected using inter-grid
architecture. The conclusion of the proposed work is proved that the optimal load sharing and efficient transmission of data is
obtained in the proposed work.
Keywords: Grid Computing, Load Sharing, Grid Architecture, Inter Grid Connectivity.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the mid-1990s the grid metaphor was applied to
computing, by extending and advancing the 1960s
concept of “computer time sharing.” The grid metaphor
strongly illustrates the relation to, and the dependency
on, a highly interconnected networking infrastructure.
According to IBM’s definition [1], grid is a
collection of distributed computing resources available
over a local or wide area network that appears to an end
user or application as one large virtual computing
system. The vision is to create virtual dynamic
organizations [2] through secure, coordinated resourcesharing among individuals, institutions, and resources.
Grid computing is an approach to distributed computing
that spans not only locations but also organizations,
machine architectures, and software boundaries to
provide unlimited power, collaboration, and information
access to everyone connected to a grid.
1.1 KEY ISSUES IN GRID COMPUTING



Future directions;



What are the components of grid computing
systems/architectures?



Portal/user interfaces



User security



Broker function



Scheduler function



Data management function



Job managementand resource management



Are there stable
computing?



Virtual organization creation and management



Service groups and discovery services

standards

supporting



Choreography, orchestration, and workflow

The key issues in the grid computing are:



Transactions



benefits of Grid and status of technology;



Metering service



Motivations for considering computational grids;



Accounting service



Brief history of grid computing;



Billing and payment service



Is grid computing ready for prime time?;



Grid system deployment issues and approaches



Early suppliers and vendors Challenges;



Generic implementations

grid
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Security considerations—Can grid computing be
trusted?



What are the grid deployment/management issues?



Challenges and approaches



Availability of products by categories



Business grid types



Deploying a basic computing grid



Deploying more complex computing grid



Grid operation



What are the economics of grid systems?



The chargeable grid service



The grid payment system



Communication and networking infrastructure



Communication systems for local grids



Communication systems for national grids



Communication systems for global grids

needs of a new IT service or to handle dynamically
changing workloads.
1.

ARCHITURAL DESIGN AND RECENT
DEVELOPMENT IN GRID COMPUTING

The evolution of grid system and the architecture of
grid system are shown in the figure 1 and figure 2.

1.2 VIRUATILIZATION IN GRID SYSTEM
From the key issues, the Virtualization [3] [4] is a
most important requirement of grid systems, and the
virtualization can span the following domains:
1.

Server virtualization for horizontally and vertically
scaled server environments. Server virtualization
enables optimized utilization, improved service
levels, and reduced management overhead.

2.

Network virtualization, enabled by intelligent
routers, switches, and other networking elements
supporting virtual LANs. Virtualized networks are
more secure and more able to support unforeseen
spikes in customer and user demand.

3.

Storage virtualization (server, network, and arraybased). Storage virtualization technologies improve
the utilization of current storage subsystems, reduce
administrative costs, and protect vital data in a
secure and automated fashion.

4.

5.

Figure 1: Evolution of Grid system

Figure 2: Layered Architecture of Grid System
The following are the Grid consortium [5] [6]
which focuses on grid computing and its engineering
applications:

Application virtualization enables programs and
services to be executed on multiple systems
simultaneously. This computing approach is related
to horizontal scaling, clusters, and grid computing,
in which a single application is able to
cooperatively execute on a number of servers
concurrently.
Data center virtualization, whereby groups of
servers, storage, and network resources can be
provisioned or reallocated on the fly to meet the



Asia Pacific Grid



Australian Grid Forum



Content Alliance: About Content Peering



Distributed.net



eGrid: European Grid Computing Initiative



EuroTools SIG on Metacomputing
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Global Grid Forum [2]



OpenMolGrid



Global Grid Forum (GGF)



Particle Physics Data Grid



Grid Computing Info Centre



The International Grid (iGrid)



GridForum Korea



UK Grid Apps Working Group



IEEE Task Force on Cluster Computing



US Virtual Observatory



New Productivity Initiative (NPI)



Bayanihan Computing Group



Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Working Group



Cetacean acoustic communication study



SETI@home



The Distributed Coalition

The figure 3 is shown the architectural designs for
connecting the local gird computing systems [10] [11].
The figure 4 is shown the architectural designs for
connecting the intra grid computing systems [12] [13].
In which the local grid is located in one place, it means
that the entire grid is located geographically in one
place. Whereas the intra grid and inter grid architecture
are proposed to connect two various grid systems that
located two or more different places.

And the following are the few Grid Applications in the
recent world wide implementation:


Access Grid



APEC Cooperation for Earthquake Simulation



Australian Computational Earth Systems Simulator



Australian Virtual Observatory



Cellular Microphysiology



DataGRID—WP9:
Application [7]



Distributed Proofreaders



DREAM Project: Evolutionary Computing and
Agents Applications



EarthSystemGrid



Fusion Collaboratory



Geodise: Aerospace Design Optimisation



Globus Applications



GRid seArch & Categorization Engine (GRACE)



HEPGrid: High Energy Physics and the Grid
Network



Italian Grid (GRID.IT) Applications



Japanese BioGrid



NEESgrid: Earthquake
Collaboratory [8]



Knowledge Grid [9]



Molecular Modelling for Drug Design



NC BioGrid



Neuro Science—Brain Activity Analysis



NLANR Distributed Applications

Earth

Observation

Engineering

Science

Figure 3. Local Grid Architecture

Virtual

Figure 4. Intra Grid Architecture
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In the proposed system, Grid are interconnected
and for optimized data transmission, a centralized contol
system is proposed which is termed as Grid Control
System (GCS). In order to meet more number of request
from the users, the proposed system using the Grid
Control System (GCS).

II. PROPOSED WORK
In this paper, we proposed a state wise higher
education counselling system for engineering admission.
Now a days, admission to professional courses become
centralized which mostly under the control of affiliated
university. In india, tamilnadu become one among best
place for professional courses. Merely 500 engineering
colleges running under single affiliated university. For
admission into all courses and all colleges, counselling
based on mark is arranged for students to get their
choice. In order to arrange such counselling in the
geographically large area, centralized and multiple nodal
is required. Therefore, we proposed grid computing for
professional course counselling.

The functionalities of the GCS are
1) will receive the query from the user
2) assign effecively the job scheduing,
3) splitting the job as tasks whenever required
4) and scheduling the tasks in proper manner using
optimised scheduing algorithm.

The figure 5 and 6 shows that the Grid which
available on various places and its interconnection.

Splitter will split jobs into one or more tasks, based on
the following equation (1)
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑗𝑜𝑏 < 𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
}
𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 = { 𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑗𝑜𝑏
𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑗𝑜𝑏 < 𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑

------ ---

(1)

The proposed grid is tested on various test case and
performance of grid based on execution time, maximum
execution time, and idle time are calculated. These
recorded information and are shown in the table 1 to
table 5.
Table 1. Various Test Case used for testing the grid
performance
Test
Case

Figure 5. Inter Linked Mesh Grid Architecture

b

H

m1

m2

p1

p2

Case 1

0

1

2

1

0.67

0.33

Case 2

1

0

2

1

0.50

0.50

Case 3

0.5

0.5

2

1

0.56

0.44

Case 4

0

8

2

1

1.00

0.00

Table 2. Performance of Grid on Test Case 1
POACO- Test Case 1
Time

T1

T2

G1

G2

0

180

30

140

70

100

90

25

77

38

200

98

10

72

36

300

111

6

78

39

367

183

Execution Time

367

Max Execution Time
Idle Time

51

Figure 6. Inter Grid Architecture
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the test case 2. Therefore, the parameter of ACO is
adjusted based on test case 2.

Table 3. Performance of Grid on Test Case 2
POACO-Test Case2
Time

T1

T2

G1
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G2

0

180

30

105

105

100

90

25

58

58

200

98

10

54

54

300

111

6

59

59

275

275

Execution Time
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275

Max Execution Time

89
89
Idle Time
Table 4.Performance of Grid on Test Case 3
Table 5. Performance of Grid on Test Case 4
POACO-Test
Case3
Time
0
100
200
300

[1].

T1
T2
180
30
90
25
98
10
111
6
Execution Time

G1
118
65
61
66
310

G2
92
50
47
51
240

310

Max Execution Time
74

Idle Time

111

POACO-Test Case4
Time
0

T1
180

T2
30

G1
209

G2
1

100
200

90
98

25
10

115
108

0
0

300

111

6

117

0

Execution Time

548

Idle Time

2
548

Max Execution Time
0

298

CONCLUSION:
The proposed work is carried out for professional
admission for higher secondary students. In which many
number of request from the user of the grid is to be
performed. In order to perform such huge request, GCS
is proposed and the functionalities of GCS is shown
briefly in the previous chapter. For task scheduling,
Parameter Optimized Ant Colony Optimization
(POACO) is proposed. Hence, the proposed system is
tested on various test cases which is shown in the table
1. The performance of test case 1 to test case 4 are
tabluated in the tables 2 to 5. From these tables, it is
identified that the performance of grid is optimized in
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Abstract - Action recognition in video sequence has been a major challenging research area for number of years. Apriori algorithm
and SIFT descriptor based approach for action recognition is proposed in this paper. Here, two phases can be carried out for accurate
and updating of action recognition. In the first phase, the input should be the video sequence. For preprocessing the sequences frame
can be formatted by background modeling for every successive frame. After modeling the background, the corners are detected for
every frame and compound features are extracted. Data mining is performed by using Apriori algorithm as well as with the help of
compound features extraction the action can be segregated in this video sequence. In the second phase, the same process is
performed as well as analysis for new input frame and new pattern are updated for perfect recognition process. Due to Apriori
algorithm, the processing delay is reduced and accuracy is improved.
Keywords: Feature extraction, action recognition, Apriori, SIFT.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Our approach is based on extracting very low level
features from the video sequence and these low level
features are combined to form high-level, compound
and spatio-temporal features. Data mining is used to
accumulate the compound features using the data
mining technique, Association rule, which efficiently
discovers frequently reoccurring combinations. To
group SIFT descriptors for object recognition,
association data mining was recently employed. We use
it to build high level compound features from a noisy
and over-complete set of low-level spatio and spatiotemporal features by which the action recognition can be
done. We compare encoding only relative spatial offsets,
which provides scale invariance, to the spatial grid
proposed by Quack et al. and demonstrate that, due to
increased scale invariance, higher performance is
achieved. Learning is performed with only sequence
class labels rather than full spatiotemporal segmentation.
The resulting classifier is capable of both recognizing
and localising activities in video. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that efficient matching can be used to
obtain real-time action recognition on video sequences.

In most of computer vision application identifying
moving objects in video sequence is a critical and
fundamental task. Background subtraction is the
common approach which identifies the moving object in
a particular video frame that differs from background
model. Good background subtraction algorithm should
satisfy these challenges, it must be robust against
changes in illumination, avoid detecting non-stationary
background objects and internal background model
should react immediately for the changes in background.
Corner features, sometimes referred to as interest points,
are image features characterized by their high intensity
changes in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The four corner points are said to be good if the
square object is present in the image. Shape and motion
analysis can be performed by using these corners.
Motion is ambiguous in nature at edges, since here
corners are 2D image features ambiguity is not caused in
motion analysis.
Within the object recognition, for feature selection
learning has proven successful at building classifiers
from large sets of possible features e.g. Boosting.
Although various approaches similar to our approach
have been applied to spatio-temporal activity domain,
but those approaches is not good effective with the
number of the features and also have issues with time
alignment and scaling.

II. RELATED WORK
The use of the spatial representation of local
features within the field of object recognition has shown
considerable success [3], [4], [5] and the temporal
recognition of actions have been extended. A sparse
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selection of local interest points is used in many action
recognition methods.. Sch¨uldt et al. [6] and Dollar et al.
[7] make use of sparse spatio-temporal features for the
human action recognition. Sch¨uldt takes a codebook
and bag-of-words approach practical to single images to
turnout a histogram of enlightening words or features
for each action. Niebles and Fei-Fei [8] use a
hierarchical model which can be characterized as a
gathering of bags-of-words. Similarly Dollar take the
bag-of-words approach but argue for an even sparser
sampling of the interest points which improves the
concert on the same video sets. Conversely, the choice
of feature used with such a sparse set of points is
important. Scovanner et al. [9] extended the 2D SIFT
descriptor [10] into three dimensions, by adding a
further dimension to the orientation histogram that
encodes temporal information and significantly
outperforms the 2D version. To sulpt motion between
frames, optical flow [11] [12] can be applied as was
used by Laptev [6] in addition to a shape model to detect
drinking and smoking actions. Yang Song et al. [13] use
a triangular lattice of grouped point features to encode
layout.

data mining to object recognition by mining spatially
grouped SIFT descriptors.
III. FEATURES
1.

BACKGROUND MODELLING

An important part of tracking process in video
sequences is background subtraction and removal for
tracking motion objects. By removing static background
we can accurately track the motion object and analyze
their movements. Using spatial features of the image
and remove background is the older technique for
background removal where the new technique is the use
of temporal features which improves the background
subtraction. Tracking motion objects in video sequences
is a multiple process. This processes show in Fig. 1. For
motion detection process background subtraction is a
part by which we remove background, and only
shadows, motion objects and motion noises remains. In
the field of background subtraction there are many
methods in that the older methods are based on object
features such as color, intensity, edges, texture, etc. and
relationship between frames is not considered in these
methods.

In the early work in action recognition was tested
on moderately simple, single person, uniform
background sequences [14], [22]. Laptev and Pe´rez
[15] expanded the ideas proposed by Ke et al. [16] to
apply volumetric features to optical flow [17], [18].
Uemura et al. [15] used a motion model based on optical
flow combined with SIFT feature correlation in order to
accurately classify multiple actions on a sequence
containing large motion and scale changes. A further
idea that is being exploited to achieve success on
complicated data sets is that of identifying context. Han
et al. [19] and Marszalek et al. [20] learn the context of
the environment in addition to the actual action. Han
applies object recognition to learn relationships such as
the number of objects and distance between them in
order to boost a standard SIFT-based HoF/HoG [21]
bag-of-words approach. Marszalek et al. [20] build on
the previous work by Laptev et al. [21] by learning the
context in which actions occur. Therefore, by detecting
the scene in which the action is occurring, the action
classification can be improved. The scene model is
learned using 2D Harris corners with SIFT descriptors,
while using the HoF and HoG descriptors of Laptev [21]
to recognize the action.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig1. (a) Original frame (b) Finding the moving object
(c) The image after background subtraction
2.

EXTRACTING TEMPORAL 2D HARRIS
INTEREST POINTS

Similar to sparse feature detectors, we fabricate our
detection system lead to corner features. The underlying
principle for using corners are they are easy to work out,
largely invariant to both lighting and geometric
transformation, and afford an over-complete feature set
from which more complex compound features are
constructed. Harris corner detector is the well known
method to identify and locate interest points in the
image. In our work, 2D Harris corner [24] method is
used. Laptev and Lindeberg [25] proposed 3D corners as
simple features in (x,y,t). These 3D corners are sparse,
so instead, 2D corners are used independently by which
the gradient interest points are found independently
which yields information on spatial and temporal image
changes is much denser than 3D Harris corners [25].

The scale of the data sets in temporal-based action
recognition directly lends itself to data mining
algorithms, especially where only weak supervision is
available. However, most previous applications of
mining have been within the imaging field. Tesic et al.
[28] used a data mining approach to find the spatial
associations between classes of texture from aerial
photos. While Quack et al. [10] applied Association rule
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encoding for local features and (d) for this interest point,
local features concatenated into transition vector.
IV. DATA MINING
Data mining allows large amounts of data to be
processed to identify any reoccurring patterns within the
data in a computationally efficient manner. Association
rule [25] mining is the well know mining algorithm.
This was initially developed to analyze shopping done
by customers in supermarkets, to the find the regularity
of those customers in shopping behaviour. Using this
millions of transactions the association rule is derived.
An association rule, is a relationship of the form
{A,B}=> C, where A, B, and C are sets of items. A
support and a confidence value plays important role
because using this value only the belief of the rule is
measured. From numerous transactions possible
association rules are produced, to formulate the rules
easily and quickly an efficient algorithm is developed.
Apriori algorithm developed by Agrawal is the popular
algorithm to formulate the rules. The Apriori algorithm
is a generative algorithm that uses a breadth-first,
bottom-up strategy to explore item sets of increasing
size, starting from single item-item sets and increasing
the item set.

Fig2. 2D Harris corner detection on frames (a) Running
(b) Boxing and Handclapping (c) Hug-person
Every corner feature has a dominant gradient
orientation used to encode the feature type into single
set of discrete corner orientations. Figure 1 shows the
example corner detections on three frames. To detect
corners at different scales the interest point detector was
applied to the video sequences across scale space to
overcome the effects of scale. This was achieved by
successively 2x2 blocks averaging the image frames.
Table 1 shows the scale, image size and effective
interest point patch sizes.
Table 1. Table showing the image and relative interest
point patch sizes
Scale

1

2

3

4

Image size

160x120

80x60

40x30

20x15

Interest
point size

3x3

6x6

24x24

48x48

The frequency of an item set is related to the
support and confidence for an association rule. An
association rule of the form A =>B is evaluated by
looking at the relative frequency of its antecedent and
consequent parts, i.e., the item sets A and B. By using
the statistical significance, support of the item set is
measured, i.e., the probability that the item sets in the
Transaction. For A, this is calculated as the size of the
set of all T such that T is an element of D and A is a
subset of T, normalized by the size of D. This can be
formalized using set builder notation as,

III. SCALE-INVARIANT GROUPING
The key for object recognition is the scale invariant
features which significantly improve the action
recognition when modeled from temporal information
independently. Quack et al. encoded the spatial layout
of features by quantising the space around a feature into
a grid and assigning features to one of those locations.
In order to provide robustness to the scale, the size of
the grid is dependent on the scale of the detected SIFT
feature. This approach is difficult for achieving less
descriptive interest points such as corners, so our
approach is to define neighbourhoods centred upon the
feature that encode the relative displacement in terms of
angle rather than distance hence achieving scale
invariance. To perform this, each detected interest points
should form the centre of the neighbourhood.

The support of the rule A=> B is therefore,

and the statistical significance of the rule is measured.
Then the confidence of the rule is calculated as,

The probability of the joint occurrence of A and B is
support, i.e., P(A,B), while confidence is the conditional
probability P(B/A).

Fig3. a) local feature descriptor, (b) interest points with
local features shown as corners, (c) spatial and temporal
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All generated association rules would be maintained
and for other action classes the confidence would be
used as a discrimination measure. This would be
computationally infeasible due to the complete number
of rules; therefore, generated rules are filtered using
both support and confidence. At the initial level a single
support value which is the lowest value is used
throughout all of the stages of mining that is
computationally feasible.

To provide an additional challenge, the Multi-KTH
data set was proposed. It consists of a single 753 frame
long sequence, where multiple people perform the KTH
actions simultaneously. To increase difficulty, there are
large changes in scale, camera motions, and a non
uniform background. Some frames from the sequence
are shown in Fig.5.

V. ACTION CLASSIFICATION
The frequently reoccurring distinctive and
descriptive compound features for each class, are
produced after the training phase is completed. By using
the frequent item sets obtained from the data mining, the
action classification of the unseen video sequence is
done. Each transaction confidence is used to weight the
matches and indicates that the Transaction T is
distinctive compared to other classes using the high
confidence. The use of the confidence ensures that if the
transaction is matched with several classes, the
confidence will provide a measure of the discrimination
between those classes. If there are no matches found in
the unlikely event, the model score is zero and the video
would be classed as not containing any action.

Fig5. Example for the Multi-KTH data set, performing
multiple KTH actions

Fig6. Convolution matrix results for the KTH data set
using training/test partition
To produce a Frequent Mined Configuration vector
M the training sequences were used for each of the six
actions containing compound features used to classify
each of the test sequences. Figure 7(a) shows the
classification confusion matrix using the scale invariant
grid approach proposed within this paper, where good
class separability is exhibited. The results show
relatively little confusion compared to other approaches
with minor confusion, this is consistent with previous
approaches and it’s due to the inherent similarity of the
motion. In Figure 4(b) the experiments were repeated
using a fixed size 4x4 grid similar, to investigate the
importance of the spatial and temporal compounding of
individual features.

Fig4. Action classification examples (a) boxing, (b)
hand clapping, (c) hand waving, (d) jogging, (e)
running, and (f) walking.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To estimate the approach proposed, two different
data sets were used. To illustrate the generalization
method the focus of each data set is different. The wellknown and popular KTH data set by Schuldt et al., to
provide a comparison with the other existing techniques
containing 6 different actions; boxing, hand-waving,
hand-clapping, jogging, running and walking are shown
in fig4. The simultaneous multi-action Multi-KTH data
set , demonstrates detection of multiple actions in noisy
scenes with background confusion and a moving
camera.
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Figure 8 shows the various actions performed in the
video sequence. To discriminate the multiple actions,
different colors are used. Red-handclapping, Blueboxing, Yellow-running, pink-walking and Green-hand
waving. By using these colors the multiple actions
performed in the video sequence are discriminated. The
sample localization performed in our paper is shown in
figure 9.
Fig7. The confusion of the data mined corner on the Kth
dataset (a) Scale invariant spatial grouping (b) non-scale
invariant spatial grouping.
Compared to other published methods Mined dense
corners has a high classification accuracy, to select
optimal low level features for discriminative
classification.
Table 2.Comparison of Average precision with
other techniques on KTH action recognition Dataset

Fig9. Results from multi-KTH data set using
localization (a) boxing, (b) handclapping, (c) running
and (d) output frame
The main advantage of using the data mining
technique is the speed of the learning patterns compared
to the other machine language approaches. When
compared to other techniques the simple 2D Harris
corner detection has relatively a low computational cost.
The spatial neighborhood grouping is fast to encode
features which has limited neighborhood.

The Multi-KTH data set is a more challenging
version of the KTH data set. It has the same six actions
and training video sequences, but the test sequence
consists of multiple simultaneous actions, with
significant camera motion. In the multi-KTH data set,
the localization is performed to discriminate the multiple
actions performed in the video sequence. For static
actions the localization is generally focused on person’s
upper body and face, and is focused on legs for the
dynamic action, because the legs consists of the
descriptive features.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an efficient solution to the
problem of recognizing actions within video sequences
with efficient learning of informative and descriptive
local features for actions performed by humans at
multiple scales. To form complex discriminative
compounds of simple 2D Harris corners mined grouping
corners are used which is fast. In a weakly supervised
approach the frequently reoccurring patterns are learned
by using data mining approach where only class labels
are required. Two different data sets have been tested,
the Multi-KTH data set required multiple action
localization and the KTH data set provides a comparison
to other approaches. When tested on the popular KTH
and multi-KTH dataset, notable results are obtained
which do better than other state-of-the-art approaches.
During training object segmentation is not required. To
perform activity localization as well as classification the
final classifiers can be used.

Fig8. Example for multi-KTH localization Redhandclapping, Blue-boxing, Yellow-running, pinkwalking and Green-hand waving
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Abstract - Network traffic analysis becomes more and more crucial in the IP network infrastructure as the amount of IP packets
transmitted on the Internet at any given moment of time increases enormously. A thorough understanding of the IP traffic will help
us better design our network topology and utilize bandwidth more effectively. From the perspective of security, it can also protect
our system from attacks, such as intrusions, our model employs feature selection so that the binary classifier for each type of attack
can be more accurate, which improves the detection of attacks that occur less frequently in the training data. Based on the accurate
binary classifiers, our model applies a new ensemble approach which aggregates each binary classifier’s decisions for the same input
and decides which class is most suitable for a given input. During this process, the potential bias of certain binary classifier could be
alleviated by other binary classifiers’ decision. Our model also makes use of multi boosting for reducing both variance and bias. The
clients have some rules to communicate between them using snort rules. Any Communications (such as FTP, SMTP, etc) between
the clients are monitored by the snort. If it continues again, then that particular client will be disconnected from this network (means
cannot be able to communicate with other clients in that network.) But, that client will be physically connected with the network.
The proposed work describes a network traffic analysis software tool, which provides searching, visualization, and preprocessing
functions with a user-friendly GUI implemented in Java language. Within the huge network traffic data collected, a user can identify
any particular packets using various searching functions provided. Visualization presents the analyzed result in a different setting to
further enhance the analysis. The GUI in Java allows the tool to be used in different platforms. This tool is tested and demonstrated
through several real network datasets.
Keywords - Metal Algorithms, filtering algorithms, finite-state automata (FSA), mathematics, packet filters, packet processing,
predicate optimization, protocol description languages (PDLs), run-time safety, snort rules and mining techniques.

I.

designers to generate acyclic filters only, thus
preventing the parsing of packets with multiple levels of
encapsulation or repeated field sequences.

INTRODUCTION

Packet filters are a class of packet manipulation
programs used to classify network traffic in accordance
to a set of user-provided rules; they are a basic
component of many networking applications such as
shapers, sniffers, demultiplexers, firewalls, and
more.The modern networking scenario imposes many
requirements on packet filters, mainly in terms of
processing speed (to keep up with network line rates)
and resource consumption (to run in constrained
environments). Filtering techniques should also support
modern protocol formats that often include cyclic or
repeated structures (e.g., MPLS label stacks, IPv6
extension headers). Finally, it is also crucial that filters
preserve the integrity of their execution environment,
both in terms of memory access safety and termination
enforcement, especially when running as an operating
system module or on the bare hardware. Although at
first sight this aspect might not seem crucial, it is a fact
that many of the limitations built into existing packet
filters derive directly from safety issues. As an example,
the impossibility of automatically proving termination
for a generic computer program led the BPF [1]

Existing packet filters focus invariably on subsets of
these issues but, to the best of our knowledge, do not
solve all of them at the same time. As an example, two
widely known generators, BPF [2] and PathFinder [3],
do not support recursive encapsulation; NetVM-based
filters [4], on the other hand, have no provision for
enforcing termination, either in filtering code or in the
underlying virtual machine.
This paper presents Stateless PAcket Filter (SPAF), a
finite-state automata (FSA)-based technique to generate
fast and safe packet filters that are also flexible enough
to fully support most layer-2 to layer-4 protocols,
including optional and variable headers and recursive
encapsulation. The proposed technique specifically
targets the lower layers of the protocol stack and does
not directly apply for deep packet inspection nor for
stateful filtering in general. Moreover, for the purpose of
this paper, we consider only static situations where onthe-fly rule set updates are not required. While these
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limitations exclude some interesting use cases, SPAF
filters are nevertheless useful for a large class of
applications, such as monitoring and traffic trace
filtering, and can serve as the initial stage for more
complex tools such as intrusion detection systems and
firewalls.

disallows backward jumps in filters in order to ensure
termination, thus forgoing support for, e.g., IPv6
extension headers; memory protection is enforced by
checking each access at run-time. Multiple filter
statements can be composed together by boolean
operators, but in the original BPF implementation, only
a small number of optimizations are performed over
predicates, leading to run-time inefficiencies when
dependent or repeated predicates are evaluated. Two
relevant BPF extensions are BPF and xPF. BPF [2] adds
local and global data-flow optimization algorithms that
try to remove redundant operations by altering the CFG
structure. xPF [6] relaxes control flow restrictions by
allowing backward jumps in the filter CFG; termination
is enforced by limiting the maximum number of
executed instructions through a run-time watchdog built
into the interpreter, but its overhead was not measured,
and extending this approach to just-in-time code
emission has not been proposed and might prove
difficult.

A stateless packet filter can be expressed as a set of
predicates on packet fields, joined by boolean operators;
often these predicates are not completely independent
from one another, and the evaluation of the whole set
can be short-circuited. One of the most important
questions in designing generators for high-performance
filters is therefore how to efficiently organize the
predicate set to reduce the amount of processing
required to come to a match/mismatch decision. By
considering packet filtering as a regular language
recognition problem and exploiting the related
mathematical framework to express and organize
predicates as finite-state automata, SPAF achieves by
construction a reduction of the amount of redundancy
along any execution path in the resulting program: Any
packet field is examined at most once. This property
emerges from the model, and it always holds even in
cases that are hard to treat with conventional techniques,
such as large-scale boolean composition. Moreover,
thanks to their simple and regular structure, finite
automata also double as an internal representation
directly translatable into an optimized executable form
without requiring a full-blown compiler.

Afurther CFG-based approach, unrelated to BPF, is
described in [4]. Its main contribution is decoupling the
protocol database from the filter generator by employing
an XML-based protocol description language, NetPDL
[7]. Filtering code is executed on the NetVM [8], a
special-purpose virtual machine targeting network
applications that also provides an optimizing JIT
compiler that works both on filter structure and lowlevel code. The introduction of a high-level description
language reportedly does not cause any performance
penalties; this approach, however, delegates all safety
considerations to the VM and does not provide an
effective way to compose multiple filters.

Finally, safety (both in terms of termination and
memory access integrity) can be enforced with very low
run-time overhead.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II presents an overview of the main related
filtering approaches developed to this date. Section III
provides a brief introduction to the FSAs used for filter
representation and describes the filter construction
procedure. Section IV focuses on executable code
generation and on enforcing the formal properties of
interest, Finally, Section V reports conclusions and also
highlights possible future developments.

In general, CFG-based generators benefit from their
flexible structure that does not impose any significant
restriction on predicate evaluation order; for the same
reason, however, they are prone to the introduction of
hard-to-detect redundancies, leading to multiple
unnecessary evaluations if no further precautions are
taken. Even when optimizers are employed and are
experimentally shown to be useful, they work on an
opportunistic basis and seldom provide any hard
guarantees on the resulting code.

II. RELATED WORK

A second group of filter generators chooses tree-like
structures to organize predicates. PathFinder [3]
transforms predicates into template masks (atoms),
ordered into decision trees. Atoms are then matched
through a linear packet scan until a result is reached.
Decision trees enable an optimization based on merging
prefixes that are shared across multiple filters.
PathFinder is shown to work well both in software and
hardware implementations, but it does not take protocol
database decoupling into consideration, and no solution
to memory safety issues is proposed for the software

Given their wide adoption and relatively long
history, there is a large corpus of literature on packet
filters. A first class of filters is based on the CFG
paradigm; the best-known and most widely employed
one is probably BPF [1], the Berkeley Packet Filter.
BPF filters are created from protocol escriptions
hardcoded in the generator and are translated into a
bytecode listing for a simple, ad hoc virtual machine.
The bytecode was originally interpreted, leading to a
considerable run-time overhead impact that can be
reduced by employing JIT techniques [5]. BPF
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implementation. FSA-based filters share a degree of
similarity with PathFinder as packets are also scanned
linearly from the beginning to the end, but predicate
organization,
filter
composition,
and
safety
considerations are handled differently. DPF [9]
improves over PathFinder by generating machine code
just-in-time and adding low-level optimizations such as
a flexible switch emission strategy. Moreover, DPF is
capable of aggregating bounds checks at the atom level
by checking the availability of the highest memory
offset to be read instead of considering each memory
access in isolation; our technique, described in Section
IV-E, acts similarly but considers the filter as a whole,
thus further reducing run-time overhead.

architectural considerations, as demonstrated by xPF,
FFPF [19], and nCap [20], or dynamic rule sets support,
as shown by the SWIFT tool [21]. We consider these
aspects out of scope for the purpose of this paper, being
either orthogonal to the technique we present or the
object of future works.
Definition of Near-Duplicate
The central idea of near-duplicate spam detection is
to exploit reported known spams to block subsequent
ones which have similar content. For different forms of
e-mail representation, the definitions of similarity
between two e-mails are diverse. Unlike most prior
works representing e-mails based mainly on content
text, we investigate representing each e-mail using an
HTML tag sequence, which depicts the layout structure
of e-mail, and look forward to more effectively
capturing the near-duplicate phenomenon of spams.

While organizing predicates into regular structures
makes it easier to spot redundancies and other sources of
overhead, it also introduces different limitations. As an
example, generators restricted to the aforementioned
acyclic structures do not fully support tunneling or
repeated protocol portions. Moreover, it has been noted
that performing prefix coalescing is not sufficient to
catch certain common patterns, resulting in redundant
predicate evaluation [2].

Let I ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; ti; . . . ; tn;
<mytext=>;
<anchor>g be the set of all valid HTML tags
with two types of newly created tags,

A third approach is to consider packet filtering as a
language recognition problem. Jayaram et al. [10] use a
pushdown automaton to perform packet demultiplexing;
filters are expressed as LALR(1) grammars and can
therefore be effectively composed using the appropriate
rules. This solution improves filter scalability, but there
are downsides related to the push-down automaton: A
number of specific optimizations are required to achieve
good performance. It is also quite unwieldy to express
protocols and filter rules as formal grammars that must
be kept strictly unambiguous: The authors marginally
note that the simpler FSA model would be sufficient for
the same task.

<mytext=> and
<anchor>, included. An e-mail abstraction derived from
procedure SAG is denoted as <e1; e2; . . . ; ei; . . . ;
em>, which
is an ordered list of tags, where ei 2 I. The definition of
near duplicate
is: “Two e-mail abstractions _ ¼ <a1; a2; . . . ;
ai; . . . ; an> and _ ¼ <b1; b2; . . . ; bi; . . . ; bm> are
viewed as
near-duplicate if 8ai ¼ bi and n ¼ m.”

Apart from the specialized solutions for fast packet
filtering mentioned, one of the most widely used packet
filtering programs is the NetFilter framework.1 NetFilter
is a component of the Linux kernel that performs packet
filtering, firewalling, mangling operations (e.g., network
address translation), and more, acting through a set of
hooks and callbacks that intercept packets as they
traverse the networking stack. In contrast with all the
aforementioned approaches, NetFilter uses the relatively
simple method of applying all the specified rules in
sequence when performing packet filtering, leading to
poor performance and scalability; moreover, it appears
not possible to specify an arbitrary predicate, filters
being limited to preset protocols and statements that are
specialized by specifying actual network addresses and
ports.

The tag length of an e-mail abstraction is defined as the
number of tags in an e-mail abstraction.

The following sequence of operations is performed
in the preprocessing step.

Besides the generation technique, there have also
been improvements along other dimensions such as

1.

Front and rear tags are excluded.
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2.

Nonempty tags2 that have no corresponding start
tags or end tags are deleted. Besides, mismatched
nonempty tags are also deleted.

3.

All empty tags2 are regarded as the same and are
replaced by the newly created <empty=> tag.
Moreover, successive <empty=> tags are pruned
and only one <empty=> tag is retained.

4.

The pairs of nonempty tags enclosing nothing are
removed.

Example for Mail
As a result, spam has become an area of growing
concern attracting the attention of many security
researchers and practitioners. In addition to regulations
and legislations, various anti-spam technical solutions
have been proposed and deployed to combat this
problem. Front-end filtering was the most common and
easier way to reject or quarantine spam messages as
early as possible at the receiving server. However most
of the early anti-spam tools were static; for example
using a blacklist of known spammers, a white list of
good sources, or a fixed set of keywords to identify
spam messages. Although these list-based methods can
substantially reduce the risk provided that lists are
updated periodically, they fail to scale and to adapt to
spammers’ tactics.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In the packet filtering process with the increasing
popularity of electronic mail (or e-mail), several people
and companies found it an easy way to distribute a
massive amount of unsolicited messages to a
tremendous number of users at a very low cost. These
unwanted bulk messages or junk emails are called spam
messages. The majority of spam messages that has been
reported recently are unsolicited commercials promoting
services and products including sexual enhancers, cheap
drugs and herbal supplements, health insurance, travel
tickets, hotel reservations, and software products. They
can also include offensive content such pornographic
images and can be used as well for spreading rumors
and other fraudulent advertisements such as make
money fast.

Selective Packet Discarding
Once the score is computed for a packet, selective
packet discarding, and overload control can be
performed using the score as the differentiating metric.
Since an exact prioritization would require offline,
multiple-pass operations, e.g., sorting and packet
buffering, the following alternative approach is taken
into account. First, the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the scores of all incoming packets in time
period (Ti) is maintained. Second, the cut-off threshold
score is calculated. Third, the arriving packets in time
period T (i+1) if its score value is below the cut-off
threshold are discarded. At the same time, the packets
arriving at T (i+1) create a new CDF.
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packet must be scored in real-time. This speed
improvement becomes more beneficial as the number of
scorebooks increases. On the other hand, generating a
log-version scorebook may take longer than a regular
scorebook generation. However, the scorebook is
generated only once at the end of each period and it is
not necessary to observe every packet for scorebook
generation; thus, some processing delay can be allowed.
Furthermore, scorebook generation can be easily
parallelized using two processing lines, which allows
complete sampling without missing a packet.

Selective packet discarding

The purpose of a stateless packet filter generator is
to create a program that, given a finite-length byte
sequence (a packet) as its input, returns a binary
match/mismatch decision. The input of the generator
itself consists of a set of filter rules provided by the user
that specify the desired properties of matching packets;
each rule, in turn, consists of multiple predicates
expressed in a simple high-level language (where header
fields and protocols appear symbolically), combined
together with boolean operators. In older generators, the
set of supported protocols was fixed; in modern ones
protocol header formats are kept into an external
database that can be updated without modifying the
generator.

Discarding SQL Slammer Worm attack packets
III. FILTER GENERATION TECHNIQUE
In this section we describe about filtering
techniques using snort rules and mining techniques.
One of the key concepts in PacketScore is the
notion of “Conditional Legitimate Probability” (CLP)
based on Bayesian theorem. CLP indicates the
likelihood of a packet being legitimate by comparing its
attribute values with the values in the baseline profile.
Packets are selectively discarded by comparing the CLP
of each packet with a dynamic threshold. The concept of
using a baseline profile with Bayesian theorem has been
used previously in anomaly-based IDS (Intrusion
Detection System) applications, where the goals are
generally attack detection rather than real-time packet
filtering.

In order to develop a successful FSA-based filtering
technique, it is first of all necessary to show that any
filter of interest can be expressed as a finite automaton,
then provide a method to transform a high-level filter
statement and a protocol database into FSA form.
Finally, the resulting automaton must be translated into
an efficiently executable form.
A. Protocol Database Compilation
The first phase in the SPAF generation process
consists of parsing the protocol database and building
template automata that recognize all the correctly
formatted headers for a given protocol. These automata
will be reused and specialized in later phases to create
the final filter.

In this research, the basic concept to a practical
real-time packet filtering scheme using elaborate
processes is extended. In this method, the PacketScore
operations for single-point protection is described, but
the fundamental concept can be extended to a
distributed implementation for core-routers.

In order to decouple filter generation from the
protocol database, we have employed an XML-based
protocol description language (NetPDL [7]) designed to
describe the on-the-wire structures of network protocols
and their encapsulation relationships. NetPDL
descriptions are stored in external files that can be freely
edited without modifying the generator itself.

To make it more suitable for real-time processing,
conversion of floating-point division/multiplication
operations into subtraction/addition operations is made.
Scoring a packet is equivalent to looking up the
scorebooks, e.g., the TTL scorebook, the packet size
scorebook, the protocol type scorebook, etc. After
looking up the multiple scorebooks, the matching CLP
entries in a log-version scorebook are added. This is
generally faster than multiplying the matching entries in
a regular scorebook. The small speed improvement from
converting a multiplication operation into an addition
operation is particularly useful because every single

A precise description of NetPDL is beyond the
scope of this paper. Nevertheless, we shall provide a
quick overview of the features supported by the FSA
generator. The language provides a large number of
primitives that enable the description of header formats
of layer-2–7 protocols, but for the scope of this work we
have restricted our support to those designed for layer-
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2–4 decoding. The basic building block of a protocol
format is the header field, a sequence of bytes or bits
that can be either fixed or variable in size. Adjacent
fields are by default laid out in sequence, but more
complex structures such as optional or repeated sections
can be created using conditional choices and loops;
these statements are controlled by expressions that can
contain references to the values of previously
encountered fields.

<switch expr=”nexthdr”>
<case value=”4”> <nextproto proto=”#ip”/></case>
<case value=”4”> <nextproto proto=”#tcp”/></case>
<case value=”4”> <nextproto proto=”#udp”/></case>
….
</switch>
</encapsulation>

A second NetPDL portion contains a sequence of
control flow operations (if, switch) that predicate
encapsulation relationships. In general, the control flow
is followed until a nextproto tag is encountered,
specifying which is the next protocol to be found in the
packet. A NetPDL database thus

</protocol>
IPV6 NetPDL excerpt
describes an oriented encapsulation graph where the
vertices are protocols and the edges are encapsulation
relationships. Currently, the graph begins with a single
user-specified root that usually represents the link-layer
protocol, but an extension to multiple ones would be
trivial. Starting from this root, the FSA generator
follows the encapsulation graph and builds a FSA for
every reachable protocol using the method explained
later in this section.

<protocol name =”ipv6”>
<format>
<field>
<field type=”bit” name = ”ver” mask=”0xF0000000”
size =”4”/>
<field
type=”bit”
name
mask=”0x0F000000”size =”4”/>
<field
type=”bit”
name
mask=”0x00FFFFFF”size =”4”/>

=
=

”tos”

As an example, a simplified NetPDL description of
the IPv6 header format is presented in Fig. 1. IPv6 starts
with a sequence of fixed-size fields; bitfields (such as
ver) are specified by the mask attribute. The initial
portion is followed by a set of extension headers, each
one containing a “next header” information (nexthdr).
This sequence is of unspecified (but implicitly finite, as
any packet is finite) length, and it is described using a
switch nested within a loop: At each iteration, the newly
read nexthdr field is evaluated, and if no more extension
headers are present, the loop terminates. Encapsulation
relationships are also specified in a similar fashion by
jumping to the correct protocol depending on the value
of the last nexthdr encountered.

”flabel”

<field type=”fixed” name=”plex” size =”2”/>
<field type=”nexthdr” name=”plex” size =”1”/>
<field type=”hop” name=”plex” size =”16”/>
<field type=”src” name=”plex” size =”16”/>
<field type=”dst” name=”plex” size =”16”/>
<loop type =”while” expr=”1”>
<switch expr=”nexthdr”>

SPAF currently supports the full versions of the
most common layer-2–4 protocols in use nowadays,
such as Ethernet, MPLS, VLAN, PPPoE, ARP, IPv4,
IPv6, TCP, UDP, and ICMP; this set can be easily
extended as long as no stateful capabilities are required.

<case value=”0”><includeblk name=”HBH”/></case>
<case value=”0”><includeblk name=”AH”/></case>
….

An important point regarding FSA creation from
NetPDL descriptions is that, as long as it is correctly
performed, it is not be a critical task for filter
performance: Any resulting automaton ultimately will
be determinized and minimized, yielding a canonical
representation of the filter that does not depend on the
generation procedure. For this reason, and given the
complexity involved, the NetPDL-to-FSA conversion
procedure is not fully described in this paper, and it can
be regarded as an implementation detail. Nevertheless,
in order to exemplify how the conversion can be done,
we report the key steps for translating the NetPDL
snippets of Fig. 2 into the corresponding automata.

<default>
<loopctrl type=”break”/>
</default>
</switch>
</loop>
</fields>
</format>
<encapsulation>
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The purpose of this initial conversion step is not to
generate automata immediately suitable for filtering. On
the contrary, the results are templates for the following
generation steps, representing the “vanilla” version of
protocol headers, with no other conditions imposed, to
be specialized according to the filter rules. Since they
are strictly related to header format, any inputconsuming
transition in these templates can be related to a specific
portion of one3 header field; this information must be
preserved to accommodate the imposition of filtering
rules. For this reason, template automata are augmented
by marking all the relevant transitions with the related
field’s name.4

B. Multicast Packet Delivery
Here we discuss about packet forwarding to the
nodes
Packet sending from the source
After the multicast tree is constructed, all the
sources of the group could send packets to the tree and
the packets will be forwarded along the tree. In most
tree-based multicast protocols, a data source needs to
send the packets initially to the root of the tree.
The source node want send the data to the
members at that time we perform the security action, i.e.
whenever the source node want to send the data , the
source node can encrypt the data by using AES
(Advanced Encryption Standers) the encrypted data can
be transferred to the group members , in the
transmission of packets the intermediate nodes want to
read the data , if suppose the nodes can access the data
that time we don’t have any problem because the data is
in the encryption form i.e. cipher text , due to this text
the intermediate nodes can’t get the data it can simply
transfer the data to the destination, in the destination
side the receiver can decrypt the data using AES
algorithm.

The simplest example is generating an automaton that
parses a fixed-length header field [Fig. 2(a)]: It is
sufficient to build a FSA that skips an appropriate
amount of bytes, resulting in Fig. 2(b). During the
construction process, header fields are given welldefined start and end5 states that are used as stitching
points to join with any predecessors or successors by transitions, as required. A more complex example
involving a conditional choice is shown in Fig. 2(c). The
generation procedure starts by creating automata
representations for all the initial fields in the NetPDL
description; upon encountering the switch construct,
however, the generator backtracks the transition graph
until it encounters the type field. Once found, all the
states/transitions that follow type (the block in the
figure) are replicated. The original copy is left as is,
while in the replica the transitions for type are
specialized to recognize the bytes of interest for the
switch, so the right path will be taken depending on the
actual input values. Finally, the correct trailing block (
or ) is joined in the right place. The last example [Fig.
2(e) and (f)] shows the automata generated for a header
structure similar to the IPv6 extension headers case. In
this case, a loop is interlocked with a switch construct,
and a greater amount of block replication is required to
ensure that independent paths exist into the automaton
for every possible combination of the current nexth
value (upon which the outcome of the switch depends)
and the next nexth value, which might cause the loop to
end.

For providing the security we use the Advanced
Encrypted Standards Algorithm
The algorithm described by AES is a symmetric-key
algorithm, meaning the same key is used for both
encrypting and decrypting the data. The strength of a
128-bit AES key is roughly equivalent to 2600-bits RSA
key. AES data encryption is a more mathematically
efficient and elegant cryptographic algorithm the time
required to crack an encryption algorithm is directly
related to the length of the key used to secure the
communication (It takes less time). AES allows you to
choose a 128-bit, 192-bit or 256-bit key, making it
exponentially stronger than the 56-bit key of DES
(RSA). The algorithm was required to be royalty-free
for use worldwide .AES has defined three versions, with
10, 12, and 14 rounds. Each version uses a different
cipher key size (128, 192, or 256), but the round keys
are always 128 bits.

Encapsulation relationships are handled in a similar
fashion by spawning new paths in the automaton graph
that end with a special state marked with the protocol
that should follow. The exact usage of these marked
states is explained in Section III-D. The generation
procedure acts to counter the absence of explicit storage
locations in the FSA model; when it becomes necessary
to use the values of previously encountered fields for
subsequent computations, the only solution is to spawn a
number of parallel branches within the automaton, each
one associated with a specific value of the field under
consideration.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have designed, prototyped, and evaluated
SPAF, a packet filter generator based on the creation of
finite-state automata from a high-level protocol format
database and filter redicates. SPAF aims at emitting fast
and efficient filters while preserving all the relevant
safety properties, both in terms of memory access
correctness and termination. The PacketScore scheme is
used to defend against DDoS attacks. The key concept
in PacketScore is the Conditional Legitimate Probability
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(CLP) produced by comparison of legitimate traffic and
attack traffic characteristics, which indicates the
likelihood of legitimacy of a packet. As a result, packets
following a legitimate traffic profile have higher scores,
while attack packets have lower scores. This scheme can
tackle never-before-seen DDoS attack types by
providing a statistics-based adaptive differentiation
between attack and legitimate packets to drive selective
packet discarding and overload control at high-speed.

The SPAF approach can be easily extended to
perform packet demultiplexing in addition to packet
filtering. This is partial supported by our current
generator by labeling final states with identifiers of the
matching filtering rules; full support would require
dynamic automata creation and code generation, tasks
that will be the object of future studies. Another future
extension to SPAF could be enabling interactions (e.g.,
look-ups and updates) with stateful constructs such as
session tables, useful for higher-layer filtering and
traffic classification. In conclusion, SPAF has been
shown as an approach that improves the state of the art
by generating packet filters that combine most of the
desired properties in terms of processing speed, memory
consumption, flexibility and simplicity in specifying
protocol formats and filtering rules, effective filter
composition, and low run-time overhead for safety
enforcement. The development of the filter generator
and the test results support the viability of our claims.

Thus, PacketScore is capable of blocking all kinds of
attacks as long as the attackers do not precisely mimic
the sites’ traffic characteristics. The performance and
design tradeoffs of the proposed packet scoring scheme
in the context of a stand-alone implementation is
studied. By exploiting the measurement/scorebook
generation process, an attacker may try to mislead
PacketScore by changing the attack types and/or
intensities. We can easily overcome such an attempt by
using a smaller measurement period to track the attack
traffic pattern more closely. We are currently
investigating the generalized implementation of
PacketScore for core networks.
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Abstract - A biometric system provides automatic identification of an individual based on a unique feature or characteristic
possessed by the individual. Iris recognition is regarded as the most reliable and accurate biometric identification system available.
There is strong scientific demand for the proliferation of the systems, concepts and algorithms for iris recognition and identification.
Most commercial iris recognition systems use patented algorithms developed by Daugman, and these algorithms are able to produce
perfect recognition rates. Especially it focuses on image segmentation and feature extraction for iris recognition process. The
performance of iris recognition system highly depends on edge detection. The Canny Edge Detector is one of the most commonly
used images processing tools, detecting edges in a very robust manner. For instance, even an effective feature extraction method
would not be able to obtain useful information from an iris image that is not segmented properly. We used a fusion mechanism that
amalgamates both, a Canny Edge Detection scheme and a Circular Hough Transform, to detect the iris’ boundaries & edges in the
eye’s digital image in robust manner. Experiments are performed using iris images obtained from CASIA database (Institute of
Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences) and Matlab application for its easy and efficient tools in image manipulation.
Keywords- Iris recognition, segmentation, image processing, canny edge detection.

I.

practical advantages over fingerprint & other biometrics
for automatic recognition.

INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

Iris is protected from the external environment
behind the cornea & eyelid. The iris consists of a
number of layers; the lowest is the epithelium layer,
which contains dense pigmentation cells. The stromal
layer lies above the epithelium layer, and contains blood
vessels, pigment cells and the two iris muscles. The
externally visible surface of the multi-layered iris
contains two zones, which often differ in color. An outer
ciliary zone and an inner pupillary zone, and these two
zones are divided by the collarette – which appears as a
zigzag pattern. The two zones typically have different
textural details. A front-on view of the iris is shown in
Figure 1. No effects of aging, the small scale radial
features of the iris remain stable & fixed from about one
year of age throughout life.

Biometrics deals with automated methods of
recognizing individuals based on the features derived
from their Physiological and behavioral characteristics.
A higher degree of confidence can be achieved by using
unique physical or behavioral characteristics to identify
a person; this is biometrics. A physiological
characteristic is relatively stable physical characteristics
such as face, fingerprints, palm prints, iris, and hand
geometry. Biometric authentication technique based on
iris patterns is suitable for high level security systems.
Iris recognition systems, in particular, are gaining
interest because the iris’s rich texture offers a strong
biometric cue for recognizing individuals. Applications
of these systems include computer systems security, ebanking, credit card, access to buildings in a secure way.
The automated personal identity Authentication systems
based on iris recognition are reputed to be the most
reliable among all biometric methods: we consider that
the probability of finding two people with identical iris
pattern is almost zero. The uniqueness of iris is such that
even the left & right eye of the same individual is very
different [1] [2]. That’s why iris recognition technology
is becoming an important biometric solution for people
identification. The uniqueness of every iris parallels the
uniqueness of fingerprint, but the iris enjoys further

B. Outline
This paper, presents an iris recognition system by
composing the following four steps. Firstly, an image
containing the user’s eye is captured by the system.
Second step consists of preprocessing the acquired
image. Image preprocessing mainly involves iris
localization, segmentation, normalization, and image
enhancement. Once the preprocessing step is achieved,
it is necessary to detect the images [3]. After that, we
can extract texture of the iris. Finally, we compare the
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coded image with the already coded iris in order to find
a match.

was the first developed and implemented.. In the
Daugman’s system, Integro-differential operators are
used to detect the center & diameter of the iris and pupil
respectively. These operators exploit both the circular
geometry of the iris or the pupil. Indeed they behave as
a circular edge detector since the sclera is always lighter
than the iris, and pupil generally darker than the iris for
healthy eye.
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑟,𝑥0𝑦0 ) |𝐺𝜎 (𝑟) ∗

𝜕

𝜕𝑥

∫𝑟,𝑥

𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)

0 𝑦0 2𝜋𝑟

𝑑𝑠|

(1)

Where I(x, y) is the eye image, r is the radius to
search for, Gσ(r) is a Gaussian smoothing function, and
s is the contour of the circle given by r, x0, y0. This
operator iteratively takes an x,y coordinate and makes
circles of various radii centered at that coordinate and
sums up (integrates) the intensity values in the circular
contour of radius r. It then moves to the next radius and
integrates that contour, and the derivative is taken
between the changes of the intensity of the two radii,
and so on. The circle that is found to have the maximum
rate of change between circular contours is then
determined to be the circle defining the iris-sclera
boundary. This process is then run again with a higher
sensitivity just inside the circle containing the iris to find
the boundary between the iris and pupil. The sensitivity
of the operator is set by the σ factor of the Gaussian
function.

Figure 1 – A front-on view of the human eye.
II. IMAGE PREPROCESSING
An iris image as shown in Figure 1 contains not only
the region of interest (iris) but also some ‘unuseful’
parts (e.g. eyelid, pupil etc.). Since it has a Circular
shape when the iris is orthogonal to the sensor, iris
recognition algorithms typically convert the pixels of the
iris to polar coordinates for further processing. An
important part of this type of algorithm is to determine
which pixels are actually on the iris, effectively
removing those pixels that represent the pupil, eyelids
and eyelashes, as well as those pixels that are the result
of reflections [4]. In this algorithm, the locations of the
pupil and upper and lower eyelids are determined first
using edge detection. This is performed after the original
iris image has been down sampled by a factor of two in
each direction. The best edge results came using the
canny method [5].The pupil clearly stands out as a circle
and the upper and lower eyelid areas above and below
the pupil is also prominent. In addition, a change in the
camera-to-eye distance may result in the possible
variation in the size of the same iris. Furthermore, the
brightness is not uniformly distributed because of nonuniform illumination. Before extracting features from
the original eye image, the image need to be
preprocessed to localize iris, normalize iris, and reduce
the influence of the factor mentioned above.

B. Segmentation
Segmentation is the important phase in the Iris
Recognition process. Segmentation refers to the process
of partitioning a digital image into multiple regions (sets
of pixels). The main objective of segmentation is to
remove nonuseful information, namely the pupil
segment and the part outside the iris (sclera, eyelids,
skin). The goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or
change the representation of an image into something
that is more meaningful and easier to analyze. Image
segmentation is typically used to locate the objects and
boundaries (lines, curves etc).The segmentation stage is
critical to the success of an iris recognition system, since
data that is falsely represented as iris pattern data will
corrupt the biometric templates generated, resulting in
poor recognition rates. The result of image segmentation
is a set of regions that collectively cover the entire
image or a set of contours extracted from the image. Iris
segmentation method is providing more efficient way of
locating the Iris boundaries. We applied canny edge
detector algorithm. By using this detector, we can easily
see the gradient value. If global threshold value is used
on that gradient image, the gradient values along
potential edge will be lost. In order to avoid that effect
we can apply local threshold in the area of interest [9].
The goal of texture segmentation is to partition an image

A. Localization
For the preprocessing step i.e., inner and outer
boundaries of the iris are located. Integro-differential
operators are then used to detect the centre and diameter
of the iris, then the pupil is also detected using the
differential operators, for conversion from Cartesian to
polar transform, rectangular representation of the
required area is made [6]. The first preprocessing step
consists in locating the inner & outer boundaries of the
iris [8]. The first method proposed to localize the iris
was proposed by John Daugman who is considered the
father of iris recognition technology because his system
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into homogeneous regions and identify the boundaries
which separate regions of different textures.

feature boundary descriptions and is relatively
unaffected by image noise. The standard Hough
Transform proposed by duda & Hart, is widely applied
for line extraction in natural scenes. The circle is
simpler to represent in parameter space, compared to the
line, since the parameter of the circle can be directly
transfer to the parameter space. The equation of the
circle is:

C. Canny Edge Detection
Canny edge detection is the most commonly used
image processing tool, detecting edges in very robust
manner. The Canny edge detection algorithm is known
to many as the optimal edge detector. Canny's intentions
were to enhance the many edge detectors already out at
the time he started his work. He was very successful in
achieving his goal and his ideas and methods can be
found in his paper, "A Computational Approach to Edge
Detection"[10]. In his paper, he followed a list of
criteria to improve current methods of edge detection.
The first and most obvious is low error rate. It is
important that edges occuring in images should not be
missed and that there be NO responses to non-edges.
The second criterion is that the edge points be well
localized. In other words, the distance between the edge
pixels as found by the detector and the actual edge is to
be at a minimum. A third criterion is to have only one
response to a single edge.

(𝑥 − 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 = 𝑟 2

(2)

Where a & b are the centre of the circle in the direction
x & y respectively and r is the radius. Circle has three
parameters: two parameters for the centre of the circle
and one for the radius of the circle. For ellipse & other
parametric objects the algorithm is quite similar. But the
computation complexity increases (dimensions of the
Hough space) with the number of the variables.
III. NORMALIZATION
Irises from different people may be captured in
different size, and even for the iris from the same
person, the size may change because of the variation of
the illumination and other factors. Such elastic
deformation in iris texture affects the result of iris
matching. For the purpose of achieving more accurate
recognition results, it is necessary to convert the
segmented portion of the iris into a standard form, so
that two pictures taken at different times and different
conditions can still be recognized as from the same eye.
This process accomplishes normalization step of iris
recognition. Normalization takes the variable-sized
circular iris image (because of pupil dilation and image
resolution) and transforms it into a fixed size rectangular
image to be encoded. This transformation is
accomplished by a conversion from polar coordinates
into rectangular coordinates, with a fixed number of
pixels taken from each angle (φ). The transformation is
described by Yu et al and is presented in equation:

Based on these criteria, the canny edge detector first
smoothes the image to eliminate and noise. It then finds
the image gradient to highlight regions with high spatial
derivatives. The algorithm then tracks along these
regions and suppresses any pixel that is not at the
maximum (nonmaximum suppression). The gradient
array is now further reduced by hysteresis. Hysteresis is
used to track along the remaining pixels that have not
been suppressed. Hysteresis uses two thresholds and if
the magnitude is below the first threshold, it is set to
zero (made a nonedge). If the magnitude is above the
high threshold, it is made an edge. And if the magnitude
is between the 2 thresholds, then it is set to zero unless
there is a path from this pixel to a pixel with a gradient
above T2. The canny operator is optimum even for
noisy images as the method bridge the gap between
strong & weak egdes of the image by connecting the
weak edges in the output only if they are connected to
strong edges. Hence the edges are more likely to be the
actual ones. Therefore compared to other edge detection
methods, this canny operator is less fooled by spurious
noise.

𝐼(𝑥(𝑟, 𝜑), 𝑦(𝑟, )) = 𝐼(𝑟, )

(3)

Where x(r,) are the linear combinations of points on
the pupil-iris boundary (()Xinner,()Yinner), and
points
on
the
pupil-sclera
boundary
(()Xouter,()Youter).

D. Hough Transform
IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION

The Hough transform is a standard computer vision
algorithm that can be used to determine the parameters
of simple geometric objects, such as lines and circles,
present in an image. The circular Hough transform can
be employed to deduce the radius and centre coordinates
of the pupil and iris regions. The Hough Transform is
considered as the very powerful tool in edge linking for
line extraction [11]. The main advantage of the Hough
transform technique is that it is tolerant of gaps in

In order to provide accurate recognition of
individuals, the most discriminating information present
in an iris pattern must be extracted. Only the significant
features of the iris must be encoded so that comparisons
between templates can be made. It must be encode
mathematically into some numerical representation of
the unique features of the iris. This conversion is called
feature encoding. So, it is attractive to search
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𝐼(𝑥. 𝑦. 𝑠 + 1) = 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) ∗ (𝐻𝑠 , 𝐻𝑠 )

representation methods which can capture local crucial
information in an iris. The distinctive spatial
characteristics of the human iris are manifest at a variety
of scales [12]. To capture this range of spatial detail, it is
advantageous to make use of a multi scale
representation. Some works have used multi resolution
techniques for iris feature extraction [13] and have
proven high recognition accuracy. A Gabor filter bank
has been shown to be most known multi resolution
method used for iris feature extraction and Daugman in
his proposed iris recognition system demonstrated the
highest accuracy by using Gabor filters. However, from
the point of view of texture analysis one can observe
that Gabor filter based methods analyzer pretty well the
texture orientations. In this paper, we have investigated
the use of wavelet maxima components as a multi
resolution technique alternative for iris feature
extraction.

(4)

The horizontal and vertical details are obtained
respectively by:
𝑊ℎ (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) =
𝑊𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) =

1

𝑠
1

𝑠

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) ∗ (𝐺𝑠 , 𝐷)

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) ∗ (𝐷, 𝐺𝑠 )

(5)
(6)

- We denote by D the Dirac filter whose impulse
response is equal to 1 at 0 and 0 otherwise.
- We denote by A * (H, L) the separable convolution of
the rows and columns, respectively, of image A with the
1-D filters H and L.
- 𝐺𝑠 , 𝐻𝑠 are the discrete filters obtained by appending
2𝑠 − 1 zeros between consecutive coefficients of H and
G.

-𝑠 , as explained in [19] due to discretization, the
wavelet modulus maxima of a step edge do not have the
same amplitude at all scales as they should in a
continuous model. The constants 𝑠 compensate for this
discrete effect.

A. Wavelet maxima for feature extraction
Wavelet decomposition provides a very good
approximation of images and natural setting for the
multi-level analysis. Since wavelet transform maxima
provide useful information about textures and edges
analysis [20], we propose to use this technique for fast
feature extraction by using the wavelet components.
Wavelet maxima have been shown to work well in
detecting edges which are likely the key features in a
query; moreover this method provides useful
information about texture features by using horizontal
and vertical details.

Fig.2. Wavelet maxima vertical components at scale 2
with intensities along specified column.

B. Algorithm
As described in [19] to obtain the wavelet
decomposition a pair of discrete filters H, G has been
used as follows:
Table I

Fig.3. Wavelet maxima horizontal components at scale
2 with intensities along specified column.

RESPONSE OF FILTERS H, G
H

0

0

0.125

0.375

0.375

0.125

0

G

0

0

0

-2

2

0

0

In this context, we have analyzed iris textures in
both horizontal and vertical directions especially that the
iris has a rich structure with a very complex textures so
that it makes sense to analyze the iris texture by
combining all information extracted from iris region by
Considering all orientations in terms of horizontal and
vertical details.

At each scale s, the algorithm decomposes the
normalized iris image I(x,y) into I(x, y, s) ,
𝑊𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) and 𝑊ℎ (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) as shown in figures (2,3) .

- I(x, y, s ): the image smoothed at scale s.

V. MATCHING

- 𝑊ℎ (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) and 𝑊𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) can be viewed as the two
components of the gradient vector of the analyzed image
I(x,y) in the horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively.

Several matching algorithms were described in
previous research. The most accessible of these is the
Hamming distance, which depends upon the XOR
operator. As feature encoding outputs a binary matrix, in
order to compare two individuals, one can merely
perform the XOR operator over the entire matrix. The
Hamming distance is then applied in which the number

At each scale s (s=0 to s=S-1 where S is the number
of scales or decomposition) image I(x, y) is smoothed
by a lowpass filter:
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of nonzero entries in the resulting matrix is summed and
the result is divided by the number of overall entries in
the matrix. The two iris code templates are compared by
computing the hamming distance between thewm using
equation [14].
1

𝐻𝐷 = [∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑋𝑗 (𝑋𝑂𝑅) 𝑌𝑗 ]
𝑁
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Where, Xj and Yj are the two iris codes (bit patterns),
and N is the number of bits in each template. The
Hamming distance gives a measure of how many bits
are the same between two bit patterns. Using the
Hamming distance of two bit patterns, a decision can be
made as to whether the two patterns were generated
from different irises or from the same one. The
Hamming Distance is a fractional measure of the
number of bits disagreeing between two binary patterns
The Hamming distance approach is a matching metric
employed by Daugman for comparing two bit patterns
and it represents the number of bits that are different in
the two patterns. And hence Hamming Distance
matching classifier is chosen as it is more reasonable
[15] compared with Weighted Euclidean Distance and
Normalized correlation matching classifiers, as it is fast
and simple.
VI. CONCLUSION
We describe in this paper efficient techniques for
iris recognition system with high performance. The iris
recognition system is tested using CASIA image
database. The segmentation is the crucial stage in iris
recognition. We have used the global threshold value for
segmentation. In the above algorithm we have not
considered the eyelid and eyelashes artifacts, which
degrade the performance of iris recognition system. We
have presented a novel method for iris recognition.
Further development of this method is under way and
the results will be reported in the near future. Judging by
the clear distinctiveness of the iris patterns we can
expect iris recognition system to become the leading
technology in identity verification.
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Abstract - The effectiveness of Location Based Systems depends on the correct location of users and mobile devices ,
the outdoor location can be easily calculated, while using technologies such as GPS (Global Positioning System), it is
more difficult to obtain when the location scenario is an indoor environment. Several technologies and location
techniques can be used in this field. One of these techniques is FINGERPRINTING which consists in two different
phases:
The first phase is the: CALIBRATION PHASE: when data is collected and the Fingerprint Map is generated.
The second phase is the :
ON-LINE PHASE: where data collected by the mobile device and the data collected in the calibration phase are used to
estimate the location of the mobile node.
From the several wireless communications technologies IEEE802.11 is probably the most used in Wireless Local Area
Networks.
KEYWORDS----- Existing WLAN location method, IEEE802.11b, Introduction, Location determination technique,
Proposed algorithm, Triangulation and KNN approach.
I.

their performance was analyzed. The following LEA
were considered to do this analysis:

INTRODUCTION

All the Location Based Services (LBS) depends on
the correct estimation of the users’ location. While in
outdoor environments technologies such as GPS (Global
Positioning System) can be successfully used, the same
is not true when the operating scenario is indoor
environments. In such scenarios alternative location
technologies and methodologies must therefore be used,
making this a very challenging research area where in
the last years several different types of solutions have
been developed.
Some of the most used technologies used for indoor
location include the use of infra-red, ultrasonic waves
Pressure sensors, RFI (Radiofrequency Identification)
and wireless communications networks.



Nearest Neighbor – which considers the coordinates
of the nearest reference as coordinates of the actual
location



k-Nearest Neighbor – which uses the average of the
coordinates of the k nearest neighbors.



Weighted k-Nearest Neighbor – which uses a
weighted average of the coordinates of the k nearest
neighbors.

IEEE 802.11b:
IEEE802.11b supports data rates up to 11Mbps,
much higher than what IEEE 802.11 supports,
increasing the variety of application that were feasible
as compared to the previous IEEE 802.11 protocol. A
number of different rates were defined; these can be
used in different situations. These rates are: 11 Mbps,
5.5Mbps, 2Mbps, and 1Mbps. The actual user data
throughput which users experience is usually around
5Mbps, similar to the actual throughput of an IEEE
802.3 10Base-T wired local network. IEEE802.11b uses
the 2.4GHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)
frequency band, which does not require a license for the
user – but does require that the manufacturers meet the

In what concerns to the methodologies used to
obtain the location, they can be divided into three main
areas:
Triangulation, Proximity, Scene Analysis: Here,
we focused on a particular location technique, which
uses wireless communications networks as location
technology, methodology based on scene analysis.
Location using fingerprinting:
Location Estimation Algorithms will be used, and
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ability to communicate, despite attaching to a new
subnet via a new AP.

requirements for wireless local area network devices for
their products. IEEE 802.11b WLANs can be used as a
supplement to LANs or as an independent network.
Today most laptop computers have a built-in IEEE
802.11b WLAN interface in addition to a IEEE 802.3
1000 base T interface. This WLAN interface helps users
to avoid having to carry and connect cables. Today,
most corporate and academic sites provide (legitimate)
users with WLAN connectivity.

II. LOCATION DETERMINATION TECHNIQUE
3.1 LOCATION USING WIRELESS NETWORKS
Location using wireless networks is based on the
properties of wireless signals. Any property of a
wireless signal can be used in location systems, as long
as there is a relation between it and the current location
of the mobile terminal. The signal properties that usually
are used in location systems are:-

While IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) utilizes a carrier sense
multiple access (CMSA) mechanism to control when
packets are sent. Specifically, IEEE 802.3 employs
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect
(CSMA/CD). With this media access protocol all
stations that wish to send messages listen for when the
channel is idle. As only one station can be allowed to
send at a time, the others need to wait until the channel
is free. If two or more stations send messages at the
same time, then a collision occurs, in this case all of the
messages which were being set are lost and all of the
stations attempting to transmit will stop trying to send
and will wait for a random amount of time

Time-of-Flight – the time needed by the information to
travel from the transmitter to the receiver.
Received Signal Strength (RSS) – which indicates the
power received by the wireless networks.
Technique comes under location using wireless
network
3.1.1. Location using Triangulation
Triangulation uses the geometric properties of triangles
to determine the location of the mobile node.

Before listening to see if the channel is idle – at
which time they will attempt to transmit their message
again. Because in a wired network it is possible to
determine if someone else is attempting to transmit at
the same time as you are, this method works quite well.
Unfortunately, this is not easy to do in the case of a
WLAN interface, thus IEEE802.11b uses another
technique CSMA with collision avoid (CSMA-CA).
Collision avoidance is necessary because the radio
transmitter cannot detect a collision (unlike the wired
LAN case). To avoid collisions each interface that
wishes to transmit waits for a random time after
detecting that the channel is idle before attempting to
transmit. This period of time can be divided into
different ranges of time in order to enable a mix of
higher priority traffic and lower priority traffic.

It can be divided into Lateration and Angulation.
1.

Lateration uses the distances to determine the
location. It takes into account the distances between
the mobile node to be located and the references.

2.

Angulation the angle of incidence of a signal must
be known. By analyzing the Angle of Arrival of a
wireless signal relatively to a given reference, it is
possible to determine the location of the mobile
node.

3.1.2 Localization using Proximity
Location using this methodology consists in
discovering the nearest reference to the mobile terminal;
therefore its spatial resolution is dependent on the
number of used references.

Application:

3.2. LOCATION USING FINGERPRINTING

WLANs provide additional features. For example,
in many historic sites, it is quite hard and expensive to
run new wires or cables; additionally it is better to avoid
cables in order to protect the historic building’s
appearance, construction, and so on. The most important
feature of a wireless network is their flexibility. In many
indoor scenarios, the network configuration must be
changed frequently, which for a wired network would
require an expensive (re-)deployment; where as in a
wireless network there is little wiring (as only the access
points are attached to the LAN) significantly reducing
the installation cost. Furthermore, WLANs also support
other desirable features, such as roaming. Roaming
enables users to move between APs; while retaining the

Fingerprinting is a scene analysis technique. In
scene analysis a scene is observed and its patterns and
variations along the time are observed. The information
about a scene in the case of fingerprinting is obtained
from one or more properties of electromagnetic signals
from the references.
IV. EXISTING WLAN LOCATION METHOD
4.1. Cell-ID
In this method the serving cell identifier (cell-ID) is
used to locate the user. The accuracy in this method
depends upon the radius of the cell. For urban areas, e.g.
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in a large city, this may be a few hundred meters; in
rural areas it could be up to 30km.
4.2. Cell-ID and RxPowerLevels
This information is used to locate the mobile
subscriber with good accuracy and high speed. The
mobile terminal gathers information concerning the
serving cell and the power level received from it. Along
with the same information about other cells in the
locality, this data is passed back to a server within the
network operator’s network. The network server then
calculates the position of the user based on the positions
of the cell base stations and the power at which they are
transmitting.

fig2: TOA
4.6. Time difference of arrival (TDOA)
Time difference of arrival (TDOA) is an algorithm
based on TOA, which determines the position by
measuring the time difference of signal arrival. This
significantly decreases the requirement for time
synchronization. This technique is used in a wide range
of applications ranging from wireless communication to
electronic warfare. Receivers are located at known fixed
positions; the transmitter’s position can then be
determined by a hyperbolic function.

4.3. Global Positioning System (GPS)
The GPS positioning method measures the distance
from the satellites to the receiver by determining the
pseudo ranges (code phases). The system extracts the
time of arrival of the signal from the contents of the
satellite transmitted message. It then computes the
position of the satellites by evaluating the ephemeris
data at the indicated time of arrival. Finally it is possible
to calculate the position of the receiving antenna and the
clock bias of the receiver by using this information.

4.7. Received signal strength (RSS)
The power density of an electromagnetic wave is
proportional to transmitted power and inversely
proportional to the square of the distance to the source.
This physical law as well as the vectorial combination of
waves that reach a receiver over different paths is the
basis for estimating distance and location from signal
strength measurements.

4.4. Angle of Arrival (AOA)
This requires a minimum of two base stations with
directional antenna. It measure the angle of arrival of
signals, coming from a particular mobile subscriber, at
the two base stations, and from this can calculate the
users position.

4.8. Time of flight (TOF)
The distance between a transmitter and receiver
equals the time of flight, or electromagnetic propagation
time, of the transmitted signal times the speed of
propagation, which is the speed of light. Distance can be
determined from measurement of time of arrival (TOA)
of a signal at a receiver when transmission time is
known, or from differences of reception time at different
locations (time difference of arrival—TDOA).Another
expression of time of flight is the phase of the received
signal, which may be observing the time taken to arrive.
This method assumes that all transmitters and receivers
are perfectly synchronized and ignores reflections or
interference that will affect the position accuracy.

fig1: AOA
4.5. Time of Arrival (TOA)
The Time of Arrival method locates the mobile
terminal by triangulation from a minimum of three base
stations. Because the speed of electromagnetic waves is
known, it is possible to calculate the distance from each
base station by observing the time taken to arrive. This
method assumes that all transmitters and receivers are
perfectly synchronized and ignores reflections or
interference that will affect the position accuracy.

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A dynamic KNN algorithm is proposed, which uses
triangulation and a KNN (k nearest neighbor) as a
mathematical model to estimate location and a
positioning algorithm for location estimation is designed
by merging the TRIANGULATION and KNN approach
to estimate the location of mobile devices and to
improve accuracy.
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the corresponding physical coordinates as its estimate of
the mobile location.

7.1
LOCATION
ESTIMATION
USING
TRIANGULATION: The transmitted signal (Tx) and
the received signal (Rx) are two of the most important
parameters used for location prediction of wireless node.
Tx is used to calculate Available Signal Strength (ASS)
and Rx is used to calculate Receive Signal Strength
(RSS). These ASS and RSS are used to calculate the
distance between the sending node and the receiving
node. If there are three or more access point in a room or
in an area then it is possible to build a triangulation
positioning technique. Signal level drops when the
distance between the antenna and the mobile device
increases. Under ideal conditions the contours of signal
level around the antenna are circles. If we know the
relation between signal level and distance, from the
signal level measured we can get the distance from the
mobile device to the antenna. The mobile device is on
the circle around the antenna with the distance as semidiameter. Once the signal levels of the mobile device
from three antennas are measured, using triangulation
we can estimate the location of the mobile device.

System architecture: We are using three access
point in our project. We first collect multiple values of
RSS (received signal strength) from the three access
point and create a signal strength database and report it
to the location determination server. The location
determination server matches the RSS value with the
stored database (radio map) using tracking and
positioning algorithm i.e. here we are using triangulation
and knn approach and estimate location of mobile
device by merging the Triangulation and KNN
approach.

fig3: Location estimation using triangulation
7.2 LOCATION ESTIMATION USING KNN
ALGORITHM: In the KNN algorithm the mobile
device measures the signal strength of each of the access
point within range, then searches through the radio map
database to determine the signal strength tuple that best
matches the signal strength, it has measured. The system
estimates the location associated with the best matching
signal strength tuple (i.e. nearest neighbour) to be the
location of mobile. We use the following Euclidean
distance to measure---Sd = √Σ ( si- si’)

9. PROPOSED ALGORITHM (POSITIONING
ALGORITHM FOR LOCATION ESTIMATION)
Step1: Begin
Step2: Input: Real-time signal strength information.
Step3: Open signal strength strength database.
Step4: Read a first record from signal strength database.

2

Step5: If direction of current record = direction of realtime signal information.

Using this measure, we investigate the signal space
to find the position in the physical space. In this
formula---

Step6: Then calculate Euclidean distance of current
record and signal strength information, otherwise Loop:
next record in the signal strength database and go to
step4.

Si is signal matches in the database for APi and Si’
is the measured signal strength in the real-time operation
for APi.

Step7: After calculating Euclidean distance compare
that current Euclidean distance < minimum distance.

This technique basically calculates the Euclidean
distance(sd) in the signal space and pick the signal tuple
that minimize this distance in signal space and declares

Step8: If this condition holds then minimum distance =
current Euclidean distance, otherwise Loop: next record
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in the signal strength database and go to step4.
Step9: estimated location = location of current record.
Step10: Close the signal strength database.
Step11: Output: estimated location.
Step12: End
CONCLUSION
The best candidate to determine a user location in
indoor environment is by using IEEE802.11 (Wi-Fi)
signals, since it is most widely available installed on
most mobile devices used by users. Unfortunately, the
signal strength, signal quality and noise of Wi-Fi in
worst scenario, fluctuate up to 33% because of the
reflection, refraction, temperature, humidity and
dynamic environment etc. This makes problem in
determining a user location indoor. This study present
our current development on a light-weighted algorithm,
which is designed to be easy, simply but robust in
producing the determination of user location. We study
determination of estimated location and improve
accuracy. A dynamic KNN algorithm is proposed,
which uses triangulation approach and KNN algorithm
to estimate the location of mobile device and a
positioning algorithm for location estimation is designed
by merging the TRIANGULATION and KNN approach
to estimate the location of mobile devices and to
improve accuracy.
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Abstract - Automated face recognition has become a major field of interest. Face recognition algorithms are used in a wide range of
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I.

frontal view of the face. Although there are three
different approaches to the face recognition problem,
there are two basic methods from which these three
different approaches arise. The first method is based on
the information theory concepts, in other words, on the
principal component analysis methods. The second
method is based on extracting feature vectors from the
basic parts of a face such as eyes, nose, mouth, and chin.
The third method is to combine the two approaches i.e.
first and second. The outline of a typical face
recognition system [13] is given in figure 1.1.

INTRODUCTION

The face is our primary focus of attention in social
intercourse, playing a major role in conveying identity
and emotion. Although the ability to infer intelligence or
character from facial appearance is suspect, the human
ability to recognize faces. Face recognition has become
an important issue in many applications such as security
systems, credit card verification and criminal
identification. For example, the ability to model a
particular face and distinguish it from a large number of
stored face models would make it possible to vastly
improve criminal identification. A large number of
systems has emerged that are capable of achieving
recognition rates of greater than 90% under controlled
conditions. Successful application under real world
conditions remains a challenge though. In field settings,
face images are subject to a wide range of variations.
These include pose or view angle, illumination,
occlusion, facial expression, time delay between image
acquisition, and individual differences. The scalability
of face recognition systems to such factors is not well
understood. Most research has been limited to frontal
views obtained under standardized illumination on the
same day with absence of occlusion and with neutral
facial expression or slight smile. There are three major
research groups which propose three different
approaches to the face recognition problem. The largest
group [1, 2, 3] have dealt with facial characteristics
which are used by human beings in recognizing
individual faces. The second group [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
performs human face identification based on feature
vectors extracted from profile silhouettes. The third
group [9, 10] uses feature vectors extracted from a

Face image
vector

Normalized Face Image

Feature

Fig 1.1 : Outline of a typical face recognition system.
II. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSYS
PCA also known as Karhunen Loeve projection.
PCA Calculates the Eigen vectors of the covariance
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Ф OPT

matrix, and projects the original data onto a lower
dimensional feature space, which is defined by Eigen
vectors with large Eigen values. PCA has been used in
face representation and recognition where the Eigen
vectors calculated are referred to as Eigen faces. In gel
images, even more than in human faces, the
dimensionality of the original data is vast compared to
the size of the dataset, suggesting PCA as a useful first
step in analysis. The Eigen face algorithm uses the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimensionality
reduction to find the vectors which best account for the
distribution of face images within the entire image space
[11]. These vectors define the subspace of face images
and the subspace is called face space. All faces in the
training set are projected onto the face space to find a set
of weights that describes the contribution of each vector
in the face space. To identify a test image, it requires the
projection of the test image onto the face space to obtain
the corresponding set of weights. By comparing the
weights of the test image with the set of weights of the
faces in the training set, the face in the test image can be
identified. The key procedure in PCA is based on
Karhumen-Loeve transformation [12]. If the image
elements are considered to be random variables, the
image may be seen as a sample of a stochastic process.
PCA based on information theory concepts, seek a
computational model that best describes a face, by
extracting the most relevant information contained in
that face. Goal is to find out the eigenvectors
(eigenfaces) of the covariance matrix of the distribution,
spanned by a training set of face images. Later, every
face image is represented by a linear combination of
these eigenvectors. Evaluation of these eigenvectors is
quite difficult for typical image sizes but, an
approximation that is suitable for practical purposes is
also presented. Recognition is performed by projecting a
new image into the subspace spanned by the eigenfaces
and then classifying the face by comparing its position
in face space with the positions of known individuals. A
face recognition system, based on the eigenfaces
approach is proposed. Eigenfaces approach seems to be
an adequate method to be used in face recognition due
to its simplicity, speed and learning capability. The
Principal Component Analysis basis vectors are defined
as the eigenvectors of the scatter matrix ST,
N
ST =∑ (xi - µ) (xi - µ)T
i=1

= arg max
Ф

фT │ ST ф │

(2)

The transformation matrix WPCA is composed of the
eigenvectors corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues.
A 2D example of PCA is demonstrated in Fig. 1. After
applying the projection, the input vector (face) in an ndimensional space is reduced to a feature vector in a ddimensional subspace. For most applications, these
eigenvectors corresponding to very small eigenvalues
are considered as noise, and not taken into account
during identification. Several extensions of PCA are
developed, such as modular eigenspaces [20] and
probabilistic subspaces [21]. PCA involves finding a
linear subspace (referred to as the Eigenspace) that
maximizes the variance between images in a training
set. The high-dimensional image can be projected onto
the principal components (referred to as eigenimages),
and classification can be carried out by performing a
nearest neighbor search in the eigenspace [2]–[6].

Fig. 1: Principal components (PC) of a two-dimensional
set of points. The first principal component provides an
optimal linear dimension reduction from 2D to 1D, in
the sense of the mean square error.
An
alternate
approach
for
classification
(particularly when dealing with multiple classes) is to
use a class-specific linear projection such as FLDA [16].
All of these techniques require the computation of the
principal components before classification can be
performed. Computing the principal components of a
large set of images is prohibitively expensive and
thereby discourages the use of PCA-based techniques in
real-world applications. Reducing the computational
burden associated with computing the principal
components has been addressed using several different
approaches based on either iterative power methods,
conjugate gradient algorithms, or eigenspace updating.
A fundamentally different approach was proposed by
Chang et al. [17], where the authors show that the
Fourier transform can be used to approximate the
desired subspace dimension, as well as the principal

(1)

where µ is the mean of the data. PCA determines the
orthogonal projection ф in
Yk = фT x k , k=1,…..,N
that maximizes the determinant of the total scatter
matrix of the projected samples y1,………yN.
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eigenimages, if the image data set is correlated in one
dimension. This result has recently been extended to
correlations in higher dimensions that are due to a
change in orientation (assuming constant lighting
conditions). PCA is a useful statistical technique that has
found application in fields such as face recognition and
image compression, and is a common technique for
finding patterns in data of high dimension. The basic
goal is to implement a simple face recognition system,
based on well-studied and well-understood methods.
One can choose to go into depth of one and only one of
those methods. The method to be implemented is the
PCA (Principle Component Analysis). It is one of the
more successful techniques of face recognition and easy
to understand and describe using mathematics. This
method involves using Eigen faces. The first step is to
produce a feature detector (dimension reduction).
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was chosen
because it is the most efficient technique, of dimension
reduction, in terms of data compression. This allows the
high dimension data, the images, to be represented by
lower dimension data and so hopefully reducing the
complexity of grouping the images.

different classes to be far from each other, while point
from the same class are close. Consequently, LDA
obtains differenced projection vectors for each class.
Multi-class LDA algorithms which can manage more
than two classes are more used. Suppose we have m
samples x1,...,xm belonging to c classes; each class has
mk elements. We assume that the mean has been
extracted from the samples, as in PCA. Both PCA and
ICA construct the face space without using the face
class (category) information. The whole face training
data is taken as a whole. In LDA the goal is to find an
efficient or interesting way to represent the face vector
space. But exploiting the class information can be
helpful to the identification tasks, see Fig 2. for an
example. The Fisher face algorithm is derived from the
Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLD), which uses class
specific information. By defining different classes with
different statistics, the images in the learning set are
divided into the corresponding classes. Then, techniques
similar to those used in Eigenface algorithm are applied.
The Fisher face algorithm results in a higher accuracy
rate in recognizing faces when compared with Eigenface
algorithm The Linear Discriminant Analysis finds a
transform WLDA, such that

Benefits of PCA



No data redundancy as components is Orthogonal.



With help of PCA, complexity of grouping the
images can be reduced.



Application of PCA in the prominent field of
criminal investigation is beneficial.



WLDA

The basic Benefit in PCA is to reduce the
dimension of the data.



PCA computes and ranks principal component and
their variances.



Automatically transforms data sets.



PCA can analyze datasets up to 50,000 rows and
200 columns.

WT SB W

(3)

Where SB is the between-class scatter matrix and
SW is the within-class scatter matrix, defined as
c
SB = ∑ Ni (µ i - µ) (µ i -µ)T

(4)

i=1

C
SW = ∑ ∑
i=1 xk € xt

(xk - µ i) (xk - µ i)T

(5)

In the above expression, Ni is the number of
training samples in class i, c is the number of distinct
classes, µ i is the mean vector of samples belonging to
class i and Xi represents the set of samples belonging to
class i. The LDA basis vectors are demonstrated in
Figure 3.

PCA Features
PCA computes means, variances, covariance’s, and
correlations of large data sets

arg max
W

WT SW W’

PCA also benefits entrance control in buildings,
access control for computers in general, for
automatic teller machines in particular, day-to-day
affairs like withdrawing money from bank account,
dealing with the post office, passport verification
and identifying the faces in a given databases.



=

III. LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

Fig. 2 : First seven LDA basis vectors shown as p X p
images.

LDA is widely used to find linear combinations of
features while preserving class separability. Unlike
PCA, LDA tries to model the differences between
classes. Classic LDA is it requires data points for

This uses the available class information to
compute a projection better suited for discrimination
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tasks. We define the within-class scatter matrix SW in
equation (5) and we define the between-class scatter
matrix SB in equation (4). Ф OPT is found by solving
the generalized eigenvalue problem
SB ф = λ SW ф

IV. ICA
(INDEPENDENT
ANALYSIS)

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [22] is
similar to PCA except that the distribution of the
components is designed to be non-Gaussian.
Maximizing non-Gaussianity promotes statistical
independence. Figure 11 presents the different feature
extraction properties between PCA and ICA.There are
two architectures based on Independent Component
Analysis, statistically independent basis images and a
factorial code representation, for the face recognition
task. The ICA separates the high-order moments of the
input in addition to the second-order moments utilized
in PCA. Both the architectures lead to a similar
performance. The obtained basis vectors based on fast
fixed-point algorithm [24] for the ICA factorial code
representation are illustrated in Fig. 12. There is no
special order imposed on the ICA basis vectors.

(6)

Due to the structure of the data the within-class
scatter matrix SW is always singular. We can overcome
this problem by first using PCA to reduce the
dimensionality and then applying LDA .The overall
projection is therefore given by
WT = фT
OPT

OPT

фT

COMPONENT

(7)

OPT

FLDA determines the linear subspace that
maximizes the variance between different classes in the
data while minimizing the variance within each class. A
common issue associated with FLDA is the smallsample size problem. Fortunately, this issue can be
overcome by using an intermediate space that is
computed using the principal components of the image
data. Both PCA and FLDA find a linear subspace for
classification using the global information contained in
the data set. FLDA attempts to find a linear subspace
that minimizes the within-class scatter while
maximizing the between class scatter. The idea is that
the set of images Ir lies close to a low-dimensional
linear subspace and is therefore linearly separable [8],
[22], [31], [32]. Unfortunately, in most practical
applications, n < m, which implies that the within-class
scatter matrix is singular. To overcome this issue, the
within-class scatter matrix is typically projected onto an
intermediate subspace using PCA.

Fig. 4 : ICA basis vectors shown as p £ p images; there
is no special order for ICA basis vectors
For below example, ICA tends to extract more
intrinsic structure of the original data clusters.
Independent Component Analysis aims to transform the
data as linear combinations of statistically independent
data points. Therefore, its goal is to provide an
independent
rather
that
uncorrelated
image
representation. ICA is an alternative to PCA which
provides a more powerful data representation [67]. It’s a
discriminant analysis criterion, which can be used to
enhance PCA.The ICA algorithm is performed as
follows [25]. Let Cx be the covariance matrix of an
image sample X.

Fig. 3 : A comparison of principal component analysis
(PCA) and Fisher’s linear discriminant (FLD) for a two
class problem where data for each class lies near a linear
subspace. It shows that FLD is better than PCA in the
sense of discriminating the two classes.

Fig. 5.Top: Example 3D data distribution and the
corresponding principal component and independent
component axes. Each axis is a direction found by PCA
or ICA. Note the PC axes are orthogonal while the IC
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axes are not. If only 2 components are allowed, ICA
chooses a different subspace than PCA. Bottom left:
Distribution of the first PCA coordinate of the data.
Bottom right: distribution of the first ICA coordinate of
the data [23].
The ICA of X factorizes the covariance matrix c
into the following form

x

c x = F ∆ FT
Where ∆ is diagonal real positive and F transforms
the original data into Z (X = FZ). The components of Z
will be the most independent possible. To derive the
ICA transformation F,
X = ф ^ ½U



LDA has less full face error rate i.e.0.6 than LDA
i.e.19.4.



It is observed that accuracy of PCA and LDA is
similar i.e. 70% and projections applied on both
are linear.



For floating point operations PCA gives 108
computations while ICA gives 109 computations.



PCA and LDA show the opposite pattern for lower
face Occlusion and upper face Occlusion.



LDA shows
conditions.

Then, there are rotation operations which derive
independent
components
minimizing
mutual
information. Finally, normalization is carried out.

Swets and Weng proposed PCA plus LDA for face
recognition. They applied the PCA for dimensionality
reduction of the original image. In this top 15 principal
axes were selected and used to derive a 15 dimensional
feature vector for every sample. The transformed
samples are then used as bases to execute LDA.This
approach can be decomposed into two processes, the
PCA process followed by the LDA process. They
observes a peak recognition rate of more than
90%.Belhumeur and Zhao have proposed system
which used similar methodology and named as
“Fisherfaces”.The face images used in this approach
contained face, hair shoulder and background, not solely
face. By conducting various experiments it is observed
that in the PCA plus LDA approach the non-face portion
dominated the entire recognition process. for this
approach each projective vector extracted from a face
image is 15 dimensional. Experimental results show that
influence of middle face portion on the recognition
process was much smaller than that of the non-face
portion. That is the non-face portion of a face image
dominated the recognition process.
VI. COMPARISON BETWEEN PCA , LDA & ICA

LDA has less error rate i.e. 7.3 than PCA i.e.24.4
with close crop.

lighting



Illumination: The colour that we perceive from a
given surface depends not only on the surface’s
nature but also on the light upon it. There can be
relevant illumination variations on images taken
under uncontrolled environment. As many feature
extraction methods relay on color/intensity
variability measures between pixels to obtain
relevant data, they show an important dependency
on lighting changes. The big problem is that two
faces of the same subject but with illumination
variations may show more differences between
them than compared to another subject. Summing
up, illumination is one of the big challenges of
automated face recognition systems. all this linear
analysis algorithms do not capture satisfactorily
illumination variations. This illumination problem
can be faced employing different approaches like
Heuristic approach, Statistical approach, Lightmodeling approach etc.



Pose: Pose variation and illumination are the two
main problems face by face recognition researchers.
The uncontrolled environment constraint involves
several obstacles for face recognition. Pose
variation is another one. There are several
approaches used to face pose variations like Multiimage based approaches, Single-model based
approaches, Geometric approaches etc.



Occlusion: The recognition process can rely heavily
on the availability of a full input face. Therefore,
the absence of some parts of the face may lead to a
bad classification. This problem speaks in favor of a
piecemeal approach to feature extraction, which
doesn’t depend on the whole face. There are also
objects that can occlude facial features -glasses,
hats, beards, certain hair cuts, etc.

V. PCA PLUS LDA



to

Face recognition faces some issues inherent to
problem definition, environmental conditions and
hardware constraints.

cx = ф ^ ф T

LDA is able to use a smaller size i.e. 15 of
subspace to achieve a higher recognition accuracy
than LDA i.e. 30.

performance

VII. PROBLEMS OF FACE RECOGNITION

where X and _ are derived solving the following Eigen
problem



better
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Abstract - Adaptive modulation and diversity combining represent very important adaptive solutions for the future generations of
communication systems. In order to improve the performance and the efficiency of wireless communication systems these two
techniques have been recently used jointly in new schemes named joint adaptive modulation and diversity combining .The highest
spectral efficiency with the lowest possible combining complexity, given the fading channel conditions and the required error rate
performance. Increase the spectral efficiency with a slight increase in the average number of combined path for the low signal to
noise ratio (SNR) range while maintaining compliance with the bit error rate (BER).
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I.

The goal of third and fourth generation mobile
networks is to provide users with a high data rate, and to
provide a wider range of services, such as voice
communications, videophones, and high speed Internet
access. The higher data rate of future mobile networks
will be achieved by increasing the amount of spectrum
allocated to the service and by improvements in the
spectral efficiency. OFDM is a potential candidate for
the physical layer of fourth generation mobile systems.
This thesis presents techniques for improving the
spectral efficiency of OFDM systems applied in WLAN
and mobile networks.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless communications is an emerging field,
which has seen enormous growth in the last several
years. The huge uptake rate of mobile phone
technology, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN)
and the exponential growth of the Internet have resulted
in an increased demand for new methods of obtaining
high capacity wireless networks. Most WLAN systems
currently use the IEEE802.11b standard, which provides
a maximum data rate of 11 Mbps. Newer WLAN
standards such as IEEE802.11a and HiperLAN2, are
based on OFDM technology and provide a much higher
data rate of 54 Mbps. However systems of the near
future will require WLANs with data rates of greater
than 100 Mbps, and so there is a need to further improve
the spectral efficiency and data capacity of OFDM
systems in WLAN applications.

THIRD GENERATION WIRELESS SYSTEMS
Third generation mobile systems such as the
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
[1], [2], [3], [4] and CDMA2000 [6] will be introduced
over the next 1-5 years (2002 onwards) [5]. These
systems are striving to provide higher data rates than
current 2G systems such as the Global System for
Mobile communications (GSM) and IS-95. Second
generation systems are mainly targeted at providing
voice services, while 3rd generation systems will shift to
more data oriented services such as Internet access.
Third generation systems use Wide-band Code Division
Multiple Access (WCDMA) as the carrier modulation
scheme [10]. This modulation scheme has a high
multipath tolerance, flexible data rate, and allows a
greater cellular spectral efficiency than 2G systems.
Third generation systems will provide a significantly
higher data rate (64 kbps – 2 Mbps) [1] than second-

For cellular mobile applications, we will see in the
near future a complete convergence of mobile phone
technology, computing, Internet access, and potentially
many multimedia applications such as video and high
quality audio. In fact, some may argue that this
convergence has already largely occurred, with the
advent of being able to send and receive data using a
notebook computer and a mobile phone.
Although this is possible with current 2G (2nd
Generation) Mobile phones, the data rates provided are
very low (9.6 kbps – 14.4 kbps) and the cost is high
(typically $0.20 - $1.30 AUD per minute), limiting the
usefulness of such a service.
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generation systems (9.6 – 14.4 kbps). The higher data
rate of 3G systems will be able to support a wide range
of applications including Internet access, voice
communications and mobile videophones. In addition to
this, a large number of new applications will emerge to
utilise the permanent network connectivity, such as
wireless appliances, notebooks with built in mobile
phones, remote logging, wireless web cameras, car
navigation systems, and so forth. In fact most of these
applications will not be limited by the data rate provided
by 3G systems, but by the cost of the service.

consequence one of the main focuses of 4G systems will
be to significantly improve the spectral efficiency. In
addition to high data rates, future systems must support
a higher Quality Of Service (QOS) than current cellular
systems, which are designed to achieve 90 - 95%
coverage [11], i.e. network connection can be obtained
over 90 - 95% of the area of the cell. This will become
inadequate as more systems become dependent on
wireless networking. As a result 4G systems are likely
to require a QOS closer to 98 - 99.5%.
ORTHOGONAL
MULTIPLEXING

The demand for use of the radio spectrum is very
high, with terrestrial mobile phone systems being just
one of many applications vying for suitable bandwidth.
These applications require the system to operate reliably
in non-line-of-sight environments with a propagation
distance of 0.5 - 30 km, and at velocities up to 100
km/hr or higher. This operating environment limits the
maximum RF frequency to 5 GHz, as operating above
this frequency results in excessive channel path loss, and
excessive Doppler spread at high velocity. This limits
the spectrum available for mobile applications, making
the value of the radio spectrum extremely high. In
Europe auctions of 3G licenses of the radio spectrum
began in 1999. In the United Kingdom, 90 MHz of
bandwidth [8] was auctioned off for £22.5 billion [9]. In
Germany the result was similar, with 100 MHz of
bandwidth raising $46 billion (US) [7]. This represents
a value of around $450 Million (US) per MHz. The
length of these license agreements is 20 years [8] and so
to obtain a reasonable rate of return of 8% on
investment, $105 Million (US) per MHz must be raised
per year. It is therefore vitally important that the spectral
efficiency of the communication system is maximised,
as this is one of the main limitations to providing a low
cost high data rate service.

FREQUENCY

DIVISION

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) is an alternative wireless modulation
technology to CDMA.
OFDM has the potential to surpass the capacity of
CDMA systems and provide the wireless access method
for 4G systems. OFDM is a modulation scheme that
allows digital data to be efficiently and reliably
transmitted over a radio channel, even in multipath
environments. OFDM transmits data by using a large
number of narrow bandwidth carriers. These carriers are
regularly spaced in frequency, forming a block of
spectrum. The frequency spacing and time
synchronisation of the carriers is chosen in such a way
that the carriers are orthogonal, meaning that they do not
cause interference to each other. This is despite the
carriers overlapping each other in the frequency domain.
The name ‘OFDM’ is derived from the fact that the
digital data is sent using many carriers, each of a
different frequency (Frequency Division Multiplexing)
and these carriers are orthogonal to each other, hence
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing. The
origins of OFDM development started in the late 1950’s
with the introduction of Frequency Division
Multiplexing (FDM) for data communications. In 1966
Chang patented the structure of OFDM and published
the concept of using orthogonal overlapping multi-tone
signals for data communications. In 1971 Weinstein
introduced the idea of using a Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) for implementation of the generation
and reception of OFDM signals, eliminating the
requirement for banks of analog subcarrier oscillators.
This presented an opportunity for an easy
implementation of OFDM, especially with the use of
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), which are an efficient
implementation of the DFT. This suggested that the
easiest implementation of OFDM is with the use of
Digital Signal Processing (DSP), which can implement
FFT algorithms. It is only recently that the advances in
integrated circuit technology have made the
implementation of OFDM cost effective. The reliance
on DSP prevented the wide spread use of OFDM during
the early development of OFDM. It wasn’t until the late

4TH GENERATION SYSTEMS AND BEYOND
Research has just recently begun on the
development of 4th generation (4G) mobile
communication systems. The commercial rollout of
these systems is likely to begin around 2008 - 2012, and
will replace 3rd generation technology. Few of the aims
of 4G networks have yet been published, however it is
likely that they will be to extend the capabilities of 3G
networks, allowing a greater range of applications, and
improved universal access. Ultimately 4G networks
should encompass broadband wireless services, such as
High Definition Television (HDTV) (4 - 20 Mbps) and
computer network applications (1 - 100 Mbps). This will
allow 4G networks to replace many of the functions of
WLAN systems. However, to cover this application,
cost of service must be reduced significantly from 3G
networks. The spectral efficiency of 3G networks is too
low to support high data rate services at low cost. As a
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The transmission frequency, receiver velocity and
required multipath tolerance all determine the most
suitable transmission mode to use. Doppler spread is
caused by rapid changes in the channel response due to
movement of the receiver through a multipath
environment. It results in random frequency modulation
of the OFDM subcarriers, leading to signal degradation.
The amount of Doppler spread is proportional to the
transmission frequency and the velocity of movement.
The closer the subcarriers are spaced together, the more
susceptible the OFDM signal is to Doppler spread, and
so the different transmission modes in DAB allow trade
off between the amount of multipath protection (length
of the guard period) and the Doppler spread tolerance.

1980’s that work began on the development of OFDM
for commercial use, with the introduction of the Digital
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) system.
II. DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING
DAB was the first commercial use of OFDM
technology [19], [20]. Development of DAB started in
1987 and services began in U.K and Sweden in 1995.
DAB is a replacement for FM audio broadcasting, by
providing high quality digital audio and information
services. OFDM was used for DAB due to its multipath
tolerance. Broadcast systems operate with potentially
very long transmission distances (20 -100 km). As a
result, multipath is a major problem as it causes
extensive ghosting of the transmission. This ghosting
causes Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI), blurring the time
domain signal. For single carrier transmissions the
effects of ISI are normally mitigated using adaptive
equalisation. This process uses adaptive filtering to
approximate the impulse response of the radio channel.
An inverse channel response filter is then used to
recombine the blurred copies of the symbol bits. This
process is however complex and slow due to the locking
time of the adaptive equaliser. Additionally it becomes
increasing difficult to equalise signals that suffer ISI of
more than a couple of symbol periods. OFDM
overcomes the effects of multipath by breaking the
signal into many narrow bandwidth carriers. This results
in a low symbol rate reducing the amount of ISI. In
addition to this, a guard period is added to the start of
each symbol, removing the effects of ISI for multipath
signals delayed less than the guard period (see section
2.3 for more detail). The high tolerance to multipath
makes OFDM more suited to high data transmissions in
terrestrial
environments
than
single
carrier
transmissions.

The high multipath tolerance of OFDM allows the
use of a Single Frequency Network (SFN), which uses
transmission repeaters to provide improved coverage,
and spectral efficiency. For traditional FM broadcasting,
neighbouring cities must use different RF frequencies
even for the same radio station, to prevent multipath
causes by rebroadcasting at the same frequency.
However, with DAB it is possible for the same signal to
be broadcast from every area requiring coverage,
eliminating the need for different frequencies to be used
in neighbouring areas.
The data throughput of DAB varies from 0.6 - 1.8
Mbps depending on the amount of Forward Error
Correction (FEC) applied. This data payload allows
multiple channels to be broadcast as part of the one
transmission ensemble. The number of audio channels is
variable depending on the quality of the audio and the
amount of FEC used to protect the signal. For telephone
quality audio (24 kbps) up to 64 audio channels can be
provided, while for CD quality audio (256 kb/s), with
maximum protection, three channels are available.
III. DIGITAL VIDEO BROADCASTING
The development of the Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB) standards was started in 1993 [14]. DVB is a
transmission scheme based on the MPEG-2 standard, as
a method for point to multipoint delivery of high quality
compressed digital audio and video. It is an enhanced
replacement of the analogue television broadcast
standard, as DVB provides a flexible transmission
medium for delivery of video, audio and data services
[17]. The DVB standards specify the delivery
mechanism for a wide range of applications, including
satellite TV (DVB-S), cable systems (DVB-C) and
terrestrial transmissions (DVB-T) [15]. The physical
layer of each of these standards is optimised for the
transmission channel being used. Satellite broadcasts
use a single carrier transmission, with QPSK
modulation, which is optimised for this application as a
single carrier allows for large Doppler shifts, and QPSK

Table 1-1 shows the system parameters for DAB. DAB
has four transmission modes.
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allows for maximum energy efficiency [16]. This
transmission method is however unsuitable for
terrestrial transmissions as multipath severely degrades
the performance of high-speed single carrier
transmissions. For this reason, OFDM was used for the
terrestrial transmission standard for DVB. The physical
layer of the DVB-T transmission is similar to DAB, in
that the OFDM transmission uses a large number of
subcarriers to mitigate the effects of multipath. DVB-T
allows for two transmission modes depending on the
number of subcarriers used [18]. Table 1-2 shows the
basic transmission parameters for these two modes. The
major difference between DAB and DVB-T is the larger
bandwidth used and the use of higher modulation
schemes to achieve a higher data throughput. The DVBT allows for three subcarrier modulation schemes:
QPSK, 16-QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation)
and 64- QAM; and a range of guard period lengths and
coding rates. This allows the robustness of the
transmission link to be traded at the expense of link
capacity. Table 1-3 shows the data throughput and
required SNR for some of the transmission
combinations. Lowered to meet DVB-T is a unidirectional link due to its broadcast nature. Thus any
choice in data rate verses robustness affects all
receivers. If the system goal is to achieve high
reliability, the data rate must be the conditions of the
worst receiver. This effect limits the usefulness of the
flexible nature of the standard. However if these same
principles of a flexible transmission rate are used in bidirectional communications, the data rate can be
maximised based on the current radio conditions.
Additionally for multiuser applications, it can be
optimised for individual remote transceivers

IV. MULTIUSER OFDM
DAB and DVB systems are only uni-directional
from the base station to the users. Not much work has
been done on using OFDM for two-way
communications or for multiuser applications. These
applications include wireless modems, Wireless Local
Area Networks (WLAN's), Wireless Local Loop
(WLL), mobile phones, and mobile high speed internet.
This thesis aims to look at applying OFDM to such
applications, and to look at the resulting advantages and
problems. This thesis also presents some new techniques
that can be used to improve broadcast and multiuser
OFDM systems. The performance of adaptive
modulation and adaptive user allocation schemes in a
multiuser OFDM system. These techniques improve the
spectral efficiency and QOS. Fattouche patented a
method for implementing a wireless multiuser OFDM
system in 1992, predating any published research in this
field. This system used half duplex Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM) to allow multiuser access, with the
base stations and portable units taking turns to transmit.
Carrier modulation was fixed and used D8-PSK
(Differential 8 Phase Shift Keying). The system was
bandwidth limited by using a raised cosine guard period.
Fattouche is the founder WiLan Inc., which is one of
the few companies currently producing multiuser
OFDM modems. Williams and Prodan [82], patented the
use of multiuser OFDM in cable applications in 1995.
This introduced the use of a hybrid user allocation,
using Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) and
TDM. In this system the users were allocated time and
frequency slots depending on the data demand. This
patent however, fails to address problem of obtaining
and maintaining accurate time and frequency
synchronisation between users, which is critical for
maintaining orthogonality between users. Cimini,
Chuang, Sollenberger outlined an Advanced Cellular
Internet Service using multiuser OFDM. The aim of this
system was to provide Internet access at a data rate of 1
– 2 Mbps. This system uses time synchronised base
stations, which are allocated time slots in a selforganising fashion. These base station time slots are
then broken down in to time slots for users. In addition
to TDM, users are allocated subcarriers dynamically
based on the channel Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR),
to allow minimisation of inter-cellular interference.
Wahlqvist described one possible implementation
of multiuser OFDM in a wireless environment, outlining
a user allocation scheme where users were allocated
small blocks of time and frequency. In this scheme, each
transmission block consists of a small group of
subcarriers, (5 - 10) and a small number of symbols,
about 11 in length. The aim of this structure is to
allocate time and frequency slots to utilise the high
correlation between neighbouring subcarriers, and the
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small channel variation between a small group of
symbols. This allows the block to be characterised with
a simple pilot tone structure.
V. CONCLUSION
The detail knowledge of a current key issue in the
field of communications named Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM). We elaborated on the
performance theory of the codes. First I developed an
OFDM system model then try to improve the
performance by applying forward error correcting codes
to our uncoded system. From the study of the system, it
can be concluded that we are able to improve the
performance of uncoded OFDM by convolutional
coding scheme.
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Based on Empirical Jamming Statistics
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Abstract - Multiple-path source routing protocols allow a data source node to distribute the total traffic among available paths.In this
article, we consider the problem of jamming-aware source routing in which the source node performs traffic allocation based on
empirical jamming statistics at individual network nodes. We formulate this traffic allocation as a lossy network flow optimization
problem using portfolio selection theory from financial statistics. We show that in multi-source networks, this centralized
optimization problem can be solved using a distributed algorithm based on decomposition in network utility maximization (NUM).
We demonstrate the network’s ability to estimate the impact of jamming and incorporate these estimates into the traffic allocation
problem. Finally, we simulate the achievable throughput using our proposed traffic allocation method in several scenarios.
Keywords - Jamming, Multiple path routing, Portfolio selection theory, Optimization, Network utility maximization.

I.

impact is further complicated by the fact that the
jammers’ strategies may be dynamic and the jammers
themselves may be mobile.

INTRODUCTION

Jamming point-to-point transmissions in a wireless
mesh network [1] or underwater acoustic network [2]
can have debilitating effects on data transport through
the network. The effects of jamming at the physical
layer resonate through the protocol stack, providing an
effective denial-of-service (DoS) attack [3] on end-toend data communication. The simplest methods to
defend a network against jamming attacks comprise
physical layer solutions such as spread-spectrum or
beamforming, forcing the jammers to expend a greater
resource to reach the same goal. However, recent work
has demonstrated that intelligent jammers can
incorporate cross layer protocol information into
jamming attacks, reducing resource expenditure by
several orders of magnitude by targeting certain link
layer and MAC implementations [4]–[6] as well as link
layer error detection and correction protocols [7].
Hence, more sophisticated anti-jamming methods and
defensive measures must be incorporated into higherlayer protocols, for example channel surfing [8] or
routing around jammed regions of the network [6].

In order to capture the non-deterministic and
dynamic effects of the jamming attack, we model the
packet error rate at each network node as a random
process. At a given time, the randomness in the packet
error rate is due to the uncertainty in the jamming
parameters, while the time-variability in the packet error
rate is due to the jamming dynamics and mobility. Since
the effect of jamming at each node is probabilistic, the
end-to-end throughput achieved by each sourcedestination pair will also be non-deterministic and,
hence, must be studied using a stochastic framework.
In this article, we thus investigate the ability of
network nodes to characterize the jamming impact and
the ability of multiple source nodes to compensate for
jamming in the allocation of traffic across multiple
routing paths. Our contributions to this problem are as
follow:

In order to characterize the effect of jamming on
throughput,each source must collect information on the
impact of the jamming attack in various parts of the
network. However, the extent of jamming at each
network node depends on a number of unknown
parameters, including the strategy used by the individual
jammers and the relative location of the jammers with
respect to each transmitter-receiver pair. Hence, the
impact of jamming is probabilistic from the perspective
of the network1, and the characterization of the jamming
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Fig. 1 : An example network with sources S = {r, s} is
illustrated. Each unicast link (i, j) ! E is labeled with the
corresponding link capacity.


Each source node s in a subset S " N generates data for a
single destination node ds ! N. We assume that each
source node s constructs multiple routing paths to ds
using a route request process similar to those of the DSR
[9] or AODV [10] protocols.We let Ps = {ps1, . . . ,
psLs} denote the collection of Ls loop-free routing paths
for source s, noting that these paths need not be disjoint
as in MP-DSR [11].

We formulate the problem of allocating traffic
across multiple routing paths in the presence of
jamming as a lossy network flow optimization
problem. We map the optimization problem to that
of asset allocation using portfolio selection theory
[12], [13].



We formulate the centralized traffic allocation
problem for multiple source nodes as a convex
optimization problem.



We show that the multi-source multiple-path
optimal traffic allocation can be computed at the
source nodes using a distributed algorithm based on
decomposition
in
network
utility
maximization(NUM) [14].



We propose methods which allow individual
network nodes to locally characterize the jamming
impact and aggregate this information for the
source nodes.



We demonstrate that the use of portfolio selection
theory allows the data sources to balance the
expected data throughput with the uncertainty in
achievable traffic rates.

Representing each path ps! by a subset of directed
link set E, the sub-network of interest to source s is
given by the directed subgraph of the graph G.

Figure 1 illustrates an example network with sources S
={r, s}. The subgraph Gr consists of the two routing
paths pr1 = {(r, i), (i, k), (k,m), (m, u)} pr2 = {(r, i), (i,
j), (j, n), (n, u)}, and the subgraph Gs consists of the two
routing paths ps1 = {(s, i), (i, k), (k,m), (m, t)} ps2 =
{(s, j), (j, n), (n,m), (m, t)}.
In this article, we assume that the source nodes in S
have no prior knowledge about the jamming attack
being performed. That is, we make no assumption about
the jammer’s goals, method of attack, or mobility
patterns. We assume that the number of jammers and
their locations are unknown to the network nodes.
Instead of relying on direct knowledge of the jammers,
we suppose that the network nodes characterize the
jamming impact in terms of the empirical packet
delivery rate. Network nodes can then relay the relevant
information to the source nodes in order to assist in
optimal traffic allocation.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
In Section II, we state the network model and
assumptions about the jamming attack. To motivate our
formulation, in Section III, we present methods that
allow nodes to characterize the local jamming impact.
These concepts are required to understand the traffic
allocation optimization and the mapping of this problem
to Portfolio selection. In Section IV, we formulate the
optimal multiple path traffic allocation problem for
multisource networks. In Section V, we evaluate the
performance of the optimal traffic allocation
formulation. We summarize our contributions in Section
VI.

Each time a new routing path is requested or an
existing routing path is updated, the responding nodes
along the path will relay the necessary parameters to the
source node as part of the reply message for the routing
path. Using the information from the routing reply, each
source node s is thus provided with additional
information about the jamming impact on the individual
nodes.

II. SYSTEM MODEL & ASSUMPTIONS
The wireless network of interest can be represented
by a directed graph G = (N, E). The vertex set N
represents the network nodes, and an ordered pair (i, j)
of nodes is in the edge set E if and only if node j can
receive packets directly from node i. We assume that all
communication is unicast over the directed edges in E,
i.e. each packet transmitted by node i ! N is intended for
a unique node j ! N with (i, j) ! E. The maximum
achievable data rate, or capacity, of each unicast link (i,
j) ! E in the absence of jamming is denoted by the
predetermined constant rate cij in units of packets per
second3.

III. CHARACTERIZING
JAMMING

THE

IMPACT

OF

In this section, we propose techniques for the
network nodes to estimate and characterize the impact
of jamming and for a source node to incorporate these
estimates into its traffic allocation. In order for a source
node s to incorporate the jamming impact in the traffic
allocation problem, the effect of jamming on
transmissions over each link (i, j) ! Es must be estimated
and relayed to s. However, to capture the jammer
mobility and the dynamic effects of the jamming attack,
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the local estimates need to be continually updated. We
begin with an example to illustrate the possible effects
of jammer mobility on the traffic allocation problem and
motivate the use of continually updated local estimates

Next, suppose the jammer continually changes
position between nodes x and y, causing the packet
success rates over links (s, x) and (s, y) to oscillate
between zero and one. This behavior introduces a high
degree of variability into the observed packet success
rates, leading to a less certain estimate of the future
success rates over the links (s, x) and (s, y).

Fig. 2 : An example network that illustrates a singlesource network with three routing paths. Each unicast
link (i, j) is labeled with the corresponding link capacity
cij in units of packets per second. The proximity of the
jammer to nodes x and y impedes packet delivery over
the corresponding paths, and the jammer mobility
affects the allocation of traffic to the three paths as a
function of time.

Fig. 3 : The estimation update process is illustrated for a
single link. The estimate μij (t) is updated every T
seconds, and the estimation variance σ2ij (t) is computed
only every Ts seconds. Both values are relayed to
relevant source nodes every Ts seconds.

A. Illustrating the Effect of Jammer Mobility on
Network Throughput:

This solution takes into account the historic
variability in the packet success rates due to jamming
mobility. In the following section, we build on this
example, providing a set of parameters to be estimated
by network nodes and methods for the sources to
aggregate this information and characterize the available
paths on the basis of expected throughput.

Figure 2 illustrates a single-source network with
three routing paths
p1 = {(s, x), (x, b), (b, d)}, p2 = {(s, y), (y, b), (b, d)}
and p3 = {(s, z), (z, b), (b, d)}.
The label on each edge (i, j) is the link capacity cij
indicating the maximum number of packets per second
(pkts/s) which can be transported over the wireless link.
In this example, we assume that the source is generating
data at a rate of 300 pkts/s. In the absence of jamming,
the source can continuously send 100 pkts/s over each of
the three paths,yielding a throughput rate equal to the
source generation rate of 300 pkts/s. If a jammer near
node x is transmitting at high power, the probability of
successful packet reception, referred to as the packet
success rate, over the link (s, x) drops to nearly zero,
and the traffic flow to node d reduces to 200 pkts/s. If
the source node becomes aware of this effect,the
allocation of traffic can be changed to 150 pkts/s on
each of paths p2 and p3, thus recovering from the
jamming attack at node x. The relay of information from
the nodes can be done periodically or at the instants
when the packet success rates change significantly.
These updates must be performed at a rate comparable
to the rate of the jammer movement to provide an
effective defense against the mobile jamming attack.

B. Estimating End-to-End Packet Success Rates
Given the packet success rate estimates μij (t) and
σ2ij (t) for the links (i, j) in a routing path psℓ, the source
s needs to estimate the effective end-to-end packet
success rate to determine the optimal traffic allocation.
Assuming the total time required to transport packets
from each source s to the corresponding destination ds is
negligible compared to the update relay period Ts, we
drop the time index and address the end-to-end packet
success rates in terms of the estimates μij and σ2ij . The
end-to-end packet success rate ys! for path ps! can be
expressed as the product

which is itself a random variable6 due to the
randomness in each xij. We let $s! denote the expected
value of ys! and %s!m denote the covariance of ys! and
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ysm for paths ps!, psm ! Ps. Due to the computational
burden associated with in-network inference of
correlation between estimated random variables, we let
the source node s assume the packet success rates xij as
mutually independent, even though they are likely
correlated. We maintain this independence assumption
throughout this work, yielding a feasible approximation
to the complex reality of correlated random variables,
and the case of in-network inference of the relevant
correlation is left as future work. Under this
independence assumption, the mean $s! of ys! given in
(5) is equal to the product of estimates μij as

(8)
on the feasible allocation vectors "s. The element w((i,
j), ps!) in row (i, j) and column ps! of Ws is thus given
by

Letting c denote the |E| × 1 vector of link capacities cij
for (i, j) ! E, the link capacity constraint in (8) including
expected packet loss due to jamming can be expressed
by the vector inequality

(6)
And the covariance
is
similarly given by

which is a linear constraint in the variable "s. We note
that this statistical constraint formulation generalizes the
standard network flow capacity constraint corresponding
to the case of xij = 1 for all (i, j) ! E in which the
incidence matrix Ws is deterministic and binary.
In (7), ( denotes the exclusive-OR set operator such
that an element is in A ( B if it is in either A or B but not
both.The covariance formula in (7) reflects the fact that
the end to- end packet success rates ys! and ysm of paths
ps! and psm with shared links are correlated even when
the rates xij are independent. We note that the variance
%2 s! of the end-to-end rate ys! can be computed using
(7) with & = m.

B. Optimal Traffic Allocation Using Portfolio
Selection Theory
In order to determine the optimal allocation of
traffic to the paths in Ps, each source s chooses a utility
function Us("s) that evaluates the total data rate, or
throughput, successfully delivered to the destination
node ds. In defining our utility function Us("s), we
present an analogy between traffic allocation to routing
paths and allocation of funds to correlated assets in
finance.

Letting 's! denote the traffic rate allocated to path
ps! by the source node s, the problem of interest is thus
for each source s to determine the optimal Ls×1 rate
allocation vector "s subject to network flow capacity
constraints using the available statistics !s and !s of the
end-to-end packet success rates under jamming.

In Markowitz’s portfolio selection theory [12], [13],
an investor is interested in allocating funds to a set of
financial assets that have uncertain future performance.
We describe the desired analogy by mapping this
allocation of funds to financial assets to the allocation of
traffic to routing paths.We relate the expected
investment return on the financial portfolio to the
estimated end-to-end success rates !s and the investment
risk of the portfolio to the estimated success rate
covariance matrix !s. We note that the correlation
between related assets in the financial portfolio
corresponds to the correlation between non-disjoint
routing paths. The analogy between financial portfolio
selection and the allocation of traffic to routing paths is
summarized below.

IV. A. Traffic Allocation Constraints
In order to define a set of constraints for the
multiple-path traffic allocation problem, we must
consider the source data rate constraints, the link
capacity constraints, and the reduction of traffic flow
due to jamming at intermediate nodes.
Due to jamming at nodes along the path, the traffic
rate is potentially reduced at each receiving node as
packets are lost. The capacity constraint on the total
traffic traversing a link (i, j) thus imposes the stochastic
constraint
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utility maximization (NUM) formulation of the basic
maximum network flow problem [14]. We thus develop
a distributed traffic allocation algorithm using
Lagrangian dual decomposition techniques [14] for
NUM.
The dual decomposition technique is derived by
decoupling the capacity constraint in (10) and
introducing the link prices )ij corresponding to each link
(i, j). Letting # denote the |E| × 1 vector of link prices )ij,
the Lagrangian L(", #) of the optimization problem in
(12) is given by

As in Markowitz’s theory, we define a constant
risk-aversion factor ks * 0 for source s ! S to indicate the
preference for source s to allocate resources to less risky
paths with lower throughput variance. This risk-aversion
constant weighs the trade-off between expected
throughput and estimation variance. For a given traffic
rate allocation vector "s, the expected total throughput
for source s is equal to the vector inner product !Ts "s.
Based on the above analogymaking use of portfolio
selection theory, we define the utility function Us("s) at
source s as the weighted sum

(13)
The distributed optimization problem is solved
iteratively using the Lagrangian dual method as follows.
For a given set of link prices #n at iteration n, each
source s solves the local optimization

(14)

(11)

problem The link prices #n+1 are then updated using a
gradient descent iteration as

Setting the risk-aversion factor ks to zero indicates
that the source s is willing to put up with any amount of
uncertainty in the estimate !s of the end-to-end success
rates to maximize the expected throughput. Combining
the utility function in (11) with the set of constraints
defined in Section IV-A yields the following jamming
aware traffic allocation optimization problem which
aims to find the globally optimal traffic allocation over
the set S of sources.

(15)
where a > 0 is a constant step size and (v)+ =
max(0, v) is the element-wise projection into the nonnegative orthant. In order to perform the local update in
(15), sources must exchange information about the
result of the local optimization step. Since updating the
link prices # depends only on the expected link usage,
sources must only exchange the |E| × 1 link usage
vectors
to ensure that the
link prices are consistently updated across all sources.
The iterative optimization step can be repeated until the
allocation vectors "s converge8 for all sources s ! S, i.e.
when
for all s with
a given * > 0. The above approach yields the following
distributed algorithm for optimal jamming-aware flow
allocation.

Since the use of centralized protocols for source
routing may be undesirable due to excessive
communication overhead in large-scale wireless
networks, we seek a distributed formulation for the
optimal traffic allocation problem in (12).
C. Optimal Distributed Traffic Allocation using
NUM
In the distributed formulation of the algorithm, each
source s determines its own traffic allocation "s, ideally
with minimal message passing between sources. By
inspection, we see that the optimal jamming-aware flow
allocation problem in (12) is similar to the network
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V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

VI. CONCLUSION

In this section, we simulate various aspects of the
proposed techniques for estimation of jamming impact
and jamming aware traffic allocation. We first describe
the simulation setup, including descriptions of the
assumed models for routing path construction, jammer
mobility, packet success rates, and estimate updates. We
then simulate the process of computing the estimation
statistics
and
for a single link (i, j).
Next, we illustrate the effects of the estimation process
on the throughput optimization, both in terms of
optimization objective functions and the resulting
simulated throughput. Finally, we simulate a small-scale
network similar to that in Figure 2 while varying
network and protocol parameters in order to observe
performance trends.

In this article, we studied the problem of traffic
allocation in multiple-path routing algorithms in the
presence of jammers whose effect can only be
characterized statistically.We formulated multiple-path
traffic allocation in multi-source networks as a lossy
network flow optimization problem using an objective
function based on portfolio selection theory from
finance. We showed that this centralized optimization
problem can be solved using a distributed algorithm
based on decomposition in network utility maximization
(NUM). We have thus shown that multiple path source
routing algorithms can optimize the throughput
performance by effectively incorporating the empirical
jamming impact into the allocation of traffic to the set
of paths.
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Abstract - Image registration is one of the techniques used in the computer vision field to transform different sets of data into one
coordinate system to align images. Registration is important in order to be able to compare or integrate the data obtained from
multiple measurements. Rigid image alignment is a type of image registration technique used to align two two-dimensional images
into a common coordinate system based on two transformation parameters, translation and rotation.
In our research study, we are analyzing the accuracy of registering images using two rigid image alignment algorithms, namely the
Principal Axes algorithm and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based phase correlation algorithm. The software for registering
images using these two methods is written in MATLAB R2011a. We also compared our results with alignments achieved for the
same images using an existing Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) package for registration. Our registration software is based on
work with images acquired from a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner and especially for images taken of a quality
assurance (QA) phantom. A QA phantom is used to test the quality of images acquired by measuring different QA parameters on
images acquired over a period of time. By comparing future phantom images with the first image in the series, we can perform a
series of Quality Assurance steps to measure any degradation in the MRI device. The QA results can then be used to apply inverse
transformations to new customer images to improve their quality. The first step in the QA process is image registration, which is the
topic of this paper.
Similarity measures such as Mean Square Error (MSE), translation and rotation errors are computed to derive at the accuracy extent
of the registration algorithms. Our analysis shows that the Principal Axes method can successfully register 17 of the 22 non-aligned
test images, the FFT method registered 21 test images successfully whereas SPM8 with default settings showed correct alignments
for only 9 images in our case study as per our requirement. The Principal Axes algorithm performed better image alignment when
the two images were displaced by a larger distance, and the FFT based algorithm performed better for larger rotation angle
differences among images. Hence, we conclude that our algorithms have the potential for inclusion in the new QA process.
Keywords - Rigid image alignment; Computer vision algorithms; Image registration; Principal axes; Fast fourier transform; FFT;
Mean square error; MSE.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Principal Axes method is a spatial, feature-based
monomodal rigid image registration method for aligning
two images. The Principal Axes algorithm acts upon the
features of the images, such as edges, corners, or
circular patterns as its feature space. The search space
consists of global translations and rotations. The search
strategy is finding the closed formed solution based on
the eigenvalue decomposition of a certain covariance
matrix [1]. The similarity metric is the variance of the
projection of the feature’s location vector onto the
principal axis [1]. The principal axes are the orthogonal
axes about which the moments of inertia are minimized.
If two objects are identical except for a translation and a
rotation, then they can be registered by coinciding their
principal axes [6]. The algorithm is suitable for
registering images shaped like an ellipse or ellipsoid.
For purposes of image registration, the critical features
of an ellipse are its center of mass, and principal
orientations, i.e., major and minor axes [1]. The

Computer vision embeds the core technology of
automated image analysis which is used in many fields.
Medical computer vision or medical image processing is
one of the most prominent application fields of
computer vision [12]. Rigid body registration methods
are effectively used for registering human brain images
from MRI [1, 2]. Multiple images captured from
different viewpoints or at different times, get distorted
with respect to each other. Image registration or image
alignment is the process of determining the optimal
transformation matrix that results in the images being in
spatial alignment [1]. The images need to be
geometrically aligned for better observation [6]. This
procedure of mapping points from one image to
corresponding points in another image is called Image
Registration. It is a spatial transform [6]. A rigid-body
transformation in two dimensions is defined by two
parameters, translation and rotation [2].
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principal axes algorithm is easy to implement, and
efficient but it does have the shortcoming that it is
sensitive to missing data, if any.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based
registration is a frequency-domain type automatic rigid
registration method. The feature space it uses consists of
all the pixels in the image, and its search space covers
all global translations and rotations [1]. The search
strategy is the closed form Fourier-based method, and
the similarity metric is correlation, and its variants, e.g.,
phase only correlation [1]. The FFT-based automatic
registration method relies on the Fourier shift theorem
which guarantees that the phase of a specially defined
“ratio” is equal to the phase difference between the
images [7]. The Fourier-Mellin transform [7] has been
implemented in our algorithm to register images that are
misaligned due to translation and rotation. The Fourier–
Mellin registration method is based on the principle of
phase correlation and the properties of Fourier analysis
[9]. The phase correlation finds the translation between
two images. The Fourier–Mellin transform extends
phase correlation to handle images transformed by both
translation and rotation [9].A Fourier transform is
applied to images to recover translation [9]. Then a logpolar transformation is applied to the magnitude
spectrum and the rotation angle is recovered by using
phase correlation in the log-polar space [9]. By
operating on the magnitude spectrum of an image, the
translational differences between the images are avoided
since the magnitude spectrum of an image and its
translated counterpart are identical and only their phase
spectrum are different [9]. The log-polar transformation
causes rotation to be manifested as translation, whereby
phase correlation can be applied to recover the rotation
angle between the pair of input images [9].

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

II. RESEARCH PLAN
The research work involved implementing the
following steps:

FIG. 1 : EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The phantom images acquired using the scanner at
different times are geometrically distorted by rotation
and translation. This is due to different positioning of
the phantom in the scanner each time. The circular
patterns shown in the images need to be at similar
coordinates for all the images for further meaningful
processing. The alignment of images then is crucial in
deriving correct QA parameter values to test image
quality and therefore the proper functioning of the
scanner. Misalignments will result in wrong
measurements for QA parameters providing us with
incorrect results on the scan quality of images and the
functioning of the scanner. Since the scanner magnet
may deteriorate with time in the long run, it is possible
that the images acquired can get distorted with more
noise introduced in the future images. To tackle this
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problem, we have simulated two of our target images by
introducing Gaussian noise enough to pixelate the
images using the ImageJ (NIH, MD) [14] software.

The target images are transformed using ImageJ to
provide varying displacements and rotations in images
for testing our algorithms. The Rotate and Translate
tools help perform these transformations on the target
files. Gaussian noise is introduced in two of the target
images to pixelate them to test for noise sensitivity of
our algorithms. The Noise-Add Specific Noise tool in
ImageJ was used to introduce Gaussian noise of 500 and
1000 standard deviation in target files target10n and
target25n respectively.

For registering two images, the user is required to
choose two files. The first file is called the reference file
to which the misaligned or target file will be aligned to.
The file format supported is the raw binary format. The
images derived from the QA phantom are unsigned 16bit images in big-endian format. The file size is 384x384
ie. the images are square images. Each image is made up
of three slices, collectively representing the volume of
the phantom. The first slice shows only the boundary of
the phantom. Second slice shows the varying intensity
circular patterns from the phantom disk. And the third
slice shows a circular disk with no patterns. Figure 2
shows the complete phantom image.

IV. PRINCIPAL AXES METHOD
A. Algorithm
Steps involved for Principal Axes based registration
are:
i)

Perform feature detection by thresholding the
images to only detect the circular patterns on the
phantom image.
a)

Find the maximum intensity values in both
images.

b) Plot a histogram of these intensities into 10
bins.

FIG. 2. QA PHANTOM IMAGE

c)

Table I shows the file names and their initial
transformation parameters.
Table I : Data file names and the initial transformations

Look for the intensity for second highest
number of pixels in the bins. The highest
number of pixels belong to the image
background and second highest to the patterns
in the image.

d) Avoid any background pixels by fixing the
cutoff for feature selection to one tenth of the
above number.
e)

Set all the pixel intensities below this cutoff
value to zeros in both images. Let I1F and I2F
be the two images with features selected.

f)

Calculate the centers of both the images with
features.

ii) Calculate rotation parameter.
a)

Calculate the center of mass or centroid (x', y')
for I1F and I2F using the formulae
X' = ∑x, y * x * I(x, y) / ∑x, y * I(x, y) and
Y' = ∑x, y * y * I(x, y) / ∑x, y * I(x, y)
where I(x, y) is the intensity at location (x, y).

b) Find difference between the two centroid
positions.
c)

Find the eigenvectors of the reference image
and target image via an eigenvalue
decomposition of the covariance matrices.
Covariance matrix C can be written as C = (
c11 c12 c21 c22),
where c11 = ?x, y (x-x')2 * I(x, y),
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c22 = ?x, y (y-y')2 * I(x, y),

8.

The eighth image is translated features of target
image for alignment.

9.

The ninth window is the transformed or aligned
target image.

c12 = ?x, y (x-x') * (y-y') * I(x, y) and
c21 = c12.
d) For each image, determine the angle angl, the
maximum eigenvector makes with the
horizontal x-axis using the formula angl =
atan2(V(2,1),V(1,1))*180/pi

10. The tenth window shows the difference between the
reference image and the aligned target image. If the
alignment is correct, the image difference shows up
as white and the regions of image that couldn’t be
aligned show up in the respective red or blue color
for misalignment.

where V is the maximum eigenvector.
e)

Find the difference between the two angles, θ.

f)

If θ<= -90.0 and θ> -180.0 then θ= θ+ 180.0

11. Finally, the program displays the similarity measure
MSE values. Translation error and rotation error
measure are also displayed. Algorithm execution
speed is shown in seconds.

elseif θ<= 180.0 then θ= θ+ 360.0
iii) Perform Rotation transformation on target image.
a)

Construct the rotation matrix as
R = [cos(-θ) sin(-θ); -sin(-θ) cos(-θ)];

b) Multiply the rotation matrix with the (x, y)
coordinates of the target image to get the new
rotated image.
iv) Calculate translation parameters along x-axis and yaxis.
a)

Find the center of mass of rotated target image.

b) Calculate the difference in locations of the two
centroids.
v) Perform translation transformation.
a)

Align the two centers of mass of the two
images.

b) Construct the translated target image. This is
the final transformed aligned target image.

Fig. 3 : Software Processing Window - Principal Axes

B. Processing

C. Experimental Results

Figure 3 shows the processing window after
executing the Principal Axes algorithm. The images
displayed are explained as below:
1.

The first image shows the reference image.

2.

Second image is the target image.

3.

Third image shows the initial alignment difference
between the two images. The reference image is
shown in red and the target image in blue.

4.

The fourth image shows the features selected for the
reference image for alignment.

5.

The fifth image shows the features selected for the
target image for alignment.

6.

The sixth image is the rotated features of target
image for alignment.

7.

The seventh image is the rotated target image.

Twenty-two of the target images are tested for
alignment with the first image in the sequence acquired
from the QA phantom, here referred to as the reference
image. The Principal Axes algorithm successfully
registered seventeen target images with minimal
translation and rotation errors.
The algorithm successfully registered the following
target files: target, target0, target00, target5, target10,
target15, target20, target25, target50, target90, target_5,
target_10, target_15, target_20, target_25, target_50,
target_90. The algorithm failed to align files target150,
target180, and target_180. These images are the ones
which are misaligned by very large angles (greater than
90 degrees) compared to reference image. In addition,
the algorithm also failed to align the noisy images
target10n and target25n. This shows the method’s
sensitivity to presence of noise in images during
registration process.
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e)

V. FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM METHOD
A. Algorithm

xo = mod (loc, cols);

Steps involved for FFT based registration are:

yo = loc / rows;

iv) Perform translation transformation.

Let I1 and I2 be the reference and target images
respectively.
i)

Find the translation point (xo, yo) using
formulae

a)

Calculate rotation parameter.
a) Apply FFT function to images I1 and I2, to get
F1, F2.
b) Transform the Cartesian coordinate system
points (x, y) into log-polar coordinates (log
(p), θ) using formulae
Log (p) = log (sqrt(x2 + y2)) and θ = atan(y/x).
c) Find the new intensity values at the
corresponding log polar coordinates using
bilinear interpolation.
d) Apply FFT to log-polar images to get Flp1 and
Flp2.
e) Compute the ratio
R1 = (Flp1 * conj(Flp2)) / (abs(Flp1 *
conj(Flp2)))
where conj is the complex conjugate and abs is
the absolute value.
f) Compute the inverse FFT of R1 as IR1.
g) Find the location (xo, yo) in log-polar
coordinates for maximum value of abs (IR1).
h) Calculate the rotation angle θ using formulae
xo = mod (loc, cols);
yo = loc / rows;
Rotation angle θ in radians is the ydisplacement in the log-polar coordinate.

Align image I3 by adding the displacements to
the original points in the rotated target image.

b) Construct the translated target image. This is
the final transformed aligned target image.
B. Processing
Figure 4 shows the processing window after
executing the FFT method.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

ii) Perform rotation transformation on the target
image.

9.

a)

Construct the rotation matrix as
R = [cos(-θ) sin(-θ); -sin(-θ) cos(-θ)];
b) Multiply the rotation matrix with the (x, y)
coordinates of the target image to get the new
rotated image I3.

The first subplot shows the reference image.
Second subplot is the target image.
Third subplot shows the initial alignment
difference between the two images. The
reference image is shown in red and the target
image in blue.
The fourth and fifth subplots show the
frequency domains of reference and target
images respectively.
The sixth and seventh subplots show the
frequency domains of reference and target
images respectively represented in log-polar
coordinate system.
Eighth image is the rotated version of the target
image.
Ninth image is the translated target image.
Tenth window shows the difference between
the reference image and the aligned target
image.
Finally, the program displays the similarity
measure MSE values. Algorithm execution
speed is shown in seconds.

iii) Calculate translation parameters along x-axis and yaxis.
a) Apply FFT function to image I3, resulting in
F3.
b) Compute the ratio
R1 = (F1 * conj(F3)) / (abs(F1 * conj(F3))) .
c) Compute the inverse FFT of R1 as IR1.
d) Find the location for maximum value of
abs(IR1).

Fig. 4 : Software Processing Window - FFT
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computation of six Fast Fourier Transforms. Hence,
MSE is used for measuring the similarity.

C. Experimental Results
Twenty-two of the target images are tested for
alignment with the first image in the sequence acquired
from the QA phantom, here referred to as the reference
image. The Fast Fourier Transform algorithm
successfully registered twenty-one target images with
minimal translation and rotation errors between the two
images.

The difference between the reference image and the
transformed image is shown to the user by subtracting
the two images and displaying the difference image in
the processing window. A perfect alignment results in
difference image shown in gray scale and any
misalignments if exist are shown either in red or blue
color in the image. This gives us a realistic picture of
alignment mismatch extent as can be validated by
looking at the difference image.

The algorithm successfully registered the following
target files: target, target0, target5, target10, target15,
target20, target25, target50, target90, target150,
target180, target_5, target_10, target_15, target_20,
target_25, target_50, target_90, target_180, target10n,
target25n. The algorithm successfully registered target
images target10n and target25n in the presence of noise
showing its insensitivity to the presence of noise in
images during registration process. The algorithm failed
to align image target00 which was largely displaced.

MSE values showed a value of zero for exact
alignment between images for the Principal Axes
method. For similar alignments achieved, the MSE
values ranged approximately from 1.5e4 to 2.0e6 and
for misalignments, the MSE values approximated in the
range of 5.9e6 to 6.4e6.
For the FFT method, the MSE values ranged
approximately from 1.1e3 to 9.9e5 and for
misalignments, the MSE values are shown to be higher
in the approximate range of 1.3e6 to 2.5e6. Figure 5
shows the similarity measure distribution for each target
image registered using both methods.

VI. SIMILARITY MEASURES
Image similarities are broadly used in medical
imaging. An image similarity measure quantifies the
degree of similarity between intensity patterns in two
images [11] [12]. The choice of an image similarity
measure depends on the modality of the images to be
registered.
Common examples of image similarity measures
include cross-correlation, mutual information, sum of
squared intensity differences, sum of absolute
differences, mean square error and ratio image
uniformity [11].

Fig. 5 : Similarity Measure MSE computed.

We have used the error metrics measure Mean
Square Error (MSE) for measuring similarity between
the reference image and the transformed target image.
The MSE is the cumulative squared error between the
transformed image and the reference image. The
mathematical formula for measuring MSE is

Translation and rotation errors are calculated for
registering images using the Principal Axes method.
Figure 6 shows their distribution for each target image.
Translation errors measured along x-axis and y-axis are
less than 1 pixel for all the successful registrations and
rotation angle error is less than 1.5 degrees.

MSE = 1/MN * ∑ M y=1∑ N x=1[I(x, y) – I’(x, y)]2
where I(x, y) is the reference image, I'(x, y) is the
transformed image, and M,N are the dimensions of the
images. A lower value for MSE means lower similarity
error and higher similarity between the two images.
For the Principal Axes method, we have also
measured translation and rotation differences between
the reference image and the transformed target image to
get the translation error and the rotation angle error.
This gives us a realistic picture of alignment mismatch
extent as can also be validated by looking at the
difference between the images. Measuring the
translation and rotation errors for confirming the
accuracy of alignment by using FFT method is
computationally expensive as it requires additional

Fig. 6 : Translation and Rotation Errors for Principal
Axes method.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Based on the Mean Square Error similarity measure
analysis, the FFT method performed better in aligning
the phantom images with MSE values ten times lesser
than those for the Principal Axes method showing more
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similarity between the reference image and the
transformed target image for successful registrations.

[5]

B. Antoine Maintz , Max A. Viergever, An
Overview of Medical Image Registration
Methods, Symposium of the Belgian Hospital
Physicists Association, 1996.

[6]

Medha V. Wyawahare, Dr. Pradeep M. Patil, and
Hemant K. Abhyankar, Image Registration
Techniques: An overview, International Journal of
Signal Processing, Image Processing and Pattern
Recognition, Vol. 2, No.3, September 2009.

[7]

Hongjie Xie, Nigel Hicks, George R. Keller,
Haitao Huang, Vladik Kreinovich, An IDL/ENVI
Implementation of the FFT Based Algorithm for
Automatic Image Registration, Computers and
Geosciences, 2003, Vol. 29, No. 8, pp. 10451055.

[8]

B. Srinivasa Reddy and B. N. Chatterji, An FFTBased Technique for Translation, Rotation, and
Scale-Invariant Image Registration, Proc. of
IEEE Transactions On Image Processing, Vol. 5,
No. 8, August 1996.

[9]

George Wolberg, Siavash Zokai, Robust Image
Registration Using Log-Polar Transform, Proc. of
IEEE Intl. Conf. on Image Processing, Sep. 2000.

[10]

Cynthia Rodriguez, Understanding FFT- based
algorithm to calculate image displacements with
IDL programming language, University of Texas
at San Antonio, 2007.

[11]

A. Ardeshir Goshtasby. 2-D and 3-D Image
Registration for Medical, Remote Sensing, and
Industrial Applications, Wiley Press, 2005.

[12]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

[13]

Friston KJ, Holmes AP, Worsley KJ, Poline JP,
Frith CD, Frackowiak RSJ. Statistical parametric
maps in functional imaging: a general linear
approach. Human Brain Mapping. 1994;
2(4):189–210.

[14]

Abràmoff, M.D., Magalhães, P.J. and Ram, S.J.
Image Processing with ImageJ. Biophotonics
International, 11(7):36—42, 2004.

[15]

The MathWorks, Inc., MA, USA.

[16]

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/HIPR2/
fourier.htm

Unlike the Principal Axes method, the FFT method
successfully registered the noisy images.
Translation and rotation errors calculated for all
successful registrations using the Principal Axes method
gave minimum errors of up to 1 pixel and 1.5 degrees
respectively showing better similarities achieved.
The Principal Axes method successfully registered
17 of the 22 non-aligned test images, the FFT method
registered 21 test images whereas using the ‘Realign’
tool in the existing SPM8 package with default settings
showed correct alignments for only 9 images as per our
requirement.
If one of the algorithms gives coarse similarity
between the images after registration, then the user may
realign this output image using the other algorithm to
get better alignment results.
Once the phantom images are aligned using our
software, the future work in our QA project involves
using these aligned images to measure and compute
different QA parameters such as Signal to Noise Ratio,
Contrast to Noise Ratio, Ghosting Fraction, Resolution,
Magnetic Homogeneity and so on. The comparative
study of these QA parameters over time will give us an
idea about how image quality is getting affected due to
functioning of the scanner magnet.
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